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antibiotics

Editorial

New Biomolecules and Drug Delivery Systems as Alternatives
to Conventional Antibiotics
Helena P. Felgueiras

Centre for Textile Science and Technology (2C2T), Campus de Azurém, University of Minho,
4800-058 Guimaraes, Portugal; helena.felgueiras@2c2t.uminho.pt

New approaches to deal with the growing concern associated with antibiotic-resistant
bacteria are in high demand. For many years, antibiotics have been the gold standard for
treating infections. However, their excessive consumption and misuse have contributed to
the rise of microorganisms resistant to antibiotic action, leading to a global health crisis.
Engineering new drug delivery platforms and uncovering alternative biomolecules with
antimicrobial and regenerative potentials is becoming extremely urgent. This Special
Issue aims at expanding our understanding of the antimicrobial action of specialized
biomolecules, recently engineered or chemically modified from their ancient origins, and
to introduce a broad audience to new systems of drug delivery.

In this collection of research, many important findings can be highlighted, namely the
emergence of flavonoid-coated gold nanoparticles [1] and the concurrent effect of quercetin
(also a bioflavonoid)- and magnesium-doped calcium silicates as highly effective antibacte-
rial agents against Gram-negative bacteria [2], the engineering of silver nanoparticles via a
new green synthesis methodology that improved the performance of these cues against
multidrug-resistant bacteria [3], and the loading of poly-ε-caprolactone nanoparticles with
4-nerolidylcatechol that specifically inhibited the growth of Microsporum canis [4]. An-
other strategy against multidrug-resistant microbials was introduced by Han et al., whose
findings demonstrated grapefruit seed extracts as effective antibacterial agents, even at
low concentrations [5], while Lin et al. revealed the potentialities of aerosolized hyper-
tonic saline against multidrug-resistant Acinetobacter baumannii, unveiling a new vehicle of
delivery for conventional antibiotics capable of improving their effectiveness [6].

Discovering new pharmaceutical strategies to fight infection is a very challenging
and time-consuming process. Considering DNA gyrase and topoisomerase IV are known
targets for novel antibacterial drug design, Saleh et al. demonstrated the effectiveness
of diphenylphosphonates as DNA gyrase inhibitors, with great potentially for new phar-
maceutical formulations [7]. Furthermore, Baranova et al. followed a different route
and resorted to live biosensors for ultra-high-throughput screening for deep profiling of
antibacterial activity and antibiotic discovery [8].

Even though most of the focus of this Special Issue is on developing and unveiling
new antimicrobial cues capable of mitigating or irradicating infection in humans, plants
and animal products are also affected by similar issues, with pesticides and other chemical
agents becoming highly ineffective against microbial plagues. Assessments of pathogenic
resistance have been made by Lianou et al. on bulk-tank milk of goat herds, to identify
potentially dangerous factors affecting the product quality [9]. These assessments are essen-
tial to better understand the mechanisms of action of microbial species, and hence, propose
personalized solutions. Wang et al. investigated a novel polyene agriculture antibiotic,
tetramycin, and determined that it could prevent several diseases in kiwi plants [10]. Allicin
and chitosan were also found to increase the resistance of Rosa roxburghii against powdery
mildew, being highlighted as a potential green, cost-effective and environmentally friendly
strategy to raise production yields [11].
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Finally, recent advances in antibiotic- and heavy-metal-loaded titanium surfaces were
examined as potential mechanisms for preventing local infection in bone-related applica-
tions [12], while for tissue engineering and wound healing, fiber–hydrogel composites were
identified as prospective effective solutions [13]. Even though this Special Issue has pro-
vided significant evidence of the high level of research and dedication in finding potential
options and solutions to the present antibiotic crisis, introducing readers to both techniques
and molecules with an active profile against microbial agents, we anticipate that there are
many antimicrobial cues and delivery systems with precise targets and mechanisms of
action still to uncover.

Funding: This research was funded by the Portuguese Foundation for Science and Technology (FCT)
grants PTDC/CTMTEX/28074/2017 and UID/CTM/00264/2020.

Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.
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Abstract: In the last decades, much research has been done to fasten wound healing and target-direct
drug delivery. Hydrogel-based scaffolds have been a recurrent solution in both cases, with some
reaching already the market, even though their mechanical stability remains a challenge. To overcome
this limitation, reinforcement of hydrogels with fibers has been explored. The structural resemblance
of fiber–hydrogel composites to natural tissues has been a driving force for the optimization and
exploration of these systems in biomedicine. Indeed, the combination of hydrogel-forming techniques
and fiber spinning approaches has been crucial in the development of scaffolding systems with
improved mechanical strength and medicinal properties. In this review, a comprehensive overview
of the recently developed fiber–hydrogel composite strategies for wound healing and drug delivery
is provided. The methodologies employed in fiber and hydrogel formation are also highlighted,
together with the most compatible polymer combinations, as well as drug incorporation approaches
creating stimuli-sensitive and triggered drug release towards an enhanced host response.

Keywords: fiber–hydrogel composite; biodegradable polymers; skin regeneration; drug delivery
platforms; controlled release

1. Introduction

Biomaterials are defined as nonviable materials, with potential for applications in
medical devices, that possess the ability to interact with biological systems to evaluate, treat,
replace or enhance the performance of any tissue [1]. Biomaterials are classified in different
ways; the most common refers to their chemical nature and is subdivided in metallic
materials (ferrous and non244-ferrous) and non-metallic materials (organic: polymers,
biological materials, and carbons; and inorganic: ceramics and glasses). Composites are
considered another very important class of biomaterials and result from the combination of
two classes of materials that work in synergy to improve the properties of the final product
above those of the individual components [1,2].

The continued research in this field has raised the specificity level of the biomaterials
developed and, therefore, has increased its impact in the healthcare global market [1].
Polymers represent a large portion of all biomaterials used in the biomedical field (about
45%) [2], and their application appears to have no end. They can be processed in the form
of particles, foams, films, membranes, hydrogels and fibers, and combinations of these 3D
structures can then be made to generated intricate, target-direct, specialized biomedical
systems. Biomedicine has resorted to these constructs to understand specific biological
processes and to engineer high-performance therapies to treat a variety of diseases. The
need to match the desired functions/characteristics of a given tissue or cell has driven the
combination of different classes of biomaterials in complex constructs (e.g., fiber–hydrogel
composite) that can effectively respond to the local demands and provide the necessary
tools to reach the desired goals. In recent years, fiber–hydrogel composites have been
disclosed as one of those systems that combine different structures to improve individual
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features and enhance inherent advantages to achieve successful outcomes. In biomedical
engineering, the importance of these constructs is particularly noticeable in wound healing
and drug delivery. In both areas, fiber–hydrogel composites can be a good alternative to
the use of antibiotics and/or their controlled administration.

The present review explores this subject further, starting with the introduction of
basic concepts associated with polymer properties and processing in the form of fibers and
hydrogels and then evolving towards the combination of these two structures in one to
successfully respond to specific needs. The most recent studies highlighting fiber–hydrogel
composites are here identified, giving particular attention to the engineering of wound
dressings and drug delivery systems.

2. Polymers Natural/Synthetic

The word polymer is derived from the Greek poly and meros, meaning many and
parts, respectively. Polymers are macromolecules that result from the repetition of smaller
molecules, the monomers [3]. The nature of the monomers and the specific bonds gener-
ated between them, and their spatial rearrangement, determine the properties of the built
polymer [4]. The process through which a polymer is formed is named polymerization and
can be described as a chemical reaction in which the combination of one or more monomers
occurs [3]. Polymers can also be biologically derived or synthetically produced [2]. Natural
polymers are created in nature during the life cycles of biological systems, such as plants,
microorganisms, and animals [5]. These polymers are widely used in scientific community,
namely, in tissue engineering, wound dressing and drug delivery systems [6–8], due to their
biocompatibility, non-toxicity, biodegradability and bioactivity, particularly their inherent
anti-inflammatory and antibacterial properties [9]. These polymers include polysaccha-
rides and polypeptides. Polysaccharides, the most abundant class of biopolymers, are
polymeric carbohydrate molecules formed by glycosidic bonds with different structures
and properties depending on molecular weight and chemical composition [8]. In particular,
polysaccharides, compared to polypeptides, are generally more stable and usually do not
denature on heating [10]. Regarding their chemical properties, they have polyfunction-
ality, high chemical reactivity, chirality, chelation and adsorption capacity, which allow
them to be chemically and biochemically modified very easily. These modifications result
in different polysaccharide derivatives, which increase the range of applications [6,8,11].
The alginate, hyaluronic acid (HA), cellulose and chitosan (CS) stand out between the
polysaccharides for being the most used in biomedicine (Table 1). Just like polysaccha-
rides, polypeptides are produced by microorganisms. Polypeptides are macromolecules
composed of repeated units of amino acids linked by peptide bonds. Their versatility,
flexibility, good performance in metabolic adaptation and imitation of the extracellular
matrix makes them good candidates for tissue scaffolding and drug/gene delivery [12].
The most common polypeptides used in biomedicine are collagen and gelatin (Table 1).
However, known limitations of natural polymers include their very low dimensional sta-
bility, susceptibility to immunogenic responses, possibility of pathogen transmission and
high batch-to-batch variability [12,13]. For this reason, biodegradable synthetic polymers
are frequently employed as alternatives.

Indeed, some of the key benefits of synthetic polymers are their reproducibility, which
allows mass production, and their ability to be tuned according to specific requirements.
Their degradation profile can also be easily manipulated via their hydrolytic groups [14],
even though bulk degradation can occur [15]. Moreover, synthetic polymers are biologically
inert, thus without a therapeutical impact, but may induce chronic inflammation [16]. In
biomedicine, poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO), poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL), polylactic acid (PLA),
poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA), poly(vinylpyrrolidone)(PVP) and poly(vinyl alcohol)
(PVA) [15,17] constitute the most studied polymers in the field (Table 1) [18]. They may
additionally be combined with natural polymers. Hybrid polymers can result from the total
or part combination of natural and synthetic polymers. As is the case of the combination of
the PLGA (synthetic polymer) and the CS (natural polymer) that result in the PLGA-CS
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hybrid polymer that has been studied in several areas, namely in therapeutic delivery [19].
The choice of polymers for the formation of scaffolds, based on their characteristics, has
proved to be crucial in the properties and applicability of the final scaffold. Currently,
synergisms between synthetic and natural biomaterials in the form of 3D scaffolds, such as
hydrogels and nanofibrous mats, are in high demand for biomedical applications, being
frequently preferred over constructs made of polymers belonging to only one of these
categories [7,15,20].
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3. Hydrogel

Hydrogels are 3D networks of hydrophilic polymers capable of absorbing and re-
taining significant amounts of fluids [58], which have also been widely applied in wound
healing [30,59]; cartilage tissue engineering [36,60]; bone tissue engineering [61]; and
delivery of proteins, growth factors and antibiotics [20,62].

Hydrogels can be classified based on their source, namely the composing polymers,
in natural or synthetic (Table 2). Thus, nature-derived hydrogels may consist of natural
polysaccharides or polypeptides [6,12], ergo carrying molecular recognition sites enabling
cell/tissue communication pathways and modulation towards a therapeutical effect [63].
However, as hydrogels, they tend to present low stability in aqueous medium, poor me-
chanical properties and quick degradation rates [63]. On the other hand, hydrogels based
on synthetic polymers are typically mechanically resilient and display superior elastic
properties. Still, their biological inertness, blocking any chances of tuning cell behav-
ior towards a healthier state, limits their use in biomedicine [63,64]. Hybrid hydrogels,
combining natural and synthetic polymers [65], have been proven useful to create smart
hydrogels (alginate-g-(PEO-poly(propylene oxide)-PEO) [66]), in biomedical materials
(PVA/collagen [67]) and in tissue engineering applications (CS/PCL [47]), to name a few
examples. Their polymer composition may also subdivide hydrogels in homopolymers,
copolymers, multipolymers or interpenetrating polymer networks (IPN) [68]. Homopoly-
mer hydrogels are made of crosslinked polymer networks derived from a single type of
basic structural unit (monomers) [69]. Copolymer hydrogels are frequently crosslinked
polymer networks made up of two co-monomer units with at least one hydrophilic com-
ponent (not soluble in water). These networks can assume three types of configuration,
arbitrary, block or may alternate between both along the chain [70,71]. Multipolymer
hydrogels are the result of the reaction of three or more co-monomers [72]. In turn, IPNs
are an important class made of two independent crosslinked synthetic and/or natural
polymer components, in which a new hydrogel polymeric network is polymerized within
a pre-existent [68,73]. In case only one polymer network from the two is crosslinked, the
hydrogels are designated as semi-IPNs. [68].

Table 2. General classification of hydrogels considering their source, polymers charge, polymer
composition, structural configuration, degradation, physical properties, response to stimuli, and type
of crosslinking [68].

Hydrogels Classification

Source Natural, synthetic or hybrid

Charge of polymers Ionic, non-ionic, amphoteric or zwitterionic

Polymeric composition Homopolymer, copolymer, multipolymer, IPN or semi-IPN

Configuration Amorphous, crystalline or semicrystalline

Degradability Biodegradable or non-biodegradable

Physical properties Conventional or smart

Response Physical, chemical, or biochemical/biological

Type of crosslinking Chemical or physical

Hydrogels may also be categorized as amorphous, crystalline or semi-crystalline,
depending on their physical organization and chemical composition. Semicrystalline
hydrogel networks are mixtures of crystalline as well as amorphous phases [74]. These
properties may also affect the hydrogel degradation rate, sub-divided in degradable or
non-degradable structures [68]. Most hydrogels used in tissue engineering and drug
delivery systems are biodegradable and are developed to degrade into biologically ac-
ceptable molecules (non-toxic degradation biproducts) [75,76]. The degradation rate of
biodegradable hydrogels may be manipulated via the polymers’ molecular weight [77],
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by the action of oxidizing agents [78], or by the presence of enzymes [79]. Tanan et al.
developed a semi-interpenetrating hydrogel (semi-IPN) consisting of a mixture of cassava
starch-g-polyacrylic acid/natural rubber/PVA. This hydrogel exhibited an excellent water
retention capacity and proved to be highly sensitive to salt concentration, type of cations,
pH and swelling time. In addition, it demonstrated good biodegradation with a rate of
0.626 wt.%/day [80].

In terms of their physical properties, hydrogels can be categorized as conventional or
smart. Conventional hydrogels are characterized by low response rates, in general. They
have a very low swelling rate due to their small matrix size. This limitation has triggered
a greater interest in macroscopic hydrogels, where the size of the pores allows a higher
swelling rate. Smart hydrogels are hydrogels that react to changes in environmental condi-
tions (external stimuli) by swelling or reversibly collapsing [81,82]. Hydrogels can be phys-
ical, chemical or biochemical/biological in relation to the type of response/stimulus [68].
Physical stimuli like temperature, electric field, magnetic field, light and pressure and
chemical stimuli like pH, solvent composition and ionic strength can change the swelling
state of the hydrogel. Hydrogels with biochemical/biological responses are capable of
interacting with the surrounding environment [81,83]. In terms of production, hydrogels
can be formed by physical [30] and/or chemical [21] crosslinking of polymers, which
will be discussed in the following sections. Hydrogels can also be classified based on
their charge in non-ionic (neutral), ionic (anionic or cationic), amphoteric (acidic and basic
groups) or zwitterionic (anionic and cationic groups in each structural unit) [68].

Hydrogels benefit from a high degree of flexibility, adjustable viscoelasticity, biocom-
patibility, high permeability to oxygen and essential nutrients, high water content and low
interfacial tension with aqueous medium [7,22]. The hydrogel biocompatibility, that is, its
ability to perform its intended function without inducing side effects in the host, is one
of its most crucial characteristics. Further, in case of wounds, for instance, their limited
adhesion may allow removal from the wound bed without causing additional trauma or
destroying the newly formed tissues [84,85].

Certain hydrogels even have capacity to alter their swelling state in response to
environmental variations; these function as triggers to change the physical and/or chemical
properties of the hydrogel. For example, in the case of pH-sensitive hydrogels, the polymers
that make up the hydrogel contain hydrophobic moieties that swell in water according to
the pH of the external environment. Thus, in the absence of this stimulus, the hydrogel
maintains its initial swelling state [81]. This property makes them good candidates for
drug delivery systems. In this case, altering the swelling state in response to a change in
pH opens opportunities for controlling the timing of drug release. Kwon et al. described
the synthesis via chemical crosslinking of pH-sensitive hydrogels based on hydroxyethyl
cellulose and HA for transdermal delivery of the drug isoliquiritigenin. At pH 7, the
electrostatic repulsions between the carboxylate groups of HA lead to the enlargement of
mesh and, consequently, to an increase in the amount of isoliquiritigenin released. The
authors observed an efficacy greater than 70% of the release of the drug due to the pH and
excellent adhesive properties of the hydrogel, which makes it a good candidate for treating
skin lesions [86].

Hydrogel Formation: Techniques

Considering that many hydrogels degrade very easily in biological systems or in
contact with water-based fluids, the purpose of the crosslinking process is to improve the
insolubility, mechanical strength, and rigidity of the polymer network. Hydrogels can
be physically or chemically crosslinked (Table 3) [87]. Physical hydrogels are networks
with transient junctions (reversible connections), traditionally disordered and fragile. They
result from interactions such as ionic bonding [88], hydrogen bonding [89], hydrophobic
interactions [90], and crystallization [91]. The physical properties of the polymers and
the gelation conditions determine the internal structure of the hydrogel, by modulating
properties such as gel density, porosity and mechanical performance (e.g., rigidity) [92].
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Physical hydrogels tend to exhibit low mechanical strength and are often unstable [93].
The dissolution of physically crosslinked hydrogels can occur in response to changes in
temperature, application of stress, ionic strength, pH and solvent composition. Because of
their reversible character, the polymer solution resulting from the dissolution process may
undergo again gelation and restore the original hydrogel features [65,94].

Unlike physical, chemical hydrogels are polymer networks with permanent junctions,
formed via covalent bonds, which are capable of maintaining the structure integrity for
longer (increased degradation time) [95]. Chemically crosslinked hydrogels are known to
be mechanically strong. However, although they present a permanently fixed shape, they
have low fracture resistance and extensibility [93]. Further, certain chemical crosslinking
agents are toxic and can cause adverse reactions; thus, they must be extracted from the gels
before use [96]. Photopolymerization, enzymatic crosslinking, crosslinking molecules and
polymer–polymer crosslinking are the four major chemical crosslinking methods that can
be employed to form crosslinked hydrogels.
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Hybrid hydrogels result from the combination of physical and chemical crosslinking of
polymers. These double crosslinked hydrogels combine the advantages of both strategies,
namely, low surface tension, remarkable thermodynamic stability and elevated capacity of
solubilization [65,93].

Various chemical and physical hydrogels have been prepared from natural and/or
synthetic polymers for a variety of biomedical purposes. Chitosan hydrogels formed with
the crosslinking agent trisodium salt 6-phosphogluconic (6-PG-Na+) loaded with the drug
piroxicam were developed by Martinez-Martinez et al. The interaction between ionic poly-
mer cationic groups and anionic groups of the 6-PG-Na+ crosslinker led to the formation of
ionic hydrogels. The authors observed that the hydrogel had potential as a drug vehicle for
topical administration since at pH close to neutrality there was less degradation than at
lower pH, with a release of 90% of piroxicam during 7 h (release controlled by pH). This
hydrogel proved to be a good candidate as a wound dressing given its good adhesion
properties, non-toxicity and ability to induce healing and regeneration [115]. In another
study, Wang et al. developed a hydrogel based on gelatin methacrylamine/poly(ethylene
glycol)diacrylate (GelMA/PEGDA) via photo-crosslinking (with photoinitiator I2959). The
engineered hydrogel was shown to have stronger mechanical properties than pure GelMA
hydrogels and a degradation rate that lasted 4 weeks. Here, osteoblasts were able to adhere
and proliferate along the surface, showing great cell viability and biocompatibility. Such
characteristics make this hydrogel a good candidate for guided bone regeneration [116].
Table 4 lists some of the most recent examples physical, chemical and hybrid hydrogels
employed in biomedicine and their respective production techniques.

Table 4. Examples of hydrogel crosslinking systems employed in wound dressing, tissue engineering and drug delivery.

Hydrogels Crosslinking
Engine

Hydrogel
Composition Applications Reference

Physical

Ionic Interaction

6-PG-Na+-crosslinked CS Drug delivery; wound dressing [115]

CaCl2-crosslinked
alginate-pectin Wound dressing [30]

Poloxamer-heparin/gellan gum Bone marrow stem
cells delivery [117]

Al3+-crosslinked cellulose Drug delivery [118]

Hydrogen Bonding

PVA/poly(acrylic acid) Surgical sutures and
load-bearing fields [119]

1,6-hexamethylenediamine
(HMDA)-crosslinked cytosine
and guanosine modified HA

Injectable drug delivery; soft tissue
engineering;

regenerative medicine
[120]

Crystallization

PVA/poly(ethylene glycol) Wound dressing [121]

CS/PVA Anti-inflammatory drug loading
and release [102]

PVA/cellulose 2-layered skin model [122]

Chemical Photo-crosslinked

PEGDA Tissue engineered heart valves [123]

GelMA Tissue engineering; drug delivery;
regenerative medicine [124]

GelMA/PEGDA Bone regeneration [116]

GelMA/CS Tissue engineering [60]
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Table 4. Cont.

Hydrogels Crosslinking
Engine

Hydrogel
Composition Applications Reference

Chemical

Enzymatic Reaction

Horseradish peroxidase
-crosslinked HA/silk fibroin Tissue engineering [21]

Horseradish peroxidase
-crosslinked Silk fibroin-

tyramine-substituted silk fibroin
or gelatin

Cell delivery [125]

Transglutaminase-crosslinked
gelatin–laminin

Neuromuscular tissue
engineering [126]

Crosslinking Molecules

Genipin-crosslinked CS
Drug delivery systems in oral

administration
applications

[111]

Genipin-crosslinked CS/gelatin Drug delivery [127]

Glutaraldehyde-crosslinked CS Tissue engineering [128]

Polymer–Polymer CS/Alginate Neuronal tissue
engineering [129]

Hybrid
Chemical Crosslinking

followed by
Crystallization

Ethylene glycol diglycidyl
ether-crosslinked

microcrystalline Cellulose/PVA
Drug delivery [130]

4. Fiber

The use and production of polymer-based fibers by humans has been described since
pre-historic times. The earliest account of the biomedical use of fibers is suggested in
decorations of the Tassili caves, engraved between 5000–2500 BC [131]. Ancient records,
date the beginning of the use of cotton to the first half of the 6th millennium BC and the
cultivation of silkworms to produce silk fibers to the 4th millennium BC [132,133]. With the
industrial revolution, there was a need to create more efficient fiber production strategies. In
the 14th century, the spindle to manufacture wool and cotton fibers emerged. The evolution
in this field did not stagnate and the production of fibers continue evolving until the 19th
century, dramatically increasing the use of natural fibers in the 1940s [11,134]. Years later,
in the middle of the 20th century, the production of synthetic fibers began [11]. Nowadays,
this area is constantly evolving, being already available several high precision methods
of fiber production [133,135]. The application of fibers in biomedicine occurs in several
areas, namely in wound dressings [136], bone tissue engineering [137], drug-controlled
release [138], among others.

Fibers can be divided in two classes, natural and synthetic. Natural fibers can be
extracted from plants, animals or minerals. Synthetic or man-made fibers usually arise
from chemical processing [135]. In general, all plant-derived fibers are composed of
cellulose, while animal-derived fibers contain proteins [139]. Natural fibers are made of
millions of macrofibrils, which in turn are formed by microfibrils [140], composed mainly
of crystalline cellulose (30–90%, that varies depending on the part of the plant concerned)
surrounded by an amorphous matrix of lignin and hemicellulose [141]. These three fiber
components are linked together by covalent bonds [140], with the fiber properties being
defined by their composition, microfibril angle, crystallinity and internal structure. The
stiffness of the fibers depends essentially on the angle of the cellulose microfibrils, the
smaller the angle the greater the stiffness. Other properties, such as water absorption,
moisture resistance, swelling and integration of the fiber bundle are determined by the
other components, like hemicellulose [141]. In general, vegetable fibers are characterized
by their biodegradable nature, lightweight, renewable capacity, abundance, improved
mechanical properties, low cost and low density [142,143]. Because of these characteristics,
natural fibers can be processed in various forms, including rope, yarn and reinforcing
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agents for biocomposites [144]. However, as reinforcements, the quality and efficiency of
the final product are dependent on environment conditions which may be unpredictable
from batch to batch, generating heterogeneity between fibers with the same origin [142].
Cellulose nanofibers have been applied in areas such as drug delivery [145] and tissue
engineering [146]. Doench et al. reported the development of non-cellularized injectable
suspensions of viscous CS solutions, filled with cellulose nanofibers as a strategy for visco-
supplementation of the intervertebral disc nucleus pulposus tissue [146]. Natural fibers
derived from animal sources can be collected from wool, silk and hair, for instance [139]. In
the case of wool, depending on the animal it is collected from, be it sheep, lama or rabbit,
there are properties that vary, namely, the color and the weight of the fibers [147]. Keratin
is the main component of wool and hair [148]. This protein has excellent biocompatibility,
biodegradability and is capable of increasing scaffolds elasticity and mechanical resilience
by self-assembly and polymerization [149]. Silk fibers, on the other hand, are mainly made
up of two structural proteins, fibroin (mechanical strength) and sericin (coating) that can be
organized in a linear structure [150]. Silk fibers are characterized by being biodegradable
and biocompatible. Although in the past their use was limited to clothing, today, silk
is used in surgical knits, sutures, and wound healing. In addition, several researches
are now in course to examine their use in films, scaffolds, electroplated materials and
hydrogels [133,151]. In fact, the increase in research on polymeric composites reinforced
with natural fibers has emerged side by side with the use of synthetic fibers in polymeric
composites [143].

Synthetic fibers can be classified in inorganic or organic. Inorganic fibers are those that
are not made of organic compounds [152]. As such, organic fibers can be manufactured
either from natural or synthetic polymers. Most of the fibers used are of polymeric origin.
Thus, the molecular weight of the polymer fiber plays a crucial role in influencing the
tensile strength and the physical properties of the final construct [153]. Synthetic polymer
fibers can be prepared from various polymers, as can be seen in Table 5 [153]. However,
in biomedicine, those endowed with biodegradable features attract much more attention,
namely, the PLA and the PCL polyesters [154]. PLA has the potential to replace fossil-based
polymers [139]. It is biocompatible and its degradation biproducts are non-toxic, which
favors its application in health-related fields [155]. On its turn, PCL is a biocompatible,
linear polyester with improved elastic properties (despite having low tensile strength, it is
capable of very high elongation) [154] that make it highly desirable for tissue engineering
systems [156].

Table 5. Examples of natural and synthetic fibers [135,153].

Type of Fibers

Natural
Plant

Bast fibers (e.g., jute and flax); seed fibers (e.g., cotton and coir); leaf fibers (e.g., banana
and abaca); grass fibers (e.g., sugarcane bagasse and bamboo); straw fibers (e.g., rice, corn

and wheat); wood fibers (e.g., softwood and hardwood)

Animal-Based Wool; silk; hair

Synthetic

Inorganic Metals and alloys (e.g., metals fiber); metal or semi-metal compounds (e.g., glass and
ceramics fibers); carbon-based fibers (e.g., carbon and graphene fibers)

Organic
Synthetic polymers (e.g., polyamide nylon, polyethylene terephthalate,

phenol-formaldehyde, PVA, polycarbonate, polyvinyl chloride and polyolefins
(polypropylene and polyethylene)); natural polymer (e.g., chitosan and alginate)

Numerous researches describe the combination of synthetic polymers and natural
polymers as the key for a successful fiber production [157–159]. For instance, Hu et al.,
reported the production of alginate/PCL composite nanofibers by co-electrospinning to
enrich cancer stem cells (CSCs) constructs. The author studied the impact of the separated
PCL and alginate fibers and the alginate/PCL composite having observed that the appli-
cation of composite fibers is more effective in selecting cells than pure fibers. The fact
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that these scaffolds can be adjusted (composition proportion) to isolate CSCs from differ-
ent tissues may potentially facilitate cancer research [157]. Levengood et al. developed
CS/PCL nanofiber structures that combined the biological properties of CS and the stability
and mechanical integrity of PCL for prospective applications in skin tissue engineering.
Throughout the study, it was found that the nanofiber structure increased the wound
healing rate, promoted general closure, re-epithelialization, maturity of the neoepidermis
and collagen deposition when compared to the control. Such facts strengthen the potential
of CS/PCL nanofiber structures for skin repair [158]. The other section of synthetic fibers,
the inorganic fibers, can be subdivided in three main groups, which are the metals and
alloys, the metal or semi-metal compounds and the carbon-based fibers (Table 5).

Many of the inorganic fibers generally exhibit high strength, high thermal and chemical
stability and stability against any kind of organic solvent [152]. Regarding fiber glass,
they have a relatively low cost, high tensile strength, high chemical resistance and good
insulation properties. In case of carbon fibers, these have numerous advantages, such as
high stiffness and tensile strength, high chemical resistance, high temperature tolerance,
present low cost and low thermal expansion. Because of these characteristics, both glass
fibers and carbon fibers are often used as reinforcement in polymeric composites [143].
These fibers can be combined with other components. Naskar et al. described a composite
of regenerated silk protein fibroin reinforced with functionalized carbon nanofibers, loaded
with growth factors (BMP-2 and TGF-β1) essential to bone regeneration. The matrices
formed were porous, immune-compatible and bioactive when incubated in simulated body
fluid. Here, it was seen that the reinforcement of the nanofibers influenced the mechanical
property of the matrices, increasing the compression module up to 46.54 MPa [160].

Fibers can be classified according to their internal structure (uniform fibers or core-
shell) or orientation (aligned or arranged randomly). They can also be formed of continuous
monofilament yarns or multifilament yarns. Both natural and synthetic fibers can be
characterized physically (diameter, length, density and moisture gain) and mechanically
(tensile strength, specific strength young’s modulus, specific young’s modulus and failure
strain) [161]. Natural fibers have moderate mechanical properties, high thermal sensitivity,
low density, acceptable modulus-weight ratio, low cost, can be extracted from unlimited
sources, and display good recyclability and biodegradability. However, the high sensitivity
to humidity, higher variability of physical and mechanical properties and low durability are
some of the disadvantages of natural fibers. In turn, synthetic fibers have high mechanical
properties, low sensitivity to moisture and low thermal sensitivity. Limited sources and
moderate recyclability are some disadvantages of synthetic fibers. [162,163]. Even though
their mechanical resilience is highly attractive, the energy necessary to produce synthetic
fibers tends to be more than that required for natural [140].

Fiber Production: Techniques

As explained earlier, the fiber final properties depend on the polymer composition.
However, they are also dependent on the processing conditions. The four most used
fiber production methods include electrospinning, melt-spinning, wet-spinning and dry-
spinning (Table 6). The electrospinning is a technique that allows the generation of poly-
meric fibers with submicron or nanometric diameters while conventional techniques such
as melt-spinning, wet-spinning and dry-spinning can produce polymer fibers with diame-
ters up to the micrometer range.
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Depending on the fiber production method employed, several precautions must be
taken into consideration, such is the case with the processing of CS fibers via wet-spinning.
CS fibers have a very low tensile strength (due to their increased hydrophilicity) and, there-
fore, chemical crosslinking must be induced by Epichlorohydrin (ECH) to improve its wet
tenacity [178]. According to the chemical (e.g., composition and rate of degradation) and
physical (e.g., diameter, strength and porosity) characteristics, the electrospun nanofibers
can guide and interact with the injured tissue to improve wound healing [179].

5. Fiber–Hydrogel Composites

As seen in the previous sections, both hydrogels and fibers display great potential in
biomedicine, particularly in the wound healing and drug delivery areas [88,156,157,180].
Despite the many advantages that make these scaffolding systems promising, there are
still aspects that often limit their application. For instance, the low mechanical stability
of natural hydrogels and the not-so-great biocompatibility of synthetic hydrogels tend to
constrain their uses [63]. In the case of fibers, there is a limitation associated with the lack
of 3D network formations which can restrict cell migration/infiltration [181]. Given these
limitations, a number of researches are now dedicated in combining the advantages of
fibers and hydrogels to produce an optimal, highly functional composite system [182–184].
In this sense, the objective of these investigations is to optimize the mechanical/biological
functionalities of composites by promoting the combination of beneficial properties of
both components (fiber/hydrogel) and reducing the impact of their undesirable features in
the final application. The mechanical properties of hydrogels, in this case fiber–hydrogel
composites, are significantly influenced by the addition of fibers [185], as they serve as a
structural support for the hydrogel to surround, for instance [184]. Regev et al. reported that
the incorporation of bovine serum albumin fibers in dextran/gelatin hydrogels increases the
elasticity modulus of the hydrogel and decreases its gelation time [186]. Gelatin nanofibers
aligned and infiltrated in alginate hydrogels may also increase the tensile modulus and
rigidity of the overall hydrogel construct [187].

The fibers used in fiber–hydrogel composite can have different origins, natural or
synthetic, and, at a morphological level, they can also differ depending on the desired appli-
cation. Generally, the fibers used in these composites can be classified as long or short, and
within the composite, they can exhibit a continuous or discontinuous pattern. Specifically,
long and continuous fibers produced by electrospinning tend to possess small pores that
limit cellular penetration and growth [188]. Based on the potential application of the scaf-
fold, the organization of the fibers is a crucial element for the performance of the intended
function, which can be oriented uniformly or randomly [185]. Although the available liter-
ature is still limited, several methods of combining fibers with hydrogels for the creation of
composites with different structures have been reported. Of all, the most common arrange-
ments of composite fiber–hydrogel structures are the stacked, with hydrogels and fibers
forming layers (laminated composites) [189], the encapsulated, with fibers being enclosed
within the hydrogel matrix [190], the injectable composites [191] and the electrospinning
and electrospraying combination [192] (Figure 1). In fiber production, electrospinning is
one the most used techniques due to its simplicity, cost efficiency, flexibility, scalability
the advantage of mimicking the natural extracellular matrix (ECM) [16,166,193,194], so its
combination with hydrogel fabrication methodologies is very frequent.
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Figure 1. Structural arrangements of fiber–hydrogel composites and their applications in wound
healing and drug delivery. Fiber–hydrogel composites with laminated structure result from the
junction of individually manufactured fibers and hydrogels that can be organized in layers with
different orientations. The encapsulation of fibers in hydrogels can result from crosslinking of the
hydrogel solution directly into the fibers. In case of injectable composites, small individual fiber
fragments are added to the hydrogel solution, resulting in an encapsulated and injectable composite
structure. These composites can also be formed by the simultaneous combination of electrospinning
and electrospraying applied directly towards a single collecting system (shown in orange).

Laminating is the simplest method to yield a fiber–hydrogel composite scaffold. Lami-
nated composites consist of the junction of individually manufactured hydrogels and fibers
in different layers. The number of fiber layers influences the mechanical properties of the
composite. These composites can be formed by a single layer of fibers or by multilayers,
with different orientations (e.g., 0◦, 45◦ and 90◦). The orientation of the fibers within the
composite allows to control the toughness and strength of the final structure. These con-
structs exhibit significantly improved tensile properties compared to hydrogels alone [195].
However, they can undergo delamination very easily after water absorption due to the
weak interactions between layers [196]. Additionally, the 2D structure of the fibers becomes
a limitation for applications where it is essential to mimic the ECM, since this structure
makes cell migration very challenging [197]. Encapsulating fibers in hydrogels can be
accomplished by crosslinking the hydrogel directly into fibers with a pre-determined archi-
tecture or by immersing the fibers in a hydrogel precursor solution. In this process, the gaps
between the fibers are occupied by the hydrogel precursor solution that later crosslinks.
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Based on encapsulation fibers in hydrogel, McMahon et al. hypothesized a composite with
a tubular structure with circumferential mechanical properties similar to coronary artery
vessels [187,190]. Papaparaskeva et al. projected prefabricated fibrous mats of PVP/silver
nanocomposites incorporated within semi-IPN hydrogels in two unique forms of laminated
dispersion (a prefabricated electrospun fibrous mat was placed in the circumference of
the fiber/hydrogel composite) and homogeneous (a 2D circular fibrous mat was homo-
geneously encapsulated within a 3D hydrogel matrix). They noted that the dispersion
mode of electrically spun fibrous mats within the hydrogel significantly influences the
mechanical performance of the resulting composite [198]. Injectable composites have been
considered an alternative to produce fiber–hydrogel constructs with homogeneous qual-
ities. In this type of composite, small individual fiber fragments (smaller sizes facilitate
injectability) are added to a hydrogel precursor solution. Subsequently, these fibers are
incorporated into the crosslinked hydrogel matrix (in the desired environment), playing
a reinforcing role. This production strategy is minimally invasive; however, the absence
of connections between fibers can become a restriction for certain applications [188,199].
The electrospraying process has been used to form fiber–hydrogel composites. Here, the
hydrogel solution is sprayed in fine droplets on fibers produced by electrospinning. These
drops, which are deposited on the fibers, can have different sizes, from nanometers to
several micrometers. The electrospinning–electrospraying has therefore low cost and is
easy to operate. Furthermore, it allows to obtain a composite fiber–hydrogel with different
structures and with adjustable size and morphology [200–202]. Despite the formation
processes of fiber–hydrogel composites mentioned above, which are already used in in-
vestigations, a less positive aspect can be highlighted. This focuses on the differences in
hydrophilicity between the fibers and the hydrogels that can cause some incompatibility,
which then may result in a separation of the compound. In this sense, the modification of
the fiber surface is considered a potential solution to improve this limitation [203–205].

There are several approaches that have been used to improve the properties of fibrous
scaffolds and hydrogels, namely the development of fiber–hydrogels composites (Figure 1).
As seen, these composites continue to conform to the same guidelines applied for the
fabrication of the individual parts, with peculiarities related to their fabrication being, as
expected, associated to polymer and solvent selection and combination of compatible pro-
cessing methodologies. In general, the applications of scaffolds depend on their mechanical
and biological properties and, as such, many possibilities have emerged in recent years.

6. Applications of Fiber–Hydrogel Composites

Recently, research on fiber–hydrogel composites has increased significantly. These
scaffolding systems have been investigated for a range of applications, including wound
healing [206], regeneration of corneal stroma [184], nucleus pulposus regeneration [201],
bone tissue engineering [207], antibiotic delivery [208] and heart valve tissue engineer-
ing [209]. Scaffolds with an architecture that mimics native ECM and allows cell infiltration
and differentiation has emerged as a prospective solution for the treatment of various
health complications. For instance, the fibrous structure in fiber–hydrogel composites is
considered of enormous importance for a greater efficiency of the scaffold. This is because
tissues have biological fibers with specific composition and architecture that contribute to
the normal function of the tissues. Thus, with this, it is possible to simulate biological fibers,
approximating the foreign scaffold to living tissue and, thus, enhance cellular growth and
maturation (e.g., cell differentiation) [184]. In the following sections, we will contextualize
and list in more detail some recent examples of fiber–hydrogel composites applied in
wound healing and drug delivery.

6.1. Wound Healing

Wound healing is a complex physiological response that involves a cascade of cells,
matrix components and other biological factors [16]. In healthy people, wound healing
includes four important phases: hemostasis, inflammation, proliferation, and remodel-
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ing. This complex process allows skin functions to be restored. Wounds that fail the
normal healing process in a predictable amount of time are considered chronic wounds
(CW) [210,211]. Currently, wound care is based on the application of a wide variety of
wound dressings (gauzes, absorbent cotton and bandages), debridement, vacuum assisted
closure and grafts. Even though they are considered the therapy of choice, wound dressing
have some limitations, they are incapable of maintaining the moist environment necessary
for wound healing and tend to adhere to the wound, which may cause discomfort to the
patient when the dressing is removed [212]. CW treatments are often associated to high
economic costs, an increase in surgical procedures and the greater susceptibility of the
patient to infection. Microorganisms such as Acinetobacter baumannii, Enterococcus faecalis,
Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Staphylococcus aureus have the ability to colonize and infect
wounds, which complicate the healing process [6,210]. In the most severe cases, patients
with infected wounds, such as diabetic foot infections, include mainly antibiotics in their
therapy [213]. The impact of excess and inappropriate use of antibiotics has been explored
in relation to the various adverse effects, such as bacterial resistance, which has been
highlighted as a serious global concern [135]. Several alternatives have been developed for
a more efficient wound healing in order to prevent infection to evolve and, in the case of
CW, to try and shorten the treatment period [212,214–217]. There are some properties that
ideally a modern wound dressing should have, specifically, the capacity for mechanical
protection and adaptation to the shape of the wound, without adhering to wound tissue
per se, so as not to cause pain to the patient when removed. Absorption capacity, cyto-
compatibility, flexibility, ability to ensure a balanced moist environment, induce wound
healing, facilitate ECM regeneration, protect the wound from external contaminants and
promote debridement are also important features in the development of an effective wound
dressing [6,33,166,212]. Wound dressings can be classified based on the affinity of the dress-
ing with the wound into four distinct groups: passive, interactive, advanced and smart
dressings [211]. Modern dressings take the most varied forms, including hydrogels, films,
sponges, foams, nanofiber mats and, more recently, fiber–hydrogel composites [33,206].
The hydrogel has the ability to absorb exudates and maintain a balance of moisture at
the wounded site. In turn, the fiber mimics the fibrous structure of ECM. Since both
structures present limitations, the fibers do not facilitate cell migration and hydrogels have
low mechanical stability, scaffolds combining both have been the research target of many
investigations in order to uncover alternatives for the treatment of wounds [206,217,218].
The combination of the two structure in one scaffold is expected to facilitate healing by
generating an environment conducive with cell recognition and attachment (ECM mimick-
ing) with a moist and breathable atmosphere required for a healthy tissue formation. It is
known that a large part of mammalian ECM has an aqueous matrix (gel) containing diverse
fibrous proteins, essentially collagen, elastin and fibronectin. These proteins surround and
guide cells in vivo and act as an anchoring matrix [219,220]. In humans, fibrillar collagen
provides tensile strength for ECM, which limits tissue/organ distensibility as is the case of
the skin [221]. The ECM is mainly responsible for cell adhesion, migration, proliferation,
and regulation of their action. For a complete and effective skin regeneration, it is important
that a scaffold is created that mimics the structure and normal skin conditions. Studies
have shown that the reinforcement of hydrogels with fibers improves cell function, differ-
entiation and proliferation, as well as structural stability [182,183,195]. Indeed, Schulte et al.
described the manufacture of an artificial ECM scaffold consisting of biofunctionalized
fibers incorporated in a semi-synthetic hydrogel of HA that allowed the control of cell
adhesion [220].

There are several polymers used in fiber–hydrogel composites, namely gelatin [206,217,222].
The combination of two separate scaffolds (bilayer scaffold) was studied by Franco et al.
for a possible application in skin regeneration. The formulation consisted of a first layer
based on a PCL/PLGA membrane (80:20) formed by electrospinning and a second layer
of CS/gelatin hydrogel (50:50) crosslinked with glutaraldehyde. The first layer showed
excellent mechanical properties and biocompatibility. In the case of the second layer, they
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obtained a porous structure, capable of swelling more than 500% of its dry size (excellent
absorbent properties). The junction of the fibrous membranes provided better mechanical
support to the scaffold and, at the same time, reduced the rate of degradation of the layer
formed by the hydrogel [222]. In the same light, Zhao et al. through a chemical reaction
of the methacrylamide groups with gelatin formed a prepolymer to produce fibers by
electrospinning (GelMA). The electrospun GelMA nanofibers were crosslinked by photo-
crosslinking, with UV radiation. By manipulating the degree of modification of the gelatin
with the methacrylamide groups and the photo-crosslinking time, it is possible to adjust
the physical and biological properties. Characteristics such as water vapor permeability,
water retention, mechanical resistance and kinetic degradation can be adapted by adjusting
the time of UV light radiation. These GelMA scaffolds, which mimic the structure of the
native ECM, demonstrated a better orientation of the cellular processes (e.g., cell migration
of fibroblasts) and biocompatibility compared to the controls (gelatin and PLGA). The
in vivo tests reinforce the potential of this scaffold since it was visible that they accelerated
wound repair [217]. Sun et al. went a step further and reported the ability of the GelMA to
improve the elastic biodegradable mechanical properties of the construct and its ability
to improve cell adhesion, proliferation and vascularization [223]. In turn, Li et al. reports
the use of gelatin for the development of a hydrogel fibers. Initially the gelatin-based
compound hydrogel fibers were prepared by gel-spinning with PEG6000. Subsequently,
the crosslinking agent dialdehyde carboxymethyl cellulose (DCMC) was incorporated in
order to improve the thermal and mechanical properties of the hydrogel fibers composed
of gelatin-PEG. This scaffold showed a strong capacity to absorb free water due to its 3D
structure and porous network. The higher the DCMC content in hydrogel fibers, the more
slowly they degrade. In addition, DCMC increased the compatibility of the hydrogel fibers
with blood [206]. HA nanofibers are reported to promote wound healing. Due to their
high solubility in water, crosslinking is required to increase their water stability. Chen
et al. developed an electrospun a mixture of maleicated hyaluronate/poly(vinyl alcohol)
methacrylate (MHA/MaPVA) that allowed the formation of mats with the capacity to swell
and form fibrous hydrogels. The weight ratio of the nanofiber components influenced the
morphology and diameter of the nanofibers. This structure was cytocompatible, promoted
cell fixation and displayed high water absorption capacities [218]. PVA has also been
combined with PCL to form double layer structures resultant from the combination of
PCL nanofibers (hydrophobic) and PVA hydrogel (hydrophilic). After exposure to water,
the PVA fiber layer was completely dissolved, and a hydrogel-like structure was formed.
Despite this change, the defined shape of the scaffold was maintained due to the stability
of the PCL layer in water-based environments. Several aspects were tested in this scaffold,
namely, its morphology, wettability, and adhesion and proliferation of mouse fibroblasts.
Here, it was seen that fibroblasts exhibited greater proliferative activity on the PCL side
of the double layer. In the case of the PVA layer, the same was not seen, which may
be a consequence of the greater hydrophilicity of the layer. Based on the behavior and
characteristics of the double layer scaffold, the authors concluded that the scaffold had the
potential to be used as a dressing or in the prevention of abdominal adhesions [194].

The rapid dissolution of fibers in an aqueous medium becomes a limitation for their
application in active wound dressings. In the case of PVP fibers, their rapid solubility
remains a problem despite their self-adhesive properties and their ability to incorporate
molecules. Recently, to overcome this limitation Contardi et al. proposed to develop
PVP-based fiber hydrogels containing hydroxycinnamic acid derivatives. A controlled
release of p-cumaric and ferulic acids (derived from hydroxycinnamic acid) from the fibers
was observed due to the incorporation of these in the hydrogel. The author also observed
in burned skin a reduction in the levels of enzymes known to be positively regulated
by reactive oxidative species in burned skin [224]. By electrospinning/electrospraying
methods, Azarniya et al. reported the production of a hybrid fiber–hydrogel by combining
fibrous mats and hydrogel particles. Through electrospinning, keratin/bacterial cellulose
(BC) fibers were produced and simultaneously sprayed with thermosensitive hydrogel par-
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ticles. The chemically crosslinked hydrogel was composed of non-ionic triblock copolymers
(PEO99-PPO65-PEO99; Pluronic F127) conjugated with Tragacanto gum (TG). Due to the
low spinning power of keratin, poly(oxide of ethylene) (PEO) was added to the formulation
forming the keratin/BC/PEO fibers. Reductions in the diameter of keratin/PEO fibers from
243 ± 57 nm to 150 ± 43 nm and hydrophobicity were observed with the addition of 1% or
more of BC. However, despite the reduction of pores, TG and BC modified mats promoted
cell fixation and proliferation in fibrous structures. It was seen that the hydrogel particles
were uniformly incorporated into the junction of the fibrous network. This modification
improved several features of the scaffolds, including hydrophilicity, modulus of elasticity
(31%), tensile strength (35%) and ductility (23%) [225]. More recently, Loo et al. developed
“intelligent” peptide hydrogels, in which the short aliphatic peptides had the tendency to
self-assemble into helical fibers, forming nanofiber hydrogels. These nanofibrous hydrogels
were found to possess regenerative properties and to display potential to accelerate the
healing of burn wounds [226].

6.2. Drug Delivery

In conventional therapies, rapid degradation and excretion of drugs during the cir-
culation process in the body is frequently detected. Consequently, only a small amount
of medication will have therapeutic effects in places of interest [227]. Several research
groups have focused on the development of new controlled drug delivery systems to
allow an effective distribution of drugs in the intended locations at a controlled release
rate [193,228]. A drug delivery system is used to transport therapeutic substances in the
body more effectively and safely, having the ability to control the amount, the time and the
targeted place for drug release [229]. Several scaffolds have been used to encapsulate and
deliver therapeutic drugs, namely, fibers and hydrogels [102,230–232].

Electrospinning systems allow drugs to be incorporated into the fibers, giving them
a high drug loading capacity, increased initial burst, sustained release, and prolonged
circulation. Methods of incorporation include blend (or co-, the drug is mixed in the
polymer solution), side-by-side (vehicle/polymer solution and the biomolecules are loaded
in a separate spinneret), multi-jet (use of multiple nozzles with one or more jets, or a
nozzle with different jets), co-axial (two concentric aligned capillaries connected to a high
voltage source) and emulsion electrospinning (the drug is encapsulated in an appropriate
solvent to be protected from the fiber/solvent system) [48]. Just as there are different
ways to incorporate drugs into fibers, drugs may also be released via three distinct mech-
anisms: desorption of the fiber surface, diffusion in the solid state through the fibers,
and fiber degradation [233]. The fiber morphology and its high therapeutic load capacity
are beneficial properties that make them potential candidates for drug delivery systems.
Electrospun fibers have several advantages especially due to their large surface area and
their absorption/release properties [234]. However, large-burst drug release, uncontrolled
duration of drug release, and incomplete drug release are recurring problems. The possible
agglomeration of bioactive agents on the surface of the fibers becomes a disadvantage of
the electrospinning method since it can trigger an initial burst release, which may cause
toxicity of the release site [48,224,235]. Such limitations may have implications in the
scaffold biomedical goals.

To incorporate drugs into hydrogels, they can be loaded into the precursor solutions
before crosslinking or can be absorbed after gelation [236]. Regarding drug release, swelling
is an important property in some stimulus-sensitive drug delivery system. Certain changes
in the environment may trigger swelling that allows the release of the drug due to the
alterations in mesh size of the polymeric network [237]. Features like hydrophilicity, bio-
compatibility and tunable mechanical properties are the reason why hydrogels have been
used extensively for the controlled release of drugs [193]. Although hydrogels are widely
used in controlled release systems, there are some limitations that must be overcome. These
scaffolds suffer from low mechanical resistance, which may be responsible for inhomo-
geneous release [236]. In most hydrogels, their ability to absorb large amounts of water
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and the presence of large pore sizes may trigger a rapid drug release [208]. In accordance,
some investigations have developed/obtained better kinetic release profiles when there is
a combination of hydrogels with other structures, namely fibers [193]. The effectiveness of
fiber–hydrogel composites for drug administration has been demonstrated [208,227,228].
Nanofiber–hydrogel scaffolds as biofunctionalized platforms appear as attractive alterna-
tives to the ineffective treatments related to direct drug administration.

Persistent neurological dysfunctions are usually triggered by spinal cord injuries due
to failure in axon regeneration. Nguyen et al. synthesized lined mats of poly(ε-caprolactone-
co-ethyl ethylene phosphate) (PCLEEP) by electrospinning and distributed them in a colla-
gen hydrogel matrix. Both the fibers and the hydrogel contained neurotrophin-3 (model
protein) known for promoting neuronal survival, axonal sprouting and regeneration. Ad-
ditionally, the hydrogel contained miR-222 (model microRNA) known to contribute to the
control of local protein synthesis at distal axons. Overtime, it was seen that degradation
occurred within the collagen hydrogel, but the PCLEEP fibers maintained their morphology
and alignment after 3 months. The composite framework allowed localized and sustained
drug/gene delivery, while aligned nanofibers acted to direct remyelination of the injured
area. Furthermore, they observed the regeneration of the animal model axon [227]. In a sim-
ilar study, small fragmented nanofibers of poly(3-caprolactone-co-D,L-lactide) (PCL:DLLA)
and collagen were individually dispersed in a hyaluronane-methylcellulose hydrogel
(HAMC). These fiber–hydrogel composites were used as a cell-transport system multipo-
tent neural/progenitor stem cells (NSPCs) for the treatment of spinal cord injuries. The
results showed that the incorporation of fibers in the HAMC hydrogel influenced the behav-
ior of the NSPC cells, highlighting a better neuronal and oligodendrocytic differentiation
in the scaffold PCL:DLLA/HAMC compared to collagen/HAMC [199]. In both studies,
the complex generated from the combination of fibers and hydrogels allowed for a faster
cell development and consequent regeneration.

A laminated fiber–hydrogel composite based on PCL electrospun fiber mats coupled
with poly(ethylene glycol)-poly(ε-caprolactone) diacrylate (PEGPCL) hydrogels processed
by UV polymerization was developed to control the release of a model hydrophilic protein
(e.g., bovine albumin serum, BSA). To study the release of the hydrophilic protein, BSA was
added to the system before crosslinking. The results reported by Han et al. suggested the
relevant role of PLC fibers (diameter of approximately 0.45 µm) in the release of the drug in
a uniform and delayed manner, by reducing swelling of hydrogels and water penetration
rates and by increasing the length of the diffusion path and the diffusivity of the drug. In
addition, the bioactivity of proteins after release was proven since extension of PC12 cell
neuritis was detected. In general, the PCL fibers in the PEGPCL hydrogel demonstrated an
important role in three main areas: control of the release kinetics of the hydrophilic protein,
reduction of burst release (initial) and increased duration of drug release (more than two
months) [193].

Osteomyelitis is a bone disease caused mainly by methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus
aureus (MRSA). Various antibiotics are administered to reduce this infection, namely the
glycopeptide vancomycin hydrochloride (vanco-HCl). The bacterial plaque that forms
around the infected area limits treatment by preventing the diffusion of the antibiotic
vanco-HCL to the infected site, which then requires the administration of high doses.
This overuse of antibiotics in addition to their impropriate function can lead to systemic
toxicity. To try and solve this problem, Ahadi et al. developed a scaffold made of poly(L-
lactide) (PLLA) fibers produced by electrospinning followed by aminolysed, encased in
a hydrogel of silk fibroin/oxidized pectin. PLLA fibers were loaded with vanco-HCl to
promote a more sustainable release of the antibiotic at the affected site, resulting in a 61%
reduction in drug release. This scaffold revealed better mechanical properties compared
to the single hydrogel (without fibers), namely, a higher crosslinking density (52%), a
higher compression module (30%) and a lower expansion rate (15%). Biologically, the
fiber–hydrogel composite was seen to have activity against MRSA and to be cytocompatible
with cells, largely due to the presence of fibers aminolized with drugs [208]. Ekaputra
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et al. developed by electrospinning/electrospraying a hybrid mesh of PCL/collagen and
HA hydrogel, HeprasilTM, loaded with vascular endothelial growth factors (VEGF) and
platelet-derived growth factors (PDGF). It was seen that the fiber–hydrogel composite
PCL/collagen-Heprasil was successful in allowing a double simultaneous loading of the
growth factors VEGF165 and PDGF-BB and to promote their controlled release over a period
of five weeks, in vitro [192]. Recently, biocompatible vehicles for the release of the crystal
violet drug (CV) have also been described, in which polydopamine microfibers (PDA) were
incorporated in a pullulan (PHG) hydrogel crosslinked by poly(ethylene glycol) diglicidyl
ether (chemical crosslinker). PDA fibers attributed the pH-responsive drug release behavior
to the PHG hydrogel. This happens in response to the acidic conditions, which increase
the electrostatic repulsion force between the PDA (protonated and positively charged) and
the drug CV (positive charge). This repulsion promotes the release of the drug, with a
detectable a cumulative release of 60.3% (pH 7.4), which increased to 87% with a decrease
in pH to 5. In addition, the incorporation of PDA fibers and the adjustment of their content
allowed to regulate several properties of the composite PHG-PDAs, namely, its viscoelastic
characteristics, mechanical performance, mesh size and swelling/disintegration properties
of the PHG hydrogel. The developed scaffold proved to have great potential to be used in
drug delivery systems, given its good cytocompatibility, non-toxicity and easily adjustable
properties for a controlled release of CV [238]. Overall, data demonstrated the ability of
the engineered systems to promote a controlled drug delivery, in which the fibrous mesh
guaranteed the mechanical stability of the construct while the hydrogel released the loaded
active compounds.

A new physical approach based on hydrogel and nanofibers (or NEEDs) for cell
encapsulation has been described in the work of An et al. Here, tubular constructs with
different compartments were developed, consisting of Nylon 6,6 nanofibers, manufactured
by electrospinning, being subsequently impregnated in different hydrogel precursor so-
lutions (alginate, chitosan or collagen) and crosslinked. Fibers had an average diameter
of 200 nm with 1 µm interconnected pores. Compartmentation proved to be an asset for
co-encapsulation, co-culture and co-distribution of different individual cells and cellular
aggregates (islets), with cell viability being observed. Finally, the potential application of
NEEDs for cell therapies using a type 1 diabetic model was tested, and the disease was
corrected (in 8 weeks), which proved the therapeutic potential of NEEDs within primary
rat islets (without the disease) [228].

In wound healing, it is important to pay attention to the biomaterials used to produce
wound dressing. To achieve the desired objectives, the properties of each biomaterial are
optimally combined. Studies have shown that local administration of therapeutic agents
through wound dressings can improve the wound healing process [16]. In fact, a bioactive
dressing of fibers of silk fibroin (SF) produced via electrospinning was developed and
then combined with the alginate hydrogel (ALG) capable of supplying amniotic fluid
(AF). This dressing had the ability to release AF, highly enriched with various therapeutic
agents, at the wound site. The AF release profile was related to the concentration of
ALG (greater release of AF in lower amounts of ALG). The increase in cell proliferation
and collagen dissemination and secretion due to AF in fibroblast cultures strengthens the
potential of the SF/ALG fiber–hydrogel composite to accelerate the healing process in
severe wounds [239]. In a similar study, a bi-layer dressing of gelatin nanofiber mats loaded
with epigallocatechin gallate (EGCG)/PVA hydrogel was produced for the treatment of
acute wounds. The hydrogel was used as a protective and hydrating outer layer of the
bi-layer dressing. Jaiswal el al. observed that the decrease in crosslinking time led to a
slower EGCG release profile. This increased in the 2-4 days release period demonstrating
the ability of this scaffold to guarantee a gradual drug release. Faster wound contraction,
improvement in angiogenesis, reepithelization and less inflammatory response compared
to control were also observed [240]. More recently, Chen et al. developed CS/gelatin
hydrogels with polydopamine-intercalated silicate nanoflakes (PDA-Silicate). These were
electrospun in the form of nanofibers loaded with the antibiotic tetracycline hydrochloride
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(TH). In this sandwich-like nanofiber/hydrogel composite (NF-HG) the incorporation of
the fibers in the hydrogel resulted in a restriction in the release of antibiotic TH. However, it
allowed a sustained release rate of TH in NF-HG for long-term protection. In addition, this
structure reduced the toxicity of the drug associated to the rapid release. Furthermore, the
excellent adhesiveness and anti-infectious properties demonstrated by the NF-HG, turned
this formulation particularly attractive to be used as a wound dressing [241].

7. Conclusions

The world of biomaterials, specifically polymers, continues to significantly impact on
the field of biomedicine. The diversity of polymers and the different ways of using them in
scaffolds have evolved considerably in the last years, proposing active solutions for daily
problems. In recent decades, combinations of different scaffolding systems in one solution
have been researched, demonstrating great potential in wound healing and drug delivery
systems, particularly in the fight against antibiotic-resistant pathogens. Indeed, hydrogel
and fiber composites have been engineered as effective therapies, overcoming many of
the mechanical, physical, and biological limitations of fibers and hydrogels when used
in individual systems. Although research in this field is still very limited and is basically
taking the first steps, the potential is clear. In the next years, it is expected the research on
these composites to continue evolving and growing, as the need for more adaptable and
specialized biomedical devices grows as well.
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Abstract: DNA gyrase and topoisomerase IV are proven to be validated targets in the design of
novel antibacterial drugs. In this study, we report the antibacterial evaluation and molecular docking
studies of previously synthesized two series of cyclic diphenylphosphonates (1a–e and 2a–e) as DNA
gyrase inhibitors. The synthesized compounds were screened for their activity (antibacterial and
DNA gyrase inhibition) against ciprofloxacin-resistant E.coli and Klebsiella pneumoniae clinical isolates
having mutations (deletion and substitution) in QRDR region of DNA gyrase. The target compound
(2a) that exhibited the most potent activity against ciprofloxacin Gram-negative clinical isolates was
selected to screen its inhibitory activity against DNA gyrase displayed IC50 of 12.03 µM. In addition,
a docking study was performed with inhibitor (2a), to illustrate its binding mode in the active site of
DNA gyrase and the results were compatible with the observed inhibitory potency. Furthermore, the
docking study revealed that the binding of inhibitor (2a) to DNA gyrase is mediated and modulated
by divalent Mg2+ at good binding energy (–9.08 Kcal/mol). Moreover, structure-activity relationships
(SARs) demonstrated that the combination of hydrazinyl moiety in conjunction with the cyclic
diphenylphosphonate based scaffold resulted in an optimized molecule that inhibited the bacterial
DNA gyrase by its detectable effect in vitro on gyrase-catalyzed DNA supercoiling activity.

Keywords: cyclic diphenylphosphonate; quinoline; antibacterial activity; DNA gyrase inhibitor;
molecular docking; magnesium ion

1. Introduction

Infections are among the major causes of human morbidity and mortality. The pharma-
ceutical industry is unable to keep up with the growing need for effective novel antibacterial
drugs [1]; The main reason for this situation is the rapid bacterial adaptation to antibi-
otics; which, results in resistance development after antibacterial drugs are introduced
into clinical use. Antibiotic resistance (AR) has been deemed as one of the most threats to
global public health by the World Health Organization [1]. In 2050, an estimated number
of 10 million deaths per year will be attributed to AR, thus proper action needs to be
applied to stop this negative development [2]. Around 50% of the antimicrobial drugs
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prescribed for human diseases, found to be unnecessary [3]. This use, misuse, overuse, or
over-the-counter has driven the major source towards AR [4].

DNA gyrase and topoisomerase IV are essential bacterial enzymes that represent an
important target for novel antibacterial drug development [5,6]. An important strategy
in fighting antibiotic resistance is the discovery, development of novel antibiotics, and
increasing the efficacy of the antibiotic that is already in a clinical study [7]. In this context,
α-aminophosphonates gained great interest by medicinal chemists because of their di-
verse biological and industrial applications such as antibacterial [8–12], anticancer [13–15],
enzyme inhibitors [16,17], and chelating material [18–21] which made them a promising
drug candidate for further optimization. These compounds are phosphorus analogs of
naturally occurring α-amino acids and therefore, are considered promising in the field of
drug discovery and development [22]. Moreover, quinoline-containing heterocyclic com-
pounds received much attention due to their wide pharmacological applications [23–25].
The hybridization of quinoline moiety with α-aminophsophonate is expected to have a
noticeable synergistic effect on biological activity. The present work has been carried out as
part of our ongoing program for developing novel antibacterial agents which are based
on α-aminophsophonates. In our previous work, we have reported a new class of cyclic
α-aminophophonates bearing quinoline and hydrazine moiety with potent antibacterial
activity [26]. These results prompted us to further extend and evaluate their antibacterial
activity to understand the mode of action of the active compounds, for example, the deter-
mination of DNA gyrase binding affinity as potential inhibitors. In addition, a molecular
docking approach will be applied to select the most promising inhibitor(s) for further lead
optimization. Moreover, the structure-activity relationships (SARs) will be investigated to
identify the most potent inhibitor that can be used as a template to further design novel
compounds targeting DNA gyrase and effective against resistant bacterial strains such as
fluoroquinolone-resistant pathogens. Herein, we describe the discovery of bacterial DNA
gyrase inhibitors via binding to, and stabilization of, DNA cleavage complexes.

2. Results and Discussion
2.1. Chemistry

A two series of cyclic diphenylphosphonates (1a–e and 2a–e) were prepared by fol-
lowing the procedure previously reported by us starting from glutaraldehyde, amines,
diphenylphosphite, and Lewis acid catalyst. The structures of the synthesized compounds
were confirmed based on their spectral data and in good agreement with the proposed
structures and with those reported in the literature [26]. The two synthesized series of
compounds used for current biological screening are listed in the following Figure 1.
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2.2. In Vitro Antibacterial Activity

Recently, two series of synthetic chemical compounds (1a–e and 2a–e) were tested
against different highly virulent strains of clinical isolates E.coli, K. pneumonia, and Staphylo-
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coccus aureus MRSA that previously showed resistance to ciprofloxacin [25,27–29], besides
two reference strains (Staphylococcus aureus ATCC 25923, and E. coli ATCC 11229) and
exhibited good antibacterial activity [26] as depicted in Figure 2 and Table S1 (cf. supple-
mentary file).
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The results of in vitro antibacterial activity from the heatmap (Figure 2, Table S1)
and the structure-activity relationships study (SARs), revealed that the first series (1a–e)
bearing quinoline moiety, compound 1c with a 3-carbon spacer between the two nitrogen
showed activity against almost all tested Gram-negative bacteria. Moreover, compound (1a)
without spacer has potent activity against three pathogens of E. coli and one pathogen of K.
pneumonia. On the other hand, compound (1b) with two carbon spacers has antibacterial
activity against only two E. coli strains (E13 and E15), while compounds (1d and 1e) with
rigid phenyl ring spacer showed potent antibacterial activity against both Gram-positive
and Gram-negative bacteria and compound (1e) showed activity against both sensitive
and resistant strains. For the second synthesized series (2a–e), compound (2a) without
quinoline ring and carbon spacer showed antibacterial activity against all tested Gram-
positive and Gram-negative pathogens, followed by compounds (2b and 2c) with flexible
two and three carbon spacers, respectively, that have been shown activity against only three
Gram-negative strains of K. pneumonia.

However, compounds (2d and 2e) with rigid phenyl ring spacer showed the same
activity as (1d and 1e) from the first series. In addition, the results revealed that K. pneumonia
(Kp5) was the sensitive isolate to almost all tested compounds. A comparison between
cyclic diphenylphosphonate with quinoline motif and the corresponding ones without
revealed that the former with quinoline was the most potent against MDR resistant Gram-
positive and Gram-negative bacteria. From SARs study it was concluded that the difference
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in antibacterial activity between the two series of compounds was a result of the different
substitutions on the cyclohexene ring nitrogen attached to the chiral carbon-bearing the
diphenylphosphonate structural motif.

2.3. DNA Gyrase Mutation in Ciprofloxacin-Resistant Clinical Isolates E. coli (E17) and K.
pneumonia (Kp8)

Exploring the resistance mechanism that bacteria used to resist the aaction of the antibi-
otic to show if the resistance was due to mutation in amino acids codon in quinolone resis-
tance determining region that shas been associated with DNA gyrase where the structural
topoisomerase changes reducing the affinity of this enzyme to fluoroquinolones are caused
by mutations in the quinolone resistance-determining regions (QRDR) of gyrA/gyrB/parC
and/or parE genes that will help to figure out the way to discover a new treatment approach.

We studied that mechanism in both clinical isolates E. coli (E17) and K. pneumonia
(Kp8). To identify substitution and deletion mutations, manually QRDR sequences were
compared with GenBank sequences. Nucleotide sequences coding amino acid 70–88 in
the gyrA QRDR were analyzed. The National Institutes of Health (NCBI) Web site was
used to perform BLASTP analysis. To map the relative locations of gyrA, NCBI BLASTN
and BLASTX, accessed through (https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi, accessed on
5 May 2020), were used to search the E. coli and K. pneumonia genome for gyrA gene, and
the alignment sequence for mutation was performed using Clustal W2 sequence alignment
(Figures 3 and 4).
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Figure 3. Amino Acid Multiple Sequence Alignment of gyrA (DNA gyrase subunit A) gene mutations
in ciprofloxacin-resistant Escherichia coli clinical isolate (E17) compared with another gyrA gene in
NCBI database. The alignment sequence was performed using Clustal W2 sequence alignment.
Different colors indicates the difference in sequence aligment, red color indicates genes codon in our
clinical isolte deleted in compared gene bank isolates, green colors indicates genes codon deleted in
out tested isolates, “*” conserved sequences indicates amino acid have single, fully conserved residue
(identical); “.” violet color Indicates conservation between groups of strongly similar properties; “:”
blue color indicates non-conservative mutations that amino acid have different properties.
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By comparing gyrA gene of ciprofloxacin-resistant E.coli (E17) clinical isolate with
other gyrA genes in NCBI database (Figure 3), the mutation was noted at codon positions
85 glutamine (Gln)→alanine (Ala), 87 phenylalanine (Phe)→tyrosine (Tyr), and 88 serine
(Ser)→glycine (Gly) of QRDR, which resulted in a substitution of Glutamine, Phenylalanine,
and serine with alanine, tyrosine, and glycine, respectively. Mutations in gyrA were
defined as one of the most common mechanisms of fluoroquinolone-resistance in different
bacterial species [6,30], and usually detected at either codon 83 or 87, and/or the parC
gene [31]. Mutations of gyrA at codons 67, 81, 82, 83, 84, 87, and 106 are responsible for the
development of quinolone resistance in E. coli, while in clinical isolates, the most common
mutation is at codon 87 [32]. Accumulation of Ser83 Leu and Asp87Asn mutations in the
gyrA gene of E. coli was common (48). In addition to some unique mutations in codons
60, 64, 111 of gyrA, silent mutations at codons 85, 86, and 91 in resistant strains were
observed [33]. Different changes of amino acid residues (codon Asp-87) between isolates
having the same genotype observed, which suggested that the amino acid mutations at
codon 87 (and possibly the development of high-level fluoroquinolone-resistance) might
have occurred after the transmission/sharing of a precursor strain carrying the Ser-83→Leu
mutation [34].

In our study, mutation by deletion from position 75 to 88 of QRDR was detected in
Kp8 clinical isolate (Figure 4). Acquisition of mutations in gyrA, as well as parC genes,
suggested playing a significant role in causing high quinolones-resistance levels in certain
claustral lineages of K. pneumoniae [6]. Isolates carrying such mutations were found to have
high MICs (>16 µg/mL), which indicates that these alterations in gyrA are responsible
for conferring high-level ciprofloxacin resistance [35]. Mutations at codons such as 83 and
87 in gyrA gene have been reported as the most common mutation points causing major
alterations among clinical strains resulting in fluoroquinolone resistance [36].

Due to the useful characteristics of fluoroquinolone as potency, the spectrum of ac-
tivity, oral bioavailability, and generally good safety profile, they were used extensively
for multiple clinical indications throughout the world they still clinically valuable, but
fluoroquinolone use has become limited in some clinical settings, as bacterial resistance
has emerged over time, therefore, the screening of novel DNA gyrase inhibitor has been
needed to solve this issue [37].
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2.4. DNA Supercoiling Assay of Compound (2a) against DNA Gyrase Enzyme Activity

We rationalized the inhibitory effect of hydrazine linker exerts on the cell wall, as well
as DNA gyrase inhibition. Reports stated that ciprofloxacin-resistance evolved in bacteria
due to alterations in DNA gyrase/topoisomerase IV or due to a decrease in intracellular
drug levels caused by changes in membrane permeability or overexpression of drug efflux
pumps of the cell wall [6,38] and that what have been proved in our investigation, bacterial
strains showed ciprofloxacin-resistance due to DNA alteration. To discover novel inhibitors
that would act on microbial topoisomerases that are resistant to the known DNA gyrase
inhibitors, we utilized synthetic chemical compound (2a) screening against gyrase of E. coli
DNA as a model.

According to the screening results of the antibacterial activity, compound (2a) was
selected to use as a gyrase enzyme inhibitor of E. coli DNA gyrase, the compound markedly
inhibited both ciprofloxacin-resistant mutant and the wild-type strain with different be-
havior toward Gram-positive bacteria that was less susceptible in comparison with Gram-
negative bacteria. Importantly, this inhibition was performed through this mechanism
depending on genetic approaches to probe the nature of the mechanism action.

However, we postulated that compound 2a may inhibit DNA gyrase which is consid-
ered the primary target in Gram-negative bacteria as well as topoisomerase V by inhibiting
both wild-type and CIP-resistant Staphylococcus aureus MRSA. Our data was supported
by Doddaga et al., 2013 who proved the inhibitory effect of α-aminophosphonate against
DNA Gyrase [39].

In our study, we tested the effect of compound (2a) on supercoiling activity of DNA
gyrase, using inhibition assay of E. coli Gyrase enzyme. Studying the dose-response inhi-
bition as shown in (Figure 5), we calculated the 50% inhibition using inhibitor (2a) and
it was 12.03 µM as compared with the standard antibiotic ciprofloxacin that showed IC50
10.71 µM and with increasing the concentration, the inhibitory effect of the compound
(2a) increases. The lower IC50 value indicates the relative affinity of inhibitor (2a) towards
gyrase enzyme. Therefore, we postulated that compound (2a) was more specific towards
DNA gyrase enzyme by inhibiting DNA binding to the enzyme and preventing the super-
coiling reactions [40,41]. Further, the DNA gyrase cleavable complex is formed with the
incubation of DNA and enzyme in the presence of compound (2a) that mediated stabiliza-
tion of a cleavable complex through a cooperative drug binding process to a desaturated
DNA pocket caused by the enzyme. This result is consistent with Otter and his co-works
observation [40].

From the gel electrophoresis, we tested the effect of the inhibitor by showing the
difference in the mobility between relaxed and supercoiled DNA. the result showed that
the compound (2a) has potency in comparison with ciprofloxacin against the enzyme
activity explored by inhibiting the DNA gyrase enzyme at different concentrations, where
relaxed DNA substrate become completely negatively supercoiled at a lower concentration,
and with increasing concentration to 50 µM inhibit supercoiling completely that is also
noticed with the addition of ciprofloxacin at 25µM that showed by DNA supercoiling
(Figure 6).

2.5. Molecular Docking

A molecular docking study was performed to offer a molecular basis for the potency
and selectivity of the here reported compounds. We presume that understanding the
interactions between cyclic-diphenylphosphonates and DNA gyrase is necessary for a good
and selective antibacterial drug design and development. The inhibitor 2a is considered the
most fitting inhibitor to Active site 1 (AC1) pocket with good binding energy as discussed
in the methodology part because of its small size when compared to the other analogs as
shown in (Figures 7–9).
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Figure 8. The first view demonstrates hydrogen bonds (blue dash), and hydrophobic interactions
between 2a and gyrase B residues. The hydrophobic parts of 2a (2 light gray phenyl groups) were
enclosed with red residues Asn32 and Asp35; Three hydrogen bonds (blue dash line) interaction
one with NH group and Gly33 (NH-Gly63, 3 Å) besides 2 HBs with 2 oxygen atoms of phosphonate
groups; Thr133(O-Thr133, 3.3 Å) and (O-Thr133, 2.8 Å). Figure 8 was mapped by Molegro Molecular
Viewer, it uses the Kyte-Doolittle scale to rank amino acid hydrophobicity, where the color blue
indicates the most hydrophilic, the color white is equal to 0.0, and orange-red color being the most
hydrophobic. It also displays the amino acids of gyrase B as thin sticks while compound 2a atoms are
represented as bold sticks.
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Figure 9. The second view represents the electrostatic interactions of 2a-gyrase B complex. The
second view displays the electrostatic charges, red surface refers to the negative charge while blue
surface is the positive charge and the inhibitor 2a is colored according to the atom type (carbon atom
is dark gray, oxygen atoms are red while phosphorus is dark yellow and nitrogen for violet).

The docking results revealed that compound 2a affects DNA supercoiling through
N-terminal domain of gyrase B subunit targets ATP-binding sites that are supposed to
compete with ATP for binding to gyrase B, Therefore, we suggest that the mode of action
of compound 2a was similar to the action/mechanism of antibacterial agents as amino-
coumarins, novobiocin, and some bacterial toxins such as CcdB and microcin B17 (MccB17),
and newly molecule benzothiazole exerting slow inhibition of DNA supercoiling which
causing bacterial cell death [42–45]. Similar to coumarins that competitively inhibit ATP
hydrolysis, whereas quinolones, such as ciprofloxacin were stabilizing the covalent gyrase-
DNA cleavage complex. CcdB also stabilizes a cleavage complex but only in the presence
of ATP [46]. The trapping of the gyrase-DNA cleavage complex by MccB17 is also reported
to be ATP-dependent [45]. In addition, the rotatable bonds count has a synergistic effect
on binding energy as listed in (Figure 10) and Table 1. A rotatable bond is any single
non-ring bond, bound to a non-terminal heavy atom; it detects the conformational entropy
change in protein-inhibitor interactions. Rotatable bonds are related to molecular flexibility,
which is a good descriptor of oral bioavailability [47]. All the current compounds were
bound to gyrase B in AC1 except 1e1 which is bound to Active site 2 (AC2) and different
types of interactions were depicted as shown in the supplementary file (Figures S1–S11 cf.
Supplementary File).
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Figure 10. The rotatable bonds effect on the binding energy of gyrase B-inhibitor complex.

Table 1. Binding energy of the two series gyrase B inhibitors.

Compound Binding Energy (Kcal mol) Rotatable Bonds

1a −8.65 5
1b −6.49 8
1c −8.38 9

1d1 −7.4 9
1d2 −9.32 7
1e1 −7.03 9
1e2 −9.28 7
2a −9.08 4
2b −8.67 0
2c −7.85 8
2d −7.2 6
2e −5.9 8

From Table 1, compound (2a) is the most potent inhibitor while 2b, 1a, and 1c are
almost equal in their potency, 1d2 and 1e2 (red color) do not exist in the current experi-
mental condition, they may have occurred at different experimental conditions, 2e is least
potent compound.

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Microbiological Screening
3.1.1. Bacterial Strains

Nine clinical pathogenic Multi-Drug Resistance (MDR) isolates namely; Klebsiella
pneumonia, E. coli, and Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) that have been
previously identified and their antimicrobial susceptibility assay assessed [4,25,26] were
used in our experminet. Bacterial isolates were stored in Brain Heart-Glycerol (Oxoid
Ltd., Basingstoke, UK) at −80 ◦C until use. Bacterial isolates were refreshed by incubating
overnight at 37 ◦C on nutrient broth media (Oxoid, Basingstoke, UK), and then sub-cultured
on selective media (MacConkey and Mannitol agar, (Oxoid, Basingstoke, UK). Quality
control assessment was carried out using standard reference bacterial strains; Staphylococcus
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aureus ATCC® 25923, and E.coli ATCC® 11229 that were obtained from Microbiology Lab’s
Unit of National Organization for Drug Control and Research (NODCAR).

3.1.2. Screening of Synthesized Compounds against Tested Isolates Using Agar Well
Diffusion Method

Synthesized compounds were prepared for Antibacterial Activity by dissolving in
Dimethyl Sulfoxide (DMSO) and then diluted in sterile distilled water to obtain a final
concentration of 100 mg/mL. To check the effect of solvent on the growth of microor-
ganisms, DMSO (100 µL) was used as negative control [48]. The antibacterial activity of
different compounds was evaluated by agar well diffusion method. Briefly, 100 µL of 0.5
MacFarland bacterial suspensions (1.5 × 108 CFU/mL) was spread on Müller-Hinton agar
(Oxoid, Basingstoke, UK). Wells were made on the agar plates using sterile cork borer, then
100 µL of each prepared compound was introduced into appropriately marked wells. The
antibacterial activity was evaluated by measuring the diameter of the inhibition zone for
each tested organism compared with the negative and positive control after an incubation
period of 24 h at 37 ◦C. DMSO (100 µL) was used as a negative control, and an antibiotic
disc of Ciprofloxacin (5 µg) was used as a positive control [48,49].

3.1.3. Quinolone Resistance Mechanism Detection (QRDR): Amplification and Sequencing
of gyrA in QRDR DNA

QRDR regions of gyrA gene of both clinical isolate CIP-resistant Klebsiella pneumoniae (Kp8)
and CIP-resistant Escherichia coli (E17) were amplified by PCR from the chromosomal DNA of
quinolone-resistant isolates. A 344-bp region covering the QRDR of gyrA was amplified with
primers 5′-AAATCTGCCCGTGTCGTTGGT-3′and 5′- GCCATACCTACTGCGATACC-3′ [50].
PCR was performed as recommended, and PCR products were visualized by 1% agarose gel
electrophoresis using ethidium bromide [51]. PCR products were purified with high pure
PCR product purification kits (QIAquick PCR Purification Kit, Qiagen, Hilden, Germany).
Purified PCR products were sequenced using Applied Biosystems 3500 Genetic Analyzer
(Hitachi, ThermoFisher, MA, USA) in Colors labs, Egypt. The primers used for sequencing
were the same used for amplification. BigDye Terminator v3.1 Cycle Sequencing Kit and
5× Sequencing Buffer (ThermoFisher) were used.

3.1.4. Impact of Synthesized Compound (2a) against DNA Gyrase Activity Using DNA
Supercoiling Assay

In vitro, the effect of synthesized compound (2a) as a quinolone inhibitor compared
with ciprofloxacin (reference standard) at different concentrations was determined using E.
coli Gyrase Microplate Assay Kit (Inspiralis, Norwich, UK) based on the DNA Supercoiling
using DNA gyrase enzyme according to manufacturer’s instructions [52]. The test was
carried out in the confirmatory diagnostic unit, Vacsera, Egypt. The inhibition test was
carried out using E. coli DNA gyrase to determine IC50 value. The compound (2a) and
reference standard were dissolved in DMSO and serially diluted at different concentrations,
the assay was carried out in three replicates. Briefly, the reaction was started by rehydrating
the wells with 3 × 200 µL wash buffer then zimmobilize 100 µL of 500 nM TFO1 oligo
in each well (5 µL of 10 µM TFO1 in 95 µL wash buffer), incubating for 5 min at room
temperature. The excess of oligo Wash off with 3 × 200 µL with wash Buffer. 1.5 U of
gyrase incubates with 0.75 µg of relaxed plasmid pNO1 in a reaction volume of 30 µL at
37 ◦C for 30 min in assay buffer. After incubation, we add 100 µL TF buffer to the well and
incubate it for a further 30 min at room temperature to allow triplex formation. We remove
the unbound plasmid from the well by washing it with 3 × 200 µL TF buffer. The reaction
is stained with DNA-detection dye (diluted to 1× with T10 buffer) then we add 200 µL per
well and incubate for 10–20 min, then mix and read in a fluorescence plate reader at Ex:
495 nm; Em: 537 nm).

A 10 µL sample was removed from the well for gel assay and was determined using
a standard 1% agarose gel assay depending on quantitation of the gel using the intensity
of the ethidium fluorescence of the supercoiled DNA band. The IC50 was defined as the
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concentration causing 50% inhibition of the supercoiling reaction. The average IC50 values
(µM) of the replicate experiments were calculated for the target and reference standard
using non-linear regression analysis in GraphPad Prism 7 (GraphPad softwear, San Diego,
CA, USA).

3.2. Molecular Docking

The molecular docking technique involves receptor preparation, ligand preparations,
detection of the active site, and re-establishing a complex of the 3 dimensions (3D) co-crystal
structure of receptor and 3D modeled ligand structures.

3.2.1. Preparation of Macromolecules and Ligands

The protein structure was prepared for docking by The UCSF Chimera software [53].
The ligands were drawn and created using Avogadro software [54], Mg2+ was the metal-
coordinating ligand due to the affinity of cyclic diphenylphosphonate nitrogen donor atoms
toward metal ions. About two different chelation modes were produced with Mg2+ cation
in some compounds. The complexation of ligand monomer with Mg2+ was 1:1 molar ratios
and minimized by the Avogadro software. Metal chelation of Mg2+ with ligand monomer
interacted through N3 atom in the imidazole group of the monomer.

3.2.2. Active Site Detection

The N-terminal fragment of the E. coli DNA gyrase B (residues Gly15 to Thr392) was
discovered from the X-ray crystal structure 5L3J with resolution 2.83 Å [55], it was used
to investigate the binding affinity of the current inhibitors to DNA gyrase B. The crystal
structure 5L3J contains two active sites which are AC1 and AC2 where AC1 are: Val43,
Asn46, Glu50, Gly77, Ile78, Pro79, Val120, Thr165, and Val167; while AC2 is Gly24 and
Gln335, (Figure S12 cf. supplementary file).

Several interactions were shown in (Figure S12 cf. supplementary file), where amide
Pi-stacked interaction was confirmed with residue Asn46; while van der Waals interaction
exhibited through Glu50, His55, Asp73, Arg76, Gly77, Met 95, and Arg136. Pi-Sigma
interaction was exhibited by Thr165 also, Pi-alkyl with Val43, Ala47, Val120, and Val167.

3.2.3. Molecular Docking Implementation Process

Targeting binding sites with automated docking [56,57] was used to dock ligands to
identify the active entities and determine the binding sites in target proteins. Autodock
4.2 [58] was used for docking the current compounds understudy to 5L3J protein. Lamarck-
ian Genetic Algorithm (LGA) was used to determine the globally optimized conformation.
LGA for docking was implemented with defined parameters for determining the docking
performance. Polar hydrogen atoms were added Kollman charge, atomic solvation param-
eters, and fragmental volumes were assigned to the protein using Autodock tools. The grid
spacing was 0.375 Å for each spacing. Molegro Molecular Viewer packages [59] have been
used to visualize 5L3J crystal structure and its binding mode. BIOVIA Discovery Studio
2020 [60] was used to illustrate enzyme-inhibitor interactions.

4. Conclusions

Two series of cyclic diphenylphsophonates (1a–e and 2a–e) were synthesized and
evaluated for their in vitro antibacterial activity against ciprofloxacin-resistant E.coli and
Klebsiella pneumoniae clinical isolates. The results of in vitro antibacterial activity in combi-
nation with docking study revealed that installation of hydrazine moiety without quinoline
and carbon spacer highly contributed to the activity as in compound (2a). Further SARs
study, demonstrated that the difference in antibacterial activity was a result of the vari-
ation of substitutions on the ring nitrogen attached to the chiral carbon atom bearing
diphenylphosphonate structural motif. In addition, the experimental and docking studies
were compatible with the observed potency of compound (2a) as the most potent DNA
gyrase inhibitor with an IC50 of 12.03 µM. Further variations in substitution patterns may
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be necessary to obtain more potent and selective DNA-gyrase inhibitors competent in
facing the increasing antibacterial resistance.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/antibiotics11010053/s1, Figures S1–S11: display the hydrophobicity interaction of inhibitor
for compounds 1 and 2 in AC1 site and their the electrostatic charges, Figure S12:The experimental
ligand interaction and distance with the crystal structure 5L3J in AC1. Table S1: Antibacterial activity
of cyclic diphenyl phosphonate against tested Gram-positive and Gram-Negative bacteria using agar
well diffuion method towards tested two groups of synthetic chemical compounds at concentration
100 mg/mL A: 1 a–e, and B: 2 a–e.
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Abstract: Powdery mildew, caused by Sphaerotheca sp., annually causes severe losses in yield and
quality in Rosa roxburghii production areas of southwest China. In this study, the role of the co-
application of allicin and chitosan in the resistance of R. roxburghii against powdery mildew and its
effects on growth, yield and quality of R. roxburghii were investigated. The laboratory toxicity test
results show that allicin exhibited a superior antifungal activity against Sphaerotheca sp. with EC50

value of 148.65 mg kg−1. In the field, the foliar application of allicin could effectively enhance chitosan
against powdery mildew with control efficacy of 85.97% by spraying 5% allicin microemulsion (ME)
100–time liquid + chitosan 100–time liquid, which was significantly (p < 0.01) higher than 76.70%
of allicin, 70.93% of chitosan and 60.23% of polyoxin. The co-application of allicin and chitosan
effectively enhanced the photosynthetic rate and chlorophyll of R. roxburghii compared with allicin,
chitosan or polyoxin alone. Moreover, allicin used together with chitosan was more effective than
allicin or chitosan alone in enhancing R. roxburghii plant growth and fruit yield as well as improving
R. roxburghii fruit quality. This work highlights that the co-application of allicin and chitosan can
be used as a green, cost-effective and environmentally friendly alternative strategy to conventional
antibiotics for controlling powdery mildew of R. roxburghii.

Keywords: allicin; chitosan; Sphaerotheca sp.; antibiotic; Rosa roxburghii

1. Introduction

Rosa roxburghii Tratt., an edible and medicinal fruit rich in vitamin C, flavonoids,
superoxide dismutase (SOD) and various minerals, has high medicinal and nutritional
values [1–5]. Recently, the R. roxburghii industry has developed rapidly in southwest China,
especially in Guizhou Province, where the planting areas reached 170,000 hm2 in 2020 [3,6].
Powdery mildew, caused by Sphaerotheca sp., is the most serious disease regarding R. rox-
burghii production [1]. In Guizhou Province of southwest China, powdery mildew seriously
affects the growth, yield, and quality of R. roxburghii, and often causes 30~40% economic
losses [7]. Although some chemical fungicides (triadimefon, myclobutanil, azoxystrobin
and tebuconazole) [8] and conventional antibiotics (polyoxin and kasugamycin) [9] are fre-
quently used to control powdery mildew, their residuals inevitably affect the environment,
wildlife, and human beings [10]. Moreover, these chemicals and antibiotics easily generate
resistance to pathogens with the increase in the use frequency [11,12]. Therefore, there is an
urgent need to develop an alternative, cost-effective and environmentally friendly control
strategy against powdery mildew of R. roxburghii.

It is generally believed that natural products are mild and basically harmless com-
pared with chemical fungicides and conventional antibiotics. Although this view is not
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completely accurate, it has been suggested as one of the reasons for the growing preference
of natural products by consumers, and their increasingly popular use in agriculture [13,14].
For instance, Yan et al. [8] reported that 6% ascorbic acid aqueous solutions could induce
R. roxburghii against powdery mildew with the control effect of 61.45%. Chitosan, a nat-
ural resource substance for sustainable agriculture, can be used as a resistance inductor
and biofungicide for controlling plant diseases and as a promoter for enhancing plant
growth [15–20]. In our previous study, the foliar application of 1.0~1.5% chitosan could
effectively control powdery mildew of R. roxburghii with an inducing control efficacy of
69.30~72.87%, and could notably induce the systemic disease resistance of R. roxburghii,
as well as reliably enhancing its photosynthesis, growth, yield, and quality [7]. Although
chitosan can be used as an effective, safe and economical inductor for controlling powdery
mildew, its control effect is still relatively inferior. Thus, natural products enhancing chitosan
against powdery mildew of R. roxburghii are worthy of further exploration and development.

Allicin, an oxygenated sulfur natural compound, was isolated and identified from
garlic in 1944 by Cavallito and Bailey [21]. Since then, allicin has been widely used in
agricultural plant protection and medical therapy due to its superior antimicrobial activity
and ecofriendly advantage [13,14,22–25]. Allicin has a prominent reactivity, antioxidant
activity and membrane permeability, and can undergo thiol–disulphide exchange reactions
with free thiol groups of proteins in microorganisms [13,14,26–28]. In agriculture, allicin
has been demonstrated to have satisfactory bioactivity against many plant-pathogenic
fungi, such as Plectospherella cucumerina, Botrytis cinerea, Phytophthora infestans, Xanthomonas
axonopodis, Magnaporthe grisea and Alternaria brassicicola [13,29]. However, to date, there
are no documentations available about the application of allicin for controlling powdery
mildew of R. roxburghii caused by Sphaerotheca sp. Moreover, whether allicin can be used
as an adjuvant to enhance chitosan against powdery mildew of R. roxburghii. is worth
further attention.

In this work, the bioactivity of allicin, chitosan and conventional antibiotics against
Sphaerotheca sp. was firstly determined. Subsequently, the field control efficacy of the
co-application of allicin and chitosan for powdery mildew of R. roxburghii was evaluated.
Moreover, the effects of the co-application of allicin and chitosan on the powdery mildew
resistance, growth, yield and quality of R. roxburghii were investigated. This study provides
a green, cost-effective and environmentally friendly alternative strategy to conventional
antibiotics for controlling powdery mildew of R. roxburghii.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Fungicides

5% allicin microemulsion (ME) was produced from Ciyuan Biotechnology Co. Ltd.
(Xian, China). Chitosan (deacetylation ≥90.00%) was obtained from Huarun Bioengineer-
ing Co. Ltd. (Zhenzhou, China). Additionally, 3% polyoxin wettable powder (WP) and 6%
kasugamycin WP were provided by Lvdun Biological Products Co. Ltd. (Xian, China).

2.2. Field Site

The field experiments were carried out in 2020 in an orchard of R. roxburghii with a
7-year-old ‘Guinong 5’ cultivar in Chaxiang village, Gujiao Town, Longli country, Guizhou
Province, China (26◦54′36” N, 106◦95′13” E). The planting density of R. roxburghii trees
was 106 plants per 666.7 m2. The annual rainfall, mean temperature, annual sunshine
duration, frostless season and mean altitude of field site were about 1100 mm, 13.9 ◦C,
1265 h, 280 days and 1384 m, respectively. The physical and chemical characteristics of
planting soils are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. The physical and chemical characteristics of planting soils of R. roxburghii.

Parameters Content Parameters Content

Organic matter 13.17 g·kg−1 Exchangeable calcium 18.32 cmol·kg−1

Total nitrogen 1.37 g kg−1 Exchangeable magnesium 305.37 mg·kg−1

Total phosphorus 1.72 g kg−1 Available zinc 0.63 mg·kg−1

Total potassium 1.11 g kg−1 Available iron 6.42 mg·kg−1

Available nitrogen 57.43 mg·kg−1 Available manganese 15.33 mg·kg−1

Available phosphorus 4.21 mg·kg−1 Available boron 0.14 mg·kg−1

Available potassium 26.75 mg·kg−1 pH 6.89

2.3. In Vitro Toxicity Tests

The Sphaerotheca sp. pathogens of powdery mildew on R. roxburghii leaves were
brushed into sterile water to produce a spore suspension with a concentration of about 100
spores per field of vision under a low power microscope. The healthy young leaves of R.
roxburghii were washed, and their surface water was air-dried. No pathogen spores were
found after microscopic examination. The healthy leaves were made into leaf discs with a
diameter of 6 mm using a hole punch. The leaf discs were, respectively, immersed in the
five gradient concentration solution of each tested fungicide for 10 s, and then placed in a
Petri dish. Ten leaf discs were inoculated in each treatment with four replicates. Powdery
mildew spores were inoculated on the front side of leaf discs by spray method, and the
medium was sterile water. They were cultured in an artificial climate chamber at 20 ◦C for
7 days, with 10,000 lx of light intensity, 16 h/d of light duration and 70% relative humidity.
The formula for calculating the inhibition rate of pathogens was as Equation (1):

Inhibition rate (%) = 100 × (1 − Diseased leaf counts in treatment/Diseased leaf counts in control dish) (1)

EC50 (effective concentration of 50% inhibition rate) values were calculated statistically
by a SPSS 18.0 software (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).

2.4. Field Control Experiment of Powdery Mildew of R. roxburghii

The control experiment of powdery mildew of R. roxburghii was carried out using
the foliar spray method. The experimental treatments included 5% allicin ME 100–time
dilution liquid + chitosan 100–time dilution liquid, 5% allicin ME 100–time dilution liquid,
chitosan 100–time dilution liquid, 3% polyoxin WP 100–time dilution liquid and clear water
(control). A total of twenty plots were arranged randomly with four replicates and each
plot had nine trees. Five trees on the diagonal of each plot were used for determination.
Considering powdery mildew mainly damages the fresh young leaves and stems, as well
as flower buds, flowers, and young fruits of R. roxburghii, about 1.50 L of fungicide dilution
liquid was sprayed on each R. roxburghii plant (including leaves, stems, flowers and buds)
on 31 March and 29 April 2020.

2.5. Investigation of Control Effect of Powdery Mildew of R. roxburghii, and Determination of Its
Resistance Parameters, Photosynthetic Rate and Chlorophyll

The control effect of tested fungicides for powdery mildew of R. roxburghii was
investigated on May 30 in 2020 according to Li et al. [7]. The incidence rate, disease index,
and control effect of tested fungicides for powdery mildew of R. roxburghii were calculated
according to Equations (2)–(4), respectively. The incidence degree: 0 = no incidence, 1 = 1~2
diseased lobules with thin hyphae, 2 = 3~4 diseased lobules with thick hyphae, 3 = 5~6
diseased lobules with dense hyphae, 4 = more than 7 diseased lobules with dense hyphae.

Incidence rate (%) = 100 × Number of diseased leaves/Total number of leaves (2)
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Disease index = 100 × ∑ (Disease grade value × Number of leaves within each grade)/(Total number of leaves
× the highest grade)

(3)

Control effect (%) = 100 × (1 − Disease index of treatment/Disease index of control) (4)

The resistance parameters of R. roxburghii leaves, such as proline (Pro), soluble sugar,
malonaldehyde (MDA), flavonoid, SOD activity and PPO activity, were determined on
30 May 2020 as described by Zhang et al. [30,31]. The photosynthetic rate (Pn) of leaves
in R. roxburghii was monitored using a portable LI-6400XT photosynthesis measurement
system (LI-COR Inc., Lincoln, NE, USA) at 8:00–10:00 a.m. on 30 May. Chlorophyll content
of R. roxburghii leaves was determined by a UV-5800PC spectrophotometer at 645 nm
(OD645) and 663 nm (OD663) with an acetone–ethanol (v/v, 2:1) extraction.

2.6. Determination of Yield and Quality of R. roxburghii

Fruits of R. roxburghii were randomly collected on 2 September in 2020, and then single
fruit weight, yield per plant and quality of each plot were determined. The weighing method
was used for determining single fruit weight and fruit yield per plant. Fruit quality of
R. roxburghii, including vitamin C, soluble solid, soluble sugar, total acidity, soluble protein,
flavonoid and SOD activity, were also determined as described by Zhang et al. [30,31].

2.7. Statistical Analyses

The mean ± standard deviation (SD) of four replicates were exhibited. SPSS 18.0
was used for analyses. Significant differences were determined by a one-way analysis of
variance (ANOVA). Origin 10.0 was used for drawing the chart.

3. Results
3.1. Toxicity of Allicin and Chitosan against Sphaerotheca sp.

The toxicity of allicin, chitosan, polyoxin and kasugamycin against Sphaerotheca sp. is
shown in Table 2. The 5% allicin ME treatment exhibited an outstanding toxicity against
Sphaerotheca sp. of R. roxburghii with EC50 value of 148.65 mg kg−1, which was higher
by 2.80- 1.24- and 6.95-fold than chitosan, 3% polyoxin WP and 6% kasugamycin WP,
respectively. Although chitosan had a relatively inferior toxicity against Sphaerotheca sp., its
EC50 value was 2.48-fold higher than that of 6% kasugamycin WP. The results here indicate
that allicin possessed a superior antimicrobial activity compared to conventional antibiotics
including polyoxin and kasugamycin.

Table 2. The toxicity of allicin, chitosan, polyoxin and kasugamycin against Sphaerotheca sp.

Treatments Regression Equation Determination Coefficient (R2) EC50 (mg kg−1)

5% Allicin ME y = 2.3339 + 1.2274 x 0.9626 148.65
Chitosan y = 2.5343 + 0.9413 x 0.9748 416.21

3% Polyoxin WP y = 2.9799 + 0.8922 x 0.9937 183.68
6% Kasugamycin WP y = 2.4254 + 0.8542 x 0.9406 1032.88

y and x indicate the inhibition rate and fungicide concentration, respectively.

3.2. Field Control Effect of Allicin and Chitosan against Powdery Mildew of Rosa roxburghii

The field control effect of allicin + chitosan, allicin, chitosan and polyoxin against
powdery mildew in R. roxburghii are shown in Table 3. Allicin + chitosan, allicin, chitosan
and polyoxin significantly (p < 0.01) decreased the incidence rate and disease index of
powdery mildew of R. roxburghii, and allicin + chitosan was the most effective. The control
effect of allicin + chitosan against powdery mildew was 85.97%, which was significantly
(p < 0.01) higher than 76.70% of allicin, 70.93% of chitosan and 60.23% of polyoxin. These
results indicate that the co-application of allicin and chitosan effectively controlled powdery
mildew of R. roxburghii, whose control effect was significantly better than that of allicin,
chitosan, or polyoxin alone.
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Table 3. The control effect of allicin and chitosan against powdery mildew of R. roxburghii.

Treatments Incidence Rate (%) Disease Index Control Effect (%)

Allicin + Chitosan 11.00 ± 1.00 cC 2.14 ± 0.18 dD 85.97 ± 1.16 aA

Allicin 14.33 ± 1.53 cC 3.53 ± 0.22 cC 76.70 ± 1.10 bB

Chitosan 16.00 ± 3.61 cC 4.42 ± 0.10 cC 70.93 ± 2.12 cB

Polyoxin 26.67 ± 1.53 bB 6.04 ± 0.19 bB 60.23 ± 4.17 dC

Control 45.67 ± 4.51 aA 15.26 ± 1.12 aA

Values indicate the mean ± SD of three replicates. Different small letters indicate significant differences at 5%
level (p < 0.05), and different capital letters indicate significant differences at 1% level (p < 0.01).

3.3. Effects of Allicin and Chitosan on Resistance Parameters of R. roxburghii Leaves

Figure 1 depicts the effects of allicin + chitosan, allicin, chitosan and polyoxin on the
Pro, soluble sugar, MDA, flavonoid, SOD activity and PPO activity of leaves in R. roxburghii.
Compared to polyoxin or control, allicin + chitosan, allicin and chitosan significantly
(p < 0.01) increased the contents of proline, soluble sugar, and flavonoid of R. roxburghii
leaves, and significantly (p < 0.01) enhanced their SOD and PPO activities, as well as
effectively reducing leaf MDA content. The enhancing effect of allicin + chitosan on Pro,
flavonoid, SOD activity and PPO activity of R. roxburghii leaves were significantly (p < 0.01)
higher than that of allicin or chitosan alone. Soluble sugar of R. roxburghii leaves treated by
allicin + chitosan was significantly higher than that of allicin (p < 0.05) or chitosan (p < 0.01)
alone. MDA of R. roxburghii leaves treated by allicin + chitosan was significantly (p < 0.05)
lower than that of allicin, but had no significant difference to that of chitosan. These results
indicate that the co-application of allicin and chitosan effectively improved enhancing or
inhibiting effects of allicin or chitosan on the proline, soluble sugar, MDA, flavonoid, SOD
activity and PPO activity of leaves in R. roxburghii.

3.4. Effects of Allicin and Chitosan on Photosynthetic Rate and Chlorophyll Content of
R. roxburghii Leaves

The effects of allicin + chitosan, allicin, chitosan and polyoxin on photosynthetic rate
and chlorophyll content in R. roxburghii leaves are shown in Figure 2. Compared to poly-
oxin or control, allicin + chitosan, allicin and chitosan significantly (p < 0.01) enhanced the
photosynthetic rate of R. roxburghii leaves. R. roxburghii leaves treated by allicin + chitosan
exhibited an excellent photosynthetic rate with 7.52 µmol·CO2·m−2·s−1, which was signifi-
cantly (p < 0.01) higher than 6.87 µmol·CO2·m−2·s−1 of allicin, and 6.64 µmol·CO2·m−2·s−1

of chitosan. Compared to control, allicin + chitosan, allicin and chitosan significantly
(p < 0.01) increased the chlorophyll of R. roxburghii leaves, and there was no significant
difference among the three treatments. Compared to polyoxin, allicin + chitosan could
significantly (p < 0.01) increase the chlorophyll of R. roxburghii leaves, while allicin and
chitosan could only significantly (p < 0.05) increase that of R. roxburghii leaves. The results
presented here indicate that the co-application of allicin and chitosan effectively promoted
leaf chlorophyll of R. roxburghii, thereby enhancing its photosynthesis.

3.5. Effects of Allicin and Chitosan on Yield and Quality of R. roxburghii

Figure 3 displays the effects of allicin + chitosan, allicin, chitosan and polyoxin on
the single fruit weight and fruit yield per plant of R. roxburghii. Compared to polyoxin
or control, allicin + chitosan, allicin and chitosan could significantly (p < 0.01) enhance
the single fruit weight and fruit yield of R. roxburghii, and allicin + chitosan was the
most efficient. The single fruit weight and fruit yield per plant of R. roxburghii treated by
allicin + chitosan was 21.34 g and 7.62 kg, which significantly (p < 0.01) increased by 10.11%
and 9.52%, 11.44% and 10.84%, 23.64% and 30.62%, and 44.68% and 66.11% compared to
allicin, chitosan, polyoxin and control, respectively. The results of this work reveal that the
co-application of allicin and chitosan effectively promoted fruit growth and yield formation
of R. roxburghii.
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The effects of allicin + chitosan, allicin, chitosan and polyoxin on quality of R. roxburghii
fruits are displayed in Table 4. Allicin + chitosan, allicin, and chitosan could significantly
(p < 0.05) increase vitamin C, soluble solid, soluble sugar, total acidity, soluble protein,
flavonoid, and SOD activity of R. roxburghii fruits compared to polyoxin or control. Vitamin
C, soluble solid, soluble sugar, total acidity and SOD activity of R. roxburghii fruits treated
by allicin + chitosan was significantly (p < 0.05) higher than that of allicin or chitosan. In
addition, there were no significant (p < 0.05) differences between treatments of allicin and
chitosan. These findings show that allicin used together with chitosan could effectively im-
prove R. roxburghii fruit quality, and allicin and chitosan should have a notably synergistic
effect in improving quality of R. roxburghii fruits.
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Figure 1. The effects of allicin and chitosan on the Pro (a), soluble sugar (b), malonaldehyde (c), flavonoid (d), SOD activity
(e), and PPO activity (f) of leaves in R. roxburghii. Values and error bars indicate the mean and SD of three replicates,
respectively. Different small letters indicate significant differences at 5% level (p < 0.05), and different capital letters indicate
significant differences at 1% level (p < 0.01).
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Figure 2. The effects of allicin and chitosan on the photosynthetic rate (a) and chlorophyll (b) of leaves in R. roxburghii.
Values and error bars indicate the mean and SD of three replicates, respectively. Different small letters indicate significant
differences at 5% level (p < 0.05), and different capital letters indicate significant differences at 1% level (p < 0.01).
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Figure 3. The effects of allicin and chitosan on single fruit weight (a) and fruit yield per plant (b) of R. roxburghii. Values and
error bars indicate the mean and SD of three replicates, respectively. Different small letters indicate significant differences at
5% level (p < 0.05), and different capital letters indicate significant differences at 1% level (p < 0.01).

Table 4. The effects of allicin and chitosan on quality of R. roxburghii fruits.

Treatments Vitamin C
(mg·g−1)

Soluble Solid
(%)

Soluble
Sugar(%)

Total Acidity
(%)

Soluble
Protein(%)

Flavonoid
ggx(mg·g−1)

SOD Activity
ggx(U·g−1 FW)

Allicin +
Chitosan 23.85 ± 0.16 a 12.65 ± 0.08 a 4.21 ± 0.10 a 3.94 ± 0.06 a 15.63 ± 0.47 a 0.127 ± 0.006 a 454.89 ± 2.05 a

Allicin 22.78 ± 0.66 b 12.18 ± 0.15 b 3.92 ± 0.04 b 3.62 ± 0.15 b 14.87 ± 0.72 a 0.119 ± 0.005 a 444.45 ± 4.89 b

Chitosan 22.56 ± 0.59 b 12.12 ± 0.11 b 3.87 ± 0.10 b 3.53 ± 0.14 b 14.59 ± 0.59 a 0.117 ± 0.004 a 441.12 ± 9.72 b

Polyoxin 19.64 ± 0.52 c 11.17 ± 0.13 c 3.26 ± 0.03 c 2.86 ± 0.09 c 13.42 ± 0.61 b 0.108 ± 0.008 b 407.62 ± 5.04 c

Control 17.88 ± 0.61 d 10.35 ± 0.22 d 3.14 ± 0.07 c 2.51 ± 0.14 d 12.65 ± 0.55 b 0.096 ± 0.003 c 376.95 ± 1.49 d

Values indicate the mean ± SD of three replicates. Different small letters indicate significant differences at 5% level (p < 0.05).

4. Discussion

Previous findings have demonstrated that allicin could effectively inhibit the growth
of Plectospherella cucumerina, Botrytis cinerea, Phytophthora infestans, Xanthomonas axonopodis,
Magnaporthe grisea and Alternaria brassicicola, etc. [13,29], and chitosan had antifungal
activity against various fungal pathogens [15,16,32–35]. The results here show that 5%
allicin ME displayed outstanding toxicity against Sphaerotheca sp., with an EC50 value of
148.65 mg kg−1, which was 2.80-, 1.24- or 6.95-fold higher than chitosan, 3% polyoxin WP
or 6% kasugamycin WP, respectively. This work extended the antimicrobial spectrum of
allicin. Although chitosan exhibited a relatively inferior toxicity against Sphaerotheca sp.,
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its EC50 value was still 2.48-fold higher than that of 6% kasugamycin WP. Moreover, the
control effect of powdery mildew of R. roxburghii by allicin + chitosan was 85.97%, which
was significantly (p < 0.01) higher than 76.70% of allicin, 70.93% of chitosan and 60.23% of
polyoxin, respectively. Chitosan can trigger plant defense responses by inducing a variety
of defense-related reactions [16,34–38]. Our previous results show that the inducing control
effect of 1.0~1.5% chitosan against Sphaerotheca sp. was 69.30~72.87% [7]. In this study, the
co-application of allicin and chitosan significantly (p < 0.01) enhanced the control effect of
powdery mildew in R. roxburghii compared with allicin, chitosan or conventional antibiotic
polyoxin alone. This suggests that allicin and chitosan had a notably synergetic effect in
the control of powdery mildew of R. roxburghii. The effective control effect of allicin +
chitosan was probably derived from the superior antimicrobial activity of allicin, as well as
the excellent antimicrobial and induced resistance effect of chitosan.

The inducing of disease resistance is an effective agricultural practice for controlling
plant diseases [39,40]. Pro and soluble sugar are important regulators of cell permeability,
MDA is an important indicator of membrane lipid peroxidation and flavonoid is an impor-
tant disease-resistant substance, as well as SOD and PPO being defense enzymes associated
with plant disease resistance [38,40]. Many studies have also shown that chitosan could
induce increases in sugar, Pro, flavonoid, polyphenolics and lignin in the plant and boost
its defense enzyme activity, thereby enhancing its disease resistance [16,30–32,34–40]. Our
previous results also indicate that the foliar application of 1.0~1.5% chitosan significantly
(p < 0.01) increased Pro, soluble sugar and flavonoid contents, as well as SOD and POD
activities of R. roxburghii leaves, and decreased their MDA [7]. The present results show
that as compared with polyoxin or control, allicin + chitosan, allicin and chitosan could
effectively increase Pro, soluble sugar, and flavonoid of R. roxburghii leaves, and enhance
their SOD and PPO activities, as well as reduce their MDA, which is consistent with the
above studies. Moreover, the enhancing or inhibiting effects of allicin + chitosan on Pro, sol-
uble sugar, flavonoid and MDA contents, as well as SOD and PPO activities of R. roxburghii
leaves were higher than those of allicin or chitosan alone. These results emphasize that the
co-application of allicin and chitosan was more helpful in improving the disease resistance
of R. roxburghii, and an obviously synergetic effect of allicin and chitosan was available.

Chlorophyll is an essential pigment for plant photosynthesis, and photosynthesis is
the physiological basis of plant growth and development. Chitosan can promote plant
growth and development by enhancing the photosynthetic rate by increasing chlorophyll
content [16]. Our previous results show that foliar application of 0.5~1.5% chitosan effec-
tively enhanced the photosynthetic rate, the content of chlorophyll a, chlorophyll b, and
chlorophyll a + b of R. roxburghii leaves [7]. In this work, the co-application of allicin and
chitosan more effectively promoted the chlorophyll and photosynthetic rate of R. roxburghii
leaves compared with allicin, chitosan or polyoxin alone. This is closely related to the
synergistic effect between allicin protecting plant leaf organs from pathogens and chitosan
promoting plant growth. The growth and development of R. roxburghii determine its
fruit yield and quality. Chitosan can also promote plant growth by activating the auxin
and cytokinin signal transduction and gene expression, as well as increasing the nutrient
intake [16,41]. Our previous results also indicate that the foliar application of 1.0~1.5%
chitosan notably improved yield and quality of R. roxburghii fruits [7]. The present results
indicate that the co-application of allicin and chitosan effectively enhance R. roxburghii
fruit growth and yield formation. Moreover, vitamin C, soluble solid, soluble sugar, total
acidity and SOD activity of R. roxburghii fruits treated by allicin + chitosan was significantly
(p < 0.05) higher than that of treatments by allicin or chitosan alone. These notable effects
were probably derived from their division of labor; allicin can protect R. roxburghii from
pathogen infection and chitosan can induce the disease resistance of R. roxburghii, which
guarantee the healthy growth of R. roxburghii plants.

At present, increasing attention has been focused on natural products as effective
fungicides for controlling plant fungal disease, with high efficacy, nontoxicity and low food
safety risks [24,42]. Therefore, natural products as an alternative to traditional antibiotics
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have been recognized by the public. Allicin, extracted from garlic, is used for daily
consumption, and chitosan is a natural, nontoxic substance widely used in food, cosmetics
and other fields. Moreover, the safe interval period (from April 29 to September 2, more
than 120 days) of R. roxburghii was very long. Thus, the food safety risks caused by allicin
or chitosan are almost nonexistent. This study highlights that the co-application of allicin
and chitosan can be used as a green, cost-effective and environmentally friendly alternative
approach to conventional antibiotics for controlling powdery mildew of R. roxburghii and
enhancing its resistance, growth, yield and quality.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, allicin displayed outstanding antifungal activity against Sphaerotheca
sp. compared with conventional antibiotics including polyoxin and kasugamycin. The co-
application of allicin and chitosan effectively controlled powdery mildew of R. roxburghii,
and reliably enhanced Pro, soluble sugar and flavonoid contents, SOD and PPO activities
in R. roxburghii leaves and reduced their MDA contents, as well as notably promoted the
photosynthetic rate and chlorophyll contents of R. roxburghii. Moreover, the co-application
of allicin and chitosan was more effective than allicin or chitosan alone in enhancing
growth of R. roxburghii plants and improving quality of R. roxburghii fruits. This work
highlights that the co-application of allicin and chitosan can be used as an ideal alternative
to conventional antibiotics for controlling powdery mildew of R. roxburghii.
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Abstract: Prosthetic joint infection (PJI) is the second most common cause of arthroplasty failure.
Though infrequent, it is one of the most devastating complications since it is associated with great
personal cost for the patient and a high economic burden for health systems. Due to the high
number of patients that will eventually receive a prosthesis, PJI incidence is increasing exponentially.
As these infections are provoked by microorganisms, mainly bacteria, and as such can develop
a biofilm, which is in turn resistant to both antibiotics and the immune system, prevention is the ideal
approach. However, conventional preventative strategies seem to have reached their limit. Novel
prevention strategies fall within two broad categories: (1) antibiotic- and (2) heavy metal-based
surface modifications of titanium alloy prostheses. This review examines research on the most
relevant titanium alloy surface modifications that use antibiotics to locally prevent primary PJI.

Keywords: prosthetic joint infection; local prevention

1. Introduction

The use of arthroplasty makes it possible to replace a natural joint with artificial
material or a joint prosthesis. Although, arthroplasty is highly effective and has improved
the quality of life of millions of patients [1], implant-related complications can appear
during the lifetime of patients [2]. One of the most important complications is prosthetic
joint infection (PJI), although others may occur. This is probably the most devastating
complication due to the high morbidity, mortality, and costs associated with PJI. The mean
cost per patient with knee PJI of is USD 52,555 (EUR 40,542), with a range of between
USD 24,980 (EUR 19,270.80) for patients with early PJI, and USD 78,111 (EUR 60,257) for
those with late PJI [3]. Incidence varies from country to country, between 0.5–2%. Thus, PJI
incidence is ranged between 1 and 2% in the United States, and between 0.6% and 0.72%
in Nordic countries [4,5]. It is important to know this incidence could be higher in patients
undergoing a primary arthroplasty with a history of a PJI in another joint showing up to
a three-fold higher risk of PJI [6]. Currently, the 5-year mortality rate associated with PJI is
greater than that of breast cancer, melanoma, and Hodgkin’s lymphoma [7].

The aim of this work is to review research on the most relevant titanium alloy surface
modifications that use antibiotics to locally prevent primary PJI.

2. Etiopathology

Staphylococci, including Staphylococcus aureus (30–40%) and different species of coagulase-
negative staphylococci (27–43%), among which S. epidermidis predominates, are the most
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common etiological agents associated with PJI [8–12]. Among Gram-negative bacteria
(3–9%) [13], enterobacteria and non-fermenting Gram-negative bacilli stand out. However,
there could be differences in these patterns according to the characteristics of the infec-
tion [9] or the affected joint [14,15]. Polymicrobial infections, or those caused by more
than one microorganism, may occur in 10–35% of cases [2,13]. Enterococcus species, Staphy-
lococcus, and various Gram-negative bacilli such as Enterobacteriaceae and Pseudomonas
aeruginosa are often associated with these infections.

A problem of growing importance associated with bacterial infections is antibiotic
resistance [16]. According to the Centers for Disease Control, approximately 2.8 mil-
lion antibiotic-resistant bacterial infections take place in the United States and provoke
more than 35,000 deaths every year [17]. The main bacteria related to this antibiotic resis-
tance are (as declared by the WHO) Acinetobacter baumannii, P. aeruginosa, enterobacteria
(e.g., Klebsiella pneumoniae and Enterobacter cloacae), Enterococcus faecium, S. aureus, Helicobac-
ter pylori, Campylobacter spp., Salmonella spp., Neisseria gonorrhoeae, Streptococcus pneumoniae,
Haemophilus influenzae, and Shigella spp. [16,18]. As can be seen, many of the listed bacteria
are causative agents of PJI, e.g., S. aureus, P. aeruginosa, K. pneumonia, E. cloacae, and E. fae-
cium, and for that, the antibiotic resistance is also an emerging threat for PJI and must be
taken into account in the development of any preventive treatment against them.

One of the most important characteristics in all the aspects of PJI is the ability of
microorganisms to form biofilms. A biofilm is a conglomerate of microbial cells of at least
one species that is irreversibly attached or not on a surface or an interface, and embedded
in a self-produced matrix of polymeric extracellular substances [19], where numerous
complex sociomicrobiological interactions prevail [20–22]. It is estimated that at least 80%
of chronic infections are directly related to the ability of the causative microorganism to
develop a biofilm, likely including 100% of all implant-related infections [23,24]. Biofilm
formation involves at least three different stages:

(1) Attachment. Microorganisms come into contact with the surface, a process that is at
least partly stochastic, driven by physical and chemical forces [25–27]. Furthermore, host
proteins rapidly coat the surface of medical devices, facilitating specific adhesion mediated
by microbial surface components recognizing adhesive matrix molecules (MSCRAMMs),
which are part of the surface of many bacteria, e.g., Staphylococcus spp. [28,29].

(2) Maturation is characterized by intercellular aggregation coupled to a variety of molecules
such as proteins or, usually, exopolysaccharides of a polysaccharide nature, and struc-
turing forces that rearrange the biofilm into three-dimensional structures of variable
morphology depending on the species and with microchannels within them [28]. During
this stage, one of the most important processes is the production of the exopolysaccha-
ride matrix, whose composition is characteristic of each species, and even of each
strain [28–31]. At this stage, the relatively simple structure that the pre-biofilm acquired
in irreversible adhesion takes on a much more structurally complex three-dimensional or-
ganization [32]. The nutritional gradient inside the biofilm gives rise to a variety of cells
with metabolic differences, including starved cells, dormant cells, viable non-cultivable
cells, “persister” cells, and dead cells [27,33].

(3) Dispersal. This is the process by which mature biofilm cells disperse to adjacent
areas passively or actively [23,27]. Through this stage, the infection spreads to adja-
cent niches in an environment or within the host once nutrients or space has been
depleted [32], where it attaches again and restarts the cycle.

The implications of biofilms in treatment and outcomes are enormous, as they confer
phenotypical resistance that required the use of new surgeries and prolonged treatments.
It is therefore of utmost importance to avoid bacterial colonization of implants and thus
avoid the appearance of infection. Moreover, the possibility of an interaction between
biofilms, cells, and implanted biomaterials is also of great importance, as the reservoir
in the tissue also needs to be removed to cure patients [34,35].
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3. Conventional Prevention of Prosthetic Joint Infections

Conventional prevention of PJI includes all measures developed for preventing surgi-
cal site infections (SSIs) that have appeared in official guidelines and statements [36,37].
More specific measures for the prevention of PJI have also been published recently [38–41],
and the importance of these measures was considered at the 2nd International Consensus
Meeting at Philadelphia as a whole chapter in the General Assembly issues [42]. Factors
increasing PJI risk can be grouped into three categories: preoperative, intraoperative,
and postoperative [43]. Among the preoperative factors, some well-known ones are obesity,
malnutrition, diabetes mellitus, smoking, skin decolonization before surgery, and nasal
decolonization. Some important intraoperative factors are surgical-site hair removal, peri-
operative antibiotics whose use has been successful in reducing the risk of such infections
by up to 80% [44,45], and perioperative antibiotic timing [13,46], surgical site skin decolo-
nization, intraarticular irrigation by incorporating antiseptic substances, fibrinolytic agent
use, wound closure, implant surface properties, and local antibiotic delivery, since, for
instance, the use of a prosthesis cemented with antibiotic-loaded polymethyl-methacrylate
cement has been proposed as a potentially useful method that diminishes the risk of
PJI [47–50]. However, the use of antibiotic-loaded cements is not used in all patients so far,
since its use has shown a high variability between cohorts, which is translated as a prob-
lem when comparing results [51] and requires the employment of specific heat-tolerant
antibiotics. Among postoperative factors, some authors consider the typical temporal pat-
terns of C-reactive protein, erythrocyte sedimentation rate test, interleukin 6, and D-Dimer
in the early postoperative period [43].

However, even taking all those risk factors into account, there are still several patients who
develop PJI after surgery. Several strategies have been devised to avoid this kind of infection.

4. Local Preventive Antibiotic-Based Strategies

During prosthetic implantation, the bone and surrounding tissue must be irrigated;
in addition, after implantation, the periprosthetic tissue may be left damaged, avascular,
or even, necrotic. These events inherent to surgery locally reduce the concentration of
the antibiotic systemically administrated and make it necessary to use a local antibiotic
approach with a period of action of hours or days.

On the other hand, the foreign body reaction after the implantation gives rise to
an interstitial milieu or a locus minus resistentiae, which is an immunosuppressed fibro-
inflammatory zone [52]. This zone is a relatively inaccessible environment for the immune
response due to the absence of normal blood supply to the periprosthetic tissue [53], which
impairs the ability of lymphocytes, antibodies, and certain antibiotics to properly reach
the implant surface and thus prevent and fight infection via the systemic route. For this
reason, any prosthesis would be susceptible to be infected not only during the perioperative
period but also throughout its whole lifetime [54]. Therefore, a local antibiotic approach
with an active period of months or years is required.

The ideal antibiotic-loaded titanium alloy surface modification would require two
components: a titanium alloy component and an antibiotic component. The ideal titanium
alloy surface modification must not compromise its good corrosion resistance, high strength,
low weight, its Young’s modulus of elasticity [55], or non-cytotoxicity. In addition, this
titanium alloy surface should be a selective surface able to impair the bacterial adhesion
and to favor bone tissue integration [56]. The ideal antibiotic to be loaded should be
a broad-spectrum drug based on local prevalence of antibiotic resistance with no adverse
local or systemic effects. Further, the ideal antibiotic-loaded titanium alloy should fulfil
some market requirements such as an acceptable cost, wide availability, and be easy to
manufacture and overcome regulatory issues [57].

The local prevention approach can be classified into two types according to the mecha-
nism of action: passive and active modifications. Passive modifications are surface coatings
that endow biomaterial with antibacterial (anti-adherent, bacteriostatic, and/or bacteri-
cide) properties without releasing any compound that is responsible for these properties.
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The active modifications do endow biomaterials with antibacterial properties through
a compound released from the material. These active modifications are divided into two
groups: active surfaces and coatings. The most recent antibiotic-loaded surface modifica-
tions of titanium alloys are illustrated in Figure 1.
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4.1. Active Titanium Surfaces Loaded with Antibiotics

The active titanium surfaces loaded with antibiotics can be divided into two categories:
nanostructured surfaces and surfaces with covalently bound antibiotics.

The most representative nanostructured titanium surface approaches are summarized
in Table 1. This strategy mainly consists of growing nanoscopic carriers made of the bulk
alloy and loading them with at least one antibiotic. The most widely used nanostructure
is the nanotube, a hollow cylinder without one of its circular faces. Nanotubes can be
manufactured using different methods such as sol–gel synthesis, template-assisted synthe-
sis, hydrothermal synthesis, and electrical anodization [58]. Among them, an exponential
trend of the use of hydrothermal synthesis and electrical anodization can be observed
over last two decades due to their multiple applications [59]. The hydrothermal synthesis
modifies the crystallinity of the titanium precursor [60] and allows incorporating other
chemical elements into the titanium nanotubes, which enhances their photoelectrochem-
ical [1] properties [59] and confers interesting environmental applications involved, for
instance, in the recalcitrant organic pollutant degradation [61]. However, between the two,
the most versatile and used in the field of Biomaterials is electrical anodization due to its
easy use and thrift.

This nanostructure allows its loading using different methods, mainly simplified
lyophilization or soaking.

Bacterial and cellular adhesion are complex processes arising from the interaction
between surface properties, biological factors, and environmental conditions. A recent sys-
tematic review concludes that there are three reasons why the relationship between surface
topography and bacterial attachment can give rise to contradictory results: (i) roughness
cannot be the sole descriptor of surface topography; (ii) topographical effects are influenced
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by the effects of other physicochemical factors, such as surface chemistry; and (iii) different
anti-adherent mechanisms may take place at different topographical scales: nanoscale and
microscale [62]. The last reason can be also applied to cell attachment. Some authors assert
that titanium nanotubes increase the bacterial attachment but have excellent biocompati-
bility properties because of their enhanced protein interaction (including adsorption and
conformation) what improves cellular adhesion and tissue growth [63]. Other authors, by
contrast, assert that titanium nanostructures themselves can prevent [64] or reduce bacterial
adhesion [65,66] or even biofilm development [67], and also promote cell adhesion and
proliferation on the alloy [66,68]. Furthermore, nanotubes composition could be involved
in part of these abilities. Thus, for instance, the incorporation of fluorine would be respon-
sible for an anti-adherent ability [65], whilst the additional incorporation of phosphorus
would be responsible for better osseointegration [69].

The nanotube diameter is pivotal for the release profile [70]; that is, the larger the di-
ameter, the faster the release. Most of the nanotube-based approaches offer a constant
antibiotic release for a few hours after surgery. As a result, this type of approach only
guarantees local antibiotic with an active period of hours. The main antibiotic used for
loading nanotubes are gentamicin [71–73] and vancomycin [74,75] in monotherapy since
only few studies have used them in combination [76,77]. Gentamicin is a broad spec-
trum antibiotic effective against both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria which
has a great chemical stability since it remains stable at 4 ◦C for 30 days and at 23 ◦C for
7 days [78], and a great thermal stability due to this antibiotic retain its activity even
after autoclaving [79]. For its part, vancomycin is a narrow spectrum antibiotic effective
against Gram-positive bacteria, the main type of bacteria related to PJIs, and has a reduced
chemical stability due to its the concomitant crystalline thermal degradation at physiologic
condition [80], which can cause up to a 40% decrease in its activity in 3 weeks [81].

Table 1. Some of the most relevant studies based on titanium nanotubes loaded with antibiotics.

Year Type of Surface Modification Bacteria
Evaluated

Bacterial
State

Cytotoxicity
(%)

Level
Study

Cell Lines/Animal
Used In Vivo Reference

2014 Gentamicin-loaded nanotubes with
different diameters SA, SE Biofilm ND In vitro hBMMS cells [71]

2016 Chitosan-coated gentamicin-loaded
nanotubes SA Planktonic 20 In vitro MG-63 osteoblasts [72]

2017 Gentamicin-loaded nanotubes made
with anodization SA Biofilm ND In vivo -/rabbit [73]

2018

Chitosan-hyaluronic acid-coated
vancomycin-loaded nanotubes SA Planktonic/

Biofilm 0 In vitro/
in vivo

Primary
osteoblasts/rat [74]

Vancomycin-loaded micro-patterning MRSA Biofilm ND In vivo -/rabbit [75]

Gentamicin and/or vancomycin
F-dopped nanotubes SA, SE, EC Planktonic ND In vitro -/- [66]

2019 Gentamicin plus vancomycin F- and
P-dopped bottle-shaped nanotubes SA Biofilm 0 In vitro/

in vivo
MC3T3-E1

osteoblasts/rabbit [76]

Abbreviation: SA: S. aureus; SE: S. epidermidis, EC: E. coli; MRSA: Methicillin-resistant S. aureus; ND: Not determined. hBMMS cells: Human
marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells.

Antibiotics covalently bound to titanium surfaces is another type of active titanium
surfaces with antibiotics (Table 2). The main techniques for covalently bound of antibiotics
onto titanium surfaces involve the covalent attachment of end-functionalized polymers in-
corporating an appropriate anchor, e.g., silane anchor, catechol anchor, and phosphor-based
anchor [82]. To date, numerous antibiotics have been employed using this strategy such
as daptomycin [83], ciprofloxacin [84], doxycycline [85], vancomycin [86], enoxacin [87],
bacitracin [88], a new antibiotic such as SPI031 [89], and even antifungals such as caspofun-
gin [86].
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Table 2. Some of the most relevant studies based on antibiotic covalently bound to titanium surfaces.

Year Antibiotic
Covalently Bound

Bacteria
Evaluated

Bacterial
State

Cytotoxicity
(%) Level Study Cell Lines/Animal

Used In Vivo Reference

2010 Daptomycin SA Biofilm ND In vitro -/- [90]

2014 Doxycycline - - 0− <40 In vitro/in vivo MC3T3-E1
osteoblasts/rabbit [85]

2015 Ciprofloxacin PA Biofilm 0 In vitro/in vivo NIH3T3
fibroblasts/mouse [84]

2016

Vancomycin/
caspofungin SA, CA Biofilm 0 In vitro/in vivo hME cells/rat [86]

SPI031 SA, PA Biofilm 0 In vitro/in vivo hBMMS cells, hME
cells/mouse [89]

Enoxacin MRSA, SE, EC Planktonic,
Biofilm 0 In vitro/in vivo hBMMS cells/rat [87]

2017 Bacitracin SA Biofilm ND In vivo -/rat [88]

Abbreviations: SA: S. aureus; SE: S. epidermidis, EC: E. coli; PA: P. aeruginosa; MRSA: methicillin-resistant S. aureus; ND: Not determined.
hBMMS cells: Human marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells. hME cells: human microvascular endothelial cells.

4.2. Coating Loaded with Antibiotic for Titanium Alloys

Some of the most relevant coatings loaded with antibiotics described over the last
10 years are summarized in Table 3. In this period, strategies have focused on the design of
coatings instead of nanostructures and the covalent binding of antibiotics. This reorienta-
tion of local antibiotic therapies may be justified by the huge versatility the coatings offer
and their compatibility with not only titanium alloys, but also with almost any material
from which a biomedical implant may be made.

Table 3. Some of the most relevant studies based on antibiotic loaded coating for titanium implants.

Year Type of Coating Evaluated
Bacteria

Bacterial
State

Cytotoxicity
(%) Level Study Cell Lines/Animal

Used In Vivo Reference

2010

Vancomycin-loaded PMMA SE Biofilm ND In vitro -/- [91]

Inorganic sol–gel with Polymyxin B
covalently bound EC Planktonic ND In vitro -/- [92]

Gentamicin-loaded polyelectrolyte
multilayer SA Planktonic,

Biofilm 0–80 In vitro/
in vivo

MC3T3-E1
osteoblasts/rabbit [93]

2014

Rifampicin and fosfomycin-loaded
Hydroxyapatite coating MSSA, MRSA Biofilm ND In vivo -/rabbit [94]

Ciprofloxacin-loaded
chitosan-nanoparticles coating SA Planktonic <30 In vitro MG63

osteoblast-like cells [95]

Chitosan–vancomycin composite
coatings SA Planktonic 0 In vitro MG63

osteoblast-like cells [96]

Vancomycin-loaded PLGA-coating SA Planktonic/
Biofilm 0 In vitro MC3T3-E1

osteoblasts/rabbit [97]

2015 Doxycycline-loaded polymer-lipid
encapsulation matrix coating MSSA, MRSA Planktonic,

Biofilm ND In vitro/
in vivo -/mouse [98]

2015 PLGA-gentamicin-hydroxyapatite-
coating SA, SE Planktonic,

Biofilm ND In vitro/
in vivo -/rabbit [99]

2016 Gentamicin-derivates coating SA Biofilm ND In vivo -/rats [100]

2016 Vancomycin-loaded
phosphatidyl-choline SA Biofilm ND In vivo -/rabbit [101]

2016 Tetracycline loaded chitosan-gelatin
nanosphere coating SA Biofilm >90 In vitro/

in vivo
MC3T3-E1

osteoblasts/rabbit [102]

2017
Doxycycline-loaded coaxial
PCL-PVA nanofiber coating SA Biofilm ND In vivo -/rat [103]

Tobramycin-loaded PDLLA coating SA Biofilm ND In vivo -/rabbit [1]
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Table 3. Cont.

Year Type of Coating Evaluated
Bacteria

Bacterial
State

Cytotoxicity
(%) Level Study Cell Lines/Animal

Used In Vivo Reference

2018

Vancomycin-loaded mesoporous
bioglass-PLGA coating SA Planktonic,

Biofilm 0 In vitro hBMMS cells [104]

Vancomycin-loaded mesoporous
silica nanoparticles-containing

gelatin coating
SA Biofilm 0 In vitro hBMMS cells [105]

2019

Gentamicin-loaded polyelectrolyte
multilayer SA, SE Planktonic,

Biofilm <5 In vitro/
in vivo

MC3T3-E1
osteoblast/rats [106]

Tobramycin-loaded hydroxyapatite
coating SA Planktonic,

Biofilm ND In vitro/
in vivo

Endothelial cells,
primary

osteoblasts/rabbit
[107]

Vancomycin plus tigecycline-loaded
PEG-PPS coating SA Biofilm ND In vivo -/mouse [108]

Gentamicin-loaded calcium
phosphate-based coating SA Biofilm ND In vivo -/rat [109]

Vancomycin-loaded
polymethacrylate coating SA Planktonic/

Biofilm ND In vitro/
in vivo -/mouse [110]

2020

Cephalexin- and VEGF-loaded
agarose-nanocrystalline apatite

coating
SA Planktonic 0 In vitro MC3T3-E1

osteoblast [111]

Moxifloxacin-loaded
organic-inorganic sol–gel SA, SE, EC Planktonic,

Biofilm 0 In vitro/
in vivo

MC3T3-E1
osteoblasts/mouse [112]

Gentamicin loaded autologous
blood glue PA Planktonic,

Biofilm 0 In vitro hBMMS cells [113]

Fluconazole/anidulafungin-loaded
organic-inorganic sol–gel CA, CP Planktonic,

Biofilm 0 In vitro MC3T3-E1
osteoblasts [114]

Anidulafungin-loaded
organic-inorganic sol–gel CA Biofilm - In vivo -/mouse [115]

Vancomycin-loaded starch coating SA Planktonic ND In vitro -/- [116]

Abbreviations: PLGA: poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid); PCL-PVA: polycaprolactone/polyvinyl alcohol; PEG-PPS: poly(ethylene glycol-bl-
propylene sulfide); PDLLA: poly (D, L-lactide); SA: S. aureus; SE: S. epidermidis, EC: E. coli; PA: P. aeruginosa; MRSA: methicillin-resistant S.
aureus; MSSA: Methicillin-susceptible S. aureus; CA: Candida albicans; CP: Candida parapsilosis; ND: Not determined. hBMMS cells: human
bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells.

Different approaches of deposition of antibiotic-loaded coatings such as sol–gel, co-
valent immobilization, spraying, electrophoretic, polyelectrolyte, and dip coating have
been used on titanium surfaces [117]. Most of the coatings described are degradable over
time and are composed of synthetic or natural polymers. The antibiotic release from these
degradable coatings depends on their degradation or hydrolysis and the loaded antibi-
otic quantity depends on both the chemical composition of the coating and the chemical
structure and chemical properties of the antibiotic used. The antibiotics that have been
loaded onto these coatings are vancomycin [91,96,97,101,105,110,116], aminoglycosides
(mainly gentamicin [93,99,100,106,109,113] and tobramycin), tetracyclines (especially doxy-
cycline [98,103] and tetracycline) [102], cephalexin [111], moxifloxacin [112,118], and mix-
tures of antibiotics such as vancomycin plus tigecycline [108]. Further studies have demon-
strated that antifungals, such as fluconazole and anidulafungin, loaded in a coating are
effective to prevent C. albicans infection both in vitro [114] and in vivo [115].

The most commonly used synthetic polymers are poly (lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA)
(polycaprolactone/polyvinyl alcohol), poly (ethylene glycol-propylene sulphide), and poly-
D,L-lactide. Most have been approved by the Food Drug Administration due to their
biodegradability and biocompatibility in light of a vast number of recently reviewed stud-
ies [119,120]. New strategies based on the use of inorganic [92] and organo-inorganic
sol–gels have recently emerged. Some of these organo-inorganic sol–gels have been shown
to degrade into non-cytotoxic monomers [112], promote osteoblast proliferation [121],
and can even prevent clotting [118]. The most representative natural polymers are based
on the use of polysaccharides, e.g., chitosan and hyaluronic acid, and proteins, e.g., silk
fibroin and collagen, whose use as drug delivery systems has been recently reviewed [122].
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One of these coatings made of natural compounds, an antibiotic-loaded autologous blood
glue [113], has attracted attention due to its enormous biocompatibility. This autologous
blood glue is composed of a mixture of thrombin, platelet-rich plasma, and bone mar-
row aspirate and could therefore be loaded with gentamicin and become an antibacterial
glue [113]. Several studies have evaluated the antibacterial efficacy of hybrid coatings made
of biodegradable polymer and non-biodegradable material. Among them, it is important
to consider gentamicin-loaded PLGA and hydroxyapatite, which improve the osteointegra-
tion of bone surrounding the implant [99]; vancomycin-loaded gelatin and mesoporous
silica nanoparticles, which can carry antibiotic more efficiently [105]; and more complex
coatings composed of agarose and nanocrystalline apatite for improved osseointegration,
and with mesoporous silica nanoparticles loaded with cephalexin and vascular endothelial
growth factor, able to promote vascularization surrounding the implant [123]. Hydrox-
yapatite coatings favor osteosynthesis [94,107] and prevent the development of fibrous
tissue [124] surrounding the implant.

There are two marketed products based on the antibiotic-loaded degradable coating
for titanium implants: gentamicin poly (D, L-lactide) (PLLA) coating, and a fast-resorbable
hydrogel coating composed of covalently linked hyaluronan and PLLA. Gentamicin PLLA
coating is based on a fully resorbable PLLA matrix loaded with gentamicin sulphate which
releases 80% of its antibiotic load within the first 48 h [125]. Gentamicin PLLA coating is
named PROtect Coating and is only marketed coating Expert Tibial Nail (DePuy Synthes,
Bettlach, Switzerland). Though its use is limited to tibial intramedullary nail, it might be
theoretically used on any titanium implant. In the first prospective study, Fuchs et al. [126]
demonstrated that none of the 19 patients with closed or open tibial fractures who completed
the 6-month follow-up showed implant-related infections. Similar results were obtained
by Metsemakers et al. [98] in a single-center case series, where they demonstrated again
its capacity of preventing implant-related infections in 16 patients with complex open tibia
fracture and revision cases after an 18-month follow-up, but they also reported 25% of patients
showed a nonunion, and 6.25% of them was a revision case. Finally, the most recent and largest
study performed by Schmidmaier et al. [127] in a multicenter study analyzed the outcome of
99 patients with fresh open or closed tibial fractures or undergoing nonunion revision surgery.
After an 18-month follow-up, deep SSI or osteomyelitis was only noted in 7.2% of patients
after fresh fracture and in 7.7% of patients after revision surgery.

Fast-resorbable hydrogel coating is composed of covalently linked hyaluronan and
PLLA and is marketed as Defensive Antibacterial Coating (DAC) (Novagenit Srl, Mez-
zolombardo, Italy). DAC is the first antimicrobial hydrogel specifically designed to avoid
implant-related infections in orthopaedic surgery and trauma, dentistry, and maxillofacial
surgery [128,129]. Its antimicrobial ability is due to the hyaluronic-based compounds
that reduce microbial adhesion and biofilm formation of both bacteria and yeasts [130].
Moreover, the DAC has demonstrated itself to be capable of entrapping several antibac-
terial agents at concentrations ranging from 2–10%, released locally for up to 72 h [128].
The safety and efficacy of DAC have been demonstrated by using rabbit models that
revealed the capacity of the vancomycin-loaded hydrogel to prevent implant-related infec-
tion [131,132]. In a further rabbit model, vancomycin-loaded DAC-coated implants showed
no detrimental effects on the bone healing and implant osteointegration [133]. In the first
large multicenter randomized prospective clinical trial reported by Romanò et al. [134],
a total of 380 patients were included. The patients were randomly dived into two groups
which received an implant with the DAC intraoperatively loaded with antibiotics (gentam-
icin, vancomycin, or vancomycin plus meropenem) or without the coating (control group).
Overall, 96.5% of patients were available at a mean follow-up of 14.5 ± 5.5 months. Eleven
SSIs were diagnosed in the control group (6%), whilst only one was observed in the treat-
ment group (0.6%). Any patient from the treatment group showed no local or systemic
side effects related to or detectable interference with implant osteointegration. In another
multicenter prospective study performed by Malizos et al. [135], 256 patients undergoing
osteosynthesis surgery for a closed fracture were randomly assigned to receive the DAC
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loaded with antibiotics (gentamicin, vancomycin, or vancomycin plus meropenem) or to
a control group without coating. Six SSIs (4.6%) were observed in the control group com-
pared with none (0%) in the treatment group after a mean follow-up of 18.1 ± 4.5 months.
As in the previous study, any patient from the treatment group showed no local or systemic
side effects related to or detectable interference with implant osseointegration.

Trentinaglia et al. [136] have recently described an algorithm to calculate the cost-
effectiveness of different antibacterial coating strategies applied to joint prostheses, con-
sidering both direct and indirect hospital costs. According to their model, an antibacterial
coating able to decrease post-surgical infection by 80%, at a cost per patient of EUR 600,
would reduce hospital costs by EUR 200 per patient if routinely applied in a population that
would theoretically show an expected PJI rate of 2% [137]. At a European level, considering
that approximately 2.2 million joint arthroplasties are performed per year, they speculate
that a year of delay in the routine use of this kind of coating would result in 35,200 PJI cases
per year with associated annual costs of approximately EUR 440 million per year [137].

4.3. The Antibiotic of Choice for Local Antibiotic-Based Therapy

The use of almost any antibiotic in clinical practice is always followed by the devel-
opment of resistant organisms, and the case of antibiotic-loaded titanium surfaces is not
an exception. Antimicrobial resistance is the result of three major factors: (1) the increasing
frequency of antimicrobial-resistant phenotypes among microbes resulting from selective
pressure exerted by the widespread use of antimicrobials; (2) globalization, which favors
the rapid spread of pathogens worldwide; and (3) improper use of antibiotics [138].

The antibiotic of choice for local antibiotic-based therapy should ideally be a broad-
spectrum antibiotic that is the least allergenic possible and with no local adverse effects
or cytotoxicity; furthermore, these antibiotics should not interfere with osseointegration
or be essential for the treatment of PJI [56]. Most of the local antibiotics of choice are
broad-spectrum antibiotics used in monotherapy, concretely gentamycin, tobramycin,
and vancomycin. To date, there is no antibiotic that is evolution-proof [139,140], as any
antibiotic monotherapy is associated with the emergence of antibiotic resistance to that
particular antibiotic. This has been described previously, for instance, when a gentamicin-
loaded spacer was used in a two-stage replacement which favored the emergence of
gentamicin-resistant S. aureus [141] and S. epidermidis [142]. Therefore, the best prophylactic
therapy should be based on the use of at least two antibiotics from different antibiotic
families, as a handful of studies have done [76,94,108,143]. The microorganisms tested
are staphylococci and, to a lesser extent, Gram-negative bacteria, such as E. coli and P.
aeruginosa. Given the incidence of PJI (up to 40%) [144], Gram-negative bacteria should
always be prevented by the local antibiotic approach.

5. Local Preventive Heavy Metals-Based Strategies

The increasing prevalence of antibiotic resistance among bacteria resulting in the se-
lective pressure which the widespread use of antibiotics exerts on them, the globalization,
and the inadequate use of antibiotics in many different settings [138] threaten to completely
impede the development of an ideal preventive antibiotic therapy for any type of infection.
Given this scenario, new non-antibiotic antimicrobials are gaining increasing importance
in the field of PJI prevention strategies (Table 4).

Metals have been used by the Persians, Phoenicians, Greeks, Romans, and Egyptians
for their antimicrobial properties for thousands of years [145,146]. Despite the fact that
the exact mechanism involved in their broad-spread antibacterial mechanism remains
unknown, metals show a higher number of unspecific targets within the bacteria, unlike
the antibiotic, which is directly related to a reduced not null emergence of metal resistance.
These targets are attacked by metallic cations and/or reactive oxygen species generated by
both cations and by metallic oxide [147]. Thereby, the main antibacterial mechanisms of
metals that show an antibacterial effect per se can be grouped into four categories: (outer
and/or cytoplasmatic) membrane damage, protein blocking/inactivation, protein synthesis
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blocking, and DNA damage [145] (Figure 2). Different strategies have incorporated heavy
metals into titanium surfaces. The main heavy metals used to provide titanium alloys with
antimicrobial capacity are silver, copper, and gallium. The type of surface modification
used to incorporate the metal on the titanium surfaces are mainly metallurgical addition,
co-sputtering, ion implantation, and coatings.

Table 4. Some of the most relevant studies based on heavy metals incorporation for titanium implants.

Year Type of Surface
Modification

Incorporated
Metal

Metal Incor-
poration

Bacteria
Evaluated

Bacterial
State

Cytotoxicity
(%)

Level
Study

Cell
Lines/Animal
Used In Vivo

Reference

2009 Metallurgical
addition Cu Forge SA, EC Planktonic/

biofilm Ctyocompatible In vitro/
in vivo

V79 cell
line/rabbits [148]

2010

Co-sputtering Cu-Mn-O,
Ag-Mn-O

ternary and
quaternary

oxides
SA, SE Planktonic - In vitro - [149]

Single step silver
plasma immersion
ion implantation

Ag Nanoparticles SA, EC Planktonic Cytocompatible In vitro
MG63 human
osteoblast-like

cells
[150]

2011

TiO2-
chitosan/heparin

coating
Ag Nanoparticles SA Biofilm - In vivo - [151]

Hydroxyapatite
coating Ag Nanoparticles EC Planktonic - In vitro - [152]

2013

Metallurgical
addition Cu Powder

metallurgy SA, EC Planktonic - In vitro - [153]

Titanium
nanotubular Ag Nanoparticle

loading SA, EC Planktonic - In vitro - [154]

Polydopamine-
modified alloy

surface
Ag

Silver inonic
inmobiliza-

tion
EC Planktonic - In vitro - [155]

Poly(ethylene glycol
diacrylate)-co-acrylic

acid coating
Ag Nanoparticles SA, EC, PA Planktonic Cytocompatible In vitro

MG63 human
osteoblast-like

cells
[156]

2014

Metallurgical
addition Cu Powder

metallurgy SA, EC Planktonic - In vitro - [157]

Metallurgical
addition Cu

Casting
with post-
treatment

SA, EC Planktonic Cytocompatible In vitro L929 cell line [158]

BMP-
2/heparinchitosan-

hydroxyapatite
coating

Ag Nanoparticles SE, EC Planktonic Cytocompatible In vitro
MC3T3-E1
cells, BMS

cells
[159]

Aminosilanized
titanium alloy Ag Nanoparticles SA Planktonic - In vitro - [160]

2016 Metallurgical
addition Ag Sintering SA Planktonic - In vitro - [161]

2017 Metallurgical
addition Ag

Sintering,
casting,

casting with
appropiate

post-
treatment

w/o surface
tretament

SA Planktonic Cytocompatible In vitro MC3T3-E1
cells [162]

2018

Metallurgical
addition Cu Powder

metallurgy SA, EC Planktonic Cytocompatible In vitro HeLa cells [163]

Metallurgical
addition Ag

Spark
plasma

sintering
and acid
etching

SA Planktonic Cytocompatible In vitro MC3T3-E1
cells [164]

Metallurgical
addition Cu

Casting
with post-
treatment

SA Planktonic - In vitro - [165]

2019

Metallurgical
addition Cu Sintering SA Biofilm - In vivo - [166]

Metallurgical
addition Ga Powder

metallurgy MRSA Planktonic/
biofilm Cytocompatible In vitro

ATCC
CRL-11372
and ATCC

HTB-96
[167]
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Table 4. Cont.

Year Type of Surface
Modification

Incorporated
Metal

Metal Incor-
poration

Bacteria
Evaluated

Bacterial
State

Cytotoxicity
(%)

Level
Study

Cell
Lines/Animal
Used In Vivo

Reference

2020

Metallurgical
addition Cu Microwave

sintering SA, EC Planktonic - In vitro - [168]

Metallurgical
addition Cu Powder

metallurgy EC Planktonic - In vitro - [169]

Metallurgical
addition Ag

Casting
with

appropiate
post-

treatment
w/o surface

tretament

SA Planktonic Cytocompatible In vitro MC3T3-E1
cells [170]

2021
Metallurgical

addition Cu As-cast SA Biofilm - In vitro/
in vivo Mouse [171]

Metallurgical
addition Cu As-cast MRSA Planktonic/

biofilm Cytocompatible In vitro/
in vivo

MC3T3-E1
cells/rat [172]

Abbreviations: BMP-2: bone morphology protein-2; BMS: bone marrow stromal cells.
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Regarding the use of these metallic-based titanium alloy surface modifications in pa-
tients, it is noteworthy that there are no comparative or prospective studies and only
retrospective cases of series have been published. Only silver has been proven in humans
and has shown low infection risk in clinical studies. There are two technologies mar-
keted nowadays for incorporated silver into titanium alloys: anodization and galvanic
deposition. Titanium alloy prostheses with silver incorporated by anodizing is marketed
under the name Agluna® (Accentus Medical, Oxfordshire, UK). Anodizing gives rise to
the formation of 5 µm diameter circular tanks in the surface of the prosthesis, containing
an amorphous titania species where the bulk of the ionic silver is stored. Silver galvanic
deposition into titanium alloy prostheses is marketed under the name MUTARS® (tumor
system components; Implantcast GmbH, Buxtehude, Germany). Its technology consists
of a 15 ± 5 µm-thick silver coating deposited by galvanic deposition on a 200 nm layer of
gold that acts as a carrier and bonding layer to the prosthesis. Recently, Deng et al. [173]
have pointed out that some factors might underestimate the real anti-infective effect of
silver-modified prostheses in clinical studies. First, most of indications published vouch
for the use of this type of prosthesis in immunocompromised patients, those with muscu-
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loskeletal tumors [174–177] and/or with a previous PJI [175,176,178], and patients who are
themselves more vulnerable to developing PJI [179]. Second, the antibiotherapy is usually
administered to all patients, whether or not they carry silver-modified prostheses.

The use of heavy metals for PJI prevention may just be getting started, thus new
promising metallic candidates with antimicrobial capacity are yet to be employed. This is
the case for metals such as nickel [180,181], cerium [182], selenium [183,184], cesium [185],
yttrium [186], palladium [187,188], or superparamagnetic Fe NPs [189].

6. Limitations Associated with Local PJI Prevention

Despite all the potential benefits offered by local prevention strategies for prosthetic
joint infections, each has several limitations associated with its use. The advantages and
disadvantages related to each preventive approach of PJI are summarized in Table 5.

Table 5. Some of the most important advantages and disadvantages related to each preventive approach of PJI.

Preventive Approach of PJI Advantages Disadvantages

Antibiotic-based strategies

Nanostructured titanium surfaces

Possibility of increasing
the osteointegration of the titanium
surfaces

Reduced durability of antibiotic
protection

Unknown biomechanical stability

Loaded antibiotic can act against both
bacteria directly adhered on the titanium
surface and bacteria near but not
in contact with it

Unknown effects on the useful life of
the implant, osteointegration,
and coagulation profile

Impossibility of intra-operative antibiotic
load
No clinical trials to support their use

Antibiotics covalently bound to titanium
surfaces

Long durability of antibiotic protection,
up to months or years

Loaded antibiotic can only act against
bacteria directly adhered on the titanium
surface

Unknown durability of antibiotic
protection

Impossibility of intra-operative antibiotic
load

No clinical trials to support their use

Coatings loaded with antibiotic for
titanium alloys

Possibility of increasing
the osteointegration of the titanium
surfaces

Incomplete surface protection

Loaded antibiotic can act against both
bacteria directly adhered on the titanium
surface and bacteria near but not
in contact with it

Unknown effects on the useful life of
the implant, osteointegration,
and coagulation profile

Possibility of intra-operative antibiotic
load

Clinical trials to support their use Clinical trials that support their use has
been carried out with few antibiotics

Heavy metals-based strategies

Broad spectrum antimicrobial effect
(beyond antibacterial effect)

Local and systemic toxicity supported by
clinical trialsLoaded metals can act against both

microorganisms directly adhered
on the titanium surface and those near
but not in contact with it

Long durability

Clinical trials to support their use
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Titanium nanotubular surfaces have at least five limitations. Firstly, the low drug concen-
tration resulting from sustained release in a non-bacteria environment consumes antibiotic
reserves and increases the possibility of developing drug-resistant bacteria in the vicinity
of the implant [58]. Therefore, the ideal antibiotic release of a nanotube-based approach
should terminate after the infection is eliminated until the next stimulus [58]. This perspec-
tive would require the use of self-responsive nanotubes able to release antibiotics before
different infection scenarios. Secondly, any metallic implant in the human body degrades
due to at least four fundamental phenomena: leaching, wear, corrosion, as well as the phe-
nomenon resulting from the synergy between the latter two, tribocorrosion. Wear studies
about the properties of nanostructured titanium surfaces are scarce, and it is known that
wear proprieties of nanotubular titanium surfaces have to be hypothetically different as
non-nanostructured surface and these nanostructures can be damaged during the prosthe-
sis implantation; nanostructures pulled from the surface could act as debris, able to cause
an aseptic loosening [190]. Nanotube fabrication increases the surface area and hence the cor-
rodible area. Corrosion studies of Ti-6Al-4V implants in patients showed that the detection
of elevated levels of titanium and normal levels of aluminum and vanadium (relative to
a control group without loosening) in the serum or urine of wearers of a prosthesis made of
this alloy was associated with the existence of aseptic loosening [191–194]. Thirdly, nothing is
known about the repercussions that this corrosion may have on the useful life of the implant
or its osseointegration. Fourthly, the current load methods require the employment of specific
equipment (vacuum ovens, agitators, etc.) and long loading times, which make it impossible
to load them in the operating theatre for the time being. Fifthly, this approach has no clinical
trials to support its widespread use in humans and marketing.

Regarding antibiotics covalently bound to titanium surfaces, there are also important
limitations associated with this approach. Unlike nanostructured surface, the antibiotics
covalently bound to surfaces are not released into the milieu, and thus can only exert their
action on bacteria in direct contact with the modified surface. There is no information
about the exact durability of their protection or the hypothetical effect of the release of
chemically modified antibiotic on the target bacteria and its role on the emergence of
antibiotic resistance. The chemical reaction needed for obtaining these surfaces makes
the intra-operative antibiotic load impossible. Finally, there are no clinical trials to back up
their use in humans.

Antibiotic-loaded coatings also show limitations. The main limitation is the incom-
plete protection of the implant, since the intramedullary component of the prosthesis
and some modular components (e.g., the acetabular component and the polyethylene
insert) cannot be coated. Therefore, an area of susceptibility will exist, where a bacterial
infection could proliferate. There is absence of knowledge about the long-term effect that
the product resulting from its degradation could exert on the useful life of the implant, its
osseointegration, or even, the patient coagulation profile. Although it is the only approach
with clinical trials, few antibiotics loaded in such coatings have been used so far.

Heavy metals into titanium surfaces are also associated with some limitations. First,
the price of these modified implants is high because they are indicated for a very low
number of specific patients [173]. Second, the heavy metals are linked to both local
and systemic toxicity. The main side effects of local toxicity are the immunosuppressive
effect [195] and the poor or impaired osteointegration that has been reported by both
in vitro [196] and in vivo [197] studies. The main systemic side effect related to a titanium
alloy surface modified with heavy metals has been described for silver. Argyria, a disease
caused by a high silver concentration in the human body, has been reported in up to
23% patients that underwent megaendoprostheses for infection or resection of malignant
tumors [198]. In this cohort, no neurological, renal, or hepatic symptoms of silver poisoning
were found, and neither a relationship between argyria and the size of the implant or levels
of serum silver [198]. Therefore, more studies about the silver intoxication caused by
silver-coated implants need to be performed.
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Therefore, toxicity is the first concern pertaining to these modifications. With a silver
coating, the elevated silver concentration in the blood or in organs has been proven by
Gosheger et al. [34], while there were no detectable clinical side effects in this study.
The silver ion concentration was lower than the reported harmful concentration, which
could be an explanation. Argyria, a disease caused by physiologic silver cation overload,
was reported in nearly 22% patients who have received silver-coated prostheses [67].
Therefore, the release of silver ions to the human body after implantation of silver-coated
prostheses should be investigated [52]. Impaired osteointegration, which is a special
concern for arthroplasty, was generally tested in in vitro co-culture models [68].

Other limitations include the selection of antimicrobial compound. For preventive
use, narrow-spectrum antibiotics that cover most potential pathogens are recommended
for chemoprophylaxis [36,37]. However, because some antibiotics, such as beta-lactams,
can degrade with different factors, such as time or temperature, more stable antibiotics
(for example, vancomycin, gentamicin, quinolones) are chosen in many studies. Another
important problem not directly related to the biomaterial is the increasing burden of
infections caused by antibiotic-resistant microorganisms [8]. The problem of antimicrobial
resistance is currently considered one of the most important menaces facing modern
medicine [199]. The recent appearance of multidrug-resistant microorganisms has become
an extremely important problem with implications for all aspects of medical practice.
In orthopaedic surgery, the increasing number of multidrug-resistant organisms, especially
Gram-negative organisms, has been described in PJI [8]. This type of infections caused
by these microorganisms implies a poor outcome in many cases [200–202]. Even silver or
copper as heavy metals representants can give rise to heavy metal-resistant Gram-negative
bacteria (mainly E. coli and P. aeruginosa) [203,204], one of the bacterial groups related with
PJI that is increasing its incidence [205].

In this scenario, the selection of the antimicrobials necessary to prevent PJI infections
should consider the existence of multidrug-resistant bacteria [206], which emphasizes
the need to select a mixture of at least two antibiotics for preventing PJIs or even using
more than one of the preventive approaches described here, e.g., an antibiotic-loaded
and heavy metal-dopped surface modification, but also drives the search for new strate-
gies based on the use of iodine-doped titanium alloys [207], antimicrobial peptides [208],
and bacteriophages [209–211], among others.

7. Conclusions

Research into the development of locally antibiotic therapy approaches is broad and
varied, though this review could mark the beginning of a promising journey towards
the development of prostheses capable of complete PJI prevention. Despite the numerous
preclinical studies that have been conducted, such as those using in vivo models, the move
from bench to bedside continues to be hindered by at least two factors, including the low
incidence of PJIs and the costs of clinical trials needed to demonstrate the efficacy of these
approaches in human beings; indeed, these costs are so high that only large pharmaceutical
companies can afford such an investment. These factors may be responsible for the fact
that existing multicenter prospective clinical trials are poorly well-structured and often
show contradictory or inconclusive results [212]. Thus, the only way patients can benefit
from these promising approaches is by improving collaboration between governments,
regulatory agencies, industry leaders, and health care payers [213].

Our review highlights that a trend from the antibiotic-loaded surface modifications of
the bulk material to the biodegradable antibiotic-load coating can be observed since only two
types of these coatings have come to be used in humans. Among heavy metals, silver-modified
titanium surfaces are supported by numerous in vitro studies and clinical trials, though other
metals such as copper or gallium might stand up as potential future candidates. Furthermore,
there is no uniform way of evaluating the efficacy of such approaches. For that, we consider
that at least cytotoxicity and cell proliferation should be evaluated in vitro, and that all be
tested by using in vivo models. Due to the increasingly threatening emergence of antibiotic
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resistance, it would therefore be recommendable to use at least two antibiotics or heavy metals
for functionalizing the titanium surfaces or antimicrobial substances whose antibacterial
mechanisms do not lead to the development of resistant bacterial mutants. Finally, any of
the PJI prevention approaches reviewed here are exempt of limitations, many of which should
be elucidated by specifically designed studies.
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Abstract: The objectives of this work were to study the prevalence and the patterns of antibiotic
resistance of staphylococcal isolates from bulk-tank milk of goat herds across Greece, to assess
possible associations of the presence of antibiotic resistance with the quality of milk in these herds
and to evaluate herd-related factors potentially associated with the presence of antibiotic resistance
among these staphylococcal isolates. A cross-sectional study was performed on 119 goat herds
in Greece. Bulk-tank milk samples were collected for bacteriological examination; staphylococcal
isolates were evaluated for resistance to 20 antibiotics. Oxacillin-resistant, resistant to at least one
antibiotic, and multi-resistant staphylococcal isolates were recovered from 5.0%, 30.3%, and 16.0%
of herds, respectively. Of 80 isolates, 7.5% were resistant to oxacillin, 50.0% were resistant to at
least one antibiotic and 27.5% were multi-resistant. Resistance was seen more frequently among
coagulase-negative staphylococci (59.3%) than among Staphylococcus aureus (23.8%). Resistance was
more frequent against penicillin and ampicillin (41.3% of isolates) and fosfomycin (27.5%). No
association was found with biofilm formation by staphylococci. For recovery of oxacillin-resistant
isolates, the presence of working staff in the herds emerged as a significant factor; respective factors
for the isolation of staphylococci resistant to at least one antibiotic were part-time farming and high
(>10) number of systemic disinfections in the farm annually. The same three factors concurrently
were also identified to be significant for the recovery of multi-resistant isolates.

Keywords: bulk-tank milk; mastitis; methicillin; milk; goat; somatic cell counts; staphylococcus;
tetracycline; total bacterial counts

1. Introduction

In Greece, goat farming for milk production is a significant sector of the agricultural
industry. Goat milk production in the country amounted to 143,270,500 L in 2019 [1], which
accounts for 10% of European and 3% of world goat milk production [2]. The product
is consumed as a drink or used in cheese manufacturing. Among the various cheese
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types produced, an important part is exported (e.g., ‘feta’ cheese), which indicates the
international significance of the goat farming industry in the country.

The quality of raw milk is important because it contributes to the quality of cheese
and is significant for public health. Among the various factors that account for the quality
of raw goat milk, antibiotic-resistant bacteria are of prime importance.

Staphylococci are frequently recovered from bulk-tank milk of goat herds [3–5]. Most
previous studies that examined staphylococcal isolates from bulk-tank milk of goat farms,
evaluated mostly methicillin-resistance, with variable results. For example, in Pakistan,
Altaf et al. [6] reported that 19% of 122 S. aureus recovered from the milk of goats showed
resistance to methicillin, whilst Caruso et al. [7] reported that they recovered only one
such isolate from bulk-tank milk of 66 goat farms in Italy. In research that evaluated more
antibiotics, the proportion of resistant isolates was found to be up to 100% in Brazil [8] and
Jordan [9]. Thus far, all studies related to the resistance of staphylococci from goat milk
have focused on the patterns of resistance of the staphylococcal isolates; herd management
factors that are potentially associated with the development of resistance have not been
thoroughly studied.

The objectives of this work were (a) to study the prevalence and the patterns of
antibiotic resistance of staphylococcal isolates from bulk-tank milk of goat herds across
Greece, (b) to assess possible associations of the presence of antibiotic resistance with the
quality of milk in these herds, and (c) to evaluate herd-related factors potentially associated
with the presence of antibiotic resistance among these staphylococcal isolates.

2. Results
2.1. Staphylococcal Recovery and Presence of Antibiotic Resistance

In total, staphylococci were recovered from bulk-tank milk samples from 75 herds
(63.0%, 95% CI: 54.1–71.2%). Of these, Staphylococcus aureus was isolated from samples
from 21 (17.6%) herds and coagulase-negative staphylococci were isolated from samples
from 54 (45.4%) herds. A total of 80 staphylococcal isolates were recovered (21 S. aureus
and 59 coagulase-negative staphylococci) (Table 1).

Table 1. Frequency of staphylococcal species recovered from bulk-tank milk of 119 goat herds in Greece.

Staphylococcal Species
Frequency of Staphylococcal Isolates

All Isolates 1 Resistant Isolates 2,3 Multi-Resistant
Isolates 3

Biofilm-Forming
Isolates 3

Staphylococcus aureus 21 (0.263) 5 (0.238) 0 (0.000) 17 (0.810)
Staphylococcus equorum 11 (0.138) 9 (0.818) 8 (0.727) 8 (0.727)
Staphylococcus simulans 9 (0.113) 1 (0.111) 0 (0.000) 6 (0.667)

Staphylococcus capitis 6 (0.075) 5 (0.833) 2 (0.333) 5 (0.833)
Staphylococcus lentus 5 (0.063) 2 (0.400) 2 (0.400) 1 (0.200)

Staphylcoccus haemolyticus 4 (0.050) 1 (0.250) 0 (0.000) 2 (0.500)
Staphylococcus vitulinus 4 (0.050) 4 (1.000) 4 (1.000) 3 ().750)

Staphylococcus kloosii 3 (0.038) 2 (0.667) 2 (0.667) 2 (0.667)
Staphylococcus pettenkoferi 3 (0.038) 3 (1.000) 0 (0.000) 3 (1.000)

Staphylococcus cohnii subsp. urealyticum 2 (0.025) 1 (0.500) 1 (0.500) 1 (0.500)
Staphylococcus lugdunensis 2 (0.025) 2 (1.000) 0 (0.000) 1 (0.500)

Staphylococcus warneri 2 (0.025) 2 (1.000) 1 (0.500) 2 (1.000)
Staphylococcus xylosus 2 (0.025) 1 (0.500) 1 (0.500) 2 (1.000)

Staphylococcus auricularis 1 (0.012) 0 (0.000) 0 (0.000) 1 (1.000)
Staphylococcus chromogenes 1 (0.012) 0 (0.000) 0 (0.000) 1 (1.000)

Staphylococcus cohnii subsp. cohnii 1 (0.012) 1 (1.000) 1 (1.000) 0 (0.000)
Staphylococcus epidermidis 1 (0.012) 1 (1.000) 0 (0.000) 1 (1.000)

Staphylococcus hominis 1 (0.012) 0 (0.000) 0 (0.000) 1 (1.000)
Staphylococcus intermedius 1 (0.012) 0 (0.000) 0 (0.000) 1 (1.000)

Total 80 40 (0.500) 22 (0.275) 58 (0.725)
1 in brackets: proportion of isolates of the species among all isolates; 2 resistant to any (at least one) antibiotic; 3 in brackets: proportion of
resistant, multi-resistant, or biofilm-forming isolates among the isolates of the respective species.
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Resistant (to at least one (any) antibiotic) or multi-resistant staphylococci were ob-
tained from 36 (30.3%, 95% CI: 22.7–39.0%) or 19 (16.0%, 95% CI: 10.5–23.6%) herds, respec-
tively. There was no difference in the proportion of farms in which resistant staphylococcal
isolates were recovered according to their geographic part of the country, where they were
located (p = 0.39) (Table 2).

Table 2. Recovery of resistant staphylococcal isolates from bulk-tank milk of 119 goat herds in Greece,
according to the part of the country from which the herds originated.

Location of Herds (Part
of the Country) Herds (n) Herds in Which Resistant Staphylococcal

Isolates Were Recovered (n) 1

Central part 36 13 (0.361)
Islands 16 2 (0.125)

Northern part 36 11 (0.306)
Southern part 31 10 (0.323)

1 in brackets: proportion of herds in which resistant staphylococcal isolates were recovered among all herds.

Of the 80 staphylococcal isolates, 40 (50.0%, 95% CI: 39.3–60.7%) (5 S. aureus and
35 coagulase-negative isolates, p = 0.005 for comparison between S. aureus and coagulase-
negative staphylococci; p = 0.026 for comparison between the various coagulase-negative
species) were resistant to antibiotics. Further, 22 isolates (27.5%, 95% CI: 18.9–38.1%) (all
coagulase-negative isolates, p = 0.001 for comparison between S. aureus and coagulase-
negative staphylococci; p = 0.030 for comparison between the various coagulase-negative
species) were multi-resistant. Details are presented in Table 1.

At isolate level, resistance was found more frequently against penicillin and ampi-
cillin (33 isolates, 41.3% of all isolates), fosfomycin (22 isolates, 27.5% of all isolates),
clindamycin (19 isolates, 23.8% of all isolates), erythromycin (16 isolates, 20.0% of all iso-
lates), tetracycline (12 isolates, 15.0% of all isolates) and oxacillin (6 isolates, 7.5% of all
isolates) (Table S1).

At herd level, staphylococci resistant to penicillin and ampicillin were isolated from
30 (25.2%, 95% CI: 18.3–33.7%) herds, to fosfomycin from 20 (16.8%, 95% CI: 11.2–24.5%), to
clindamycin from 17 (14.3%, 95% CI: 9.1–21.7%), to erythromycin from 14 (11.8%, 95% CI:
7.1–18.8%), to tetracycline from 9 (7.6%, 95% CI: 4.0–13.8%), and to oxacillin from 6 (5.0%,
95% CI: 2.3–10.6%) herds.

Among the staphylococcal species, S. aureus was found to be resistant more frequently
to penicillin (3/21 isolates), S. equorum was found to be resistant more frequently to
ampicillin, erythromycin, penicillin, fosfomycin, and clindamycin (8/11, 8/11, 8/11, 7/11,
and 6/11 isolates, respectively), and S. capitis to ampicillin, fosfomycin and penicillin
(5/6 isolates for each antibiotic) (Table S1).

2.2. Biofilm Formation

Of the 80 isolates, 58 (72.5%, 95% CI: 61.9–81.1%) were found to be biofilm forming
(Table 1). No association was seen between biofilm formation and resistance to antibiotics.
Of the 40 resistant isolates, 28 (70.0%, 95% CI: 54.6–81.9%) (4 S. aureus and 24 coagulase-
negative isolates) were biofilm forming (p = 0.62). Of the 22 multi-resistant isolates, 14
(63.6%, 95% CI: 43.0–80.3%) (all coagulase-negative isolates) were biofilm forming (p = 0.27).
Further, no association was found with specific resistance to the antibiotics evaluated
(p > 0.14 for all comparisons) (Table S2), as well as no association was found for specific
staphylococcal species (p > 0.12 for all comparisons).

2.3. Associations with Milk Quality

Increased total bacterial counts (i.e., >1500 × 103 cfu mL−1, which is the threshold
set in the European Union for milk to undergo thermal processing [10]) were seen more
commonly among herds from bulk-tank milk of which resistant staphylococcal isolates
were recovered: 12/36 (33.3%) herds versus 17/83 (20.5%) herds without isolation of
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resistant staphylococci (p = 0.010). No other association of milk quality with the isolation
of resistant staphylococci was found (Table S3).

2.4. Variables Associated with Isolation of Resistant or Multi-Resistant Staphylococcal Isolates
from Bulk-Tank Milk
2.4.1. Isolation of Oxacillin-Resistant Staphylococcal Isolates

During the univariable analysis, a significant association with isolation of oxacillin-
resistant staphylococcal isolates from bulk-tank milk was evident for 2 of the 25 variables
evaluated (Table S4). These were the following: education of the farmer and presence of
working staff in the herd.

Among the variables included in the multivariable analysis (Tables S4 and S5), only the
following emerged as a significant factor: presence of working staff in the herd (Figure 1)
(p = 0.005) (Table 3).
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Figure 1. The proportion of herds from which oxacillin-resistant staphylococcal isolates were recovered, in terms of the
presence of working staff in these herds.

Table 3. Results of multivariable analysis for isolation of oxacillin-resistant staphylococcal isolates
from bulk-tank milk of 119 goat herds in Greece.

Variable (n = 1) Odds Ratio 1

(95% Confidence Intervals)
p

Presence of working staff in the herd 0.005

Yes (n = 34) 14.483 (1.624–129.171) 0.017
No (n = 85) reference -

1 odds ratio calculated against the lowest prevalence associations of variables.

2.4.2. Isolation of Staphylococcal Isolates Resistant to at Least One Antibiotic

During the univariable analysis, a significant association with isolation of resistant
staphylococcal isolates from bulk-tank milk was evident for 6 of the 25 variables evaluated
(Table S6). These were the following: management system applied in the herd, annual
frequency of systemic disinfections in the farm, routine administration of antimicrobials in
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newborns, administration of ‘dry-ewe’ treatment at the end of the lactation period, farmer
by profession, and presence of working staff in the herd.

Among the variables included in the multivariable analysis (Tables S5 and S6), the
following two emerged as significant factors: (a) farmer by profession (p = 0.001) and
(b) annual frequency of systemic disinfections in the farm (p = 0.018) (Figure 2) (Table 4).
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Figure 2. Frequency (shown by the circle diameter) of herds from which resistant staphylococcal isolates were (orange
circles, n = 36) or were not (blue circles, n = 83) recovered from bulk-tank milk, in relation to the number of systemic
disinfections performed annually in the herd (vertical axis; 0–1 occasions, n = 33, 2–10 occasions, n = 76, >10 occasions,
n = 10) and the professional capacity of the farmer (solid pattern of circles: full-time farmers, n = 105; motif pattern of circles:
part-time farmers, n = 14).

Table 4. Results of multivariable analysis for isolation of resistant staphylococcal isolates from
bulk-tank milk of 119 goat herds in Greece.

Variable (n = 2) Odds Ratios 1

(95% Confidence Intervals)
p

Farmer by profession 0.001

Full-time (n = 105) reference -
Part-time (n = 14) 5.200 (1.602–16.882) 0.006

Annual frequency of systemic
disinfectionsin the farm 0.018

0–1 occasion (n = 33) reference -
2–10 occasions (n = 76) 1.327 (0.499–3.529) 0.57
>10 occasions (n = 10) 33.429 (3.601–310.331) 0.002

1 odds ratio calculated against the lowest prevalence associations of variables.

2.4.3. Isolation of Multi-Resistant Staphylococcal Isolates

During the univariable analysis, a significant association with isolation of multi-
resistant staphylococcal isolates from bulk-tank milk was evident for 3 of the 12 variables
evaluated (Table S7). These were the following: annual frequency of systemic disinfections
in the farm, farmer by profession, and presence of working staff in the herd.

Additionally, the same three emerged as significant among the variables included in
the multivariable analysis (Tables S5 and S7): (a) annual frequency of systemic disinfections
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in the farm (p = 0.002), (b) presence of working staff in the herd (p = 0.016), and (c) farmer
by profession (p = 0.022) (Table 5).

Table 5. Results of multivariable analysis for isolation of multi-resistant staphylococcal isolates from
bulk-tank milk of 119 goat herds in Greece.

Variable (n = 3) Odds Ratio 1

(95% Confidence Intervals)
p

Annual frequency of systemic
disinfectionsin the farm 0.002

0–1 occasion (n = 33) reference -
2–10 occasions (n = 76) 1.343 (0.339–5.317) 0.67
>10 occasions (n = 10) 23.333 (3.859–141.077) 0.0006

Presence of working staff in the herd 0.016

Yes (n = 34) 3.519 (1.281–9.668) 0.015
No (n = 85) reference -

Farmer by profession 0.022

Yes (n = 105) reference -
No (n = 14) 3.611 (1.056–12.349) 0.041

1 odds ratio calculated against the lowest prevalence associations of variables.

3. Discussion

The European Food Safety Authority has published a scientific opinion [11] that
pointed out the public health significance of antibiotic resistance of bacteria isolated from
raw milk. Hence, it is relevant to study the patterns of resistance in goat farms. Moreover,
the evaluation and identification of predictors related to management could allow the
implementation of procedures that help to limit the presence of antibiotic resistance in
the farms.

This study included goat farms from all parts of Greece. Thus, conditions prevail-
ing throughout the country were taken into account, and factors of regional importance
weighed less. In order to minimise possible bias, the study also used consistent methodolo-
gies and ensured that specific tasks were always performed by the same investigators.

3.1. Presence of Antibiotic Resistance in Staphylococcal Isolates

In previous studies of caprine mastitis, S. caprae, S. chromogenes, S. epidermidis, S. simulans,
S. warneri, and S. xylosus predominated as causal agents of the infection [12,13]. This
indicates that many of the recovered isolates in the current study possibly originated from
sources outside the animals. Apart from the milk of the goats (i.e., as agents of mastitis), the
staphylococci could have originated from the skin udder and teat or from the equipment
for milk handling and storage (e.g., teat cups, pipelines, milk tank) [14]. Further, in herds
in which hand milking is applied, the staphylococci might have also originated from the
hands of the milkers [15].

The extent of antibiotic resistance was, in general, similar to that presented in other
relevant reports from the para-Mediterranean region where dairy goats are kept and
milk is produced for human consumption. The results of this study showed low-level
resistance among S. aureus isolates but a significantly greater problem among the coagulase-
negative isolates. S. aureus is a significant causal agent of clinical mastitis in goats; it can be
diagnosed easily and then followed by the initiation of appropriate treatment. In contrast,
coagulase-negative isolates cause subclinical mastitis, an infection of lesser severity, which
is difficult to diagnose and thus is treated infrequently. These organisms are also present in
the environment or are part of a carrier state [16] in the animals; therefore, there are more
opportunities for exposure to factors that lead to the development of resistance. These
results are in line with those of a recent study that we performed on the antibiotic resistance
patterns of ovine mastitis pathogens, where S. aureus isolates showed significantly less
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frequent resistance than the coagulase-negative isolates [17]. It is also possible that some
of the coagulase-negative isolates originated from people (e.g., farm personnel), as some
species (e.g., S. hominis or S. haemolyticus) are confirmed human pathogens. Moreover,
the detection of resistance to fosfomycin, which is not licenced for veterinary use, further
supports the suggestion that some of the recovered isolates likely were of human origin.

Limited associations were found between the recovery of resistant staphylococcal
isolates from the milk and its quality. The increased total bacterial counts may also reflect
a difficulty in treating cases of mastitis, due to the presence of resistant isolates [18] or
also, possibly, the development of resistance by relevant bacteria in the farm. As total
bacterial counts over the threshold of 1500 × 103 cfu mL−1 could result in penalties in the
milk price paid to farmers, the presence of resistant isolates would have tangible adverse
consequences to farmers.

3.2. Predictors for Antibiotic-Resistant Staphylococcal Isolates

Three factors were found to be associated with the presence of resistance in the
staphylococcal isolates recovered during the study. This suggests that there are many
aspects of farm systems that can influence the development of antibiotic resistance.

Professional farmers have obviously appreciated the importance of preventing the
development of antibiotic resistance in their herds. This had been repeatedly underlined in
many relevant campaigns in Greece, staged by various public and private organisations
within their areas of responsibility [19]. One such campaign was initiated by the Hellenic
Veterinary Association [20] and involved the production of leaflets for farmers and the
distribution to professionals to inform them about the significance of resistant bacterial
isolates for the animals (e.g., increased animal morbidity and adverse financial effects)
and the potential transmission to humans. Additionally, veterinarians would discuss with
farmers and highlight the importance of preventing antibiotic resistance. We can thus
postulate that part-time farmers were not fully aware of the importance of the problem and
were following practices and procedures that promoted the development of resistance.

The increased number of disinfections performed in the herds was also identified as a
significant predictor for the recovery of resistant isolates. The long-standing use of disin-
fectants has been found to lead to the development of resistance to these by staphylococcal
isolates, especially given that many isolates bear genes specific for the development of re-
sistance to these biocides (e.g., qac, which encodes for resistance to quaternary ammonium
compounds [21]). The use of disinfectants in goat farms is related to cleaning and to the
maintenance of biosecurity, aiming to protect animals and people against harmful biologi-
cal agents. In piggeries also, the development of methicillin-resistance of staphylococcal
isolates has been associated with increased use of disinfectants [22]. In dairy farms, this
association is of particular concern, due to the necessity for increased and frequent use of
disinfectants, as part of the routine for parlour cleaning post-milking. This also increases
the chances for resistant bacterial isolates to enter into the chain of milk production, as
was seen in this study. Cross-resistance of disinfectants with antibiotics has been shown in
various bacteria [23,24], and wide use of benzalkonium-type disinfectants can promote an-
tibiotic resistance due to co-selection. Further, according to some studies, there is a linkage
between antibiotic and disinfectant resistance, which is either genetic (i.e., co-localisation
of responsible genes in plasmid elements [25]) or functional [26], and the strains carrying
both traits appear to have a strong selective advantage, due to their positive selection
from the intense selective pressures, leading to the prevalence of multidrug resistance
species. Various studies have revealed the genes and genetic networks responsible for the
development of resistance mechanisms; their dissemination across strains and species is
enhanced by specific mechanisms, while horizontal gene transfer figures are at the top of
the list of the exchange of genetic elements. Resistance to antibiotics and disinfectants has
been found to be highly associated in various bacterial species (e.g., resistance genes qacF,
qacE∆1, tet, sul [27]), underlying the possibility that common mechanisms are governing
the resistance mechanisms to multiple substances. Moreover, staphylococcal isolates can
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harbour multiple plasmids responsible for resistance to antibiotics, heavy metals, antisep-
tics, and disinfectants [28–30], which can explain the strong association between increased
frequency of systemic disinfections and antibiotic resistance. Some of these genes can also
encode for resistance to antibiotics, and it is possible that the use of disinfectants could
lead to the elimination of susceptible isolates, thus contributing to the increased prevalence
of multidrug-resistant isolates. These pose serious threats to both human and animal
populations, leading to the development of alternative approaches to control bacterial
growth [31], which will enhance the levels of biosecurity and the avoidance of threats for
public health.

The presence of working staff in a farm was seen more often in herds with intensive
management (78% of herds with intensive management in this study), where practices
found to be associated with recovery of resistant isolates are often performed; working staff
would be necessary for such time-consuming tasks, e.g., administration of antibiotics to
newborns, frequent disinfections etc., etc. In their majority (in 32 of 36 herds, 89%; Lianou
unpublished data) the working staff were of non-Greek ethnicity and possibly did not
speak the local language well; therefore, one may postulate that they might not have fully
assimilated the campaigns for preventing antibiotic resistance, thus following practices
that might have contributed to that. Moreover, a study in the United States indicated that
farmworkers could be healthy carriers of antibiotic-resistant bacterial strains [32]. Hence,
they could have disseminated these within their farm or even to other farms if they changed
their workplace.

4. Materials and Methods
4.1. Goat Herds and Sampling

A cross-sectional study involving 119 herds was performed from April 2019 to July
2020 and covered all the 13 administrative regions of Greece (Figure 3). Herds were
included in the study on a convenience basis (willingness of goatherds to accept a visit
by university personnel for interview and sample collection), as detailed before [5]. The
principal investigators (D.T.L. and G.C.F.), accompanied by other investigators, visited all
the herds for sample collection.

Initially, the management practices applied in the herds were recorded during an
interview of the goatherd by means of a detailed questionnaire [33]. Bulk-tank milk samples
were taken aseptically from each herd for somatic cell counting and milk composition
evaluation and for bacteriological examinations. Samples were packed at 0.0 to 4.0 ◦C and
transported for laboratory examinations [5].
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Figure 3. Location of 119 goat herds around Greece, which were visited for bulk-tank milk sampling.

4.2. Laboratory Examinations

Two milk samples from each bulk tank were used for somatic cell counts (SCC)
and milk composition measurement; the other two were used for the bacteriological
examinations. Two sub-samples were created and processed from each of the four samples
so that each separate test was performed four times (each one in different sub-samples).

Somatic cell counting and milk content measurement were performed within 4 h of
collection, whilst bacteriological examinations started within 24 h after collection of samples
[Lianou et al. 2021]. Bacteriological examinations from each of the four relevant sub-
samples included total bacterial counts (TBC), performed by employing the standardised
procedures described by Laird et al. [34] and culturing on Staphylococcus selective medium
(Mannitol salt agar; BioPrepare Microbiology, Athens, Greece) for aerobic incubation at
37 ◦C for 48 h; if there was no growth, media were reincubated for a further 24 h. After
completion of sample aliquot withdrawal for microbiological examination, the temperature
of the respective samples was measured and was never found to exceed 3.8 ◦C.

Bacterial isolation and initial identification by means of Gram staining and evaluation
of catalase production were performed using standard methods [35,36]. Definite identifica-
tion of the staphylococcal isolates to species level was performed by using matrix-assisted
laser desorption/ionisation time-of-flight mass spectrometry (VITEK MS; BioMerieux,
Marcy-l’-Étoile, France).

Then, in vitro biofilm formation by the staphylococcal isolates was evaluated. This
was performed by using the combination of (a) the culture appearance on Congo Red agar
plates and (b) the results of a microplate adhesion test. The procedures were detailed by
Vasileiou et al. [37] for staphylococcal isolates recovered from milk.
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Finally, the susceptibility testing to 20 antibiotics (amikacin, ampicillin, ceftaroline,
ciprofloxacin, clindamycin, erythromycin, fosfomycin, fusidic acid, gentamicin, linezolid,
moxifloxacin, mupirocin, mupirocin high level, oxacillin, penicillin G, rifampin, teicoplanin,
tetracycline, tobramycin, trimethoprim–sulfamethoxazole) was performed by means of
the automated system BD Phoenix™ M50 (BD Diagnostic Systems, Sparks, MD, USA).
The interpretation of the results was based on the criteria of the European Committee on
Antimicrobial Susceptibility Testing (EUCAST) (http://www.eucast.org (accessed on 17
September 2021)).

4.3. Data Management and Analysis
4.3.1. Data Management

The presence of staphylococci in bulk-tank milk was defined by the isolation of
≥3 staphylococcal colonies on at least one agar plate of the four that were cultured with a
sub-sample from each bulk-tank milk from a herd.

Biofilm formation by the staphylococcal isolates was indicated by a combination of
the results of the two methods (culture appearance on Congo Red agar and microplate
adhesion) [37] and staphylococcal strains were then characterised as biofilm-forming or
non-biofilm-forming.

Based on the results of susceptibility/resistance testing, isolates were classified as
susceptible, susceptible increased exposure, or resistant to each antibiotic according to
the EUCAST criteria. As no ‘susceptible increased exposure’ isolates were found, this
possible result was omitted from the analyses. Multidrug-resistant isolates were those
found resistant to at least three different classes of antibiotics [38].

During cell counting, total bacterial counting, and milk content measurement for
each bulk-tank milk sample, the results of the two sub-samples from each sample were
averaged, and then the two means were again averaged for the final result regarding each
bulk-tank milk.

SCCs were transformed to somatic cell scores (SCS) [39,40] by using the following
formula: SCS = log2(SCC/100) + 3, and TBCs were transformed to log10; for both parame-
ters, the transformed data were used in the analyses. For the presentation of results, the
transformed findings were back-transformed as follows: 100 × 2(SCS−3) for SCC and 10log

for TBC data.

4.3.2. Statistical Analysis

Data were entered into Microsoft Excel and analysed using SPSS v. 21 (IBM Analytics,
Armonk, NY, USA). Basic descriptive analysis was performed. Exact binomial confidence
intervals (CI) were obtained.

The country was divided into four parts: central part, islands, northern part, and
southern part, and herds were allocated to the appropriate one according to their geo-
graphical location. Pearson’s chi-squared test was employed to compare between the four
parts of the country, the proportions of herds in each one, in which staphylococcal isolates
were recovered.

In total, 25 variables were evaluated for potential association with the recovery
of staphylococcal isolates resistant to antibiotics from bulk-tank milk of these herds
(Appendix A); these were either taken directly from the answers of the interview per-
formed at the start of the visit or calculated based on these answers. For each of these
variables, categories were created according to the answers of the farmers.

The outcomes of ‘isolation of oxacillin-resistant staphylococcal isolates from bulk-tank
milk’ and ‘isolation of resistant staphylococcal isolates from bulk-tank milk’ (i.e., isolates
resistant to any (at least one) antibiotic) were considered. Exact binomial CIs were obtained.
Initially, the importance of predictors was assessed by using cross-tabulation with Pearson’s
chi-squared test and with simple logistic regression. Subsequently, multivariable models
were created, initially offering to the model all variables, which achieved a significance
of p < 0.2 in the univariable analysis. Variables were removed from the initial model by
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backward elimination. The p value of removal of a variable was assessed by the likelihood
ratio test, and for those with a p value of >0.2, the variable with the largest probability was
removed. This process was repeated until no variable could be removed with a p value of
>0.2. The variables required for the final multivariable models are shown in Table S5.

Subsequently, the outcome of ‘isolation of multi-resistant staphylococcal isolates from
bulk-tank milk’ was considered. Only the variables that achieved p < 0.2 in the analysis for
isolation of resistant staphylococci were evaluated, and the same procedures as above (i.e.,
univariable and multivariable analyses) were performed. The variables required for the
final multivariable model are shown in Table S5.

Finally, the potential association of isolation of a resistant staphylococcal isolate with
SCC, TBC, and composition of bulk-tank milk was assessed by using a one-way analysis
of variance.

In all analyses, statistical significance was defined at p ≤ 0.05.

5. Conclusions

The recovery of resistant staphylococci in bulk-tank milk in goat farms, which is
intended for human consumption, raises concerns within the ‘one health’ concept. Poten-
tially, the genetic material of these resistant staphylococci, which is not destroyed during
the thermal processing of milk, might possibly be transferred to humans [41,42]. These
genes could be incorporated into other bacteria, which constitute a part of the normal
flora of humans. Thus, further dissemination of resistance genes can occur. Resistant
staphylococcal isolates in raw milk from goats act as ‘containers’ of resistance genes and
the dairy products as the means for their dissemination. This indicates the need for limiting
the staphylococcal presence in the milk and for preventing resistance development in dairy
goat herds, finally reducing the relevant public health concerns.

The current findings focused on identifying variables and factors in goat herds that
can be related to the presence of resistant isolates in raw milk. These findings should act
as a guide to allow the application of good practices, thus contributing to preventing the
development of resistance and supporting the ‘one health’ concept.

As a future prospect, modern genetics and genomics techniques, such as multi-locus
sequence typing (MLST) or whole-genome sequencing (WGS), can be applied, in order to
study the origin of such resistant isolates (e.g., from people or other animals in the farms).
Thus, further measures can be applied to minimise the risk of cross-species transmission
events and to reduce the prevalence of staphylococcal species in milk and dairy products.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/antibiotics10101225/s1, Table S1: Frequency of susceptibility/resistance to individual antibi-
otics of staphylococcal isolates recovered from bulk-tank milk of 119 goat herds in Greece, Table S2:
Details of associations of antibiotic resistance with biofilm formation by staphylococcal isolates from
bulk-tank milk of 119 goat herds in Greece, Table S3: Details of associations of milk quality with
isolation of resistant or multi-resistant staphylococcal isolates from bulk-tank milk of 119 goat herds
in Greece, Table S4: Results of univariable analysis for association with isolation of oxacillin-resistant
staphylococcal isolates from bulk-tank milk of 119 goat herds in Greece, Table S5: Details of multi-
variable models employed for the evaluation of the isolation of resistant staphylococcal isolates from
bulk-tank milk of 119 goat herds in Greece, Table S6: Results of univariable analysis for association
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Appendix A

Table A1. Variables (n = 25) evaluated for potential association with the presence of antibiotic
resistance in staphylococci isolated from bulk-tank milk of 119 goat herds in Greece.

Management system applied in the herd (description according to EFSA classification)
[EFSA 2014]
Month into the lactation period at sampling (month)
Machine- or hand-milking (description)
No. of does in the herd (no.)
Total milk quantity per doe obtained during the preceding milking period (litres)
Average number of kids born per doe (no.)
Collaboration with a veterinarian (yes/no)
Total visits made annually by veterinarians to the herd during the preceding season (no.)
Clinical mastitis annual incidence risk in the herd (%)
Age of kid removal from their dams (days)
Daily number of milking sessions (no.)
Duration of the dry period (months)
Means of calculating live bodyweight for the administration of pharmaceutical products
(weighing/estimation)
Routine overdosing (compared to the dose prescribed) of pharmaceuticals (yes/no)
Annual frequency of systemic disinfections in the farm (no. of occasions)
Routine administration of antimicrobials in newborns (yes/no)
Vaccination against mastitis (yes/no)
Administration of ‘dry-ewe’ treatment at the end of the lactation period (yes/no)
Use of teat disinfection after milking (yes/no)
Age of the farmer (years)
Length of previous animal farming experience of the farmer (years)
Education of the farmer (description)
Farmer by profession (yes/no)
Family tradition in farming (yes/no)
Presence of working staff in the herd (yes/no)
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Abstract: Quercetin is a bioflavonoid which has a broad spectrum of biological activity. Due to its
lower chemical stability, it is usually encapsulated, or a metal–quercetin complex is formed to enhance
its biological activity at a lower concentration. Here, our novel approach was to form a quercetin
complex to magnesium-doped calcium silicate (CMS) ceramics through a coprecipitation technique
so as to take advantage of quercetin’s antibacterial activity within the antibacterial and osteogenic
potential of the silicate. Due to quercetin’s inherent metal-chelating ability, (Ca+Mg)/Si increased
with quercetin concentration. Quercetin in magnesium-doped calcium silicate ceramic showed
concentration-dependent pro-oxidant and antioxidant activity in SaOS-2 with respect to quercetin
concentration. By optimizing the relative concentration, we were able to achieve 3-fold higher
proliferation and 1.6-fold higher total collagen at day 14, and a 1.7-fold higher alkaline phosphatase
production at day 7 with respect to polycaprolactone/polyvinylpyrrolidone (PCL/PVP) scaffold.
Quercetin is effective against Gram-positive bacteria such as S. aureus. Quercetin is coupled with CMS
provided similar effect with lower quercetin concentration than quercetin alone. Quercetin reduced
bacterial adhesion, proliferation and biofilm formation. Therefore, quercetin-coupled magnesium-
doped calcium silicate not only enhanced osteogenic potential, but also reduced bacterial adhesion
and proliferation.

Keywords: quercetin; magnesium-doped calcium silicate; osteogenic activity; antibacterial activity;
bone regeneration and nanofiber scaffold

1. Introduction

Designing resorbable scaffolds for bone tissue engineering is a multifactorial design
problem. The current design aspect of scaffold design requires it to reduce/prevent micro-
bial adhesion and growth and, if possible, kill the microbes, as well as aid in successful bone
regeneration. Currently, many synthetic polymers such as polycaprolactone (PCL) do not
possess inherent antibacterial property. Passive resistance against bacteria can be provided
by making the scaffold hydrophilic. This can be achieved by including polyvinylpyrroli-
done (PVP). Other routes to incorporate antibacterial properties into scaffold can be through
the addition of nanoparticle and/or through antibiotics [1]. However, the excessive use of
antibiotics leads to the development of antibiotic-resistant microbes. Therefore, one section
of research focuses on identifying biomolecules that can offer properties such as those of
antibiotics and also support tissue regeneration.

Quercetin (Q), a phenolic bioflavonoid which is predominantly found in vegetables
such as onion, has antioxidant, anti-inflammatory, antibacterial and anti-viral proper-
ties [2]. Based on the cell type, quercetin can exhibit pro-oxidant or antioxidant effects [3].
Foundational requirements for successful bone regeneration are osteoblastogenesis and
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angiogenesis. When bone-marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) were treated
with 0.1 to 10 µM of quercetin, MSCs differentiated into osteoblast lineage by upregulating
osteoblast-specific gene expression. Quercetin inhibits osteoclasts by reducing cell prolif-
eration and resorption pits. Additionally, quercetin enhances angiogenesis by activating
vascular endothelial growth factor signaling, upregulating angiogenin-1 [4]. Antibacterial
mechanisms of flavonoids are different from those of conventional antibiotics. Quercetin
exhibits antibacterial activity by decreasing bilayer thickness, opposing bacterial cell–cell
signaling, inhibiting the biofilm of E. coli EAEC 042, inhibiting DNA gyrase, and preventing
ATP hydrolysis [5]. The viability of E. coli and S. aureus when treated with 2 µg/mL of
quercetin for 24 h was 40% and 60%. This reveals that quercetin did not offer complete
bacterial growth inhibition. The efficacy was enhanced by cadmium complexing with N–N
bidentate ligands [6].

Even though quercetin has a broad spectrum of biological activity, its chemical stability
depends on pH, temperature, light and the oxidative environment. To enhance the chemical
stability, thereby, bioavailability, suitable delivery systems have been designed. Their
advantages and disadvantages are discussed elsewhere [7]. The sole purpose of many drug
delivery system or vehicles is to release the bioflavonoid without affecting its chemical
stability. However, many vehicles mostly do not possess inherent properties essential for
osteoblast activity. Fabricating bioactive nanoparticles as delivery vehicles for bioflavonoids
will enhance the overall biological performance.

Calcium-silicate-based ceramic nanoparticles demonstrate excellent bioactivity. Their
degradation rate can be fine-tuned by doping elements such as magnesium. This inherently
upregulates osteoblast activity. There are various synthesis techniques for magnesium-
doped calcium silicate (CMS) ceramics [8]. Commonly used techniques such as coprecipi-
tation are flexible to accommodate bioflavonoids without compromising their chemical
stability. The objective of this article is to investigate the effect of quercetin–CMS systems
on their ability to enhance osteoblast activity using human osteosarcoma (SaOS-2) cell lines
and on their ability to resist bacterial adhesion and proliferation.

2. Results

This section discusses nanoparticle and scaffold characterization under two different
subsections.

2.1. Nanoparticle Characterization

Magnesium-doped calcium silicate (CMS) ceramics prepared through coprecipitation
technique rendered them as nano-plate-like structures, as shown in Figure 1. The structure
did not change upon quercetin addition. Incorporation of quercetin increased the Mg/Ca
ratio in the nanoparticle, and (Ca+Mg)/Si was also found to be higher for the CMSQ10
nanoparticle (Table 1). FTIR spectra (Figure 2A) of the CMS nanoparticle exhibited Si–O–Si
antisymmetric stretching at ~1080 to 1095 cm−1 and symmetric stretching at ~465 cm−1.
FTIR spectra of quercetin show C=C stretching in the aromatic ring at 1560 cm−1 and
–OH (phenolic group) at 1379 cm−1. These quercetin functional groups were detected in
CMSQ5, CMSQ10 and CMSQ20 nanoparticles, confirming the presence of quercetin in its
structure [9]. XRD patterns of all the nanoparticles (Figure 2B) showed that nanoparticles
are amorphous in nature, and peaks at around 29◦ showed the characteristic peak of
calcium silicate [10]. Peaks of CaCO3 appeared because the nanoparticles were prepared in
an ambient environment.
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CaCO3 peaks. 
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The scaffold notation PCMSQx (where x = 0, 5, 10 and 20 mg of quercetin per 100 mL 

of total nanoparticle precursor solution) indicates the electrospun scaffold using PCL/PVP 
as a polymer that had a quercetin-coupled CMS nanoparticle. Electrospinning parameters 
for the scaffold are tabulated in Table 2. Addition of the nanoparticle onto the polymer 
solution altered solution viscosity and conductivity, which, in turn, required a higher flow 
rate which affected the nanofiber diameter and nanofiber orientation, followed by scaffold 
surface roughness (Figure 3). PCMSQ20 had the smallest nanofiber diameter that affected 
the roughness of the scaffold (Figure 4B). A protein adsorption study was performed to 
evaluate the scaffold’s ability to attract blood protein upon insertion, thereby starting the 
cascade of the bone regeneration process. From Figure 4B, it can be observed that with the 
increasing concentration of quercetin in CMS, protein adsorption reduced. This is due to 
the hydrophobic nature of quercetin and its strong affinity to BSA protein [11]. With in-
creasing concentrations of quercetin in CMS, more quercetin will be released, which will 
then bind to a hydrophobic BSA protein, preventing it from further adsorption on to the 
scaffold surface (Figure 4). From the ion release study (Figure 5), it was revealed that the 
amorphous nature of nanoparticles supported ion release. Additionally, quercetin 
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Figure 2. (A) FTIR and (B) XRD of CMS, CMSQ5, CMSQ10, and CMSQ20 nanoparticles. FTIR confirmed the presence of
quercetin in its structure. XRD showed the presence of calcium silicate and CaCO3 peaks.

2.2. Scaffold Characterization

The scaffold notation PCMSQx (where x = 0, 5, 10 and 20 mg of quercetin per 100 mL
of total nanoparticle precursor solution) indicates the electrospun scaffold using PCL/PVP
as a polymer that had a quercetin-coupled CMS nanoparticle. Electrospinning parameters
for the scaffold are tabulated in Table 2. Addition of the nanoparticle onto the polymer
solution altered solution viscosity and conductivity, which, in turn, required a higher flow
rate which affected the nanofiber diameter and nanofiber orientation, followed by scaffold
surface roughness (Figure 3). PCMSQ20 had the smallest nanofiber diameter that affected
the roughness of the scaffold (Figure 4B). A protein adsorption study was performed to
evaluate the scaffold’s ability to attract blood protein upon insertion, thereby starting the
cascade of the bone regeneration process. From Figure 4B, it can be observed that with
the increasing concentration of quercetin in CMS, protein adsorption reduced. This is due
to the hydrophobic nature of quercetin and its strong affinity to BSA protein [11]. With
increasing concentrations of quercetin in CMS, more quercetin will be released, which
will then bind to a hydrophobic BSA protein, preventing it from further adsorption on
to the scaffold surface (Figure 4). From the ion release study (Figure 5), it was revealed
that the amorphous nature of nanoparticles supported ion release. Additionally, quercetin
interacted with all the ions effectively. With the increase in quercetin concentration, the
sustained release of silicate ion was observed, because quercetin bonded with silicon.
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To study the mechanical property of the scaffold, the tensile stress, extension at break
and modulus was analyzed. It was observed that the tensile stress and modulus of the
scaffold increased with the addition of CMS. The presence of CMS-based nanoparticle into
the scaffold significantly enhanced the load-bearing ability of the scaffold by restricting the
polymer elongation (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. (A) Tensile stress, (B) extension at break, and (C) modulus of P, PCMS, PCMSQ5, PCMSQ10 and PCMSQ20
scaffolds. Presence of the nanoparticle improved strength of the scaffold, followed by the modulus. *, ** and *** stand for
p < 0.05, 0.01 and 0.001.

The osteogenic potential of the scaffold was tested with the MTT assay (Figure 7A),
DNA quantification (Figure 7B), ALP quantification (Figure 7C), ROS generation
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(Figure 7D) and total collagen synthesis (Figure 7E) using the SaOS-2 cell line. An in vitro
study of quercetin and the CMS system in the PCL/PVP scaffold revealed that the presence
of quercetin did not affect the osteogenic potential of CMS. The maximum osteogenic
potential in the form of higher proliferation, ALP and collagen synthesis was observed
for the PCMSQ10 scaffold. With further increases in quercetin concentration, intercellular
reactive oxygen species (ROS) production was increased, which affected the osteogenic
potential of the scaffold. The in vitro data were corroborated with confocal images, as
shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 7. Osteogenic potential assessment (A–E). (A) MTT assay, (B) DNA quantification, (C) ALP
(alkaline phosphatase), (D) ROS production, and (E) total collagen quantification of SaOS-2. Quercetin
coupled with CMS increased the osteogenic activity by enhancing osteogenic markers such as ALP
and collagen production. The maximum acceptable quercetin in the system that exhibited osteogenic
properties is PCMSQ10. * and ** stand for p < 0.05 and 0.01.
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The antibacterial activity of the scaffold was analyzed by using E. coli and S. aureus. 
The scaffold was placed in an environment that supported bacterial proliferation (Figure 
9). It was observed that the presence of CMS alone in the scaffold reduced E. coli adhesion 
by 1 log factor, whereas for quercetin alone, it required 10% loading on PCL/PVP (PQ10) 
to provide a similar effect. When quercetin was coupled with CMS, with reduced querce-
tin loading, bacterial adhesion was reduced by 1 log factor, which was mainly due to CMS 
but did not reduce the biofilm formation significantly. 

Figure 8. Confocal image of (A) P, (B) PCMS, (C) PCMSQ5, (D) PCMSQ10 and (E) PCMSQ20
scaffolds at day 14 confirms that PCMSQ10 had enhanced osteogenic propertied. The confocal
images corroborated the MTT and DNA quantification analyses.

The antibacterial activity of the scaffold was analyzed by using E. coli and S. aureus.
The scaffold was placed in an environment that supported bacterial proliferation (Figure 9).
It was observed that the presence of CMS alone in the scaffold reduced E. coli adhesion by
1 log factor, whereas for quercetin alone, it required 10% loading on PCL/PVP (PQ10) to
provide a similar effect. When quercetin was coupled with CMS, with reduced quercetin
loading, bacterial adhesion was reduced by 1 log factor, which was mainly due to CMS but
did not reduce the biofilm formation significantly.
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However, quercetin is effective against Gram-positive bacteria and significantly re-
duced the proliferation and biofilm formation in S. aureus (Figure 9B). The coupling effect 
of CMS and quercetin in the PCMSQ10 scaffold reduced biofilm formation by 2.4-fold 
compared to scaffold P at 24 h. The SEM of the scaffold with S. aureus (Figure 10) corrob-
orated the result, as shown in Figure 9E. 

Figure 9. Antibacterial potential assessment of the scaffold. Kinetic study of adhered bacteria (A) E. coli and (B) S. aureus on
the scaffold. (C) Biofilm quantification on the scaffold at 12 h and 24 h. Quercetin is effective against S. aureus. Coupling
magnesium-doped calcium silicate and quercetin reduced S. aureus adhesion and biofilm formation at lower quercetin
concentrations. *, ** and *** stand for p < 0.05, 0.01 and 0.001.

However, quercetin is effective against Gram-positive bacteria and significantly re-
duced the proliferation and biofilm formation in S. aureus (Figure 9B). The coupling effect
of CMS and quercetin in the PCMSQ10 scaffold reduced biofilm formation by 2.4-fold com-
pared to scaffold P at 24 h. The SEM of the scaffold with S. aureus (Figure 10) corroborated
the result, as shown in Figure 9E.
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Figure 10. SEM images of S. aureus on (A) P, (B) PCMS, (C) PCMSQ5, (D) PCMSQ10, (E) PCMSQ20
and (F) PQ10 scaffolds at 24 h. The PCMSQ10 scaffold had the fewest adhered bacteria compared to
the other scaffold. The SEM images correlated well with the OD of the biofilm.

3. Discussion

Scaffold design for bone tissue regeneration along with local antibiotic therapy is an
important research area that aims to avoid post-operative infection leading to osteomyeli-
tis. Conventional antibiotic-loaded scaffold eliminates microbes at the cost of developing
antibiotic-resistant bacteria, and it also requires additional compounds that impart osteogenic
potential to the scaffold [1]. The research gap can be bridged by finding a suitable scaffold
system that reduces bacterial adhesion along with improving the osteogenic activity.

Synthetic polymer scaffolds made out of PCL in general do not possess antibacterial
properties [1]. They are either blended or modified with a polymer that can provide at least
passive resistance to bacterial adhesion. Polymers such as polyamides, polyethylene glycol,
etc., provide antibiofouling effects through passive resistance [1]. PVP is also one such
polymer that exhibits antibiofouling effects, whose incorporation increases hydrophilicity
to the scaffold that not only improves osteoblast adhesion, but also decreases bacterial ad-
hesion. Their solubility in water provides a suitable platform for the enhanced availability
of molecules for drug-delivery-based scaffolds [12].
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Flavonoids such as quercetin are known to exhibit a spectrum of biological activity.
They are synthesized by plants in response to microbial attack. Quercetin has found its
foothold in nerve [13], skin tissue engineering applications [14] and also in cancer treat-
ment [15]. Recently, studies on quercetin-based scaffolds in bone tissue engineering are
gaining attention among researchers because of quercetin’s multifaceted properties. The
dose-dependent activity of quercetin is cell-line-specific. Quercetin at a lower concentra-
tion supports cell proliferation in nerve [13], skin [14] and bone scaffolds, but at higher
concentrations, quercetin acts as an anticancer agent [15]. Therefore, it is important to
administer appropriate dosages to gain the potential of quercetin-based scaffolds.

Bone-marrow-derived MSCs cultured on quercetin inlaid silk hydroxyapatite scaffolds
revealed that the lowest quercetin concentration, i.e., 0.03 wt.%, had the highest ALP
production and COL-I and Runx2 gene expression in vitro. In vivo studies on rat calvaria
also confirmed that, at 0.03 wt.%, the bone mineral density, bone volume and fraction
were found to be higher [16]. When MC3T3-E1 cells were cultured on a 3D-printed
polydopamine-poly (l-lactide) scaffold, it was revealed that osteogenic activity such as cell
proliferation, ALP and mineralization was found to be higher for coating concentrations
up to 200 µM. However, the osteogenic activity was lower for coating concentrations of
400 µM [17]. Similarly, a poly (l-lactide) chitosan scaffold coated with polydopamine and
200 µM of quercetin exhibited higher cell proliferation, ALP and mineralization by MC3T3-
E1 cells [18]. The presence of –OH groups in quercetin helps them effectively chelate
with metal ions. A zinc (quercetin)(phenanthroline) complex in PCL/gelatin scaffold
enhanced angiogenic and osteogenic activity [19]. Similar effects were found in a copper
(quercetin)(phenanthroline) complex and copper (quercetin)(neocuproine) complex [20].
From the above metal–quercetin complex study, it can be understood that MG-63 cells
treated with quercetin concentrations above 80 µM show cytotoxic effect. However, the
cytotoxic limit was reduced to 60 µM.

Quercetin exhibits better antibacterial activity towards Gram-positive bacteria. Due
to their poor water solubility and low chemical stability, they are chemically modified to
improve their antibacterial performance [21,22]. To enhance the quercetin’s antibacterial
activity, it needs to be complexed with metal ions. Quercetin complexed with Mn2+, Hg2+,
Co2+ and Cd2+ showed antibacterial activity against S. aureus, Bacillus cereus, P. aeruginosa,
E. coli, and Klebsiella pneumonia than quercetin at similar concentrations [5].

Thus far, to the best of our knowledge, no studies have focused on the dual properties
(i.e., osteogenic and antibacterial activity) of quercetin in bone tissue engineering. Quercetin
expresses both pro-oxidant and antioxidant effects [3]. Therefore, optimizing quercetin
concentration that provides the scaffold with dual property has been the aim of this article.

In our study, the osteogenic potential of quercetin showed dose-dependent behavior.
The coupling of CMS and quercetin increased the scaffold’s osteogenic activity up to the
PCMSQ10 scaffold, i.e., the proliferation and total collagen production were 3-fold and 1.6-
fold higher than PCL/PVP at day 14, respectively. With any further increase in quercetin
concentration in the scaffold, the scaffold started showing signs of reduced cell viability
and osteogenic potential by increasing the ROS production. Similar effects were found in
scaffolds used for neural repair [13]. We were able to achieve higher osteogenic potential at
the lowest quercetin concentration compared to the concentration reported in the literature.
This was due to the presence of calcium, magnesium and silicon ions along with quercetin
in the scaffold, which provided favorable outcomes in osteoblast activity.

The antibacterial potential of the scaffold was evaluated using E. coli and S. aureus.
CMS quercetin system showed better antibacterial potential towards S. aureus from the start
of the experiment than E. coli. This reveals that Gram-positive bacteria are susceptible to
quercetin even at the lowest concentration than Gram-negative bacteria because quercetin
affects the cell membrane permeability and integrity of S. aureus [23]. At lower quercetin
concentrations, antibacterial activity against E. coli comes from CMS alone. This may
be because the concentration of quercetin inside the scaffold is too low to provide any
antibacterial activity against E. coli. Our data corroborate the literature which conveys that
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the minimum inhibition concentration of quercetin towards S. aureus is much lower than
that of E. coli [20]. The mode of antibacterial activity in S. aureus can be due to outbursts of
reactive oxygen species and decreases in the proton-motive force in S. aureus that affects
the membrane permeability [18].

Therefore, our study addressed the important aspect of bridging the anti-microbial
research gap by formulating a biomolecule-based scaffold and demonstrating that, it has
both osteogenic and antibacterial activity.

4. Experimental
4.1. Materials

Polycaprolactone (PCL, M.W. 80,000 Da), sodium silicate solution (Extra pure), 3-
(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) and Direct Red 80 was
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, India. Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP, M.W. 40,000 Da), mag-
nesium nitrate hexahydrate (98% purity), McCoy’s 5A media with ι-glutamine, fetal bovine
serum (FBS, gamma-irradiated, sterile-filtered, South American) and Antibiotic Antimy-
cotic Solution 100X Liquid (w/10,000 U penicillin, 10 mg streptomycin and 25 µg ampho-
teric B per ml in 0.9% normal saline) was purchased from Himedia, India. Calcium nitrate
tetrahydrate (99% purity) was purchased from S D fine-Chem limited, India. GlutaMAXTM-
1(100X) was purchased from Thermofisher Scientific, India. Picric acid extrapure AR, 99.8%
was purchased from SRL Pvt. Ltd., Mumbai, India. All chemicals were used as purchased.

4.2. Sample Preparation
4.2.1. One-Pot Synthesis of Quercetin in Calcium Magnesium Silicate

Solution A containing 0.09 M calcium nitrate tetrahydrate and 0.01 M magnesium
nitrate hexahydrate was adjusted to pH 11, before it was mixed with solution B containing
0.1 M sodium silicate. The entire solution was mixed for 30 min. The precipitate was
washed and dried overnight. For the quercetin loading, 5, 10, and 20 mg of quercetin per
100 mL of total solution was added to solution B and was then mixed with solution A.
Nanoparticles with 0, 5, 10, and 20 g of quercetin/mL of total solution were named as CMS,
CMSQ5, CMSQ10 and CMSQ20, respectively. Elemental compositions of nanoparticles are
given in Table 1.

Table 1. Elemental composition of nanoparticles as per TEM.

Sl. No. Sample Code Elements (Ca+Mg)/Si Mg/Ca

1 CMS Ca, Mg, Si 0.44 ± 0.09 0.28 ± 0.07
2 CMSQ5 Ca, Mg, Si 0.65 ± 0.13 0.28 ± 0.14
3 CMSQ10 Ca, Mg, Si 1.06 ± 0.06 0.48 ± 0.05
4 CMSQ20 Ca, Mg, Si 0.61 ± 0.04 0.69 ± 0.28

4.2.2. Electrospinning Solution Preparation and Nanofiber Fabrication

The solution for electrospinning consisted of a solvent comprising 2.5 mL dichlorometh
ane and 1 mL methanol, and the polymer comprised 0.25 g of PCL and 0.05 g of PVP. The
solution was vigorously mixed for 1 h. The nanofiber mat was prepared using a 2ml syringe
and 23 G blunt needle (BD DiscarditTM II syringe, India) in an electrospinning machine (ES-
PIN NANO, India) and is denoted as “P”. To prepare nanoparticle-incorporated nanofiber
mats, 5 wt.% of nanoparticles with respect to PCL was added to the above solution and
the scaffolds were named as PCMS, PCMS5Q, PCMS10Q and PCMS20Q, respectively. All
the scaffolds were vacuum-dried at room temperature in a desiccator; the parameters for
electrospinning are given in Table 2.
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Table 2. Optimized electrospinning parameters of the scaffolds and their fiber diameter.

Sl. No. Sample Code Flowrate (mL/h) Voltage (KV) Distance (cm) Fiber Diameter (nm)

1 P 0.5 25 23 0.56 ± 0.14
2 PCMS 1.2 19 21 0.31 ± 0.07
3 PCMS5Q 1.2 17 17 0.35 ± 0.11
4 PCMS10Q 1.2 19 17 0.24 ± 0.06
5 PCMS20Q 1.2 21 21 0.29 ± 0.06

4.3. Characterization
4.3.1. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

Parameters for electrospinning were optimized with the help of field emission gun
scanning electron microscopy (JEOL JSM-7600F FEGSEM). All the samples were sputter-
coated with a 10 nm thickness of platinum before analysis.

4.3.2. Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)

Morphology and elemental analyses of the nanoparticles were performed with JEOL,
JEM 2100F and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy in combination with TEM. To prepare
the sample for analysis, a few milligrams of nanoparticles were added to isopropanol and
sonicated for 30 min. Then, a few droplets of the above solution were drop-casted on top
of the carbon-coated copper grid and dried.

4.3.3. Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)

AFM (MFP3D Origin, Asylum/Oxford Instruments) was used to analyze the surface
roughness of the scaffold. The scan range was 10 × 10 µm2 with a frequency of 0.5/Hz.

4.3.4. Fourier-Transfer Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR)

The nanoparticle functional groups were analyzed using a 3000 Hyperion Microscope
with Vertex 80 FTIR system (Bruker, Germany) in the range of 4000–400 cm−1.

4.3.5. X-ray Diffraction (XRD)

The phase and crystallinity of nanoparticles were analyzed using a Rigaku Smartlab
X-ray diffractometer with a 3 kW X-ray generator Cu tube. The analysis was performed
between 2θ of 5◦ to 60◦ at room temperature with a scan rate of 0.05◦/s.

4.3.6. Ion Release Study

The scaffold was pre-weighed and immersed in 5 mL deionized water at 37 ◦C (DI
water). This scaffold was re-immersed into DI water for every time point. The liquid sam-
ples were then analyzed using inductively coupled plasma–atomic emission spectroscopy,
ICP-AES (ARCOS, Simultaneous ICP Spectrometer, SPECTRO Analytical Instruments
GmbH, Kleve, Germany).

4.3.7. Quantification of Protein Adsorption on the Scaffold

This analysis was performed to understand the effect of quercetin on the scaffold’s
ability to adsorb bovine serum albumin (BSA). The scaffolds of size of 1 × 1 cm2 were
immersed in a 1ml solution containing 5 g/dL of BSA and were incubated for 2 h at 37 ◦C.
Next, the scaffold after incubation was immersed in 1% sodium dodecyl sulfate solution
(SDS) for 2 h to strip adsorbed BSA away. Later, the BSA protein in SDS was quantified
using Micro BCA Protein Assay Kit 23235 (ThermoFisher Scientific, Mumbai, India), as per
the manufacturer’s protocol.
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4.3.8. Tensile Test

Uniaxial tensile testing of the scaffolds was performed using an Instron 2519 series
using a 5 kN load cell at room temperature with a strain rate of 5 mm/min. Analysis was
performed according to ASTM D882 standards.

4.4. In Vitro Assessment of Scaffold Using SaOS-2

The human osteosarcoma SaOS-2 cell line was purchased from NCCS, Pune, India, and
was cultured using McCoy’s 5A media containing ι-glutamine containing 1% GlutaMAXTM-
1(100X), 1% antibiotic and antimycotic solution. The cells were maintained in a humidified
incubator kept at 37 ◦C with 5% carbon dioxide (CO2). For the assays, the scaffolds were
placed in non-tissue-culture-treated 24-well plate (Eppendorf USA), and sterilized using
70% ethanol and UV for 1 h each. The scaffolds were preconditioned using cell culture
media for 1 h each. Cells were seeded at a density of 4 × 104 cells per cm2 and incubated
for 4 h at 37 ◦C with 5% CO2. Afterwards, 0.4 mL media were added to all the wells, and
replenished every 3 days.

Cell viability on the scaffold was evaluated using (3-(4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-
Diphenyltetrazolium Bromide) solution (MTT, 1 mg/mL in PBS). After culturing cells until
a predetermined time point, the scaffolds were washed with PBS and then incubated in
200 µL of MTT solution for 4 h, followed by adding 800 µL of DMSO to dissolve the
formazan crystals. The optical density at 470 nm was measured using MultiskanSkyHigh
Microplate Spectrophotometer (Thermo-Fischer Scientific, Mumbai, India).

Cell proliferation on the scaffold was assessed using a Quant-iT Pico Green DNA assay
kit. After culturing cells to a predetermined time point, the scaffolds were washed with
PBS and then freeze–thawed twice in 500 µL of autoclaved deionized water. The solution
was then centrifuged at 10,621× g for 10 min; then, 100 µL of cell lysate supernatant was
mixed with 100 µL of Picogreen working solution and incubated for 5 min, as per the
manufacturer’s protocol. Fluorescence intensity was measured using a Varioskan LUX
Multimode Microplate Reader at 490/538 nm, respectively.

To measure the earlier marker for osteogenic maturation (alkaline phosphatase), a
Sensolyte® pNPP Alkaline Phosphatase Assay colorimetric kit was used. The assay was
performed as per the manufacturer’s protocol.

SaOS-2 cells majorly produce collagen type-I, which is also a marker for osteoblast
differentiation. To economically quantify total collagen, picosirius red dye is used. In this
study, 1 × 105 cells were seeded on top of the 1.5 × 1.5 cm2 scaffold in 12-well plate for
14 days. After culturing cells for 14 days, cells were lysed using 0.2% Triton X-100 prepared
in autoclaved deionized water, followed by freeze–thawing and centrifugation (4 ◦C at
2500 rpm for 10 min). To 100 µL of cell lysate supernatant, 900 µL of Sirius red solution (0.1%
direct red dye 80 in saturated picric acid) was mixed for 30 min followed by centrifugation
(10 min at 14,000 rpm). The supernatant was discarded, and 500 µL of 0.5 N NaOH was
added to the pellet and then vortexed for 10 min followed by measuring the optical density
at 550 nm.

Cells on the scaffold were imaged using spinning disc confocal microscopy (Yokogawa
Electric Corporation, CSU-X1). Cells in the scaffolds were permeabilized using 0.2% Triton-X
100. Actin filaments were stained using 2 units/mL of FITC-phallodin, and the nucleus was
stained using 10 µg/mL of DAPI. Later, images were processed through Zen software (Zeiss).

4.5. In Vitro Adhesion Assessment of E. coli and S. aureus on Scaffold

Microorganisms (E. coli K12 or S. aureus MTCC 96) at 0.1 optical density (at 600 nm)
in LB broth were added to the scaffold and incubated at 37 ◦C for 1 h, 2 h, 6 h and 12 h.
Later, the scaffold was dipped in 1 mL PBS, sonicated for 10 min, and vortexed for 1 min to
detach the adhered microorganism from scaffold and was diluted with PBS. After diluting
several times, the bacteria were grown on agar plates and the colony-forming units per
ml were counted. One set of adhered bacteria on the scaffold was dehydrated by serially
increasing the concentration of ethanol and dried at 37 ◦C for 12 h and imaged under SEM.
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4.6. Biofilm Formation on the Scaffold

Biofilm formation on the scaffold was quantified by the tissue culture plate method [24].
Scaffolds were placed in LB broth for 12 h and 24 h. Later, the microorganisms on the
scaffolds were fixed using glutaraldehyde (2.5%) at 4 ◦C for 30 min and dried at 60 ◦C
for 1 h. The biofilms were stained using crystal violet (500 µL, 0.1%) solution at room
temperature for 20 min, followed by rinsing with PBS and drying at 37 ◦C. Stained biofilms
on the scaffold were dissolved in 500 µL of 2% acetic acid for 15 min under gentle agitation.
The OD at 492 nm was measured using a microplate spectrophotometer.

4.7. Statistical Analysis

Data presented in this article are the result of at least triplicates of every experiment,
expressed as the mean ± standard deviation, and analyzed using one-way analysis of
variance (ANOVA). Significant differences were calculated using Tukey’s test and are
represented as *, ** and *** for p < 0.05, 0.01 and 0.001, respectively.

5. Conclusions

In our study, quercetin-coupled CMS nanoparticles were prepared through the co-
precipitation technique. Quercetin chelated well with ions by increasing the (Ca+Mg)/Si
ratio. Nanoparticles were incorporated in the PCL/PVP matrix and electrospun to pro-
duce a nanofibrous scaffold. Incorporation of this nanoparticle improved the tensile stress
and modulus of the scaffold. The effect of quercetin-coupled CMS was optimized to
provide improved osteogenic activity by enhancing the proliferation of SaOS-2, ALP and
collagen synthesis, and inhibiting the proliferation of both E. coli and S. aureus on the
scaffold with reduced quercetin loading, making it an attractive material for studies in bone
tissue engineering.
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Abstract: Gram-negative pathogens represent an urgent threat due to their intrinsic and acquired
antibiotic resistance. Many recent drug candidates display prominent antimicrobial activity against
Gram-positive bacteria being inefficient against Gram-negative pathogens. Ultrahigh-throughput,
microfluidics-based screening techniques represent a new paradigm for deep profiling of antibacterial
activity and antibiotic discovery. A key stage of this technology is based on single-cell cocultivation
of microbiome biodiversity together with reporter fluorescent pathogen in emulsion, followed by the
selection of reporter-free droplets using fluorescence-activated cell sorting. Here, a panel of reporter
strains of Gram-negative bacteria Escherichia coli was developed to provide live biosensors for precise
monitoring of antimicrobial activity. We optimized cell morphology, fluorescent protein, and selected
the most efficient promoters for stable, homogeneous, high-level production of green fluorescent
protein (GFP) in E. coli. Two alternative strategies based on highly efficient constitutive promoter
pJ23119 or T7 promoter leakage enabled sensitive fluorescent detection of bacterial growth and
killing. The developed live biosensors were applied for isolating potent E. coli-killing Paenibacillus
polymyxa P4 strain by the ultrahigh-throughput screening of soil microbiome. The multi-omics
approach revealed antibiotic colistin (polymyxin E) and its biosynthetic gene cluster, mediating
antibiotic activity. Live biosensors may be efficiently implemented for antibiotic/probiotic discovery,
environmental monitoring, and synthetic biology.

Keywords: ultrahigh-throughput screening; live biosensors; antibiotic discovery; gram-negative
pathogens; microfluidic droplet cocultivation; efficient promoters; polymyxins; colistin biosynthetic
gene cluster; single cell; multi-omics

1. Introduction

Global use of antimicrobials provokes intensive antimicrobial resistance (AMR) selec-
tion. AMR represents a threat to sustainable development, leading to 11 million deaths
annually [1,2]. The recent COVID-19 pandemic resulted in a significant increase in antibi-
otic sales [3] and extensive antibiotic use without proper clinical indication [4]. Hence,
the overuse of antibiotics lays the foundations for further resistome propagation and
multi-resistance evolution. Further deterioration in this field threatens the emergence of
epidemics caused by multiresistant pathogens and their subsequent persistence in the
population under selection pressure.

Gram-negative pathogens represent a particularly dangerous cohort, including three
of five urgent threats highlighted by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) [5]. New antibiotics targeting resistant Gram-negatives have been approved, but
most of them belong to existing classes of antibiotics, and resistance to them has already
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emerged [6]. Gram-negative bacteria have an outer membrane, a protective and unique
feature that distinguishes them from Gram-positive bacteria. This shield provides an
efficient barrier for a vast variety of antimicrobials. Together with acquired resistance
mechanisms, like mutations in chromosomal genes or mobile genetic elements carrying
resistance genes, this provides a challenge to medication, often unresolvable [7].

Despite the urgent antibiotic rediscovery problem [8], classical antibiotic-producing
species still provide a source for new drug candidates [9]. However, exotic microbial
communities represent a more promising reservoir for the isolation of new antibiotics [10].
Recently, we developed an ultrahigh-throughput microfluidic platform for biodiversity
screening [11]. This technology is based on single-cell cultivation of microorganisms in
isolated microcompartments of double water-in-oil-in-water emulsion with subsequent
isolating phenotypes of interest by fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS). More than
10,000 single bacterial clones may be screened for antibiotic activity in a second to isolate the
most efficient antibiotic producers [12] or resistant strains [13]. This productivity enables
deep functional profiling of microbiota communities [12] and the discovery of new molecu-
lar mechanisms of resistance [14]. The critical step of this technique is a coencapsulation of
a highly fluorescent reporter GFP-producing bacterial strain together with single cells from
the microbiome followed by their cocultivation in droplet compartments. Efficient bacterial
killers are subsequently selected with FACS by a low GFP fluorescence level in a minor
subpopulation of droplets. Previously, this platform was implemented for deep profiling of
anti-S. aureus activity [11–13]. In this study, cell morphology, fluorescent protein nature, and
promoter efficiency were optimized to adopt this strategy for extensive anti-Gram-negative
screening based on model bacteria E. coli. Common laboratory E. coli strains, including
Rosetta, BL21(DE3), TG1, XL-1, and SHuffle T7, were investigated to maximize GFP flu-
orescence and homogeneity. Two different green fluorescent proteins, i.e., TagGFP2 [15]
and sfGFP [16], were examined as reporters in live biosensors. Moreover, the efficiency of
GFP production under the control of different promoters was compared, including highly
efficient constitutive E. coli promoters, i.e., pEm7 [17], pglpT [18], pJ23119 [19], OXB20 [20],
and leaking T7 promoter.

We obtained that both highly efficient constitutive promoter pJ23119 and T7 promoter
leakage enable sensitive fluorescent detection of bacterial growth and killing. Live biosen-
sor based on BL21(DE3) strain, producing sfGFP via leaking T7 promoter, outperformed
pJ23119 in terms of fluorescence level, while the fluorescence distribution of T7-based
reporters was higher than pJ23119. Finally, pJ23119-sfGFP BL21(DE3) reporter cells were
applied for a proof-of-concept soil microbiome screening. In a single round of screen-
ing, a potent E. coli-killing Paenibacillus polymyxa P4 strain was isolated and analyzed
by complex multi-omics strategy, including activity-based metabolomics and genomics.
Colistin (polymyxin E) was determined as a key metabolite mediating anti-Gram-negative
antibiotic activity. The identified biosynthetic gene cluster (BGC) of colistin displayed close
similarity to BGCs of polymyxin A [21], D-Dab3-polymyxin B [22], and polymyxin E [23].
However, it did not contain the epimerization domain in module 3, unlike all previously
published BGCs of polymyxins. We believe that the developed live biosensors may be effi-
ciently implemented for ultrahigh-throughput screening of antimicrobial activity against
gram-negative bacteria for antibiotic/probiotic discovery, environmental monitoring, and
synthetic biology.

2. Results
2.1. General Requirements for Live Biosensors Applied in Ultrahigh-Throughput Screening

Ultrahigh-throughput screening of antimicrobial activity is based on a single-cell
encapsulation of microbiome representatives together with fluorescent protein-producing
reporter bacteria followed by isolation of droplets with inhibited growth of reporter bacteria
using FACS (Figure 1).
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The critical component of this platform is a reporter pathogen strain. It must follow
certain criteria, essential for efficient screening: (1) Cells must have regular morphol-
ogy; aggregates or big non-uniform cells are undesirable; (2) production of fluorescent
protein should be constitutive and homogeneous in population; and (3) a high level
of cell culture fluorescence is required for precise detection of antimicrobial activity. A
model Gram-negative bacteria E. coli was optimized following these criteria to provide
efficient, live biosensors for ultrahigh-throughput screening and sensitive antimicrobial
activity detection.

2.2. Selection of GFP-Producing Strain

Cell morphology plays an important role for reporter strain selection since cell aggre-
gate clot microfluidic channels, while big and irregular cells tend to sediment in fluidics.
Moreover, cell aggregates and non-uniformity may influence regular droplet occupancy.
Hence, common laboratory E. coli strains including Rosetta (DE3), BL21(DE3), TG1, XL-1,
and SHuffle T7 were transformed with pYTK047 plasmid for constitutive production of
GFP [24], and cell morphology was visualized by fluorescence microscopy (Figure 2).

BL21(DE3) and TG1 strains of E. coli were suitable as a template for the creation
of live biosensors since they provided homogeneous cell cultures with a high level of
cell fluorescence. Other strains were inappropriate as a reporter. Rosetta (DE3) had a
mediocre fluorescence. Xl-1 had a stretched morphology with a high number of odd rod
cells. SHuffle T7 formed cell aggregates. Further, E. coli BL21(DE3) was used for live
biosensors’ engineering.

2.3. Stable and Homogeneous Production of GFP in E. coli

Different fluorescent proteins and promoters were compared to maximize the fluores-
cence of live E. coli culture (Figure 3).

While TagGFP2 was declared non-toxic to the host [15], we observed dramatically de-
creased fluorescence of cell cultures in E. coli transformed with plasmids under control of T7
promoter compared with the same constructs coding sfGFP fluorescent protein (Figure 4A).

Moreover, TagGFP2-producing plasmids based on T7 promoter tend to be lost under
induction, resulting in a highly heterogeneous population with varying fluorescence of
colonies (Figure 4B). Hence, sfGFP was used as a reporter fluorescent protein.
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BL21(DE3) (Figure 5A). Highly efficient constitutive E. coli promoters, i.e., pEm7, pglpT,
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The pJ23119 was the strongest constitutive promoter that enabled stable and homogeneous
fluorescence of cell cultures, similar to GFP-producing reporter S. aureus cells used pre-
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pJ23119 in cell cultures, the cell fluorescence distribution of T7-based reporters was higher
(Figure 5C). The fluorescence levels of cell cultures were 1.3–1.6 times higher with the TB
medium. However, we suggest that BHI is more preferred to maintain broad biodiversity
in emulsion culture.
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Hence, we propose that alternative strategies based on highly efficient constitutive pro-
moter pJ23119 or T7 promoter leakage enabled sensitive fluorescent detection of bacterial
growth and killing. Live biosensors producing sfGFP under control of pJ23119 promoter
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were encapsulated in biocompatible droplets of microfluidic double water-in-oil-in-water
emulsion with occupancy of ~5 E. coli cells per droplet. Cultivation of reporters in emulsion
resulted in efficient bacterial growth, providing highly fluorescent droplet compartments
(Figure 5D) suitable for ultrahigh-throughput screening of antimicrobial activity.

2.4. Ultrahigh-Throughput Screening of Antimicrobial Activity

A model ultrahigh-throughput screening of antimicrobial activity was performed to
demonstrate the efficiency of the developed live biosensors. Soil microbiome isolated in
the Moscow region was used as a source of bacterial biodiversity. GFP-producing live
biosensors were coencapsulated with ~106 soil microbiome bacteria, followed by coculti-
vation, selection, and regeneration of culturable anti-E. coli bacteria. Potent E. coli-killing
Paenibacillus polymyxa P4 strain was isolated in one round of selection. Metabolomic analy-
sis revealed that polymyxin E (colistin) is the major secondary metabolite active against
Gram-negative bacteria. Polymyxins represent closely related lipopeptide antibiotics
having a high number of positively charged 2,4-diaminobutyric acid (Dab) residues and hy-
drophobic residues of Leu and Phe (Figure 6A). Similar to previously identified Paenibacillus
alvei B-LR [23], P. polymyxa P4 produced two analogous polymyxins E1 and E2 that differ
by 6-methyloctanoic acid and 6-methylheptanoic acid moieties, respectively (Figure 6B).
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(A) Polymyxin E (colistin) was identified as a major secondary metabolite of P. polymyxa P4 active
against Gram-negative bacteria. The chemical structures of polymyxin E and related polymyxins A,
B, and D-Dab3 B produced by distinct Paenibacillus are presented. PMX—colistin peptide backbone.
(B) LC-MS chromatogram of active fraction of P. polymyxa P4 metabolites. Specific peaks of polymyxin
E1 and polymyxin E2 are presented with their experimental and calculated [M+H]+ molecular ion
masses. (C) BGC of polymyxin E identified in the genome of P. polymyxa P4. Core NRPSs (PmxA,
PmxB, and PmxE) and ABC transporters are colored with orange and aquamarine, respectively.
Predicted amino acid specificity of NRPS modules are presented. Related BGCs of polymyxin
A [21], D-Dab3-polymyxin B [22], and polymyxin E [23] are presented with their predicted modular
specificities. Distinct modular specificities are highlighted with red.
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Whole genome sequencing of P. polymyxa P4 enabled identifying the biosynthetic
gene cluster (BGC) of polymyxin E (Figure 6C). P. polymyxa P4 polymyxin E BGC has the
same architecture as all polymyxin BGCs mediating the production of polymyxin A [21],
D-Dab3-polymyxin B [22], and polymyxin E [23] identified previously. Polymyxin E BGC
encodes D-Leu instead of D-Phe in module 6 of D-Dab3-polymyxin B, Leu instead of Thr in
module 7 of polymyxin A, and Dab instead of D-Dab in module 3 of all known polymyxins.
While modules 6 and 7 encode amino acid residues varying between polymyxins, module 3
does not have an epimerization domain. Hence, we predicted that the identified polymyxin
E produced by P. polymyxa P4 has natural L-stereochemistry. It was recently shown that the
epimerization domain of module 3 may be functional, at least in the case of P. polymyxa
PKB1 strain producing D-Dab3-polymyxin B [22]. Therefore, the stereochemistry of Dab3
is questionable for some polymyxins. However, it is unambiguous for the identified
polymyxin E produced by P. polymyxa P4.

3. Discussion

Estimates indicate that antibiotics not yet discovered are likely to be produced at
frequencies as low as ≤1 in 107 in fermentation broths from random actinomycetes [25].
Hence, deep profiling of antimicrobial activity of microbiomes on a single-cell level pro-
vides a new perspective to antibiotic discovery. The miniaturization of antibiotic activity
assays is an essential step forward to the next-generation screening platforms. Microfluidic
technologies enable single-cell bacterial culturing [26], enzymatic activity screening [27],
and antimicrobial activity profiling [28]. Biocompatible droplet microcompartments al-
low transitioning from classical 2D culture on the surface of agar plates to 3D emulsion
culture. This transition results in a dramatic increase in explored diversity since ~106–109

unique bacterial clones may be cultured in 1 mL of 100–10 µm emulsion droplets instead of
~102–103 clones on a single agar plate.

Here, we described how ultrahigh-throughput technologies could be applied for
antimicrobial activity screening against Gram-negative bacteria. Live biosensors based
on engineered GFP-producing E. coli enable detecting bacterial antagonism of individual
bacterial clones cultured in droplet microcompartments. Different E. coli strains, GFPs, and
promoters were tested to optimize cell morphology and maximize cell fluorescence. T7
promoter leakage enables sensitive fluorescent detection of bacterial growth and killing
regardless of IPTG or lactose induction using common laboratory strain BL21(DE3) and
high-copy number plasmid. Highly efficient constitutive promoter pJ23119 may be an
alternative with a slightly reduced fluorescence level but increased homogeneity of flu-
orescence. Finally, the efficiency of engineered live biosensors was illustrated by the
ultrahigh-throughput screening of E. coli-killing bacteria. P. polymyxa P4 strain producing
potent anti-Gram-negative antibiotic polymyxin E was isolated using a single round of
selection. The biosynthetic gene cluster (BGC) of polymyxin E has the same architecture
as polymyxin A, D-Dab3-polymyxin B, and polymyxin E BGCs identified previously. The
unique feature of the identified polymyxin E BGC is that its module 3 does not have an
epimerization domain confirming the L-stereochemistry of Dab3 residue.

Engineered live biosensors provide a simple, efficient, and highly sensitive tool for
precise monitoring of antimicrobial activity. Basic principles of their construction may
be transferred to different Gram-negative bacteria. The implementation of ultrahigh-
throughput technologies in antibiotic discovery enables deep profiling of antimicrobial
activity, accelerating hit identification, and expanding biodiversity coverage. While a
number of problems regarding the cultivation of unculturable microorganisms should be
resolved to amplify the power of this technique, microfluidic droplet platforms already
outperform classical cultivation strategies in some applications [26]. Another option is a
search for specific potentiating agents targeting antibiotic resistance. In this case, using an
AMR reporter strain supplemented with a conventional antimicrobial may be a target if
the antibiotic-producing microorganism is resistant. It may be achieved using naturally
resistant bacterial killers like fungi or engineered strains having improved efflux or mu-
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tation providing resistance. The application field of live biosensors is not restricted to
microfluidics-based technologies like ultrahigh-throughput screening. Live biosensors may
provide sensitive detection of antimicrobial activity in a broad sense, including such applica-
tions as routine antibiotic/probiotic screening, pollution monitoring, detection of antibiotic
contamination, and more sophisticated fields based on synthetic biology principles.

4. Materials and Methods

Genetic constructs and strains. All genetic constructs were based on high-copy vector
plasmid PURExpress Control DHFR Plasmid (NEB, Ipswich, MA, USA). Multiple cloning
sites including XbaI, XhoI, and XmaI restriction sites flanked by NheI/HindIII sites were
inserted to replace the T7 promoter-DHFR-T7 terminator region, resulting in pIvi-MCS
vector. Promoter sequences were obtained by PCR assembly and cloned into pIvi-MCS
digested with XbaI and XhoI. The pglpT is a strong constitutive promoter [18]. OXB20 is the
strongest RecA promoter derivative with an ablated repressor binding site to enable consti-
tutive expression (PSF-OXB20, OGS50, Sigma). The pJ23119 is the strongest promoter in a
family of constitutive promoters isolated from a combinational library (PMID: 23560087).
The pEm7 is a constitutive synthetic derivative of a T7 promoter (part Doulix biofundry,
part ENW51Y). TagGFP2 and sfGFP genes were PCR amplified from pTagGFP2-N (Evro-
gen, Moscow, Russia) and pYTK047 plasmids, respectively, and cloned with XhoI/XmaI
restriction sites. The pYTK047 was a gift from John Dueber (Addgene plasmid # 65154;
http://n2t.net/addgene:65154; RRID:Addgene_65154, accessed on: 1 May 2018). The ter-
minator region containing rrnB1 and T7 terminators was PCR amplified from pYTK047
and cloned with XmaI/HindIII restriction sites. The following E. coli strains were used:
Rosetta (DE3) (Novagen, Madison, WI, USA), BL21(DE3) (Invitrogen, Waltham, MA, USA),
TG1 (Lucigen, Middleton, WI, USA), XL-1 (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA), and SHuf-
fle T7 (NEB, Ipswich, MA, USA). Control GFP-producing reporter S. aureus cells were
described previously [11–13].

Fluorescence measurements. E. coli cultures were grown overnight using 2YT medium
(16 g/L tryptone, 10 g/L yeast extract, 5 g/L NaCl) supplemented with 100 µg/mL ampi-
cillin in shaking flasks at 37 ◦C and 250 rpm. Brain Heart Infusion (BHI) medium (BD,
Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA) or TB medium (12 g/L tryptone, 24 g/L yeast extract, 4 g/L
glycerol) was inoculated in 1:100 ratio and cultivated at 30 ◦C for 1, 2, and 4 days. Fluores-
cence measurements were made using Varioskan Flash Multimode plate reader (Thermo
Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) with λex/λem = 488/513 nm and NovoCyte Flow
Cytometer (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA). GFP-producing E. coli were visualized using
an Eclipse Ti inverted fluorescence microscope (Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) with a standard FITC
filter. Bacterial colonies grown on agar plates were analyzed by GFP fluorescence using
VersaDoc (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA).

Encapsulation of E. coli in droplets. BL21(DE3) E. coli-producing sfGFP under control
of pJ23119 promoter was cultured in BHI medium in shaking flasks at 37 ◦C and 250 rpm
until early logarithmic growth phase. Subsequently, liquid cultures were filtered using
40-µm cell strainers (Greiner Bio-One) and 20-µm solvent filters (A-313, IDEX, Northbrook,
IL, USA) and then diluted to reach OD600 = 0.3 (occupancy (λ) ~ 5 E. coli cells per a droplet).
E. coli cells were encapsulated in droplets of microfluidic double emulsion (MDE), using
20-µm microfluidic chips produced via soft lithography, as was described previously [11].
MDE droplets with encapsulated bacterial cells were cultured at 30 ◦C in a water vapor
saturated incubator. MDE droplets were loaded into a hemocytometer and were visualized
using an Eclipse Ti inverted fluorescence microscope (Nikon) with a standard FITC filter.

Ultrahigh-throughput screening of anti-Gram-negative antibiotic activity. The se-
lection of bacteria displaying antibacterial activity was described in detail previously [11–13].
Briefly, sfGFP-producing E. coli cells were vitally stained with sulfo-Cyanine5 NHS (Lu-
miprobe, Moscow, Russia), washed, and filtered using 20-µm solvent filters (A-313, IDEX,
Northbrook, IL, USA). The soil microbiome was isolated in the Moscow region. Microbiome
samples were unfrozen directly before encapsulation, resuspended in BHI broth (BD, Franklin
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Lakes, NJ, USA), and filtered through 40-µm cell strainers (Greiner Bio-One, Monroe, NC,
USA). The sfGFP-producing live biosensors were co-encapsulated with a soil microbiome
suspension in droplets of MDE. After overnight incubation at 35 ◦C, Calcein Violet AM
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) was added to the droplet emulsion to the
final concentration of 10 µM. Subsequently, the droplets with simultaneous sCy5high, GFPlow,
and Calcein Violethigh fluorescence were sorted using a FACSAria III cell sorter (BD, Franklin
Lakes, NJ, USA). Bacterial colonies were regenerated after plating on BHI–agar (BD, Franklin
Lakes, NJ, USA) and tested for antibiotic activity against E. coli using the agar overlay assay.

P. polymyxa cultivation. P. polymyxa P4 was cultivated in SYC medium containing
40 g/L sucrose, 5 g/L yeast extract, 4 g/L CaCO3, 1.5 g/L K2HPO4, 2 g/L glucose, 2 g/L
NaCl, 1.5 g/L MgSO4, 2 g/L (NH4)2SO4, 0.01 g/L FeSO4, and 0.01 g/L MnCl2 for 24 h
at 30 ◦C. P. polymyxa P4 was inoculated from overnight culture using 1:100 dilution and
cultivated using 750-mL flasks in 100 mL with 250 rpm shaking for 4 days.

Antimicrobial activity. Inhibition of bacterial cell growth was measured by a dou-
bling dilution of P. polymyxa P4 medium and C18 HPLC fractions in 2YT medium inoculated
with E. coli OD600 = 0.002. After overnight incubation at 30 ◦C, E. coli growth was ana-
lyzed by GFP fluorescence (λex/λem = 488/513 nm) and OD600 using a Varioskan Flash
Multimode Reader (Thermo Fisher Scientific).

Whole-genome sequencing and bioinformatic analysis. Total DNA was isolated
using the QIAamp DNA Investigator Kit (Qiagen, Germantown, MD, USA). Genomic DNA
was disrupted into 400–550-bp fragments by Covaris S220 System (Covaris, Woburn, MA,
USA). Fragment libraries were prepared using the NEBNext® DNA Library Prep Reagent
Set for Illumina and the NEBNext® Multiplex Oligos for Illumina® (96 Index Primers)
(Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Sequencing
of libraries was performed using the genetic analyzer HiSeq2500, the HiSeq® PE Cluster
Kit v4–cBot™, and the HiSeq® SBS Kit v4 (250 cycles) (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA)
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Genome assemblies were performed using
SPAdes 3.9.0 [29]. Genomes were annotated with prokka [30]. Identification of biosynthetic
gene clusters and NRPS modular organization was performed with antiSMASH 6.0 [31].
Comparative analysis of homologous gene clusters was provided by MultiGeneBlast [32]
based on the MIBiG database [33].

Active metabolite extraction and metabolomic analysis. The culture medium of
P. polymyxa P4 was centrifuged at 10,000× g for 10 min. Active metabolites were extracted
by solid-phase extraction with LPS-500 sorbent (Technosorbent, Moscow, Russia) using
buffer A (10 mM NH4OAc pH 6.0, 20% ACN) for sorbent wash and buffer B (10 mM
NH4OAc pH 6.0, 80% ACN) for elution. LC-MS analysis was carried out on an Ultimate
3000 RSLCnano HPLC system connected to an Orbitrap Fusion Lumos mass spectrometer
(ThermoFisher Scientific) with the loading pump used for analytical flow gradient delivery.
Samples were separated on Luna Omega C18 1.6 µm 100 Å column 100 × 2.1 mm at a
200 µL/min flow rate. Separation was done by a gradient of 99.9% ACN, 10 mM ammo-
nium formate, 0.1% FA (Buffer B) in 99.9% H2O, 10 mM ammonium formate, 0.1% FA
(Buffer A): 5% B at 0 min, 5% B at 5 min, 99% B at 20 min, followed by 5 min wash at 99% B
and 10 min equilibration at 5% B before the next run. UV data were collected at 260 and
315 nm. MS1 spectra were collected in Positive ion mode at 30 K Orbitrap resolution in
profile mode with 200–2000 a.e.m mass range and RF lens 30%. For the rest of the MS1
parameters as well as for the ESI parameters, the default values suggested by Xcalibur
software ver. 4.3.73.11 were taken. MS2 precursors were selected based on MS1 intensity:
Intensity threshold was 5 × 104 with the dynamic exclusion set to 10 s after two selections
with the mass tolerance of 10 ppm and isotope exclusion. MS2 spectra were collected at
15 K resolution in centroid mode. The isolation window was set to 1/6 m/z with no offset
and Quadrupole isolation mode. Fragmentation was done by HCD with a stepped CE
of 20, 35, and 50%. The rest of the MS2 parameters were taken as default values. The
total MS1-MS2 cycle time was selected to 1 sec. LC-MS/MS raw data were analyzed in
Compound Discoverer 3.2 (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Peak annotation was performed with
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ChemSpider, Natural Product Atlas 2020, and MzCloud databases using MS1 and MS1-
MS2 information correspondingly with 5 ppm mass accuracy, isotopic distribution ≥ 50%,
and match score ≥ 85%.
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Abstract: Limited therapeutic options are available for multidrug-resistant Acinetobacter baumannii
(MDR-AB), and the development of effective treatments is urgently needed. The efficacy of four
aerosolized antibiotics (gentamicin, amikacin, imipenem, and meropenem) on three different MDR-
AB strains was evaluated using hypertonic saline (HS, 7 g/100 mL) as the aerosol carrier. HS
aerosol effectively hindered biofilm formation by specific MDR-AB strains. It could also interrupt the
swarming dynamics of MDR-AB and the production of extracellular polymeric substances, which are
essential for biofilm progression. Biofilms protect the microorganisms from antibiotics. The use of HS
aerosol as a carrier resulted in a decreased tolerance to gentamicin and amikacin in the biofilm-rich
MDR-AB. Moreover, we tested the aerosol characteristics of antibiotics mixed with HS and saline, and
results showed that HS enhanced the inhaled delivery dose with a smaller particle size distribution of
the four antibiotics. Our findings demonstrate the potential of using “old” antibiotics with our “new”
aerosol carrier, and potentiate an alternative therapeutic strategy to eliminate MDR-AB infections
from a biofilm-disruption perspective.

Keywords: multidrug-resistant Acinetobacter baumannii (MDR-AB); hypertonic saline; antibiotics;
biofilm; aerosol delivery

1. Introduction

Hospital-acquired pneumonia is most commonly caused by multidrug resistant Gram-
negative bacteria, such as Acinetobacter baumannii, P. aeruginosa, and K. pneumonia. Among
these, A. baumannii is one of the most common causative pathogens [1]. A. baumannii, a
Gram-negative coccobacillus, is a leading cause of severe nosocomial infections in the
current health system [2]. A. baumannii is the primary agent associated with pneumonia,
septicemia, endocarditis, meningitis, and urinary tract infections [3]. A. baumannii can
be intrinsically resistant to many commonly used antibiotics, such as aminopenicillins,
first-generation and second-generation cephalosporins. The increasing prevalence of
multidrug-resistant A. baumannii (MDR-AB) infection has emerged worldwide due to
prolonged hospital stays [4,5]. A few mechanisms are suspected in the development
of MDR-AB, including altered membrane permeability, mutations in efflux pumps and
aminoglycoside-modifying enzymes, and the expression of β-lactamases [3]. With the high
prevalence of MDR-AB, combination therapy is frequently used to decrease the risk of
resistance and improve patient outcomes [6].

Inhaled antibiotics allow rapid and direct delivery to the lungs at a high concentra-
tion [7]. To treat bacterial pneumonia effectively, antibiotics must reach the minimum
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inhibitory concentration in the region of the infected site. However, with drugs admin-
istered systemically, the drug concentration in the lungs depends on the drug’s ability
to penetrate the alveolar capillaries. For example, fluoroquinolones can highly penetrate
the lungs compared to other β-lactams or colistin, as colistin has low penetrance through
the capillaries [8–10]. Routinely inhaled antibiotics have been the standard treatment for
patients diagnosed with cystic fibrosis infected with P. aeruginosa [11]. Previous studies
have illustrated that adjunct aerosolized colistin to treat patients with MDR-AB had better
eradication and cure rates than intravenous administration alone [12,13].

Biofilm formation may alter the responses of the microbial community to antibiotic
agents, and contribute to drug resistance challenges [14–16]. The formation of biofilm is
composed of several steps: First, through the secreted extracellular polymeric substances
(EPSs) on the cell surface, bacteria attach to the solid surface. Under proper conditions,
the attached bacteria cluster together as a complex multicellular community with an EPS
matrix. In addition to providing anchorage for bacteria, the biofilm matrix provides a
microenvironment with a unique nutrient gradient and oxygen conditions, which may
stimulate various physiological functions of the bacteria, such as dormancy and intercellu-
lar communication in biofilms [16]. Although various mechanisms have been proposed
to interpret the altered properties of bacteria in biofilms, it is widely recognized that the
biofilm matrix can enhance the survival of bacteria to antimicrobials.

MDR of A. baumannii is highly associated with biofilm formation [14]. Studies have
shown that biofilms prompt adherence to the host and abiotic surfaces and enhance the
survival rate of bacteria to antibiotics. For A. baumannii, biofilms can shield bacteria from
therapeutic agents and stimulate intercellular communication for colonization [17]. Since
the efficacy of antimicrobial agents against microbes is highly dependent on the integrity
of the biofilm matrix [15,16], interfering with the biofilm structure is a promising approach
to eliminate the protection of the matrix from antibiotics. Different pharmacological
approaches and engineering methods have been proposed to disrupt biofilms and eliminate
microbial MDR [18]. However, due to the complicated composition of biofilms, such as
EPS polymers, proteins, and DNA fragments [15,19], an effective approach for biofilm
destruction remains challenging in the biomedical field.

This study aimed to eliminate biofilm formation of A. baumannii to recover the ther-
apeutic efficacy of antibiotic agents. We speculated that the delivery of aerosolized hy-
pertonic saline (950 mM sodium chloride) can modulate the ionic concentration of the
bacterial microenvironment, and we explored the potency of hypertonic saline for MDR-AB
therapy. By replacing the divalent ions within the biofilm matrix [15], high concentrations
of mono-ions are expected to interrupt the biofilm of MDR-AB on abiotic surfaces. Four
antibiotics that are commonly used in combinational therapies for A. baumannii infections
were selected: imipenem, meropenem, amikacin, and gentamicin [6]. In addition to the
direct impact on the biofilm structure and microbial colonization, we further evaluated the
influence of aerosol hypertonic saline on the extracellular secretion of MDR-AB during
the colonization process. By regulating the microenvironment of MDR-AB using aerosol
hypertonic saline, our approach should provide an alternative perspective for current
therapeutic agents to overcome MDR A. baumannii and its related diseases.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Bacteria Culture and Drug Resistance Test

Three MDR-AB strains were used in this study. MDR-AB isolates (14B0087, 14B0091,
and 14B0094) were purchased from the Bioresource Collection and Research Center, Taiwan,
following the biosafety protocol.

Bacterial colonies were routinely subcultured with Difco™ Tryptic Soy agar (TSA)
plates. Cells were inoculated in 3 mL liquid culture, using Difco™ Tryptic Soy Broth (TSB),
and grown at 37 ◦C in a shaking incubator overnight (14–16 h). The overnight liquid
cultures with optical density (OD600) exceeding 1.0 were used for subsequent experiments.
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Four antibiotics agents were used to evaluate the drug response of MDR-AB: Imipenem/
Cilastatin (500 mg/500 mg, Facta Farmaceutici, Italy), Meropenem (250 mg, Sumitomo
Dainippon Pharma Co., Ltd., Japan), acemycin (Amikacin 125 mg/mL, Yung Shin Pharma-
ceutical Ind. Co. LTD, Taichung, Taiwan), and gentamicin (40 mg/mL, Tai Yu Chemical &
Pharmaceutical Co., LTD, Hsinhsu, Taiwan)]. The chemical structures of the four antibiotics
listed are presented in Figure 1. Antibiotic agents were aerosolized with either regular
saline (135 mM NaCl) or hypertonic saline (950 mM). The resistance tests were revised
according to a previous study. In brief, 2 µL of overnight liquid culture (OD600 = 1.0)
was dripped onto TSA. Thereafter, 4 mL of antibiotic at the desired concentration was
aerosolized and deposited onto the specimens. Approximately 0.2 µL of antibiotic solution
was deposited on the bacteria culture. After aerosol treatment, the agar plate was incubated
at 37 ◦C overnight (14–16 h). MDR-AB grew into visible colonies after overnight incubation.
Selected colonies were scooped into 1 mL of 1× phosphate-buffered saline (PBS); the colony
was dispersed and further diluted to 1 × 105–109 in 1× PBS. The diluted cells (20 µL) were
spread onto TSA agar plates and incubated overnight for colony formation unit quan-
tification. The survival rate of MDR-AB was determined by quantifying the number of
recovered colonies on the plates, and normalized with aerosolized saline treatment for each
independent experiment.
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2.2. Aerosol Generation and Aerosol Particle Size Distribution

A 2.5 L closed aerosol delivery chamber was designed, and the culture dishes were
placed in the middle of the chamber. Antibiotic selection by the Bioresource Collection
and Research Center, Taiwan, was based on sensitivity and susceptibility, and the dose
was determined as the maximum inhibition of bacterial motility. Imipenem (7.81 mg),
meropenem (31.25 mg), acemycin (7.81 mg), and gentamicin (10 mg) were used. A pneu-
matic jet nebulizer (Besmed Inc., Taipei, Taiwan) powered by a 50 psi compressed oxygen
flow at 8 L/min was filled with 4 mL antibiotics mixed with 0.9% saline or 7% hypertonic
saline. Nebulization was stopped by sputtering, and the culture dish was removed for
testing 30 s later (n = 5).

Aerosol characteristics were determined by a cascade impaction, according to the
United States and European Pharmacopeia recommendations. A Next-Generation Impactor
(Copley Scientific Limited, Nottingham, United Kingdom) was assembled with internal and
external filters and placed in a temperature-controlled chamber at 4 ◦C. The impactor was
calibrated at 15 L/min using a mass flow meter (TSI Cooperation, Shoreview, Minnesota).
The mass median aerodynamic diameter (MMAD), geometric standard deviation (GSD),
and fine-particle fractions (percentage of particles < 5 mm) were calculated using the
CITDAS 3.1 software (Copley Scientific, Nottingham, United Kingdom). The dry weight of
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the nebulizers was taken after loading 4 mL of the selected antibiotic mixture, and after
the completion of nebulization. The emitted dose of the nebulizer was calculated as the
difference between the loaded and post-nebulization weights.

2.3. Biofilm Quantitative Measurement and Scanning Electron Microscopy

To evaluate the influence of the hypertonic saline on biofilm formation, overnight
cultures were diluted to OD600 = 0.01, with the TSB containing either 135 nM NaCl or
950 mM and deposited in 96-well plates at 200 µL/well. After incubation at 37 ◦C for
48 h, the biofilm was gently washed with 1× PBS to remove excessive suspended cells.
Thereafter, the specimens were stained with 0.5% crystal violet (w/v) for 10 min. The
stained biofilm was dissolved in 95% ethanol, and biofilm formation was quantified by
measuring OD550 with a spectrometer.

A 12 × 12 mm glass circle coverslip was set at an angle of 30◦ to 50◦ in a flat-bottom
24-well plate. Diluted overnight liquid cultures at 1:100 in TSB were carefully added
at 300 µL/well. The cells were incubated for 48 h. After 48 h, the circle coverslips were
carefully moved from the well, and the cells were prepared for visualization using scanning
electron microscope (SEM). Biofilms were first fixed in 4% glutaraldehyde for 20 min, and
then serially diluted with ethanol. Critical point drying was performed before coating 2 nm
of gold onto the specimen surface. The prepared specimens were imaged using SEM.

2.4. The Spatial Distribution of Protein and Carbohydrate in Biofilm

MDR-AB colonies were prepared as described above. The prepared colonies were
treated with experimental aerosols and incubated at 37 ◦C for 4 h. To identify the pro-
tein/carbohydrate distribution, WGA (Wheat Germ Agglutinin, 1 mg/mL) stained carbo-
hydrates, and SYPRO™ Ruby Biofilm Matrix Stain (used as manufacturer’s suggestion),
stained proteins in the biofilm, were applied. Stained biofilms were observed using laser
scanning confocal microscopy at 20× magnification.

2.5. The Dynamic of Bacteria Swarming

Bacterial swarming assays were performed on a substrate containing 0.3% agarose
(semisolid surface) in 3 µL of TSB overnight culture (OD600 = 0.3). MDR-AB was dripped
onto the surface of 0.3% agar. Bacterial swarming was monitored for 10 h at 37 ◦C using
time-lapse microscopy (interval = 1 image/30 min).

2.6. Statistical Analysis

All data are presented as the mean± standard deviation (SD). Comparisons among
groups were conducted using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with post hoc
Bonferroni correction. A Student’s two-tailed t-test was used to determine the significance
of the difference between the mixture of 7% hypertonic saline or 0.9% saline, and the results
are indicated as * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, and *** p < 0.001.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Hypertonic Saline Hinders the Biofilm Formation of A. baumannii

Biofilms provide protection from antibiotic agents to the microbial community. The
stickiness of EPS plays an essential role in the structure formation of the microbial com-
munity. A previous study showed that the stickiness of EPS of Sagutula can be altered
by ionic strength in the surrounding microenvironment [20]. As a critical substance for
bacteria to adhere to the surface, the influence of ionic strength on biofilm formation by
A. baumannii has not yet been fully explored. We first tested whether the treatment of
hypertonic saline aerosol could eliminate biofilm formation on the solid surface with three
MDR A. baumannii strains. First, we cultured A. baumannii in a medium containing 950 mM
sodium chloride to recapture high ionic strength in the microenvironment. After 48 h of
culture, the biofilm was labeled with crystal violet staining, and different biofilm patterns
were observed over these three MDR strains (Figure 2a). An abundant biofilm was formed
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with MDR-087, and there was almost no biofilm formation with MDR-091. After culturing
in a medium containing 950 mM NaCl, MDR-094 showed approximately 54% reduced
biofilm formation, and the biofilm of MDR-087 also showed a slight decrease (Figure 2b).
The results indicated that a high concentration of NaCl could help to limit A. baumannii
biofilm formation.
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images of colonized MDR-087 at the air–liquid interface with aerosolized saline (top) and aerosolized
hypertonic saline (bottom). ** p < 0.05; * p < 0.001.

Furthermore, SEM was used to examine the microstructures of the biofilm. From the
images, we observed a more fractural biofilm structure after treatment with the hypertonic
aerosol. A. baumannii was separated into small clusters, rather than colonizing together
(Figure 2c). Combining the alteration of the biofilm microstructure and quantitative biofilm
assay at the macroscale, our data demonstrated that hypertonic saline aerosol hinders
biofilm formation and disperses microbial colonization. The biofilm matrix is an important
abiotic factor that influences the antibiotic resistance of microbes [14,16]. In comparison to
dense biofilms, antibiotic agents can easily penetrate the fractal matrix and kill bacteria
within it. Although the dosage of hypertonic saline is not enough to eliminate bacterial
growth through osmotic stress, our data implied that the abolishment of dense biofilm
formation may enhance the efficacy of antibiotic agents.

3.2. Hypertonic Saline Stimulates Bacterial Swarming and Alters the Distribution of EPS

We examined the potential mechanisms underlying the decrease in biofilm formation.
A previous study illustrated a negative correlation between bacterial motility and biofilm
formation [20]; as the first step of biofilm formation, microbes slow down and adhere to
the substrate. Thus, we speculated that hypertonic saline can stimulate the movement of
bacteria and decrease the adhesion of bacteria to the substrate. The inhibition of motility
promotes biofilm formation. The observed increasing motility of A. baumannii implies
an unstable adherence between bacteria and substrate, which can contribute to the loss
of biofilm formation [21]. The results of the swarming assay showed that the swarming
motility of all three MDR strains significantly increased after the aerosol treatments, either
with saline or with hypertonic saline (Figure 3a). To further determine the difference
between aerosolized saline and aerosolized hypertonic saline treatment, we measured
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the swarming dynamics of A. baumannii using time-lapse microscopy. Under microscopy,
active bacterial twitching in the transparent leading-edge surrounding the colony was
observed (Figure 3b).
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Figure 3. The swarming dynamics of MDR-AB: (a) pictures of MDR-AB strains swarming on soft agar plated after 72 h
incubation; (b) time-lapse microscopy images of active twitching movement of MDR-AB; (yellow dashed line: front edge of
the twitching layer; orange line: back edge of the twitching layer); (c) quantitative analysis of MDR-AB swarming under
various experimental conditions.

Following the rapid expansion of the lead edge, a three-dimensional colonized bacte-
rial community formed gradually, which was shown to expand the opaque portion under
phase microscopy (Figure 3b). In the presence of hypertonic saline aerosol, we observed an
increasing swarming movement of A. baumannii (Figure 3c). For instance, for the MDR-091
group at t = 3.5 h after seeding, the data showed that the velocity of swarming velocity
increased from 22 to 50 µm/h with saline treatment and further increased to 150 µm/h
with hypertonic saline treatment.

The EPSs, serving as the fundamental material of biofilm, critically influence the
adhesion of bacteria to the surroundings [22]. Previous studies have shown that increasing
the mono-ionic concentration enhances the stickiness of EPSs extracted from E. Huxieyi
and Amphora sp. [20]. Our data on unstable adhesion and high motility suggested that the
high concentration of monotonic ions may cover the negative surface charge of EPS and
reduce the entanglement of A. baumannii EPSs. On the other hand, a further increase in salt
concentration can lead to decreased motility. Studies have also shown the limited motility
of A. baumannii, due to the increased surface hydrophobicity under high salt conditions
(300 mM in 0.5% agar); excessive hypertonic saline aerosol may also lead to undesired
physiological responses of patients, such as coughing. More detailed experiments are
required for dose optimization before clinical respiratory therapy.

The hypertonic saline aerosol may directly reduce the entanglement of the EPS matrix
and change the EPS secretion of bacteria [23]. It is known that microorganisms produce
different EPSs under different environmental stresses. In contrast to the salt concentration
(~400 mM) reported in other osmotic stress studies, our experimental deposited NaCl
dosage (approximately 150 mM) may not lead to significant osmotic stress in A. baumannii.
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However, aerosolized hypertonic saline can locally alter the ionic concentration at the
deposition sites [24] and potentially regulate the EPS secretion of A. baumannii.

By applying laser scanning confocal microscopy with protein/carbohydrate labeling
assays [15,25], we reconstructed the spatial distribution of protein/carbohydrate in the fast-
progressing colony edges to evaluate the influence of aerosol treatment on EPS production.
The results showed different compositions at the colony edge of the three MDR strains
(Figure 4). MDR-087 showed the lowest protein content compared to the other two MDR
strains. A remarkable protein/carbohydrate segregated distribution was observed in
MDR-091 and MDR-094, and a 50 µm-thick distinguished carbohydrate layer was found at
the edge of the MDR-094 colony. When treated with hypertonic saline aerosol, all three
strains seemed to express more carbohydrate-rich EPS (as shown in the insets). A more
segregated protein/carbohydrate distribution was observed in MDR-091 and MDR-094,
and a thin layer of proteins was present in the EPS layer at the edge of MRD-091 colony.
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Figure 4. The spatial distribution of protein/carbohydrate composition in biofilm matrix. Repre-
sented confocal images of colony edge under different treatments. Proteins (red) and carbohydrate
were labeled with fluorescein. Insets: Intensity profiles of protein staining (red) and carbohydrate
labeling (green) cross the colony edge.

Our data showed that the deposited hypertonic saline aerosol could regulate the EPSs
produced by A. baumannii. Extracellular proteins and carbohydrates are known to play
important roles in the maintenance of biofilm matrices. It has also been shown that a lack
of protein is expressed on the cell surface, and A. baumannii cannot colonize the epithelium
of the respiratory airway. In this study, high carbohydrate expression implied a lower
colonizing capacity of A. baumannii after aerosolized hypertonic saline treatment. Although
we evaluated the composition using bacterial colonies on soft agar surfaces, the lower
protein/carbohydrate ratio may also support the formation of fractured colonies at the
liquid–air interface (Figure 2c). Moreover, the hydrophobic interactions between proteins
can contribute to the stability of the biofilm matrix, and the sticky EPSs are associated
with a higher protein to carbohydrate ratio of EPSs [20,25]. The observed alteration of
protein/carbohydrate in the biofilm matrix implied lower adhesion for the bacteria within
the matrix, showing higher motility.

Since biofilm formation can contribute to the antibiotic resistance of microorganisms,
after identifying the impact of hypertonic saline aerosol on biofilm formation, we aimed
to study the influences of aerosol hypertonic saline on the antibiotic resistance of MDR-
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ABs. First, we observed the enhancing efficacy of gentamicin and acemycin on MDR-087,
which is known to show intermediate resistance to gentamicin (Figure 5a,b). For MDR-094,
which is resistant to gentamicin, a similar effect of hypertonic saline aerosol for decreasing
antibiotic resistance was observed (Figure 5a). However, for MDR-091, which is resistant
to imipenem and meropenem, aerosolized hypertonic saline showed no significant influ-
ence on suppressing the bacterial survival rate under antibiotic treatments (Figure 5c,d).
Together with the biofilm quantification measurement, we observed that MDR-091 pro-
duced the lowest biofilm under both experimental conditions compared to MDR-087 and
MDR-094. Thus, biofilm formation does not seem to contribute to the drug resistance of
MDR- 091, and the interruption of biofilm formation showed no impact on MDR-091.
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Figure 5. The antibiotic response of MDR-AB. (a–d) Different antibiotics were aerosolized with either
saline or hypertonic saline and were deposited on MDR-AB strains. * p < 0.05; *** p < 0.001.

3.3. Influence of Hypertonic Saline to Aerosol Characteristics and Delivered Dose

Changing the diluent in aerosol treatment may change the characteristics of aerosols
and lead to alterations in the inhaled dosage [26]. An impactor was used to simulate physi-
ological inhalation/exhalation to determine the aerosol characteristics. Our study showed
that hypertonic saline as a diluent for antibiotics altered the emitted dose and particle size
distribution (Figure 5). Compared to normal saline, the emitted doses with hypertonic
saline–antibiotic mixtures were significantly greater (Figure 6a), indicating that hypertonic
saline might carry higher antibiotic doses to the lungs. Furthermore, the smaller MMAD
and larger fine particle fraction would facilitate antibiotics in the peripheral regions of the
lungs where pneumonia is most likely to occur (Figure 6b,c). Previous studies have proven
the safety of hypertonic saline, and nebulized hypertonic saline alone for patients with
airway hypersecretions, such as cystic fibrosis and COPD [27]. Additionally, hypertonic
saline reduces inflammation in the respiratory systems [28]. Our study demonstrated that
using hypertonic saline as a diluent of antibiotics before nebulization facilitates greater
drug delivery to the peripheral regions, and further studies of drug deposition confirmed
by radiolabeled or clinical outcomes are warranted. Moreover, considering the interactions
between drug molecules and solvent, more detail studies are required to determine phar-
macological characteristics, such as degradation and hydrolysis, while applying hypertonic
saline with specific drug molecules.
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Figure 6. Comparisons of aerosol characteristics: (a) emitted doses were higher using hypertonic saline mixtures of all four
antibiotics; (b,c) hypertonic saline generates significantly higher fine particle fraction; (b) resulting smaller MMAD; (d) the
geometric standard deviation of imipenem and meropenem mixed with hypertonic saline was significantly greater.

4. Conclusions

This study demonstrated that aerosolized hypertonic saline hindered biofilm forma-
tion by MDR-AB and enhanced the efficacy of gentamicin and acemycin. In our experiments
for the MDR-AB-producing biofilm (MDR-087 and MDR-094), the biofilm matrix seemed to
contribute to drug resistance. The drug resistance associated with the biofilm matrix can be
partially eliminated by aerosolized hypertonic saline. Two potential mechanisms, i.e., the al-
teration of stable adhesion and biofilm production, have been proposed to interrupt biofilm
formation and decrease antibiotic tolerance. In addition, hypertonic saline is known to
facilitate the penetration of antibiotic through the mucus layer, which may further enhance
its efficacy. On the other hand, we noticed that the impacts of aerosolized hypertonic saline
on susceptibility seem to be greater for MDR-ABs with higher biofilm production; one
concern is that the high concentration of ions may accelerate the degradation of antibiotics.
More detail studies are required to further explore the applications of antibiotic treatment
with hypertonic saline aerosol. In summary, we demonstrated that using hypertonic saline
aerosol to deliver antibiotics is a promising therapeutic strategy to eliminate MDR-AB
infections with currently available antibiotic agents.
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Abstract: Flavonoids are a class of bioactive plant-derived natural products that exhibit a broad range
of biological activities, including antibacterial ones. Their inhibitory activity toward Gram-positive
bacterial was found to be superior to that against Gram-negative ones. In the present study, a number
of flavonoid-coated gold nanoparticles (GNPs) were designed to enhance the antibacterial effects
of chrysin, kaempferol, and quercetin against a number of Gram-negative bacteria. The prepared
GNPs were able to conjugate to these three flavonoids with conjugation efficiency ranging from
41% to 80%. Additionally, they were able to exert an enhanced antibacterial activity in comparison
with the free flavonoids and the unconjugated GNPs. Quercetin-coated GNPs were the most active
nano-conjugates and were able to penetrate the cell wall of E. coli. A number of in silico experiments
were carried out to explain the conjugation efficiency and the antibacterial mechanisms of these
flavonoids as follows: (i) these flavonoids can efficiently bind to the glutathione linker on the surface
of GNPs via H-bonding; (ii) these flavonoids, particularly quercetin, were able to increase the bacterial
membrane rigidity, and hence decrease its functionality; (iii) these flavonoids can inhibit E. coli’s DNA
gyrase (Gyr-B) with IC50 values ranging from 0.9 to 3.9 µM. In conclusion, these bioactive flavonoid-
based GNPs are considered to be very promising antibiotic candidates for further development
and evaluation.

Keywords: gold nanoparticles; flavonoids; Gram-negative bacteria; DNA gyrase; in silico
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1. Introduction

One of the major drug delivery challenges is drug selectivity to avoid the potential
side effect and reduce the cytotoxic effects of the therapeutic agent [1]. This selectivity plays
a significant role in increasing drug efficacy, reducing the drug dosage and frequency, and
controlling the release of the therapeutic agent [2]. On the other hand, using large-sized
materials for drug delivery faces many challenges, starting from in vivo instability, poor
solubility, poor bioavailability, and poor absorption in the body to issues with target-specific
delivery [1]. Therefore, searching for a new drug delivery system is crucial for solving these
critical issues. In this regard, nanotechnology can provide a variety of solutions. Beside its
unlimited applications in construction material, electronics, food production, agriculture,
catalysis, and energy production, it can provide unique applications and solutions for
many medical and health-based issues [3,4].

Nanobiotechnology is a promising area of nanotechnology that utilizes nano-scale
materials in different aspects of biology [5]. Recently, nanomaterials have gained consid-
erable attention from scientists due to their potential applications in medicine and drug
formulations [6]. With their nano size, which ranges between 1 and 100 nm, nanomaterials
have gained increasing attention in many medical fields such as biosensors, microarray
tests, microfluidics, tissue engineering and drug delivery [7]. Furthermore, their chemical
and physical properties make them an excellent choice as a drug delivery system when
compared with other larger-scale counterparts usually used for drug delivery [8]. Their
high surface-area-to-volume ratio increases their affinity for small molecules and facilitates
their uptake across the cell membrane [4]. Beside their unique structures, nanoparticles
display magnetic, electrical, and biological properties which allow them to be good can-
didates for a delivery system for encapsulating drugs and deliver them more precisely
with a controlled release to target tissues [4,8]. Selection of suitable nanomaterials for drug
delivery is based on the drug’s physiochemical features [1].

Among all the noble metal nanoparticles, gold has gained great attention due to its
unique properties, such as good conductivity, chemical stability, catalytic properties, and
biological activity, including antibacterial, antifungal, antiviral and anti-inflammatory
activities. It can also be used in a variety of applications, ranging from medical applications
(photothermal and radiation therapy, photodynamic therapeutics, biosensors, and X-ray
imagery) to food industry, material science, chemistry, and physics [9–11].

As a part of the continuing investigation into safe and effective antibacterial agents
from natural products, a number of non-glycosylated flavonoids have been tested for
their growth inhibitory activity against some Gram-negative bacteria (Escherichia coli,
Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Proteus vulgaris and Klebsiella pneumonia). This class of compounds
has been found to exert antibacterial activity via multiple mechanisms: (i) altering the
fluidity of the bacterial membranes (i.e., increasing their rigidity), an effect that was found
to be associated with bacterial growth inhibition [12]; (ii) inhibiting DNA gyrase and, in
turn, bacterial DNA supercoiling [13]; and (iii) inhibiting the bacterial penicillin-binding
proteins (PBPs) and thus inhibiting bacterial cell wall biosynthesis [14].

Combining some of these bioactive flavonoids with biocompatible metallic nanoparti-
cles can improve their pharmacokinetic properties and maximize their antibacterial efficacy.
Accordingly, in this investigation, a number of novel flavonoid–gold nano-conjugates were
designed and their antibacterial potential against Gram-negative bacteria was explored.
Additionally, a number of in silico analyses (e.g., molecular docking and dynamics) were
utilized to obtain some insight into the molecular structure of these newly prepared nano-
conjugates and the mode of action of their flavonoid components. The results of the present
investigation can provide a good starting point to develop flavonoid-based antimicrobial
nanomaterials in the future.
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2. Results and Discussion
2.1. Screening of Flavonoids against Gram-Negative Bacteria

Firstly, we evaluated the antibacterial potential of a number of flavonoids against some
pathogenic Gram-negative bacteria. As shown in Figure 1, some of the tested flavonoids
showed weak millimolar activity and some of them were inactive up to 1 mM. However, in
our previous report, we found that some of these flavonoids (e.g., chrysin and apigenin)
were far more active against Gram-positive bacteria (e.g., Staphylococcus aureus), where
their minimum inhibitory concentrations (MICs) were in the micromolar range [14]. These
significant differences in the antibacterial activity could be attributed to the Gram-negative
bacterial outer membrane, which usually acts as a natural protective barrier preventing the
passage of unfavourable compounds [15].
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In the present study, all the flavonoids that showed growth inhibitory activity against
the tested bacteria (MIC < 1 mM) shared the presence of a hydroxyl group at C-3. Addi-
tionally, the hydroxylation at Ring B correlated with enhanced activity (Figure 1). These
observations indicated the most important structural elements in the scaffold of this class
of compounds may develop more potent antibacterial derivatives in the future.

Our strategy in this investigation was to enhance the antibacterial activity of this
class of natural products against Gram-negative bacteria via conjugating them to gold
nanoparticles (GNPs). Hence, these bioactive molecules can benefit from the unique
properties of the metallic nanoparticles (MNPs): (i) MNPs could act as a very good carrier
for these bioactive flavonoids and could easily pass the bacterial outer membrane [16–18];
(ii) MNPs have the ability to concentrate bioactive molecules on their surfaces and hence
maximize their activity (i.e., polyvalent effects) [19–23].

Accordingly, we chose the most active flavonoids (i.e., kaempferol and quercetin)
against all tested Gram-negative bacteria together with chrysin, which was the most active
flavonoid against the Gram-positive bacteria S. aureus [14], to be coated on GNPs, and
subsequently tested if the new nano-conjugates could exert enhanced growth inhibitory
activity towards Gram-negative bacteria. In parallel, we aimed to perform a number of in
silico experiments (docking, molecular dynamic simulations, and free energy calculations)
to explain the mode of conjugation of these flavonoids and their probable antibacterial
mode of actions.

2.2. Gold Nanoparticle Preparation and Conjugation with Flavonoids

Gold nanoparticles (GNPs) were prepared via chemical synthesis using reduced L-
glutathione (GSH). The synthesis process was mediated by the formation of a covalent
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bond between the gold nanoparticles’ surfaces in the HAuCl4.3H2O compound and the
cysteine thiolate of GSH. This binding led to the aggregation of GNPs on GSH molecules
and, by the addition of NaBH4 at pH8, the formation of a ruby red colour indicated the
formation of GNPs (Figure 2). GSH is a hydrophilic tripeptide, and thus coating GNPs with
such molecules makes them more stable and more water-soluble. Additionally, the GSH’s
carboxylate terminals are a good binder for a variety of molecules, including flavonoids,
where they are able to form extensive H-bond networks with such polyhydroxylated
molecules, making them a very good carrier of such bioactive chemicals. Being a natural
substrate for bacteria, GSH may facilitate the entry of the whole conjugate (i.e., GSH-GNPs)
inside bacterial cells [24,25].
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Accordingly, the freshly prepared GSH-GNPs were incubated with each selected
flavonoid to allow their binding with the GSH’s carboxylate groups; in turn, they became
coated on the GSH-coated GNPs. The efficiency of conjugation of each flavonoid (in %)
was found to be 80%, 71%, and 41% for quercetin, kaempferol, and chrysin, respectively.
These results indicated that the degree of a flavonoid’s hydroxylation correlates well to its
binding efficiency with the prepared GSH-coated GNPs.

2.3. UV-Vis Spectroscopy

To ensure that the GNPs were formed and successfully conjugated to each selected
flavonoid, the UV-visible absorbance of the prepared GSH-GNPs and those coated with
flavonoids was measured. As shown in Figure 2 (lower panel), the absorption spectrum
of the free GNPs showed a λmax at ~540 nm. Such UV absorbance was due to the sur-
face plasmon excitation of the very small GNPs. The flavonoid-coated GNPs showed a
considerable shift in their λmax (~480 nm) in comparison with the uncoated ones (~530
nm), indicating successful coating of the flavonoids on the GNPs and, in turn, altering the
plasmon resonance absorption band characteristic of GNPs.
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2.4. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy Analysis (FTIR)

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) is an essential technique to detect
different functional groups via measuring the infrared spectra of emission, absorption,
and photoconductivity of the materials. The FTIR spectrum is usually between 4000 and
400 cm−1. Supplementary Figure S1a–d presents the FTIR spectra of the GNPs, GNP-
kaempferol, GNP-chrysin, and GNP-quercetin. The FTIR spectra of the prepared GNPs
display the presence of the OH group at 3367.70 cm−1, which indicates the presence of
alcohol. The C=O was measured at 1577.50 cm−1, while the band at 13.8732 cm−1 refers to
C-C-C stretching. The C-O group appeared at a wavelength of 1279.66 to 1069.89 cm−1.
These results were in good agreement with those of Jiang et al. (2007) and Sulaiman et al.
(2020) [25,26]. The peaks that appeared after the conjugation of GNPs with kaempferol,
chrysin, and quercetin were different in their intensities and shapes, and this might be
attributed to the reactions that occurred between each flavonoid and the GNP-GSH. In
general, a change in the band absorption intensities means that a physical change has
occurred, while an increase in the band intensities means a change in the morphology and
chemical composition of that band. The FTIR spectra for flavonoid-coated GNPs showed
that the hydroxyl group (O-H) stretching vibration appears at 3399.10, 3402.80, and 3346.14,
respectively, while the bands appearing at 2841.57, 2844.74, and 2834.72 cm−1 reflected the
alkane (C-H) stretching vibration. Additionally, the carbonyl (C=O) stretch vibration was
displayed at 1663.90, 1663.77, and 1582.04 cm−1. The aromatic (C=C) stretch bands were
observed at 1521.42, 1521.42, and 1416.94 cm−1, respectively. The aromatic C-O stretch was
observed at bands 1381.27 to 1131.00 cm−1. All the peaks characterizing flavonoids were
observed. These results were in good agreement with those of Kiroula et al. (2016) and
Sulaiman et al. (2020) [26,27].

2.5. X-ray Powder Diffraction (XRD)

One of the most important techniques used to study structural properties is X-ray
powder diffraction (XRD). The diffraction pattern of the prepared GNPs and GNP-coated
flavonoids (i.e., GNP-quercetin, GNP-chrysin, and GNP-quercetin) were analysed. As de-
picted in Figure 3a–d, the most important characteristic peaks of the Au phase appeared at
38.10◦, 44.5◦, 64.06◦ and 77.45◦, accredited to the crystallographic planes (111), (200), (220),
and (311), respectively. Additionally, the intensity of GSH appeared at 31.53◦. Whereas,
in flavonoid-coated GNPs (Figure 3), they displayed characteristic peaks for quercetin,
kaempferol, and chrysin at 23◦, 38◦, 44◦, 64◦, and 77◦.

2.6. Electron Microscopy

The particle size and morphology of the prepared GNPs, GNP-kaempferol, GNP-
chrysin, and GNP-quercetin were determined via transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
(Figure 4a–d) and field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) (Figure 4e–h). The
average particle size of the GNPs is about ~4.10 ± 2 to 35 ± 2 nm with monodisperse
spherical and hexagonal prism-like shapes (Figure 4a). The TEM and FESEM micrographs
of GNP-kaempferol, GNP-chrysin, and GNP-quercetin showed spherical and homogenous
structures (Figure 4b–d,f–h).

2.7. Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX)

To measure the elemental composition of the prepared GNPs, GNP-kaempferol, GNP-
chrysin, and GNP-quercetin, the samples were tested using EDX. The EDX of the GNPs
confirmed the presence of Au with different percentages in each sample up to 24.71% in
GNP-quercetin (Figure 4i), with the presence of carbon and oxygen in sufficient percentages
to confirm the loading of kaempferol, chrysin, and quercetin on GNPs.
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2.8. In Vitro Investigation
2.8.1. In Vitro Antibacterial Activity

The antibacterial activity of the GNP conjugates was measured against a panel of
clinical isolates comprising Gram-negative bacteria (E. coli, P. aeruginosa, K. pneumonia
and P. vulgaris). The minimum inhibitory concentrations (MIC) were determined by the
micro-dilution method using 96-well plates. The MIC results showed that the activity of the
tested GNPs (GNP-kaempferol, GNP-chrysin, and GNP-quercetin) was quite diverse. The
results showed that GNP-quercetin was generally the most active against all tested Gram-
negative bacteria, with pronounced activity against E. coli, P. aeruginosa and P. vulgaris
(MIC = 30 µg/mL) and K. pneumonia (MIC = 60 µg/mL). On the other hand, the prepared
GNP-kaempferol exhibited good antibacterial properties against E. coli and P. vulgaris
with MICs of 60 and 30 µg/mL, respectively, while it displayed weak activity against
P. aeruginosa (MIC = 240 µg/mL) and K. pneumonia (MIC = 120 µg/mL). The GNP-chrysin
showed good inhibitory activity against E. coli (MIC = 60 µg/mL) and weak activity
against the rest of the tested microbes (MIC > 240 µg/mL). Ciprofloxacin was used as a
positive control.

2.8.2. GNP-Induced Disruption of Bacterial Cell Membranes

To explore the antibacterial mechanism of these GNPs, the GNP-quercetin conjugate
was selected, since it showed the best antibacterial activities (Table 1). After treating
suspensions of E. coli or P. aeruginosa (5.0 × 105 cfu mL−1) with GNP-quercetin conjugate
at a final concentration of 20 µg mL−1, incubated at 37 ◦C overnight, the antibiotic effect
of the GNP-quercetin conjugate on the membrane morphology and nucleic acid leakage
of E. coli and P. aeruginosa was visualized using transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
The TEM micrograph clearly displayed the broken membranes of the treated E. coli and
P. aeruginosa (Figure 5a–c) with the clear appearance of GNP-quercetin inside the bacterial
cell. Figure 5b,d presents the two bacterial strains without treatment. Free uncoated GSH-
GNPs, in contrast, were not able to have similar effects on E. coli, in which the membrane
integrity remained intact and no particles were seen inside the bacterial cells.
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Table 1. Antibacterial activity of the gold nano-conjugates against Gram-negative bacteria.

Tested Compound
MIC (µg/mL)

E. coli P. aeruginosa K. pneumonia P. vulgaris

Free GNPs 120 240 120 120
GNP-quercetin 30 30 60 30

GNP-kaempferol 60 240 120 30
GNP-chrysin 60 >240 >240 >240

Cip 1 1 1 2
Cip: ciprofloxacin. MIC values were the same in three independent experiments.

2.8.3. In Vitro DNA Gyrase-B Inhibition

Quercetin, kaempferol, and chrysin have been reported to produce negative supercoil-
ing of the bacterial DNA via the inhibition of DNA gyrase [13]. However, the exact mode
of action of these molecules is still elusive. DNA gyrase consists of two subunits: subunit
A and B (Gyr-A and -B, respectively). Gyr-A is the subunit that binds to DNA and relaxes
its positive supercoils. Additionally, it is targeted by fluoroquinolone antibiotics [28]. On
the other hand, Gyr-B is responsible for obtaining the required energy of this process via
hydrolysing one molecule of ATP [14].

Upon docking these flavonoids (i.e., quercetin, kaempferol, and chrysin) against the
binding site of each subunit (Gyr-A and B), they achieved significantly higher docking
scores with Gyr-B (−9.5, −9.5, −9.3 kcal/mol, respectively) than with Gyr-A (−5.1, −4.9,
and −5.2, respectively). Accordingly, we tested these flavonoids for their Gyr-B inhibitory
activity. As shown in Figure 6, the three flavonoids produced micromolar inhibition of Gyr-
B’s activity. Quercetin was the most potent inhibitor, with an IC50 value of 0.89 ± 0.1 µM,
while chrysin was the least potent (IC50 = 3.91 ± 0.2 µM), where the flavonoids’ degree of
hydroxylation apparently correlated to their Gyr-B inhibitory activity.
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2.9. In Silico Investigation

To gain more insight into the antibacterial mode of action of these flavonoids, we
carried out a number of in silico experiments (e.g., docking, molecular dynamic simulations
(MDS), and binding free energy calculations).

First, we aimed to study the interaction between each flavonoid and the GSH interface
of 5 nm GNP. To do so, we constructed a model consisting of GNP (5 nm) linked to three
GSH molecules via covalent bonds between their SH groups and three Au atoms at the
surface (Figure 7). Subsequently, we docked each flavonoid against this constructed GSH
coating. As shown in Figure 7, the three flavonoids took almost the same orientation
between the three GSH molecules, establishing a network of H-bonds between their OH
groups and a number of polar moieties in the GSH molecules (e.g., their carboxylate and
amide groups) (Figure 7). During the course of MDS (50 ns), these extensive H-bonds kept
the binding orientations of both quercetin and kaempferol almost unchanged (RMSD~2.1 Å
and 3.8 Å, respectively), while chrysin was far less stable (RMSD~10.3 Å). These binding
behaviours appeared to be linked to the Ring B hydroxyl groups that were involved in
multiple H-bonds with GSH’s carboxylate arms during the course of MDS. Accordingly,
the two flavonoids with a hydroxyl group or groups at Ring B were more stable in their
interactions with GSH in comparison with chrysin, which had no hydroxyl groups at
Ring B. The results of MDS were in good accordance with those of the percent efficiency
of conjugation, where the flavonoids with the highest stability with GNP-coated GSH
(quercetin and kaempferol) were found to achieve the highest binding efficiency (80% and
71%, respectively), while chrysin, which was significantly less stable, achieved less binding
efficiency (41%).
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Second, we aimed to study the effect of each flavonoid on the bacterial outer mem-
brane (OM). Previously, it was found that this class of natural products (i.e., flavonoids)
exert their antibacterial activity against E. coli via increasing the rigidity of its outer mem-
brane (OM) [12,29]. In this study, we found a very good correlation between the growth
inhibitory activity of these flavonoids and their effect on the rigidity of a membrane model
composed of dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) and 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-
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phosphoglycerol (DPPG) (used as a representative of the bacterial membrane), where the
increase in this membrane’s rigidity was accompanied by increased antibacterial activity.

To study this effect at a molecular level, we performed a number of MDS experiments
on lipid bilayer systems consisting of DPPC and DPPG (1:1) with two molecules of each
flavonoid inserted inside the core of the lipid bilayer (Figure 8). When each flavonoid was
added to the simulations, they spontaneously directed to the head–tail interface, where they
partitioned themselves and stayed stable until the end of the simulations. Additionally, each
flavonoid molecule attracted a number of water molecules thanks to their hydroxyl groups;
hence, the water density at the hydrophilic–hydrophobic interface increased (Figure 8).
This increase in water molecules at the head–tail interface was proportional to the degree
of hydroxylation, and thus quercetin and kaempferol attracted the highest number of water
molecules (~4 molecules), while chrysin attracted the fewest.
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Hydrated membranes are usually more fluid than less hydrated ones and have higher
numbers of gauche defects (distortion in the lipid alkyl chains) [30–32]. Accordingly, poly-
hydroxylated flavonoids (e.g., quercetin) were able to draw water from the surrounding
environment at the hydrophilic–hydrophobic interface, producing a local increase in the
water density and, in turn, a local increase in the membrane’s fluidity (a high proportion
of gauche defects). At the same time, this effect led eventually to a dehydrated mem-
brane with much less fluidity (i.e., increased rigidity) and a low proportion of gauche
defects. Quercetin produced the highest proportion of local gauche defects (0.293 at
3 Å from quercetin) but, at the same time, drew the largest number of water molecules
(~6 molecules), producing the highest dehydration effect and the lowest proportion of
gauche defects (~0.245 at 6 to 10 Å away from quercetin). The proportion of gauche defects
in the lipid bilayer without flavonoids was ~0.268, while this proportion, in general, was
significantly lower in the presence of each flavonoid (Figure 8). These results were in
very good accordance with that reported for caffeine, which was found to increase the
rigidity of 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholin (POPC) membranes via the
same mechanism [32]. Being able to concentrate flavonoids on their surfaces, our prepared
GNPs in this study had the ability to significantly increase the effect of each flavonoid on
the bacterial OM (i.e., polyvalent effects) and hence maximize their antibacterial potential.

Third, we studied the binding mode of each flavonoid inside the active site of E. coli’s
Gyr-B to rationalize their inhibitory effects. Quercetin, kaempferol, and chrysin achieved
convergent docking scores with Gyr-B’s active site (−9.5, −9.5, and −9.3 kcal/mol). Addi-
tionally, they took an orientation and exhibited molecular interactions inside the active site
that were very close to that of the co-crystalized inhibitor (Figure 9). Being rich in hydroxyl
groups, quercetin was able to establish a network of H-bonds with ASP-73, GLY-77, GLY-
101, LYS-103, ARG-136, and THR-165. Furthermore, it established a number of hydrophobic
interactions with ILE-78, PRO-79, and ILE-94. Both kaempferol and chrysin exhibited the
same interactions, except for the H-bond with ARG-136. To further validate these dock-
ing results, all of these binding poses were subjected to 50 ns MDS. Both quercetin and
kaempferol were able to keep their binding orientation with low deviations (RMSD~1.5 Å),
while chrysin deviated more from its docking pose, with an average RMSD of 4.4 Å. The
three flavonoids achieved almost identical binding free energies (∆Gs) (i.e., −8.5, −8.5, and
−8.2 kcal/mol). All of these in silico analyses explained the low micromolar inhibition
of the three flavonoids against E. coli’s Gyr-B. The present in vitro and in silico results
correlated well with those of Wu and co-workers on flavonoids against DNA gyrase [13].
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3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Chemicals

HAuCl4·3H2O and reduced L-glutathione (GSH) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO, USA), lysogeny broth (LB broth) and (NaOH) were pur-
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chased from Merck (Mainz, Germany), while sodium borohydride from Strem Chemi-
cals, Inc. (Newburyport, MA, USA). All other chemicals and reagents were of analytical
grade. Regarding the flavonoids used in this study, all of them were isolated from their
plant sources [14], except for quercetin, apigenin, and hesperetin, which were purchased
from Alfa Aesar, Massachusetts, USA, and Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Louis, USA. All of these
flavonoids were of acceptable purity (i.e., >98%).

3.2. Microorganisms

Pseudomonas aeruginosa ATCC10145, Escherichia coli ATCC25955, Proteus vulgaris
ATTC7829, and Klebsiella pneumonia ATCCBAA-1705 were obtained from the Faculty of
Medicine, Al-Azhar University, Egypt.

3.3. Gold Nanoparticle Preparation

Gold nanoparticles were prepared as described by Wu et al. (2014) and Sulaiman et al.
(2020) [26,33], 5 mL of a tetrachloroauric acid aqueous solution (0.025 M) was added to
50 mL of 0.019 M of a reduced L-glutathione (GSH) aqueous solution, and the mixture was
vigorously stirred for 30 min. The pH of the mixture was adjusted to 8 using NaOH (0.1 M).
To this mixture, freshly prepared aqueous NaBH4 (2 mg·mL−1) was added dropwise under
vigorous stirring until the formation of a ruby red colour. To remove the excess GSH and
other salts, the GNPs were centrifuged for 3 h at 5000 rpm. After the centrifugation, the
supernatant was removed and the gold nanoparticles were dispersed in double-distilled
water; the centrifugation was repeated 2 times to obtain clean GNPs that were kept in the
dark at 4 ◦C for 14 days (aggregations were detected after 17 days of storage). Freshly
prepared nanoparticles were then conjugated with the flavonoids (i.e., kaempferol, chrysin,
and quercetin).

3.4. Conjugation of Kaempferol, Chrysin, and Quercetin with Gold Nanoparticles

Conjugation of kaempferol, chrysin, and quercetin with the prepared GNPs was
carried out according to [26]. Here, 1 mL of the prepared GNPs (3.5 × 1013; GNPs/mL)
was mixed with 1 mL of the flavonoid solution (i.e., kaempferol, chrysin, or quercetin)
(500 µg mL−1) and stirred overnight at room temperature. After preparation, the conju-
gates (GNP-kaempferol, GNP-chrysin, and GNP-quercetin) were centrifuged for 1 h at
10,000 rpm to remove any excess of the drug.

The freshly conjugated nanoparticles were used for the antibacterial assay immedi-
ately after their preparation. They were also kept in the dark at 0 ◦C. These conjugated
nanoparticles can be used after storage for 10 days (they produced the same results in the
antibacterial assay and no aggregation was observed up to 10 days of storage).

3.5. Characterization of Prepared Nanoparticles
3.5.1. UV-Vis Spectroscopy Measurements

The synthesis of GNPs was primarily visualized through the change in colour. The
conversion of Au3+ to Au0 was monitored by measuring the UV-vis spectra within wave-
lengths ranging from 220 nm to 1000 nm in the mixture over time. The UV-vis spectra of
the solutions were measured in 96-well flat polystyrene plates by using a SPECTROstar
nano absorbance plate reader (BMG LABTECH).

3.5.2. X-ray Diffraction (XRD) Studies

To study the X-ray diffraction pattern of the prepared GNPs and flavonoid–GNPs
conjugates, samples were drop-coated onto a glass material. The XRD analysis was per-
formed using a PANalytical X’pert PRO X-ray diffractometer (The Netherlands) with Cu
Ka1 radiation under an operating voltage and tubing current of about 40 kV and 30 mA,
respectively. The diffracted patterns were recorded at 2θ from 10◦ to 80◦ at the scanning
speed of 0.02◦/min.
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3.5.3. Fourier-Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR)

The ATR-FTIR spectra of GNPs and flavonoid–GNPs conjugates were carried out
using a Broker vertex 80 v in the range of 4000–400 cm−1 with a resolution of 4 cm−1,
according to Brock-Neely (1957).

3.5.4. Transmission Electron Microscopy Analysis (TEM)

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was used to measure the size and obtain
the morphology of the prepared GNPs and flavonoid–GNPs conjugates. Preparation of
the samples was carried out by placing 2–4 µL of the prepared solution on carbon-coated
copper grids. The thin film that formed was air-dried at room temperature and observed
using a Philips 10 Technai with an accelerating voltage of about 180 keV with a wavelength
(λ) of 0.0251 Å. The average size of the prepared nanoparticles was measured using Image
J software.

3.5.5. Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was carried out using a field emission scan-
ning electron microscope (FE-SEM) (Quanta FEG-250, Netherlands) with the accelera-
tion voltage at 20 kV, attached to EDX (energy dispersive x-ray analysis) to perform the
elemental analysis.

3.6. Determination of the Antimicrobial Activity of Flavonoids, GNPs, and Flavonoid–GNPs
Conjugates

The antibacterial activity of the flavonoids (Figure 1), the prepared GNPs and the
flavonoid–GNPs conjugates was acquired against four Gram-negative bacteria: Escherichia
coli ATCC25955, Pseudomonas aeruginosa ATCC10145, Proteus vulgaris ATTC7829, and Kleb-
siella pneumonia ATCCBAA-1705. The minimal inhibitory concentration was assessed in
96-well flat polystyrene plates by addition of 80 µL of lysogeny broth (LB broth) in each
well, followed by the addition of 10 µL of a bacterial culture suspension (log phase), then
10 µL of the test material (the flavonoids, the prepared GNPs, or the flavonoid–GNPs) was
added. The final concentrations of the mixture were 960, 480, 240, 120, 60, 30, 15, 7.5, 3.25,
1.62 and 0.81 µg/mL. The plates were incubated at 37 ◦C for 24 h. After incubation, the pos-
itive antibacterial activity of the flavonoids, the prepared GNPs, and the flavonoid–GNPs
was observed as clearance in the wells, which was confirmed by measuring the absorbance
after about 20 h at OD600 in a Spectrostar Nano Microplate Reader (BMG LABTECH GmbH,
Allmendgrun, Germany). The MIC experiments were carried out three times and gave the
same results each time. Ciprofloxacin was used as a positive control.

3.7. In Vitro Enzyme Assay

Gyrase subunit B (Gyr-B) in vitro inhibitory activity was carried out using the Inspi-
ralis assay kit (Inspiralis, UK) according to previous protocols [34,35]. The procedure of
this in vitro assay is described in detail in Supplementary File 1.

3.8. In Silico Investigation
3.8.1. Molecular Docking

Before the docking experiments the gold–GSH model was prepared. First, we used
the online nanomaterial modeller software Charm GUI (https://charmm-gui.org/?doc=
input/nanomaterial, accessed on 20 June 2021) [36] to construct a 6 nm spherical gold
nanoparticle model. Subsequently, we linked three molecules of glutathione (GSH) to
three surface gold atoms via covalent bonds (i.e., between the SH group of GSH and the
gold atom). We kept a distance of 7 Å between each GSH molecule to avoid steric clashes
between them, particularly during molecular dynamic simulations. After that, we enclosed
the three GSH molecules in a grid box for docking experiments using the Auto Dock tools
1.5.4 program [37]. Chrysin, kaempferol, and quercetin were docked on this predetermined
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grid box using AutoDock 4 software [37]. The top scores were then selected and visualized
using Pymol software [38].

3.8.2. Molecular Dynamic Simulations

All molecular dynamics experiments were carried out by Desmond v. 2.2 and NAMD
software [39,40] using OPLS and Charmm27 force fields, respectively. Further experimental
details can be found in the Supplemenatry Table S1.

3.9. Statistical Analysis

Three independent experiments were carried out to provide the results in the present
investigation, expressed as the means ± SE (n = 3). Statistical significance was determined
by ANOVA (p < 0.05).

4. Conclusions

Free uncoated GNPs exhibited moderate antibacterial properties, while flavonoids
exhibited weak inhibitory activity against Gram-negative bacteria. The outer membrane
may be the shield of Gram-negative bacteria against this type of natural product because
several flavonoids have previously shown very good potential against Gram-positive
strains. Concentrating flavonoids on the surface of GNPs could maximize their inhibitory
potential against Gram-negative bacteria. Accordingly, we formulated novel flavonoid-
coated gold nano-conjugates to detect their antibacterial properties. We used GSH as a
linker between the surface of GNPs and the flavonoids. To select the best flavonoids to
be coated on the surface of GSH-GNPs, we screened a number of flavonoid derivatives
against four common pathogenic Gram-negative bacteria. Quercetin, kaempferol, and
chrysin were found to be the most active candidates; however, their activity was expressed
in the millimolar range. Coating GSH-GNPs with these flavonoids led to the preparation
of efficient growth-inhibitory nano-conjugates against Gram-negative bacteria. Quercetin-
coated gold nano-conjugate was the most potent one and was able to penetrate the cell
wall of E. coli. These nano-conjugates were able to fight Gram-negative bacteria via two
proposed mechanisms: (i) increasing the bacterial membrane’s rigidity, hence decreasing
its functionality; and (ii) targeting the bacterial subunit B of DNA gyrase (Gyr-B). By
conducting a series of in silico and in vitro experiments, we found that quercetin was the
best flavonoid in terms of its binding efficiency to the GSH-GNPs, increasing the membrane
rigidity and inhibiting Gyr-B. In conclusion, flavonoid-coated GNPs are considered to be
promising antibiotic candidates for further development and evaluation.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/antibiotics10080968/s1. Figure S1: Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy for (a) prepared
GNPs, (b) GNP-kaempferol, (c) GNP-chrysin, and (d) GNP-quercetin. Table S1: MIC absorbance data.
File 1: In Vitro Enzyme Assay.
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Abstract: Tetramycin, a novel polyene agriculture antibiotic, has excellent antimicrobial activity
against many plant pathogens. In this study, the antimicrobial activities of tetramycin and conven-
tional antibiotics on eight common pathogens and their field control efficacies against four serious
diseases in kiwifruit were investigated. The results show that 0.3% tetramycin aqueous solutions
(AS) exhibited the superior antibacterial and antifungal activity against Pseudomonas syringae pv.
actinidiae, Pseudomonas fulva, Agrobacterium tumefaciens, Botryosphaeria dothidea, Phomopsis sp., Al-
ternaria tenuissima, Armillariella mellea and Phytophthora cactorum of kiwifruit pathogens with EC50

values of 1.21, 1.24, 0.72, 0.14, 0.09, 0.16, 0.06 and 0.17 mg kg−1, respectively. These EC50 values
of tetramycin were much higher than those of conventional kasugamycin, zhongshengmycin or
polyoxin. Meanwhile, 0.3% tetramycin AS possessed the good field control efficacies for canker, soft
rot, blossom blight and brown spot disease of kiwifruit with 74.45, 83.55, 84.74 and 89.62%. Moreover,
0.3% tetramycin AS application notably increased fruit resistance substances contents, activated
fruit superoxide dismutase and polyphenoloxidase activities, as well as remarkably enhanced fruit
growth, improved fruit quality and storability. This study highlights that tetramycin can be used as a
preferred alternative to conventional antibiotics in kiwifruit production.

Keywords: tetramycin; antimicrobial activity; kiwifruit disease; conventional antibiotics; stor-
age quality

1. Introduction

Kiwifruit (Actinidia), an emerging, healthy and economical fruit, has been commer-
cially cultivated worldwide on a large scale since the 1970s. The yield and area of kiwifruit
cultivation around the world are continuously increasing in the 21st century, and its plant-
ing area and annual output reached 381,800 hm2 and 5,270,000 tons by 2020 [1,2]. However,
as commercial cultivation of kiwifruit expanded, many diseases gradually appeared in
kiwifruit orchards and have become increasingly prominent and serious problems [3].
These serious diseases include bacterial canker, soft rot, bacterial blossom blight, brown
spot and root rot, etc. For instance, Pseudomonas syringae pv. actinidiae (Psa) is the causal
agent of destructive canker disease in kiwifruit, whose field symptoms include leaders and
trunks often accompanied by oozing exudates, shoot wilting, reddening of the lenticels,
twig dieback, blossom necrosis and leaf spotting [4–6]. Soft rot, which mainly caused by
Botryosphaeria dothidea, Phomopsis sp., Cryptosporiopsis actinidiae, Botrytis inereal, Cylindrocar-
pon sp. and Phoma exigua, is a major disease of postharvest kiwifruit [7–12]. The occurrence
of these diseases seriously affects the quality and yield of kiwifruit, as well as being a
frequent cause of major economic losses worldwide.

Recently, China’s kiwifruit industry has developed rapidly, and its planting area has
reached over 243,000 hm2, with an annual output of nearly 2,500,000 tons. In Guizhou
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Province of Southwest China, the kiwifruit industry has made great contributions to
poverty alleviation and rural revitalization, and its planting area reaches over 40,000 hm2.
Various diseases including canker (Psa), soft rot (B. dothidea and Phomopsis sp.), blossom
blight (Pseudomonas fulva), brown spot (Alternaria tenuissima), crown gall (Agrobacterium
tumefaciens) and root rot (Armillariella mellea and Phytophthora cactorum) are common dis-
eases in kiwifruit planted in Guizhou [12–16]. Although some chemical fungicides have
good antibacterial activity against these pathogens, there are increasing concerns about
the harmful impacts of chemical fungicide residues on human health and the environ-
ment. Moreover, the number of effective control fungicides for these diseases is extremely
limited, as for example, only streptomycin or copper are effective in controlling bacterial
canker [17]. Additionally, chemical fungicides easily induce pathogen resistance [17,18].
Therefore, there is an urgent need to develop safe and effective control technologies for
kiwifruit diseases.

Agricultural antibiotics, as a kind of important biological pesticides, have many
prominent advantages including high efficiency, easy decomposition, no residue and no
environmental pollution, are thus a green, popular and eco-friendly approach to controlling
plant diseases [19,20]. Some conventional antibiotics such as streptomycin, kasugamycin,
zhongshengmycin and polyoxin (Figure 1), have been widely used to control various
plant diseases [17,19–22]. However, we found that these conventional antibiotics exhibited
low efficacy in controlling many diseases of kiwifruit, and streptomycin application in
agricultural production in China has been already limited. Tetramycin, produced by Strep-
tomyces hygrospinosus var. Beijingensis, is a novel 26-member tetraene macrolide antibiotic
containing two active components (tetramycin A and tetramycin B, Figure 1) [23,24]. It
exhibits satisfactory inhibitory bioactivity against numerous plant pathogens, such as
Botrytis cinerea, Colletotrichum scovillei, Pyricularia oryzae, Phytophthora capsici and Passalora
fulva [25–30]. Recently, tetramycin was registered for controlling rice and fruit diseases in
China [25], and has gradually become a preferred alternative to conventional antibiotics
because of its environmental friendliness and low toxicity [31,32]. Up to date, however,
there is little attention paid or documentation available about the application of tetramycin
for the control of various kiwifruit diseases.
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Accordingly, this study was initiated to evaluate the antimicrobial activity of tetramycin
and conventional antibiotics against eight common pathogens of kiwifruit, and to assess
the control efficacy of tetramycin and the conventional antibiotics against canker, soft rot,
blossom blight and brown spot diseases of kiwifruit under field conditions. Moreover, the
effects of tetramycin on the disease resistance, growth and quality of kiwifruit were investi-
gated. The findings should provide a technical basis for the registration and application of
tetramycin for the control of various kiwifruit diseases.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Pathogens and Materials

Psa, B. dothidea, Phomopsis sp., P. fulva, A. tenuissima, A. tumefaciens, A. mellea and P.
cactorum were provided by the Research Center for Engineering Technology of Kiwifruit,
Guizhou University (Guiyang, China), and they had highly pathogenicity. 0.3% tetramycin
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aqueous solutions (AS) was purchased from Liaoning Microke Biological Engineering Co.
Ltd. (Liaoning, China). 5.0% polyoxin AS was obtained from Rushan Hanwei Biotechnol-
ogy Co., Ltd. (Shandong, China). 4.0% kasugamycin wettable powder (WP) was purchased
from Huafeng Chemical Co., Ltd. (Qiqihar, China). 3.0% zhongshengmycin WP was
obtained from Noposion Agrochemicals Co., Ltd. (Shenzhen, China). Potato dextrose agar
(PDA, potato 200 g, dextrose 20 g, agar 15 g, distilled water 1000 mL) and nutrient agar
(NA, beef extract 5.0 g, peptone 10.0 g, NaCl 5 g, distilled water 1000 mL) were purchased
from Xiya Reagent Co. Ltd. (Chengdu, China).

2.2. In Vitro Toxicity Tests

For bacterial pathogens (Psa, P. fulva and A. tumefaciens), the plate colony counting
method was used to determine the in vitro toxicity of bactericides. 1 mL tested solution
of bactericide and 9 mL NA were emptied into the glass petri dishes (90 mm in diameter)
and mixed, 1 mL sterile water was used as control. After solidification, 200 µL bacterial
suspension (1000 cfu mL−1) was evenly coated on the NA plate containing bactericide with
three replicates, and then cultured at 28 ◦C for 48 h. The colony number of each replicate
was observed and counted. The formula for calculating the inhibition rate of bacteria was
as Equation (1):

Inhibition rate (%) = 100 × (Colony counts in control dish − Colony counts in treatment dish)/
Colony counts in control dish

(1)

EC50 (effective concentration of 50% inhibition rate) values were estimated statistically
using the SPSS 18.0 software.

For fungal pathogens (B. dothidea, Phomopsis sp., A. tenuissima, A. mellea and P. cac-
torum), the mycelial growth rate method was used to determine the in vitro toxicity of
fungicides. 9 mL PDA was emptied into the glass Petri dishes. After PDA solidification,
1 mL tested solution of fungicides was evenly coated on the PDA plate, sterile water was
used as control. Then, a 5 mm diameter disc of pathogen which cut from the actively
growing front of a 7 d old colony was placed in the plate center with the inoculum side
down and three replicates. Subsequently, the treated plate cultured at 28 ◦C till the fungal
growth was almost complete in the control plates, the diameters of the fungal growth were
measured. The formula for calculating the growth inhibition of fungal hyphae was as
Equation (2):

Inhibition rate (%) = 100 × [(Mycelial growth diameter in control dish −Mycelial growth
diameter in treatment dish)/(Mycelial growth diameter in control dish − 5)]

(2)

The calculation of EC50 values was the same as above.

2.3. Field Experiments
2.3.1. Study Site

Field experiments were conducted in a kiwifruit garden at Xiuwen Country, Guizhou,
China (26◦79′80.0” N, 106◦56′58.2” E), where serious infestations of bacterial canker, soft
rot, bacterial blossom blight and brown spot of kiwifruit had occurred in previous years.
The cultivar was A. deliciosa cv. Guichang, with a tree age of 5 years and spacing of
3.0 m × 3.0 m, cultivated on concrete ‘T’ type frames. The proportion of male and female
kiwifruit plants was 1:8. The annual rainfall, mean temperature and altitude of the kiwifruit
garden was about 1293 mm, 15~16 ◦C and 1267 m, respectively. The loam soils (0~60 cm
in deep) had 25.94 g kg−1 of organic matter, 1.38 g kg−1 of total nitrogen, 1.65 g kg−1

of total phosphorus, 1.08 g kg−1 of total potassium, 3.96 mg kg−1 of available nitrogen,
4.25 mg kg−1 of available phosphorus, 3.15 mg kg−1 of available potassium, 31.61 mg
kg−1 of available iron, 19.17 mg kg−1 of available manganese, 50.66 mg kg−1 of total zinc,
17.63 cmol kg−1 of exchangeable calcium, and 5.72 of pH value.
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2.3.2. Field Experiment Design of Kiwifruit Canker

The bactericide control experiment of kiwifruit canker was carried out using the
smearing disease spot method. The experimental treatments included 0.3% tetramycin
AS 50 times dilution liquid, 3.0% zhongshengmycin WP 50 times dilution liquid and clear
water (control), and a total of nine plots were arranged randomly with three replicates (the
plot distribution figure see Figure S1 in the Supplementary Materials). Each plot had eight
kiwifruit trees, and the interior six trees were used for determination. The bactericide was
applied in mid-March for three times with an interval of 7 d. The healing rate of the disease
spot was observed and recorded after the three months of application, and the healing rate
and control effect were calculated according to Equations (3) and (4):

Healing rate (%) = 100 × Number of healed disease spots after treatment/Total number of
disease spots before treatment

(3)

Control effect (%) of canker = 100 × (Healing rate of control − Healing rate of treatment)/
(100 − Healing rate of control)

(4)

2.3.3. Field Experiment Design of Soft Rot, Blossom Blight and Brown Spot Diseases
in Kiwifruit

The fungicide control experiment of soft rot, blossom blight and brown spot diseases
in kiwifruit was carried out using the spray method. The experimental treatments included
0.3% tetramycin AS 5000 times dilution liquid, 5.0% polyoxin AS 5000 times dilution
liquid and clear water (CK), and a total of nine plots were also arranged randomly with
three replicates (the plot distribution figure see Figure S2 in the Supplementary Materials).
Similarly, each plot had eight kiwifruit trees, and the interior six trees were used for
determination. In our previous report, the pathogens of soft rot have the two infection
periods on A.delicios. cv. Guichang, one is 20 May to 13 June and other is 2 to 12 August [16].
Moreover, blossom blight often occurs in the flower bud stage (late March to late April),
and brown spot often occurs in the fruit growth stage (early June to late August). Thus,
about 1.00, 1.50 and 2.00 L of fungicide dilution liquid was sprayed on kiwifruit plants
(include bud, leaf and stem) at 19 March, 19 May and 1 August in 2020, respectively. The
incidence rate of disease flower bud was observed and recorded at flowering phase (15
April to 15 May), and the incidence rate and control effect of blossom blight in kiwifruit
were calculated according to Equations (5) and (6):

Incidence rate of disease flower buds (%) = 100 × Number of disease flower buds/
Total number of flower buds

(5)

Control effect (%) of blossom blight = 100 × (Incidence rate of control − Incidence rate of treatment)/
Incidence rate of control

(6)

The disease index and control effect of brown spot in kiwifruit were investigated at 15
August according to Equations (7) and (8). The disease grade of 10 leaves of 6 branches
in each plot was observed and recorded. The grading standard of the incidence degree:
0 = no incidence; 1 = disease spot area is less than 10% of leaf area; 2 = disease spot area is
10~20% of leaf area; 3 = disease spot area is 20~40% of leaf area; 4 = disease spot area is
more than 40% of leaf area; 5 = fallen leaf.

Disease index = 100 × ∑(Disease grade value × Number of leaf within each grade)/
(Total number of leaf × the highest grade)

(7)

Control effect of brown spot (%) = 100 × (Disease index of control − Disease index of treatment)/
Disease index of control

(8)

Two hundred kiwifruits from each plot were randomly collected and divided into
two groups at 1 October in 2020, and stored at 25 ± 1 ◦C. Fruits of the first group were
used to investigate the incidence rate and of control effect soft rot in kiwifruit. Fruits of
other group were used for determining the development and quality parameters of fruit.
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The incidence rate and control effect of soft rot in kiwifruit were investigated according to
Equations (9) and (10).

Incidence rate of disease fruits (%) = 100 × Number of disease fruits/Total number of fruits (9)

Control effect (%) of soft rot = 100 × (Incidence rate of control − Incidence rate of treatment)/
Incidence rate of control

(10)

Because it is difficult to find the continuous occurrence garden of crown gall and root
rot diseases in kiwifruit, thus the field control experiments of tetracycline against crown
gall and root rot diseases were not carried out.

2.4. Analytical Methods

Total phenolics, total flavonoids, superoxide dismutase (SOD) activity and polyphe-
noloxidase (PPO) activity of fruits were analyzed according to Zhang et al. [15,16]. The
development parameters including longitudinal diameters, transverse diameters, lateral
diameters, fruit shape index, single fruit volume and single fruit weight, and the quality
parameters including vitamin C, total soluble sugar, soluble solid, dry matter, soluble
protein, titratable acidity and fruit firmness were also analyzed as described by Zhang
et al. [15,16].

2.5. Statistical Analyses

The mean and standard deviation values of triplicate were presented. All analyses
were performed using SPSS statistical software package release 18.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago,
IL, USA). The difference significances between group means were treated statistically by
one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). Charts were plotted with Origin 10.0 (OriginLab
Inc., Northampton, MA, USA).

3. Results
3.1. Toxicity Effects of Different Antibiotics against Eight Pathogens of Kiwifruit

The toxicities of tetramycin, polyoxin, kasugamycin or zhongshengmycin against eight
pathogens of kiwifruit are shown in Table 1. 0.3% Tetramycin AS exhibited a superior toxic-
ity potential for Psa, P. fulva and A. tumefaciens of bacterial pathogens in kiwifruit with EC50
values of 1.21, 1.24 and 0.72 mg kg−1, which were 101.91, 99.12 and 721.17 folds, or 14.01,
209.06 and 3905.39 folds higher than 4.0% kasugamycin WP or 3.0% zhongshengmycin
WP, respectively. 0.3% tetramycin AS caused the greatest toxicities of mycelium growth
for B. dothidea and Phomopsis sp. of kiwifruit soft rot with EC50 values of 0.14 and 0.09 mg
kg−1, which were 603.36 and 438.67 folds, or 5158.64 and 14515.11 folds higher than 5.0%
polyoxin AS or 4.0% kasugamycin WP, respectively. Moreover, 0.3% tetramycin AS also
possessed superior toxicities for A. tenuissima, A. mellea and P. cactorum of other fungal
pathogens in kiwifruit with EC50 values of 0.16, 0.06 and 0.17 mg kg−1, which were 91.06,
272.33 and 56.59 folds, or 8513.19, 9306.83 and 4665.71 folds higher than 5.0% polyoxin AS
or 4.0% kasugamycin WP, respectively. These results suggest that tetramycin had an ex-
tremely superior antimicrobial activity than conventional antibiotics such as kasugamycin,
zhongshengmycin and polyoxin.

3.2. Field Control Effects of Tetramycin on Canker Disease of Kiwifruit

Table 2 exhibits the field control effects of tetramycin and zhongshengmycin on canker
disease of kiwifruit. Prominently, the healing rate of disease spots in kiwifruit by 0.3%
tetramycin AS was 72.68%, which was significantly (p < 0.01) higher than that of 3.0%
zhongshengmycin WP (50.23%) and control (3.95%). Satisfactorily, the application of
0.3% tetramycin AS exhibited a good control capacity for canker disease of kiwifruit with
control effect of 74.45%, which was significantly (p < 0.01) higher than 45.24% of 3.0%
zhongshengmycin WP.
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Table 1. Toxicities of different antibiotics against eight pathogens of kiwifruit.

Diseases Pathogens Antibiotic Bactericides Regression Equation
Determination

Coefficient
(R2)

EC50 (mg kg−1)

Canker Psa
0.3% Tetramycin AS y = 4.9514 + 0.5947x 0.9839 1.21

4.0% Kasugamycin WP y = 1.9636 + 1.4521x 0.9098 123.31
3.0% Zhongshengmycin WP y = 3.6935 + 1.0628x 0.9923 16.95

Soft rot

B. dothidea
0.3% Tetramycin AS y = 6.0759 + 1.2511x 0.9963 0.14

5.0% Polyoxin AS y = 2.0651 + 1.5223x 0.9931 84.75
4.0% Kasugamycin WP y = 3.1542 + 0.6457x 0.9652 722.21

Phomopsis sp.
0.3% Tetramycin AS y = 1.1510 + 9.3601x 0.9968 0.09

5.0% Polyoxin AS y = 2.3579 + 1.6551x 0.9684 39.48
4.0% Kasugamycin WP y = 2.6214 + 0.7634x 0.9857 1306.36

Blossom blight P. fulva
0.3% Tetramycin AS y = 4.9404 + 0.6414x 0.9744 1.24

4.0% Kasugamycin WP y = 3.6968 + 0.6237x 0.9144 122.91
3.0% Zhongshengmycin WP y = 3.1389 + 0.7711x 0.9040 259.24

Brown spot A. tenuissima
0.3% Tetramycin AS y = 5.7631 + 0.9705x 0.9928 0.16

5.0% Polyoxin AS y = 2.3767 + 2.2548x 0.959 14.57
4.0% Kasugamycin WP y = 4.1000 + 0.2867x 0.9432 1362.11

Crown gall A. tumefaciens
0.3% Tetramycin AS y = 7.3724 + 1.0031x 0.9962 0.72

4.0% Kasugamycin WP y = 3.5950 + 0.6408x 0.9813 519.24
3.0% Zhongshengmycin WP y = 4.1821 + 0.2371x 0.9759 2811.88

Root rot

A. mellea
0.3% Tetramycin AS y = 5.6952 + 0.5530x 0.9922 0.06

5.0% Polyoxin AS y = 4.3471 + 0.5381x 0.9866 16.34
4.0% Kasugamycin WP y = 2.8248 + 0.7971x 0.9801 558.41

P. cactorum
0.3% Tetramycin AS y = 5.2013 + 0.2600x 0.9942 0.17

5.0% Polyoxin AS y = 4.5736 + 0.4337x 0.9915 9.62
4.0% Kasugamycin WP y = 0.8490 + 1.4371x 0.9920 793.17

x and y indicate the concentration of antibiotic bactericide and the inhibition rate of bacteria or fungal, respectively.

Table 2. The control effects of tetramycin and zhongshengmycin on canker disease of kiwifruit.

Treatments Healing Rate of Disease
Spots (%) Control Effect (%)

0.3% Tetramycin AS 72.68 ± 3.46 aA 74.45 ± 3.61 aA

3.0% Zhongshengmycin WP 50.23 ± 2.97 bB 45.24 ± 3.32 bB

CK 3.95 ± 0.38 cC

Values indicate the mean of three replicates ± standard deviation (SD). Different uppercases and lowercases
indicate significant differences between different treatments at 1% level (p < 0.01) and 5% level (p < 0.05),
respectively.

3.3. Field Control Effects of Tetramycin on Soft Rot, Blossom Blight and Brown Spot Diseases
of Kiwifruit

The field control effects of tetramycin and polyoxin on soft rot, blossom blight and
brown spot diseases of kiwifruit are displayed in Table 3. 0.3% Tetramycin AS and 5.0%
polyoxin AS significantly (p < 0.01) decreased the incidence rates of disease fruit and flower
bud in kiwifruit, and significantly (p < 0.01) decreased disease index of brown spot diseases
in kiwifruit, as well as 0.3% tetramycin AS was more effective than 5.0% polyoxin AS. The
control effects of soft rot, blossom blight and brown spot diseases in kiwifruit by 0.3%
tetramycin AS were 83.55, 84.74 and 89.62%, which were significantly (p < 0.01) higher
than 60.83, 34.73 and 55.51% of 5.0% polyoxin AS, respectively. These results indicate that
0.3% tetramycin AS had a superior prevention and control capacity for various diseases in
kiwifruit production.
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Table 3. The control effects of tetramycin and polyoxin on soft rot, blossom blight and brown spot diseases of kiwifruit.

Treatments

Soft Rot Blossom Blight Brown Spot

Incidence Rate
of Disease
Fruit(%)

Control Effect
(%)

Incidence Rate
of Disease

Flower Bud (%)

Control Effect
(%) Disease Index Control Effect

(%)

0.3% Tetramycin AS 9.00 ± 2.65 cC 83.55 ± 3.47 aA 5.25 ± 0.75 cC 84.74 ± 2.60 aA 3.21 ± 0.99 cC 89.62 ± 2.56 aA

5.0% Polyoxin AS 21.00 ± 1.73 bB 60.83 ± 4.63 bB 22.56 ± 2.28 bB 34.73 ± 5.40 bB 13.67 ± 1.86 bB 55.51 ± 3.31 bB

CK 54.00 ± 6.24 aA 34.56 ± 2.03 aA 30.63 ± 1.96 aA

Values indicate the mean of three replicates ± standard deviation (SD). Different uppercases and lowercases indicate significant differences
between different treatments at 1% level (p < 0.01) and 5% level (p < 0.05), respectively.

3.4. The Effects of Tetramycin on Defense-Related Substances and Enzyme Activity in Kiwifruit

Figure 2 depicts the effects of tetramycin and polyoxin on the changes of total phenolics
and total flavonoids, SOD activity and PPO activity in kiwifruit during storage. Total
phenolics content increased gradually during storage, and total phenolics content of 0.3%
tetramycin AS-treated fruits was consistently higher than that of 5.0% polyoxin AS-treated
and control fruits (Figure 2a). Total flavonoids content in kiwifruit increased gradually over
the first 14 d and then decreased on the second 14 d, and total flavonoid content of 0.3%
tetramycin AS-treated fruits was also consistently significant (p < 0.01) higher than that of
5.0% polyoxin AS-treated and control fruits (Figure 2b). Similarly, SOD and PPO activities of
0.3% tetramycin AS-treated fruits were consistently significant (p < 0.01) higher than those
of 5.0% polyoxin AS-treated and control fruits (Figure 2c,d). The spray of 0.3% tetramycin
AS significantly (p < 0.01) inductively enhanced SOD and PPO activities in kiwifruit during
storage, the improved effect was significantly (p < 0.01) higher than that of 5.0% polyoxin AS.
These findings here emphasize that 0.3% tetramycin AS treatment significantly (p < 0.01)
enhanced total phenolics and total flavonoids contents, as well as SOD and PPO activities
of kiwifruit during storage, potentially improving disease resistance.
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3.5. The Effects of Tetramycin on Growth and Quality of Kiwifruit

The effect of tetramycin and polyoxin on kiwifruit growth is shown in Table 4. 0.3%
tetramycin AS application could significantly (p < 0.05) enhance transverse diameter of
fruits compared to 5.0% polyoxin AS treatment and control. Longitudinal diameter, lateral
diameter and fruit shape index of fruits were no significant (p < 0.05) differences in three
treatments. Moreover, the single fruit volume and weight of kiwifruit treated by 0.3%
tetramycin AS were 71.42 cm3 and 80.93 g, which was significantly (p < 0.05) increased
by 2.26 and 4.98%, or 7.34 and 6.22% compared to 5.0% polyoxin AS treatment or control,
respectively. Simultaneously, the enhanced effects of fruit growth by 0.3% tetramycin AS
was higher than those of 5.0% polyoxin AS. These results indicate that 0.3% tetramycin AS
application significantly (p < 0.05) enhanced fruit growth and yield formation.

Table 4. The effects of tetramycin and polyoxin on the development of kiwifruit.

Treatments Longitudinal
Diameter (mm)

Transverse
Diameter (mm)

Lateral
Diameter (mm)

Fruit Shape
Index

Single Fruit
Volume (cm3)

Single Fruit
Weight (g)

0.3% Tetramycin AS 76.60 ± 1.05 a 53.15 ± 0.51 a 41.91 ± 0.82 a 1.61 ± 0.02 a 71.42 ± 1.06 a 80.93 ± 0.86 a

5.0% Polyoxin AS 76.14 ± 0.74 a 51.57 ± 0.50 b 42.49 ± 0.70 a 1.62 ± 0.03 a 69.84 ± 1.69 b 77.10 ± 0.14 b

CK 75.24 ± 0.17 ab 51.05 ± 0.38 b 41.35 ± 0.09 a 1.63 ± 0.01 a 66.50 ± 0.68 c 76.19 ± 0.80 bc

Values indicate the mean of three replicates ± standard deviation (SD). Different lowercases indicates significant differences between
different treatments at 5% level (p < 0.05).

Table 5 displays the nutritional parameters of kiwifruits. 0.3% tetramycin AS ap-
plication significantly (p < 0.05) increased vitamin C, total soluble sugar, soluble solid,
dry matter and soluble protein of fruits, as well as decreased titratable acidity of fruits
compared to 5.0% polyoxin AS treatment and control. While 5.0% polyoxin AS treatment
only significant (p < 0.05) increased dry matter of fruits compared to control. As shown in
Figure 3, firmness decreased more rapidly in 5.0% polyoxin AS treatment and control than
in 0.3% tetramycin AS-treated fruit, 0.3% tetramycin AS application effectively maintained
higher fruit firmness and delayed its decrease. Meanwhile, the effect of spraying 0.3%
tetramycin AS was better than that of 5.0% polyoxin AS. These findings emphasize that
0.3% tetramycin AS application could improve the quality and storability of kiwifruit.

Table 5. The effects of tetramycin and polyoxin on the nutritional quality of kiwifruit.

Treatments Vitamin C
(g kg−1)

Total Soluble
Sugar (%)

Soluble Solid
(%) Dry Matter (%) Soluble Protein

(%)
Titratable

Acidity (%)

0.3% Tetramycin AS 1.89 ± 0.01 a 12.44 ± 0.11 a 1.89 ± 0.01 a 19.50 ± 0.05 a 1.76 ± 0.05 a 1.01 ± 0.01 b

5.0% Polyoxin AS 1.83 ± 0.01 ab 12.08 ± 0.02 b 1.82 ± 0.01 b 19.25 ± 0.10 a 1.74 ± 0.01 a 1.12 ± 0.06 a

CK 1.81 ± 0.01 b 12.07 ± 0.02 b 1.81 ± 0.01 b 18.39 ± 0.08 b 1.71 ± 0.01 ab 1.13 ± 0.03 a

Values indicate the mean of three replicates ± standard deviation (SD). Different lowercases indicates significant differences between
different treatments at 5% level (p < 0.05).
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4. Discussion

Few reports have discussed the antibacterial activity of tetramycin against the pathogens
responsible for plant bacterial diseases. In this study, 0.3% tetramycin AS exhibited signifi-
cant antibacterial activity against Psa, P. fulva and A. tumefaciens, three bacterial pathogens
in kiwifruit, compared to conventional antibiotics such as 4.0% kasugamycin WP and 3.0%
zhongshengmycin WP. The results showed that tetramycin also has a superior antibacterial
activity against some other pathogens. Previous studies have reported that the mycelial
growth of Botrytis cinerea, Colletotrichum scovillei, Pyricularia oryzae, Phytophthora capsici and
Passalora fulva of fungal pathogen were significantly inhibited by tetramycin [25–30]. This
study suggests that 0.3% tetramycin AS caused the greatest toxicities of mycelium growth
for B. dothide, Phomopsis sp., A. tenuissima, A. mellea and P. cactorum of fungal pathogens
in kiwifruit, and EC50 values of tetramycin were much higher than those of conventional
antibiotics polyoxin and kasugamycin. These results extend the antimicrobial spectrum of
tetramycin and provide a basis for the control of various kiwifruit diseases.

The superior antimicrobial activity of a pesticide is the premise for its good better field
control efficacy on plant diseases. In this study, 0.3% tetramycin AS could significantly
enhance the healing rate of disease spots caused by canker, decrease the incidence rates of
diseased fruit and flower budd caused by soft rot and blossom blight, as well as decrease
the disease index caused by brown spot. Satisfactorily, the application of 0.3% tetramycin
AS exhibited good field control efficacies for canker, soft rot, blossom blight and brown spot
disease of kiwifruit with 74.45, 83.55, 84.74 and 89.62%, which were significantly (p < 0.01)
higher than those of conventional antibiotics 3.0% zhongshengmycin WP or 5.0% polyoxin
AS. Song et al. shown that tetramycin had effective protective and curative activity against
B. cinerea [26], and the aforementioned results also confirm that tetramycin is an agricultural
antibiotic with both protective and curative functions against plant diseases. Moreover,
tetramycin, a mixture polyene antibiotic, has excellently antimicrobial activity and unique
mode of action, which are unlikely to lead to resistance development [30,32]. The results
show that 0.3% tetramycin AS could effectively control various kiwifruit diseases, which
successfully achieves the multi-purpose effects of one pesticide and availably reduces the
use of various pesticides in kiwifruit production, as well as better implements the “double
reduction of chemical fertilizers and pesticides” action in China. In order to evaluate
the potential risk of tetracycline application on the imbalance of microbial population in
kiwifruit, it is thus essential to study the microbial composition of kiwifruit leaves, stems
and fruits after tetracycline application in the future researches.

Phenolics and flavonoids, as two important types of plant secondary metabolites,
play extremely important roles in systemic resistance of plants [16]. In this study, 0.3%
tetramycin AS significantly (p < 0.01) enhanced total phenolics and total flavonoids contents
of kiwifruit during storage. The findings emphasize that 0.3% tetramycin AS application
promoted the healthy growth of kiwifruit plants and fruits, as well as it possibly induced
systemic resistance to inhibit disease development by plant or fruit. SOD and PPO are
important defense enzymes associated with plant disease resistance [16]. Zhong et al. [33]
reported that tetramycin could induce plant disease resistance by activating PPO, pheny-
lalanine ammonia lyase (PAL) and perox-idase (POD) activities. The results presented here
show that 0.3% tetramycin AS significantly enhanced SOD and PPO activities in kiwifruit
during storage and increased the disease resistance of fruit, which is consistent with the
above report. Moreover, 0.3% tetramycin AS application could significantly (p < 0.05) en-
hance transverse diameter, volume, weight, vitamin C, total soluble sugar, soluble solid, dry
matter and soluble protein of fruits and decrease titratable acidity of fruits, as well as main-
tain high fruit firmness and delay its decrease. These findings imply that 0.3% tetramycin
AS application could reliably decrease the occurrence of various kiwifruit diseases, and
then promote its favorable growth, yield increase, quality and storability improvement.

Tetramycin is a novel 26-member tetraene macrolide antibiotic with environmental
friendliness and low toxicity. Generally, kiwifruit cannot be eaten directly after harvest
because of it has a soft ripening period of more than 20 d at room temperature. In this
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study, the extremely low 0.3% tetramycin AS application concentration (5000 times dilution
liquid), long safety interval period (1 August to 1 October, 60 d) and long soft ripening
period (more than 20 d) could effectively eliminate tetramycin residues in kiwifruit. The
food safety risks caused by tetramycin are extremely low, and the public can rest assured to
eat kiwifruit. Therefore, tetramycin can be used as a preferred alternative to conventional
antibiotics in kiwifruit production, and 0.3% tetramycin AS 5000 times dilution liquid is a
safe, beneficial and suitable concentration.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, the present study demonstrates that tetramycin has superior antimi-
crobial activity against eight kiwifruit pathogens, which much higher than that of the
conventional antibiotics polyoxin, kasugamycin and zhongshengmycin. 0.3% Tetramycin
AS could effectively control the canker, soft rot, blossom blight and brown spot diseases
in kiwifruit, and remarkably enhance phenolics and flavonoids contents, as well as SOD
and PPO activities of kiwifruit during storage. Moreover, 0.3% tetramycin AS could re-
liably enhance fruit growth, quality and storability of kiwifruit. This study highlights
that the tetramycin is a preferred alternative to conventional antibiotics for controlling
kiwifruit diseases.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/2079-6
382/10/3/289/s1. Figure S1. The plot distribution figure of field experiment of kiwifruit canker.
Figure S2. The plot distribution figure of field experiment of soft rot, blossom blight and brown spot
diseases in kiwifruit.
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Abstract: Multidrug-resistant (MDR) bacteria are increasing due to the abuse and misuse of antibi-
otics, and nosocomial infections by MDR bacteria are also increasing. The aim of this study was to
identify new substances that can target MDR bacteria among 12 plant extracts that are known to have
antibacterial effects. The experiments were performed by the disk diffusion test and microdilution
minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) test, as described by the Clinical and Laboratory Standards
Institute (CLSI). By screening against methicillin-sensitive Staphylococcus aureus (MSSA), grapefruit
seed extract (GSE) was selected from 12 plant extracts for subsequent experiments. GSE showed
antibacterial effects against methicillin-resistant S. aureus (MRSA) and vancomycin-resistant S. aureus
(VRSA) in the disk diffusion test. Even at the lowest concentration, GSE showed antibacterial activity
in the microdilution MIC test. As a result, we can conclude that GSE is a naturally derived antibacte-
rial substance that exhibits a favorable antibacterial effect even at a very low concentration, so it is a
good candidate for a natural substance that can be used to prevent or reduce nosocomial infections
as coating for materials used in medical contexts or by mixing a small amount with other materials.

Keywords: multidrug-resistant bacteria; nosocomial infection; plant extract; grapefruit seed extract;
antibacterial activity

1. Introduction

The number of bacterial strains that are resistant to antibiotics continues to increase due
to the misuse and abuse of antibiotics. Among these, bacteria that are resistant to several
antibiotics are called multidrug-resistant (MDR) bacteria. For example, methicillin-resistant
Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA), which was first identified in the early 1960s [1], is resistant to
other beta-lactam antibiotics, including those in the penicillin class and cephalosporin class,
in addition to methicillin [2]. MDR bacteria constitute the leading cause of nosocomial
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infection, and outcomes in patients infected with MDR bacteria tend to be worse than
for those infected by more sensitive organisms [3–5]. In addition, the mortality rate
from MDR bacteria such as MRSA is significantly higher than for susceptible strains [6].
Therefore, efforts to discover new substances that can target MDR bacteria have become
increasingly important.

Antibacterial effects are being studied in various fields, such as tissue engineering [7–9],
and many experiments have been conducted to identify new substances that can target
antibiotic-resistant bacteria. Recently, antimicrobial activity experiments using nanoparti-
cles (NPs) have been actively conducted. The antibacterial effects of nanoparticles such as
silver, gold, and ZnO have already been confirmed for over a decade and are still actively
being studied [10–14]. In addition, these nanoparticles have also shown antibacterial effects
against MDR bacteria such as vancomycin-resistant Enterococcus (VRE) and MRSA [15–19].
In addition to nanoparticles, interest in natural products as substitutes for traditional an-
tibiotics to fight multidrug-resistant pathogens has greatly increased [20]. The antibacterial
effect of honeydew honey and the antibacterial effects of plant extracts such as black pepper
extract, grapefruit seed extract (GSE), and coral Hibiscus extract have been proven in many
papers [21–27].

Natural products have long been used as the basis for treatment [28]. Most of the
drugs on the market today are natural-based products or their derivatives [29], suggesting
that natural-based products may be better accepted by the body and more successful
than synthetic chemicals [30]. Therefore, we focused on natural products, especially
plant extracts.

In this study, 12 plant extracts known for having antibacterial activity were analyzed by
disk diffusion test against MSSA. From this screening test, only GSE showed antibacterial
effect. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to evaluate the antibacterial activity of GSE
against MDR bacteria such as MRSA and VRSA, which cause serious problems through
nosocomial infection, and investigate the cause of the antibacterial effect of GSE.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Bacterial Strains and Culture Conditions

S. aureus ATCC6538 (MSSA) and S. aureus ATCC33591 (MRSA) were purchased from
American Type Culture Collection (ATCC; Manassas, VA, USA). S. aureus CCARM3795
(MRSA) was purchased from the Culture Collection of Antimicrobial Resistant Microbes
(Nowon-gu, Seoul, Korea). VRSA48, which was clinically isolated, was generously pro-
vided by the Korea Research Institute of Bioscience & Biotechnology (KRIBB, Yuseong-gu,
Daejeon, Korea) through Prof. Jin-Hwan Kwak of Handong Global University (HGU,
Buk-gu, Pohang, Korea). All strains, which had been kept as glycerol stock solutions in a
−80 ◦C deep freezer, were streaked on tryptic soy agar (TSA, Difco Laboratories, Becton
Dickinson, Sparks, MD, USA) plates and incubated at 35 ◦C ± 2 ◦C for 18 h. A single colony,
after incubation, was transferred to tryptic soy broth (TSB, Difco Laboratories, Sparks, MD,
USA) and incubated with shaking at 35 ◦C ± 2 ◦C for 18 h. To achieve the desired con-
centration, dilutions were performed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; Gibco, Grand
Island, NY, USA) for the disk diffusion test and TSB media for the microdilution minimum
inhibitory concentration (MIC) test.

2.2. Plant Extracts and Antimicrobial Agents

Among the natural extracts already used in soaps and cosmetics on the market, but not
applicable for biomedical settings now, twelve extracts that have antibacterial activity and
are considered economical were purchased and used. Bamboo extract was purchased
from KoreaSimilac (Pocheon, Gyeonggi-do, Korea). Refined wood vinegar, rosemary, Pi-
nus densiflora leaf, Sophora, Cinnamomum cassia bark, Hibiscus sabdariffa flower, Chamomilla
recutita (Matricaria) flower, Centella asiatica, Houttuynia cordata, and Yucca extracts were
purchased from HERBFLORA (Dobong-gu, Seoul, Korea). Grapefruit seed extract (GSE)
was purchased from CANDLEIKEA (Jung-gu, Seoul, Korea). Bamboo, rosemary, Sophora,
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Centella asiatica, Houttuynia cordata, and Yucca extracts were extracted by hot water extrac-
tion. Cinnamomum cassia bark, Hibiscus sabdariffa flower, and Chamomilla recutita (Matricaria)
flower extracts were extracted by low temperature extraction. The extraction types for
refined wood vinegar, Pinus densiflora leaf, and Grapefruit seed extracts are unrevealed due
to the company’s confidentiality. Vancomycin (VAN), oxacillin (OXA), and linezolid (LZD)
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA).

2.3. pH Measurements

The pH of GSE, 76% G (76% glycerol), and pH 76% G (pH-adjusted 76% glyc-
erol) were measured with a pH meter (inoLab pH 7110, WTW, Weilheim, Germany).
The 76% glycerol solution was prepared by adding distilled water (DW) to glycerol (≥99.0%,
Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA), and pH 76% G was derived from 76% G using acetic
acid. The electrode was soaked in each solution at room temperature (24 ◦C), and each
measurement was repeated three times and averaged.

2.4. GSE Analysis by LC-MS and LC-MS/MS

GSE was analyzed by liquid chromatography/mass spectrometry (LC-MS) and liquid
chromatography/tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) with an Ultimate 3000 RS-Q-
Exactive Orbitrap Plus (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) at the Yonsei Center
for Research Facilities (YCRF, Seodaemun-gu, Seoul, Korea). For the negative-mode LC
condition, an Acquity UPLC BEH C18 (1.7 µm, 2.1 × 100 mm) was used as an LC column
at 40 ◦C. The injection volume was 3 µL. The run time was 12 min. The mobile phase
consisting of solvent A, 6.5 mM ammonium bicarbonate in DW, and solvent B, 6.5 mM
ammonium bicarbonate in acetonitrile (ACN) was delivered at a flow rate of 0.4 mL/min.
The following linear gradient was used: 0 min, 0% B; 1 min, 10% B; 9 min, 100% B;
12 min; 10% B. The electrospray ionization (ESI) (negative ionization mode) conditions
were capillary voltage was 3.0 kV, S-lens RF level was 45, capillary temperature was 370 ◦C,
and aux gas heater temperature was 285 ◦C. The sheath and aux gas flows were 60 and 20,
respectively.

2.5. In Vitro Studies
2.5.1. Disk Diffusion Test

All strains that were grown on TSA plates at 35 ◦C ± 2 ◦C for 18 h were subcultured
separately into 3 mL of TSB media at 35 ◦C ± 2 ◦C for 18 h. The cultured bacteria were
diluted using PBS to obtain bacterial cell densities of approximately 1~2 × 108 CFU (colony
forming unit)/mL, and then the diluted bacterial suspensions were spread using sterilized
cotton swabs on TSA plates (100 mm × 15 mm). Bacterial concentration was determined
by measuring the optical density at 600 nm with a spectrophotometer. The actual number
of colonies was confirmed by diluting the bacterial culture solution that was diluted to the
desired concentration to 103 CFU/mL, dropping 100 µL on an MHA plate, spreading and
incubating. After allowing the surface of each medium to dry for 3–5 min, ADVANTEC
paper disks (8 mm/0.7 mm) that had been sterilized with ethylene gas were placed on TSA
plates and pressed with forceps to ensure complete contact with each agar surface. For the
screening test, 20 µL of plant extract and linezolid (1.5 mg/mL) were loaded onto paper
disks on agar plates spread with S. aureus ATCC6538 (MSSA). To check the antibacterial
effect of GSE on MDR bacteria, 20 µL of GSE and linezolid (1.5 mg/mL) were loaded onto
paper disks on separate agar plates spread with MSSA and MDR bacteria. To investigate
the effects of glycerol and pH on bacterial growth, 20 µL of GSE, 76% G, pH 76% G and
linezolid (1.5 mg/mL) were loaded separately onto paper disks on plates spread with
MSSA or MDR bacteria, and then agar plates were incubated at 35 ◦C ± 2 ◦C for 18 h.
After incubation, the diameters of the inhibition zones were measured from edge to edge
across the centers of the disks. All experiments were conducted 3 times.
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2.5.2. Microdilution MIC Test

The MICs of GSE, 76% G, pH 76% G, pH 76% G with naringin (1.7 mg/mL), and antimi-
crobial agents were determined using the twofold microdilution broth method. Naringin
was dissolved in DMSO first and then diluted with pH 76% G, and all other test compounds
were diluted with DW. GSE, 76% G, pH 76% G, and pH 76% G with naringin (1.7 mg/mL)
were diluted to yield 10 concentrations from undiluted solution to 1/512, and antimicrobial
agents were diluted to yield 10 concentrations from 64 µg to 0.125 µg/mL. All strains that
were grown on TSA plates at 35 ◦C ± 2 ◦C for 18 h were subcultured into 3 mL of TSB
media at 35 ◦C ± 2 ◦C for 18 h. The cultured bacterial broth suspensions were diluted
using TSB media to obtain bacterial cell densities of approximately 1 × 106 CFU/mL.
One-hundred microliters of each diluted bacterial suspension were seeded in 96-well plates
containing 100 µL of serially diluted test compounds to achieve a bacterial concentration
of 5 × 105 CFU/well, which also resulted in 1/2 dilution of test compounds. The 96-well
plates were incubated at 35 ◦C ± 2 ◦C for 18 h. MICs were defined as the lowest concen-
trations that completely inhibited the growth of bacteria when viewed with the unaided
eye. As the MIC test was performed by finding the MIC values of the antibiotics for each
bacterium several times, each MIC test including GSE was completed in one experiment.

2.6. Statistical Analysis

All data are shown as mean ± SD. In each experiment, n is the number of repeated
trials. Statistical significance was determined by unpaired, two-tailed t-tests for differences
between two groups and using one-way ANOVA and Dunnett’s multiple comparisons
tests for differences among more than two groups. GraphPad Prism 8 software (San Diego,
CA, USA) was used.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Antibacterial Effect of GSE in Disk Diffusion Test

Among the commercially available plant extracts, 12 types of extracts that are known
to have antibacterial effects were purchased, and the antibacterial activities of 12 extracts
(specified as numbers in Table S1) were analyzed against MSSA ATCC6538 (Figure S1)
by the disk diffusion test. The disk diffusion test is a standard method described by
the Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute (CLSI) and is an experimental method
that can quickly and easily evaluate the antibacterial activity of many compounds [31].
If an extract exerts an antibacterial effect, an inhibition zone will form around the paper
disk where the extract was dropped. A highly effective antibacterial agent produces a
wide ring without bacterial growth, whereas an ineffective antibacterial agent shows no
change in the concentration of bacteria around it. Except for GSE, the other plant extracts
showed no antibacterial effects against MSSA in the disk diffusion test. For subsequent
experiments, therefore, only GSE was used. GSE showed inhibition zones against MDR
bacteria (MRSA and VRSA) as well as MSSA (Figure 1). The inhibition zones of GSE
against MSSA, MRSA 33591, MRSA 3795, and VRSA48 were 18.3 ± 0.6 mm, 16.8 ± 0.6 mm,
18.8 ± 0.3 mm, and 16.4 ± 0.4 mm, respectively (n = 3). In the experiment with VRSA48,
there were two circles surrounding the GSE paper disk. One was a small circle (real inhi-
bition zone), and the other was a larger circle (zone of incomplete inhibition of bacterial
growth). Therefore, the smaller circle was measured as the inhibition zone. GSE showed
antibacterial effects against all tested bacteria. The inhibition zones of LZD, which was used
as a control, against MSSA, MRSA 33591, MRSA 3795, and VRSA48, were 28.8 ± 0.3 mm,
29.3 ± 0.6 mm, 24.6 ± 0.5 mm, and 25.7 ± 0.4 mm, respectively (n = 3). These diameter
values were illustrated with bar graphs. All tested bacteria were susceptible to LZD, accord-
ing to the CLSI guidelines (≥21 mm for Staphylococcus spp.) [31]. Although the inhibition
zone for GSE was smaller than that of LZD, the antibacterial effect of GSE was confirmed
through a disk diffusion test. In the next experiment, the pH and percentage of the solvent
of the GSE were measured because the antibacterial effect of GSE may occur due to the
solvent in which the GSE was dissolved or the acidic properties of the GSE itself.
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Figure 1. Disk diffusion tests and inhibition zone diameters for Grapefruit seed extract (GSE)
and linezolid (LZD) against methicillin-sensitive Staphylococcus aureus (MSSA), methicillin-resistant
S. aureus (MRSA), and VRSA. (A) S. aureus ATCC 6538 (MSSA), (B) S. aureus ATCC 33591 (MRSA),
(C) S. aureus CCARM 3795 (MRSA), and (D) vancomycin-resistant S. aureus (VRSA48). The concen-
tration of LZD was 30 µg/disk, following the CLSI guidelines. The diameters of the inhibition zones
for GSE and LZD are illustrated by the bar graphs as the means ± SD (n = 3). All tested bacteria were
susceptible to LZD, according to the CLSI guidelines (≥21 mm for Staphylococcus spp.), and GSE also
showed antibacterial effects against all tested bacteria. p values were calculated using two-tailed,
unpaired t-tests in this figure. **** p < 0.0001.

3.2. GSE Characterization

As the pH or solvent of GSE solutions could affect bacterial growth, the pH of the
GSE and the percentage solvent were measured with a pH meter (inoLab pH 7110, Ger-
many) and an LC-MS/MS system (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA), respec-
tively. Glycerol was analyzed quantitatively because we had received information from
HERBFLORA (Seoul, Korea) that the GSE extract was dissolved in glycerol that is highly
effective for obtaining phenolic compounds [32]. It was confirmed that the pH of GSE
was 2.90 ± 0.04 (n = 3) and that the GSE extract was dissolved in 76% glycerol (Figure 2).
Based on these results, 76% glycerol (76% G throughout the paper) was prepared, and pH-
adjusted 76% glycerol (pH 76% G throughout the paper) was prepared from 76% G using
acetic acid. The pH of 76% G and pH 76% G were measured using a pH meter (inoLab
pH 7110, Germany) and showed pH values of 4.37 ± 0.06 and 2.94 ± 0.01, respectively
(n = 3). The pH 76% G was prepared carefully without any significant difference from the
pH of GSE. The antibacterial effect of GSE is already known, and since it is known that GSE
contains flavonoids with antimicrobial effects, flavonoids were also analyzed by LC-MS
and LC-MS/MS in addition to glycerol [25,26,33–35]. GSE is known to contain relatively
large amounts of the flavonoid naringin, so naringin was quantitatively analyzed. Glycerol
and naringin were analyzed by LC-MS/MS, and the other flavonoids hesperidin, eriocitrin,
poncirin, and quercetin were analyzed by LC-MS. To measure the concentration of glycerol
and naringin in GSE, reference compounds glycerol (≥99.0%, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis,
MO, USA) and naringin (≥95.0%, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) were purchased.
These reagents dissolved in DW were measured by LC-MS/MS, and then compared with
GSE analysis results. Glycerol concentration was measured at 762.544 mg/mL (it was
considered to be 760 mg/mL, 76%) at 0.63 min, and naringin concentration was determined
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as 1.726 mg/mL (it was considered to be 1.7 mg/mL) at 3.64 min. From the LC-MS results,
quercetin and hesperidin were identified at 0.74 min and 3.70 min, respectively, in GSE
(Figure S2). However, because the quercetin and hesperidin concentrations were very low,
no peaks were seen in Figure 2B. Eriocitrin and poncirin were not detected in GSE.
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Figure 2. GSE characterization. (A) The pH values for GSE, 76% G, and pH 76% G. The pH values of the tested compounds
are illustrated by the bar graphs as the means ± SD (n = 3). The pH 76% G was prepared from 76% G using acetic acid, and it
did not show any significant difference from the pH value of GSE. (B) LC-MS/MS results of GSE. Glycerol and naringin
were analyzed by LC-MS/MS and LC-MS for quercetin and hesperidin. Because the peaks for quercetin and hesperidin
were too small (not visible on the graph), their peaks were replaced by dashed boxes. The numbers above the arrows and
peaks represent the retention times. p values were calculated using one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple comparisons
test in this figure. ns, not significant; **** p < 0.0001.

3.3. Antibacterial Effects of Solvent and pH of GSE in Disk Diffusion Tests

GSE dissolved in 76% G was analyzed, and it also had a low pH value. Because high
concentrations of glycerol and low pH can affect bacterial growth [36,37], the antimicrobial
activity of 76% G and pH 76% G was evaluated along with GSE and LZD. In disk diffusion
tests, GSE and LZD showed effects almost identical to those shown in Figure 1, but 76% G
and pH 76% G did not show any inhibition zones against any tested bacteria (Figure 3).
Therefore, 76% G and pH 76% G were marked as N.D. (not detected) in bar graphs. In the
experiment with VRSA48, it appeared that an inhibition zone formed in the glycerol group,
but bacterial growth was checked inside the circle which resembled an inhibition zone.
From disk diffusion tests, we found that glycerol and the pH of GSE have little effect on
the antibacterial effect of GSE.
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Figure 3. Disk diffusion tests and inhibition zone diameters for the tested compounds and LZD against MSSA, MRSA,
and VRSA. (A) S. aureus ATCC 6538 (MSSA), (B) S. aureus ATCC 33591 (MRSA), (C) S. aureus CCARM 3795 (MRSA),
and (D) VRSA48. The concentration of LZD was 30 µg/disk. N.D. means that an inhibition zone was not detected.
The diameters of the inhibition zones for GSE and LZD are illustrated by the bar graphs as means ± SD (n = 3). GSE and
LZD showed antibacterial effects, as shown in Figure 1, but 76% G and pH 76% G did not show any inhibition zones.
This indicates that glycerol and the pH of GSE have little influence on the antibacterial effect of GSE. p values were calculated
using one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple comparisons test in this figure. **** p < 0.0001.

3.4. Antibacterial Effects of Solvent and pH of GSE in Microdilution MIC Test

To further investigate whether glycerol or the pH of GSE influenced the antimicro-
bial activity of GSE, microdilution MIC tests were performed. The MIC test is also a
standard method described by the CLSI. This method is more detailed than the disk
diffusion test because it shows antibacterial effects according to various concentrations.
In the 96-well plate figures, the MICs of pH 76% G and 76% G are indicated by red
arrows and the MICs of antibiotics by blue arrows. The MIC of GSE and the MIC for
>32 µg/mL antibiotic are not indicated. In MIC tests, GSE showed potent antibacterial
activity against all tested bacteria. Even at a concentration of 1/1024, the growth of all
tested bacteria was suppressed. The red dots that resemble bacterial colonies at the 1/64
and 1/128 concentrations and the turbidity seen in the other concentration groups were
the result of the influence of the GSE itself (Figure S3), and it was confirmed that bacteria
did not grow in the 1/2 through the 1/1024 concentrations by checking values of CFU
(data not shown). The 76% G and pH 76% G treatments showed slight antibacterial ef-
fects in MIC tests. pH 76% G showed a MIC value one level lower (1/4 concentration)
than that for 76% G (1/2 concentration), except for MRSA. For MRSA, both 76% G and
pH 76% G showed a MIC value at 1/2 concentration. Antibiotics were used as controls
to check if the experiment was performed properly, and they were also used to check
MRSA and VRSA. MSSA and MRSA can be distinguished through the OXA MIC value
(≥4 µg/mL, MRSA), and VRSA can be identified through the VAN MIC value
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(≥16 µg/mL, VRSA) [31]. VAN, OXA, and LZD showed MIC values of 1 µg/mL, 0.25 µg/mL,
and 2 µg/mL against MSSA, respectively. VAN, OXA, and LZD showed MIC values of
1 µg/mL, >32 µg/mL, and 1 µg/mL against MRSA 33591, respectively. VAN, OXA,
and LZD showed MIC values of 1 µg/mL, >32 µg/mL, and 1 µg/mL against MRSA
3795, respectively. VAN, OXA, and LZD showed MIC values of >32 µg/mL, >32 µg/mL,
and 4 µg/mL against VRSA48, respectively. These results are illustrated as bar graphs.
The MICs of GSE, pH 76% G, and 76% G can be read as values of the left y-axis (red arrow),
and MICs of antibiotics can be read as values of the right y-axis (blue arrow). GSE was
expressed as <1/1024, as bacteria did not grow even at 1/1024 concentration in any experi-
mental groups. For antibiotics, MIC was expressed as >32 if the growth of bacteria was
not inhibited even at a concentration of 32 µg/mL. Based on these antibiotic MIC values,
MSSA, MRSA, and VRSA could be identified, and the reliability of the experiment was
confirmed. As the MIC test was performed by finding the MIC values of the antibiotics for
each bacterial strain several times, each MIC test including that for GSE was completed in
one experiment. In disk diffusion tests and MIC tests, it was confirmed that the pH and
glycerol did not significantly affect the antimicrobial activity of GSE. This result signifies
that there are substances that affect the antibacterial activity of GSE in addition to the pH
and solvent of GSE. Several articles related to the antibacterial activity of GSE or other
plants have indicated that flavonoids have antibacterial activity [38–40]. GSE contained
a large amount of the flavonoid naringin, so the following experiment was conducted by
focusing on naringin.

3.5. Antibacterial Effect of Naringin

The antimicrobial activity of naringin against several bacterial species, including
S. aureus, has already been confirmed in several papers [39,41–43]. The experiment was
conducted after preparing a pH 76% G solution containing 1.7 mg/mL naringin. It is
indicated as “pH 76% G (naringin)” in figures. In the 96-well plate figures, the MICs of
pH 76% G and 76% G are indicated by red arrows, and antibiotic MICs are indicated by
blue arrows. The MIC of GSE and the MICs for >32 µg/mL antibiotic are not indicated.
In the bar graphs, the MICs of GSE and pH 76% G (naringin) can be read as values of the
left y-axis (red arrow), and MICs of antibiotics can be read as values of the right y-axis
(blue arrow). Compared to the results in Figure 4, GSE and antibiotics showed identical
MIC values. The pH 76% G (naringin) also showed the same effects as pH 76% G without
naringin against MSSA, MRSA 33591, MRSA 3795, and VRSA48. From the results of Figure
5, we knew that naringin did not play an important role in the antibacterial activity of GSE.
The antibacterial effect of GSE can be exhibited by benzethonium chloride, a preservative
commonly used in commercial GSE [44], but the GSE used in this experiment was confirmed
by the manufacturer to be free of benzethonium chloride. Furthermore, the antimicrobial
effect of GSE may result from synergistic effects of flavonoids [45]. However, because
the concentrations of flavonoids other than naringin are quite small, the probability of a
synergistic effect is very low. These our experiments and results can indirectly support the
claim that the other phenolic compounds other than flavonoids in GSE contribute to the
antimicrobial effects of GSE [46]. However, LC-MS/MS analysis was conducted without
removing the solvent (glycerol) to find out the concentration of glycerol and to eliminate
the potential risk that the filter to make concentrated GSE could filter out substances with
antibacterial activity. Therefore, an experiment to analyze concentrated GSE is required,
and then additional experiments to confirm the antibacterial activity of flavonoids and
other phenolic compounds are required.
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335591 and 3795 showed OXA MIC values >32 µg/mL, confirmed to be MRSA, and VRSA48 also 
showed MIC values >32 µg/mL for OXA and VAN, confirming VRSA. The GSE showed MIC values 

Figure 4. Microdilution minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) tests for compounds and antibiotics
tested against MSSA, MRSA, and VRSA. (A) S. aureus ATCC 6538 (MSSA), (B) S. aureus ATCC 33591
(MRSA), (C) S. aureus CCARM 3795 (MRSA), and (D) VRSA48. P is a positive control without any
antimicrobial agents, and N is a negative control with only media and DW. In the 96-well plate,
from left to right, the tested compound concentrations were 1/2 to 1/1024, and the concentrations of
antibiotics were 32 to 0.06 µg/mL. The MICs of pH 76% G and 76% G are indicated by red arrows,
and those for antibiotics are indicated by blue arrows. MIC values <1/1024 or >32 µg/mL are not
indicated by arrows. The MIC values of the tested compounds and antibiotics for each of the bacterial
strains are also illustrated by bar graphs next to the 96-well plate figures. In the bar graph, the MIC
values of the tested compounds can be read along the left y-axis indicated by the red arrow, and the
MIC values of antibiotics along the right y-axis are indicated by the blue arrow. MRSA 335591 and
3795 showed OXA MIC values >32 µg/mL, confirmed to be MRSA, and VRSA48 also showed MIC
values >32 µg/mL for OXA and VAN, confirming VRSA. The GSE showed MIC values of <1/1024
concentration for all tested bacteria. Excluding MRSA 33591, pH 76% G showed an MIC value
(1/4 concentration) lower than 76% G (1/2 concentration), but it was still insufficient to explain the
antibacterial effect of GSE.
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Figure 5. Microdilution MIC test with naringin against MSSA, MRSA, and VRSA. (A) S. aureus ATCC
6538 (MSSA), (B) S. aureus ATCC 33591 (MRSA), (C) S. aureus CCARM 3795 (MRSA), and (D) VRSA48.
P is a positive control without any antimicrobial agents, and N is a negative control with only media
and DW. In the 96-well plate, from left to right, the GSE and pH 76% G (naringin) concentrations
were 1/2 to 1/1024, and the concentrations of antibiotics were 32 to 0.06 µg/mL. The MICs of pH
76% G (naringin) are indicated by red arrows, and antibiotic MICs are indicated by blue arrows.
MIC values <1/1024 or >32 µg/mL are not indicated by arrows. The MIC values for GSE, pH 76% G
(naringin), and antibiotics for each of the bacterial strains are also illustrated by bar graphs next to
the 96-well plate figures. In the bar graphs, the MIC values of GSE and pH 76% G (naringin) can be
read along the left y-axis indicated by the red arrow, and the MIC values of antibiotics can be read
along the right y-axis indicated by the blue arrow. GSE and the antibiotics showed the same effect,
as shown in Figure 4. The pH 76% G (naringin) did not show a better effect than the pH 76% G.
This indicates that substances other than naringin in GSE affect the antibacterial activity of GSE.
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4. Conclusions

There are many papers on the antibacterial activity of GSE. They have shown antibac-
terial activity of GSE against MDR bacteria such as MRSA and VRE (vancomycin-resistant
enterococci). However, the antibacterial effect of GSE on VRSA was first mentioned in
this paper. GSE showed antibacterial activity against MSSA, MRSA, and VRSA in disk
diffusion and microdilution MIC tests. The experiments were conducted with glycerol,
acidic conditions, and naringin, which were expected to have antimicrobial activity, but the
antibacterial effect of GSE was not sufficiently explained. Nevertheless, since GSE exerts
favorable antimicrobial activity against not only MSSA but also MDR bacteria, it can be a
valuable natural substance for preventing or reducing nosocomial infection, and further
analysis is likely to be needed.
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Abstract: Green nanotechnology has significant applications in various biomedical science fields.
In this study, green-synthesized silver nanoparticles, prepared by using Catharanthus roseus
and Azadirachta indica extracts, were characterized using UV–Vis spectroscopy, dynamic light
scattering, X-ray diffraction, scanning electron microscopy, and transmission electron microscopy.
Silver nanoparticles (Ag NPs) synthesized from leaf extracts of C. roseus and A. indica effectively
inhibited the growth of multidrug-resistant (MDR) bacteria isolated from patients with septic wound
infections. The maximum bacteriolytic activity of the green-synthesized Ag NPs of C. roseus and
A. indica against the MDR bacterium K. Pneumoniae was shown by a zone of inhibition of 19 and 16 mm,
respectively. C. roseus Ag NPs exhibited more bacteriolytic activity than A. indica Ag NPs in terms of
the zone of inhibition. Moreover, these particles were effective in healing wounds in BALB/c mice.
Ag NPs of C. roseus and A. indica enhanced wound healing by 94% ± 1% and 87% ± 1%, respectively.
Our data suggest that Ag NPs from C. roseus and A. indicia ameliorate excision wounds, and wound
healing could be due to their effective antimicrobial activity against MDR bacteria. Hence, these Ag
NPs could be potential therapeutic agents for the treatment of wounds.

Keywords: silver nanoparticles; green synthesis method; Catharanthus roseus; Azadirachta indica;
multidrug-resistant bacteria; wound healing

1. Introduction

Burn injuries, wounds, and diabetic foot ulcers (DFUs) are global public health problems and
a leading cause of mortality and amputations. The healing of burns, wounds, and DFUs involves a
dynamic and complex network that requires continuous communication between cells in the form of
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cytokine release, cell-to-cell contacts, and cell-to-matrix interactions. The use of nanomedicines has
increased enormously, and nanomaterials have been shown to offer promising strategies to optimize and
improve the treatment of numerous disorders, including burns and wounds, owing to their unique small
size, large surface area, and large surface-to-volume ratio. Hence, nanoparticles are considered magic
bullets that are used in fundamental tasks in science, medicine, and different biotechnological fields,
including imaging, biosensors, targeted drug delivery, and disease therapy [1,2]. More importantly,
nanoparticles have played a role in delivering drugs, light, heat, and many substances to specific
cancer cells in several biological applications. Metal nanoparticles are eminently illustrated as having
antioxidant, anticancer, anti-inflammatory, and antimicrobial activities and play a role in wound
healing [3–5]. Prior to antibiotic discovery, silver(Ag) was widely used as an antimicrobial agent to treat
wound infections [6].However, after the discovery and abundant application of antibiotics, silver usage
subsided because of its toxic nature and the easy applicability of antibiotics. Researchers have gained
interest in using silver nanoparticles (Ag NPs) coupled with phytochemicals for use as antibacterial,
antifungal, and anticancer agents [7].

Green synthesis of nanoparticles has gained attention because of its advantages, including being
nontoxic, safe for humans, eco-friendly, and economically viable, compared to chemical and physical
synthesis methods [8]. Instead of using silver alone, Ag NPs coupled with phytoextracts have gained
more interest because of their action on bacterial and fungal pathogens and promotion of wound
healing. Green-synthesized Ag NPs have been extensively used in biomedicine, purification of water,
cosmetics, the food industry, numerous household products, and clothing [9,10]. Using plant extracts,
Ag NPs synthesis has recently advanced, and it is now safe, allows convenient collection, and can
utilize a wide range of metabolites for promoting the bioreduction of Ag+ (silver ions). Jha et al.
demonstrated that plant leaf chemical constituents are precisely implicated in the lessening of silver ions
and the formation of silver nanoparticles [11]. It has been shown that Ag NPs and crude phytoextracts
successfully inhibit multidrug-resistant (MDR) bacterial growth [12–15]. The antifungal capacity of
green-synthesized Ag NPs has gained only marginal attention from researchers in the field of plant
pathology [2,16]. Biological methods implicated in Ag NPs synthesis utilize natural plant leaf extracts
that act as both reductants and capping agents [17,18].

In folk medicine, Catharanthus roseus (C. roseus; also known as “Sadabahar” or “Madagascar
periwinkle”), which belongs to the “Apocynaceae” family, is widely known as a significant medicinal
plant that is used for the treatment of many maladies [19]. C. roseus leaves and roots are a
source of fundamental anticancer drugs such as vincristine and vinblastine; its phytochemicals,
including alkaloids, have been shown to have antihypertensive and anticancer effects [20]. Native to
the Indian subcontinent, Azadirachta indica (A. indica) is another medicinal plant belonging to the
“Meliaceae” family; it is typically grown in tropical and subtropical regions. A. indica is an abundant
source of triterpenoid phytochemicals, like limonoids, that are enriched with powerful medicinal
properties, including anti-inflammatory, antioxidant, anticancer, and anti-helminthic activities, as well
as natural insecticidal activities [21]. A. indica leaves, cork, seeds, and oil are widely used in healthcare
products and in Sidda, Unani, and Ayurveda medicine.

To control bacterial infections of septic wounds, many conventional antibiotics have been tested
by researchers to maintain sterile conditions on wounds and possibly enhance their healing rate.
However, due to the overconsumption of antibiotics, mutations in DNA, transposons, and R-plasmids
of bacteria may result in the development of drug resistance [22]. Prolonged antibiotic administration
may inhibit the growth of natural flora and also affect the synthesis of various biomolecules such
as growth factors and cytokines. Worldwide, even in developed nations, skin infections due to
microbes are the cause of approximately 42–65% of total skin-related morbidity, occurring particularly
among children [23]. Ansari et al. demonstrated that microbial species such as Staphylococcus aureus
were frequently colonized on human skin and wounds can cause several types of infections on the
skin [24]. S. aureus infections on the skin’s soft tissue can spread intothe surroundings, causingsevere
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diseases such as bacteremia [25]. Silver nanoparticles promote the production of free oxygen radicals,
which oxidize the bacterial molecular structure through the delivery of silver (Ag+) ions [26].

Biosynthesized Ag NPs have distinct advantages in medical fields, act as antimicrobials, and are
used for drug delivery [27,28]. Because of their size advantage (7–20 nm), Ag NPs act as drug carriers
that inhibit the growth of microbes and detoxify most microbial contaminations by disrupting cell
membranes and blocking various biological molecules [29]. Biosynthesized Ag NPs are widely utilized
as antibacterial components against several MDR bacteria and also reduce the development of antibiotic
resistance. Because of their small size, biosynthesized Ag NPs accumulate on the cellular membranes
of bacteria and cause an imbalance in microbial membrane integrity, leading to the death of the targeted
bacteria, irrespective of their drug-resistant nature [30]. The mechanism of activity of biosynthesized
Ag NPs is not completely understood; the significant general approaches of their activity are as follows:

• Biosynthesized Ag NPs release free silver ions that traverse into cells, causing further breakdown
of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) generation and promotingthe replication of DNA.

• Ag NPs, along with Ag+ ions, enhance the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) in an
antioxidant mechanism.

• Ag NPs cause cell membrane damage directly.

Commonly described mechanisms begin with silver ion release [31], followed by ROS
generation [13,32] and cell membrane damage, but many ambiguous findings have been reported.
Generally, the metal form of silver (Ag) nanocrystallites represents an optical peak at 3KeV because of
their surface plasmon resonance [33].

The current study is mainly focused on the green synthesis of Ag NPs from leaf extracts
of C. roseus and A. indica and the characterization of their morphological and structural properties.
Antibacterial efficacy of the characterized nanoparticles was evaluated using the isolates of septic wound
infections, such as MDR Escherichia coli, Klebsiella pneumoniae, Staphylococcus aureus, and Pseudomonas
aeruginosa. The wound-healing efficacy of Ag NPs of C. roseus and A. indica was determined by using
in-vivo studies on BALB/c mice through wound excision models. Green-synthesized Ag NPs were
produced without using any toxic chemicals or physical approaches and required a low concentration
of leaf extract. The method we used to synthesize Ag NPs is easy, inexpensive, and simple to
implement. Currently, there is an improved awareness of green synthesis as eco-friendly, stable,
safe, and economical, and successful antimicrobial agents have a wide range of applications in
healthcare products [34]. Phyto-derived Ag NPs are an especially important resource in the medical
research field [35]. We synthesized Ag NPs from aqueous leaf extracts of C. roseus and A. indica;
then, we characterized them via X-ray diffraction (XRD), Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy
(FT-IR), dynamic light scattering (DLS), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with energy dispersive
X-ray analysis (SEM-EDX), and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analyses; finally, we showed
their antibacterial efficacy against MDR bacteria and wound healing capacity using an animal model.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Bioreduction and Synthesis of Ag NPs

Ag NPs were synthesized from C. roseus (C Ag NPs) and A. indica (A Ag NPs) leaf extracts;
the development of a brownish color was observed immediately after adding phytoextracts to 1 mM
silver nitrate (AgNO3) due to the bioreduction of silver (Ag+) ions into silver nanoparticles (Ag NPs).
Different concentrations (1to 5 mM) of AgNO3 with phytoextracts exhibited the appearance of a
dark brown color, confirming the formation of Ag NPs, as shown in Figure 1A. The development of
color was enhanced with time because of Ag+ reduction. During the synthesis of Ag NPs, due to the
presence of biomass in the reaction mixture, the color changed from yellow-brown to darkish-brown.
Here, biomass plays an essential role in the biosynthesis of Ag NPs. According to Mulvaney, the color
change in the suspensions is due to the Ag NPs excitation of surface plasmonresonance vibrations [35].
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Phytochemicals such as alkaloids, phenolic compounds, terpenoids, enzyme proteins, coenzymes,
and sugars reduce metal (Ag) salts from a positive-oxidation state to a zero-oxidation state. The size
and size distribution of metallic silver nanoparticles significantly depend on the biocompounds present
in the extract. The presence of a strong reductantin the leaf extract enhances the bioreduction rate and
favors the formation of smaller nanoparticles.
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Figure 1. (A) Bioreduction of silver nanoparticles from Catharanthus roseus (top panel) and Azadirachta
indica (bottom panel) leaf extracts. (B) UV–Vis spectroscopy analysis of biosynthesized silver
nanoparticles of Catharanthus roseus (a) and Azadirachta indica (b) plant leaf extracts.

2.2. UV–Vis Spectra Analysis of Ag NPs

The structural characterization of green-synthesized nanoparticles was performed by UV–Vis
spectral analysis. Mixing C. roseus and A. indica leaf extract suspensions with 1 to 5mM AgNO3 changed
the color from light yellow-brown to dark brown, as mentioned above Figure 1A. As the reaction
progressed, the color transformation revealed a reduction of Ag+ from silver nitrate to nanosilver,
which was detected by the absorption maxima peak in the range of 300to 500 nm. The samples
were observed periodically in the UV–Vis spectrometer at various concentrations of AgNO3 (1 to
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5 mM), along with AgNO3 alone and phytoextracts without the addition of AgNO3. At the same time,
the samples were monitored by UV–Vis spectroscopy, which revealed a sharp peak at 315–360 nm in
C. roseus and at 410–440 nm in A. indica, as shown in Figure 1B. These data confirmed the formation
of Ag NPs from the phytoextracts. We did not observe an increase in absorbance with increasing
concentrations of AgNO3 with C Ag NPs. The lack of dependence on increasing concentration in C
Ag NPs may be due to their particle size formation during the synthesis of Ag NPs from C. roseus
phytoextract with AgNO3. This may be because an increase in concentration increases the density
of nanoparticles. Furthermore, the surface plasmonresonance (SPR) peak gradually shifted towards
red with respect to the concentration. The shift towards red indicates that the particle size gradually
increases with concentration. Curve sharpness also increased with concentration, which may be due to
the formation of spherical and cubical nanoparticles. This is illustrated in the UV–Vis spectra through
the rise in absorbance and shift of the SPR peaks [36–38]. In biologically synthesized nanoparticles,
there was a considerable shift in the absorption maxima. Narayan et al. showed that the free electrons in
metal nanoparticles allowed the SPR absorption band in the UV–Vis spectrum [7]. Such a characteristic
change in color was due to the excitation of SPR in the metal nanoparticles of the plant leaf extracts that
reacted with the 1 mM silver nitrate (AgNO3) suspension. The UV–Vis spectra of the reaction mixture,
at a range of wavelengths varying within 300–600 nm, showed a sharp peak at 320–335 and 420–440 nm
in C. roseus and A. indica, respectively [36,37]. According to Udayasoorian et al., a sharp absorption
band illustrates a spherical shape, and two other SPR bands are related to anisotropic particles [38].
According to Wiley et al., this method was used to investigate the shape and size of nanoparticles in
liquid solutions [39].Hence, the UV–Vis spectroscopic findings verified that C. roseus and A. indica
phytoextracts reduce silver-to-silver nanoparticles (Ag NPs). Bhakya and coworkers observed that
peaks exploit the cubic structure and crystalline properties of biosynthesized silver nanoparticles in
nanoscale units [40].

2.3. X-ray Diffraction Studies

The crystalline nature of the green-synthesized Ag NPs from plant leaf extracts demonstrated
that specific peaks were observed in the spectra analysis using the X-ray diffraction (XRD) method
(Rigaku, Miniflex). The Ag NPs X-ray diffraction spectrum demonstrated sharp scattering peaks at
2θ = 27.9◦, 32.2◦, 34.6◦, 38.4◦, 44.2◦, 57.8◦, 64.7◦, and 77.4◦, corresponding to the (210), (113), (200), (111),
(124), (240), (226), and (300) planes of the face-centered cubic crystal structure for silver (Ag), as depicted
in Figure 2A. Four Bragg’s reflection patterns at 2θ = 32.2◦, 38.4◦, 44.2◦, and 64.7◦ and in the spectrum
varying in the range of 10–90 are represented by the conventional XRD method. The XRD spectrum
patterns were considerably associated with (113), (111), (124), and (240). The lattice planes in the XRD
spectrum were confirmed and crosschecked with the standard referral peak values (JCPDS Files no.
84-0173 and 04-0783), demonstrating that the synthesized Ag NPs were crystalline. The XRD spectra
showed that the C. roseus and A. indica leaf extracts produced Ag NPs, and their crystalline nature was
confirmed through the XRD method. The XRD peaks of the green-synthesized Ag NPs, with reference
values, showed that Ag NPs were produced. The formed nanoparticles were confirmed via sharp peaks,
and their 2θ values were 27.9◦, 32.2◦, 34.6◦, 38.4◦, 44.2◦, 57.8◦, 64.7◦, and 77.4◦, corresponding to (210),
(113), (200), (111), (124), (240), (226), and (300), respectively, for Ag. Our XRD results demonstrated that
the Ag NPs produced through the reduction of silver (Ag+) ions with C. roseus and A. indica extracts
were crystalline in nature. Our data are consistent with earlier reports [41,42]. Unidentified peaks
(peaks 27.9◦, 34.6◦, and 57.9◦) were observed, and it was recognized that the phytochemicals acted as
capping agents for Ag NPs production [43]. In addition, Ag NPs (around 20 nm) with a face-centered
crystalline cubic structure were confirmed. Shameli et al. demonstrated that the XRD pattern of Ag NPs
showed a crystalline property in cubic form [44]. Bhakya and coworkers observed that peaks indicate
a cubic structure and the crystalline properties of biosynthesized Ag NPs in nanoscale units [40].
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proteins that affect the formation of Ag NPs through reduction [45]. 

Figure 2. (A) X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis of Catharanthus roseus silver nanoparticles (C Ag NPs)
and Azadirachta indica silver nanoparticles (A Ag NPs).(B) FTIR spectra of Catharanthus roseus silver
nanoparticles (C Ag NPs) and Azadirachta indica silver nanoparticles (A Ag NPs).

2.4. FTIR Analysis

A conventional Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) approach was used to identify secondary
metabolites involved in reducing and capping for the synthesis of Ag NPs. FTIR spectra were recorded
by employing potassium bromide (KBr) disks using an FTIR spectrometer (Perkin Elmer, Spectrum 2)
with a wavenumber of 4000 to 400 cm−1. The characteristic FTIR spectrum of green-synthesized Ag
NPs, as depicted in Figure 2B, showed peaks at 3433, 2854, 2924, 1632, 1384, and 1034 cm−1. In this
spectrum, a sharp absorption signal peak at 3433 cm−1 is related to the N–H bond of amine groups
of green-synthesized Ag NPs and provides stabilization of Ag NPs. Hence, the occurrence of N–H
group-specific proteins and enzymes correspond to the reduction of AgNO3 to Ag [32]. A comparative
study of the FTIR spectrum ofthe control shows the most important signal peaks of ~3433, 1632,
and 1384 cm−1, illustrating the N–H group’s presence on the surface of Ag NPs. According to Mishra
et al., the cell-free extract might contain biomolecules such as peptides and proteins that affect the
formation of Ag NPs through reduction [45].

The wide peak at 3433 cm−1 demonstratesan amide (N–H) stretching vibration of the NH2 group,
and OH with overlapping stretching vibration for water is recognized in A. indica. FTIR visible peaks
with N–H and OH bond stretching at 3433 cm−1 clearly illustratesthe functional groups present in the
green-synthesized C. roseus and A. indica Ag NPs, as shown individually in Appendix A and Figure A1.
Another peak at 1632 cm−1 belongs to the stretching of C=O and a sharp signal peak at 2854 cm−1 could
berelatedto the alkyne group in the leaf extracts of C. roseus and A. indica. The visible sharp signals at
1384 cm−1 represent C–O–C and C–O bonds. These visible signals are mainly related to flavonoids and
terpenoids specifically present in plant extracts of C. roseus and A. indica [46,47]. These findings are in
agreement with existing literature and confirmed that many bioorganic constituents from C. roseus and
A. indica extracts produced persistent capping agents on green-synthesized Ag NPs [48].

2.5. Dynamic Light Scattering

We measured the distribution, typical particle size, and polydispersity index (PDI) of
green-synthesized Ag NPs using dynamic light scattering (DLS).DLS data illustrated that the Ag
NPs produced by the green route had a 31.4 diameter with Z, as reported by the distributions of size
in number percentage. Briefly, 20.5 nm is related to qO (number density distribution) and is based
on the number percentage correlated with a polydispersity index of 0.65, demonstrating that the
green-synthesized Ag NPs were greatly diffusive in suspensions (Figure 3). Using this approach, it was
found that the nanoparticles hydrodynamic diameter was greater than the original diameter obtained
from SEM and TEM images. Hence, due to electrostatic repulsions of the green-synthesized Ag NPs,
the zeta potential value −15.2 represents great stability in water. The bioorganic constituents in the
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suspension serve as spacers to avoid agglomeration between Ag NPs. The TEM images assist the steric
stabilization process, and the DLS study showed that Ag NPs biosynthesized through the green route
resulted in a 35.69 nm average diameter. A polydispersity index (PDI) of 0.56 demonstrated that the
green-synthesized Ag NPs were widely dispersed in a liquid medium. In DLS, the average particle
size of C Ag NPs was 110 nm, with a range of 80–250 nm, and the average particle size of A Ag NPs
was 60 nm, with various ranges of 40–80 nm, as indicated in Figure A2.
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Figure 3. The hydrodynamic size determination of green-synthesized Ag NPs of Catharanthus roseus
(A) and Azadirachta indica (B) by dynamic light scattering (DLS).

2.6. Scanning Electron Microscopy

The morphology of the green-synthesized Ag NPs was analyzed by scanning electron
microscopy [49], and the pictures showthe cubic structure and unique shape of the nanoparticles
produced with a 48–67 nm diameter range.

Analysis by the energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectrum revealed that the incidence of silver
elemental signals confirmed that the formed particles were Ag NPs through the bioreduction mechanism
of leaf extracts with AgNO3. The y-axis represents the number of X-ray counts, and the x-axis represents
energy in keV. The sharp elemental signal peaks showed the most significant emission energies for Ag,
and these lines in the EDX spectrum confirmed that Ag had been properly recognized.

The silver peak was from Ag NPs, and its atomic percentage was 13.1% in C. roseus and 19.9% in
A. indica, as shown in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. In C. roseus, except for Ag, the atomic percentages
of carbon (C), chlorine (Cl), oxygen (O), and aluminum (Al) were 48.5%, 30%, 6.7%, and 0.9%,
respectively. In A. indica, except for Ag, the atomic percentages of carbon (C), chlorine (Cl), oxygen (O),
and aluminum (Al) were 38.5%, 38.5%, 1.7%, and 1.2%, respectively.The peak of carbon in the spectrum
represents the adsorbed constituents of the leaf extracts, and the other peaks of oxygen and chlorine
are formed because of plant element adsorption over Ag NPs. Carbon is a fundamental chemical
constituent in both the C. roseus and A. indica leaf chemical structures. In C. roseus and A. indica,
carbon sources are abundant in leaf extracts. The synthesized Ag NPs were washed several times with
double-distilled water after synthesis to minimize contamination. Because ofthe agglomeration of
phytochemicals present on the Ag NPs, there was a high amount of carbon on the green-synthesized
Ag NPs. The presence of a high content of aluminum (Al) was probably due to the inclusion of the
microscope stage in the analysis. Apart from carbon, the remaining elements showed a drastically
decreased atomic percentage compared with silver; the EDX spectrum gives evidence of formed
particles through bioreduction of plant leaf extracts, with AgNO3 confirmed as Ag NPs.
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2.7. Transmission Electron Microscopy

The morphology (size and shape) of C Ag NPs and A Ag NPs were analyzed using TEM (JEOL,
Japan) at an operating voltage of 200 kV. The synthesized C Ag NPs and A Ag NPs were transferred into
a new vial. The sample was prepared by mixing with 95% alcohol and then 15 min of ultra-sonication
in an ultrasonic water bath. A nanoparticlesaqueous solution (5 µL) was placed on coated carbon
grids and air-dried immediately before screening. TEM grids were prepared by placing a drop of
particle solution on a carbon-coated Cu grid and drying under a lamp. The characteristics of the Ag
NPs synthesized using C. roseus and A. indica leaf aqueous extracts were examined using TEM. Ag NPs
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Figure 6. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of biosynthesized silver nanoparticles from
(A) Catharanthus roseus and (B) Azadirachta indica plant extracts.

TEM images of the green-synthesized Ag NPs revealed that silver nanoparticles were
predominantly spherical in shape; a few agglomerated Ag NPs were also observed, which indicates
possible sedimentation at a later time. C. roseus TEM images revealed that there was variation in
particle sizes, with a range from 20 to 50 nm, and the average particle size was found to be 30 nm [50].
The TEM images showed that the Ag NPs were agglomerated and embedded in a dense, thick pattern,
possibly acting as stabilizing chemical constituents in the leaf extracts of C. roseus and A. indica.

2.8. Antibacterial Activity of Silver Nanoparticles

2.8.1. Antibiotic Susceptibility Test

The green-synthesized C Ag NPs and A Ag NPs showed effective bacteriolytic activity against
MDR bacteria (E. coli, K. pneumoniae, S. aureus, and P. aeruginosa) isolated from wound infections.
The green-synthesized C Ag NPs showed high antibacterial activity against both gram-negative (E. coli,
K. pneumonia, P. aeruginosa) and gram-positive (S. aureus) bacteriaby showing a wider range of inhibitory
zones compared to A Ag NPs at various concentrations (10, 30, 60, 90, and 120 µg/µL), as shown in
Figure 7 and Table 1. The maximum bacteriolytic activity of green-synthesized C Ag NPs and A Ag
NPs was shown as 19and 16-mm zones of inhibition at the highest concentration against K. pneumoniae,
respectively. C Ag NPs showed more bacteriolytic activity at all tested concentrations compared to
A Ag NPs, as described in Table 1.The saturation dose of Ag NPs for that specific tested species was
optimized at lower concentrations, so the inhibition zone did not increase even when the doses of
Ag NPs were increased. The exact mechanism of green-synthesized Ag NPs dose-exclusion in MDR
bacteria is still unknown.
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Figure 7. (a)Antibiotic susceptibility activity of biosynthesized silver nanoparticles (C Ag NPs and A Ag
NPs) demonstrated by the disc diffusion method in multidrug-resistant (MDR) bacteria. (b) Graphical
representation of antibiotic susceptibility activity of green-synthesized Ag NPs. EC—Escherichia coli,
KP—Klebsiella pneumoniae, SA—Staphylococcus aureus, and PA—Pseudomonas aeruginosa.

Table 1. Antibiotic susceptibility test of MDR bacteria and the zone of inhibition for different
concentrations of green-synthesized silver nanoparticles.

Ag NPs
Conc.

C. roseus Silver Nanoparticles
(Mean Zone of Inhibition in mm)

A. indica Silver Nanoparticles
(Mean Zone of Inhibition in mm)

EC KP SA PA EC KP SA PA

10 µg/µL 7 11 8 6 4 4 2 2

30 µg/µL 11 13 12 12 6 5 5 5

60 µg/µL 12 16 15 14 9 11 9 8

90 µg/µL 15 17 15 16 10 15 12 10

120 µg/µL 17 19 19 17 12 16 14 12

EC—Escherichia coli, KP—Klebsiella pneumoniae, SA—Staphylococcus aureus, and PA—Pseudomonas aeruginosa.

2.8.2. Bacterial Reduction Assay

The bacterial growth inhibitory activity of C Ag NPs and A Ag NPs against MDR bacteria
(E. coli, K. pneumoniae, S. aureus,and P. aeruginosa) at various time points (1, 3, 5, and 7 h of incubation)
and concentrations (ranging from 10 to 100 µg/µL) were measured using a bacterial reduction assay.
Interestingly, P. aeruginosa (80 µg/µL) required a higher amount of green-synthesized nanoparticles
of C. roseus and A. indica to inhibit growth than the gram-positive bacteria S. aureus (10 µg/µL).
For K. pneumoniae and E. coli, 10 µg/µL of synthesized nanoparticles was required for the inhibition of
growth of MDR bacteria. The nanoparticles that were green-synthesized with different concentrations
of A. indica and C. roseus were proven effective antibacterial agents against MDR bacteria. The results
for C Ag NPs and A Ag NPs are represented in Figure 8A,B, respectively. The bacterial growth on
MH-Agar (Mueller-Hinton agar) of E. coli and K. pneumoniae showed that lower concentrations of C Ag
NPs (40–50 µg/µL) are optimum for inhibition. There is no significant inhibitory action obtained by
increasing the concentration of C Ag NPs on MH-Agar for E. coli and K. pneumoniae. Therefore, 50 µL
is the optimum/saturated concentration required for inhibitory action on S. aureus and P. Aeruginosa by
C Ag NPs. No significant inhibitory action on bacterial growth was observedby increasing the dose
volume of C Ag NPs. The tested species, especially S. aureus and P. aeruginosa, probably follow the
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dose-exclusion mechanism.However, at the highest concentration (100 µL), we found bacteriolytic
activity in almost all strains. The exact mechanism of the inhibitory action of green-synthesized Ag
NPs on bacterial growth is not known. The green-synthesized C Ag NPs and A Ag NPs showed
significant bacteriolytic activity compared with several other plant extracts alone or silver nitrate
alone. Yliniemi et al. demonstrated that the biosynthesized Ag NPs effectively cause cell death of
MDR bacteria through various mechanisms of action on bacterial respiration and cell membrane
permeability [51]. Rai et al. and other groups revealed that the smaller size of biosynthesized Ag NPs
provides a large surface area, which ensures a more significant outcome compared with commercial
silver (Ag) on bacteria [52–54]. Gurunathan et al. demonstrated the dose-dependent bactericidal
activity of Ag NPs at concentrations ranging from 0.1 to 1.0 µg mL−1 against two gram-negative
and two gram-positive bacterial strains. They showed that the antibacterial activity of Ag NPs at
low concentrations was more effective against gram-negative bacteria than gram-positive bacteria.
They found that cell viability was reduced, and no growth at MIC values was observed for both strains.
Thus, the bactericidal effect depends on the concentration, and it is specific for each bacterial strain.
Positively charged Ag NPs show bactericidal and bacteriostatic activity, as reviewed by Roy et al.
(2019). They found that the antibacterial activity of Ag NPs at a 100 µg mL−1 concentration was
slightly higher than that at 450 µg mL−1 compared to the control [55,56]. Our data demonstrated that
although there was no dependence on concentration, at a higher concentration (100 µL), we observed
bactericidal activity using a bacterial reduction assay.
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According to Sahayaraj et al., biosynthesized Ag NPs further attached to the cell surface of bacteria
and entered the bacteria, leading to DNA replication, interruption of adenosine triphosphate (ATP)
production, and ROS generation, directly affecting the cell framework [57]. Moreover, the silver
bactericidal effect was possibly related to the inactivation of phosphomannose isomerase catalysis
and is involved in the transition of mannose-6-phosphate to fructose -6-phosphate, a key arbitrate in
glycolysis and a common sugar catabolism mechanism in microorganisms [58].

2.9. Wound-Healing Efficacy of Silver Nanoparticles In Vivo

The wound-healing efficacy of C Ag NPs and A Ag NPs was evaluated using female BALB/c mice
using an excision wound-healing model with 5 mm biopsy punches. The wounds were generated
on the skin surface dorsally, nano-formulations were applied on alternate days (on days 1, 3, 5, 7, 9,
11), and pictures were taken. Povidone–iodine ointment that is available on the market was used as a
positive control for treated mice. As depicted in Figure 9A, green-synthesized silver nanoparticles
(C Ag NPs and A Ag NPs)-treated mice showed enhanced wound constriction efficacy when compared
to control and positive-control groups. The wound beds where the green-synthesized Ag NPs
were topically applied showed no microbial growth, hemorrhage, or formation of pus throughout
treatment, while the control group wounds showed remarkable irritation. The green-synthesized
silver-nanoparticles-treated animals showed better wound-healing capacity from day 1 onwards
and decreased wound size throughout the remaining days of treatment when compared to control
group animals. At the end of the study, the wounds exhibited approximately 94% ± 1% (p < 0.01)
constriction after treatment with C Ag NPs and 87% ± 1% (p < 0.01) closure in the A Ag NPs group,
whereas the control wound exhibited approximately 74% ± 1% closure and the positive control
(povidone–iodine) and vehicle control (Vaseline) wounds showed 79% ± 1% and 76% ± 1% wound
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constriction, respectively (Figure 9B and Table 2).The decreased size of wounds and increased healing
efficacy could possibly be explained by the green-synthesized Ag NPs microbial efficacy towards
microbial infection surrounding the region of the wound. Mondal et al. demonstrated that tissue
regeneration of damaged sites is well-recognized in wound healing experiments, and the outcomes
were satisfactory in earlier studies of wound constriction [59].The C Ag NPs-treated group showed
an improvement in whole wound appearance following decreased irritation, as shown by alleviated
inflammation and negligible bruising on day 11 of the experiment. The experimental results revealed
that the healing capacity of wounds treated with C. roseus silver nanoparticles was greater than that of
A. indica silver nanoparticles.
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Figure 9. (A) Representative photographs showing wound closure after treatment with green-
synthesized silver nanoparticles of C. roseus and A. indica (1% w/w) and control groups on days 0, 1, 3, 5,
7, 9, and 11. (B) Effect of topical application of green-synthesized silver nanoparticles of C. roseus and
A. indica (1% w/w) on percent wound closure on different days in BALB/c mice.
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Table 2. Percentage of wound contraction in BALB/c mice excision wound model. Note: mean± SE.

Group Treatment Groups
% of Wound Contraction in Days

1 3 5 7 9 11

Group-I Control 4 ± 1 24 ± 4 40 ± 5 48 ± 3 65 ± 3 74 ± 1

Group-II Betadine
(Povidone–Iodine) 5 ± 1 23 ± 3 32 ± 5 53 ± 4 69 ± 1 79 ± 1

Group-III Vaseline 4 ± 1 24 ± 3 36 ± 3 55 ± 2 68 ± 1 76 ± 1

Group-IV 1% C. roseus Ag NPs 5 ± 1 29 ± 3 45 ± 3 60 ± 2 83 ± 1 94 ± 1

Group-V 1% A. indica Ag NPs 5 ± 1 23 ± 2 46 ± 2 59 ± 4 78 ± 2 87 ± 1

According to Tian et al., the significant action of green-synthesized Ag NPs in the healing of
wounds in mice is attributed to faster regeneration, which is preferred for improved appearanceand
occurs in a dose-dependent manner. In addition, green-synthesized Ag NPs showed positive results
throughout the experiment due to their antibacterial efficacy and ability to decrease inflammation of
wounds by diminishing the infiltration of mast cells and lymphocytes and the modification of cytokines
with a fibrogenic nature [60]. Correspondingly, Liu et al. showed the efficacy of green-synthesized Ag
NPs in epidermal re-epithelialization and dermal contraction, demonstrating that green-synthesized Ag
NPs might enhance the percentage of wound constriction. Their characteristic wound-healing nature
was explained by enhanced keratinocytes production and their movement in damaged wound sites [61].
Additionally, green-synthesized Ag NPs may possibly improve the differentiation of fibroblasts to
myofibroblasts, thus increasing the healing capacity of wounds [62].

In the current study, the biosynthesized Ag NPs demonstrated significant potency in wound
healing by enhancing the proliferation and migration of fibroblasts. The Ag NPs synthesized from
C. roseus and A. indica enhanced the differentiation of fibroblasts into myofibroblasts and eventually
improved wound contraction [63]. Nowadays, Ag NPs coated with biomedical products are commonly
used to avoid microbial ailments by enhancing the healing capacity of wounds [64]. Current in vitro
and in vivo studies have proven that the synthesized Ag NPs show effective antimicrobial activity
against MDR bacteria that causes infections on the skin.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Leaf Extracts Preparation from C. roseus and A. indica

Leaf extracts from C. roseus and A. indica plants were prepared and used to synthesize silver
nanoparticles. Young leaves of C. roseus and A. indica were obtained from Yogi Vemana University
(14.473786◦ N, 78.711482◦ E; premises in Kadapa, Andhra Pradesh, India). Leaves were cleaned
thoroughly to remove the debris and other organic constituents and dried at 37 ◦C. Powder was made
from dried leaves, and 10 g of this powder was mixed with 100 mL distilled water (10% w/v) in a
conical flask and then boiled for 1 h at 80 ◦C. The brown leaf extract was filtered through Whatmann
No. 1 paper and preserved at 4 ◦C.

3.2. Preparation of Silver Nanoparticlesfrom Leaf Extract

Green synthesis of silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) was performed following the method of
Sulaiman et al. [65]. Phytoextracts (1 mL) were mixed with different concentrations of silver nitrate
(AgNO3) (GR Merck, India), ranging from 1–5 mM. This step was carried out at 37 ◦C in the dark to
reduce AgNO3. The reduction of silver ions to silver nanoparticles was determined by the change in
color to dark brown. The prepared Ag NPs were also validated using spectroscopy.
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3.3. Microbial Strains

Prevalent MDR bacterial strains were generously gifted to us by the Microbiology Department of
Yogi Vemana University. The potent drug-resistant bacterial strains of E. coli, K. pneumoniae, S. aureus,
and P. aeruginosa were utilized to evaluate the antibacterial and wound healing properties of silver
nanoparticles of C. roseus and A. indica.

3.4. Silver Nanoparticles Characterization

Ag NPs were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD) using Rigaku Miniflex with Cu Kα radians
at 2θ angles varying from 20◦ to 80◦. Optical properties were investigated using DRS UV Visible spectra,
with a frequency varying from 500 to 4000 cm−1 and 4 cm−1 resolution.FTIR spectra were recorded by
employing KBr disks using an FTIR spectrometer (Perkin Elmer, Spectrum 2) with a wave number
of 4000–400 cm−1 [66]. Dynamic light scattering was performed using a Zetasizer-Nano ZS based on
a conventional approach with several variations. Silver nanoparticles (100 µg/mol) were sonicated
for 2 min, and dynamic particle sizes were assessed by adding two drops of nanoparticles into 10 mL
of Millipore water. Once the nanoparticles were widely dispersed in water, the nanoparticles size
was measured with a DLS analyzer. The analyses were repeated many times to attain a standard size
of nanoparticles. Ag NPs (1 mg/mL) were prepared in Milli-Q water and used for further analysis.
The morphology, particle size, and microstructure of Ag NPs were examined by high-resolution
scanning electron microscopy [46] (Nikon, Japan). Briefly, 1 mg/mL of Ag NPs was sonicated to obtain a
homogenous suspension. A sonicated stock solution was used for the size measurement of silver, which
was diluted many times. Images were captured using one drop of dried gold-coated sample. Particle
size, shape morphology, and fine pattern were evaluated with higher resolution TEM in a JEOL3010
(Japan) operated at 200 kV, following the protocol reported by Chattopadhyay et al. [67]. The solution
was developed by adding 95% alcohol and performing 15 min of ultra-sonication. One drop of Ag NPs
was placed on a carbon-coated grid and allowed to dehydrate prior to examination. TEM grids were
made by adding a drop of Ag NPs onto carbon-coated Cu grids and allowing them to dry. Images were
then taken.

3.5. Antibacterial Activity of Silver Nanoparticles

The antibacterial activities of Ag NPs were evaluated using previously isolated MDR bacterial
isolates such as E. coli, K. pneumoniae, S. aureus, and P. aeruginosa from wound infection patients [12].
Different concentrations, ranging from 10 to 120 µg/µL of Ag NPs obtained from C. roseus and A. indica,
were tested for antibacterial activity against MDR bacteria using the agar well diffusion method and
the micro titer plate method. The positive controls used were tetracycline (30 µg), ampicillin (30 µg),
and erythromycin (20 µg), and the negative control was deionized water. Antibacterial activity was
measured by the zone of inhibition, and the experiment was performed in triplicate.

3.6. Wound Healing Activity of Silver Nanoparticles

Female BALB/c mice were procured from Mahaveera Enterprises (Reg.no:1656/PO/Bt/S/12/

CPCSEA, Hyderabad, India). BALB/c mice (20–25 g) aged 8–10 weeks were housed at the YVU
animal house following the laboratory animal procedures approved by the Institute Animal Ethics
Committee (IAEC; CPCSEA no: 1841/GO/Re/S/51/CPCSEA). All procedures were conducted in
accordance with the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. The anesthesia dose was
5 mL, with 2 mL ketamine (50 mg/mL), 0.5 mL xylazine (2%), and 2.5 mL saline (9%). The hair on
the dorsal skin of the animalwas removed with an artificial hair removal cream [68] and wiped with
70% ethanol. Mice were anesthetized with 40–50 µL of a ketamine and xylazine mixture, depending
on the weight of the animal, and a full-thickness open excision wound was made with a 5-mm
biopsy punch. Following recovery from anesthesia, micewere housed separately in appropriately
sanitized cages. The laboratory mice were distributed evenly and randomly separated into five
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groups as follows: Group I as the PBS- negative control, Group II as the betadine-positive control
(povidone–iodine ointment-treated), Group III as the vehicle control (Vaseline-treated), GroupIV as 1%
w/w nano-formulation-1 (C. roseus Ag NPs-treated), and Group V as the 1% w/w nano-formulation-2
(A. indica Ag NPs-treated). We pre-formulated 1 mg of green-synthesized silver nanoparticles (C Ag
NPs and A Ag NPs), ground in 1 g of Vaseline (1 mg Ag NPs per 1 g Vaseline), and prepared a fine
paste using a motor and pestle (~50 µL) for topical application towound surfaceson alternative days
for 14 days. Wound constriction was observed by monitoring the wounds at days 0, 1, 3, 5, 7, 9,
and 11, and wound closure (in mm) was measured alternatively using a digital Vernier caliper. Wound
recovery efficacy is represented as the percentage of wound contraction rate (WCR).

The percentage of wound contraction rate = original wound area - actual wound area/original
wound area ×100.

4. Conclusions

The current study demonstrates the biological production of Ag NPs via phytosynthesis using
bioreductant, eco-friendly, and renewable C. Roseus and A. indica leaf extracts. Silver nanoparticleswere
quickly and inexpensively synthesizedusing this method. Ag NPs were prepared from aqueous leaf
extracts of C. roseus and A. indica and characterized by XRD, FT-IR, DLS, SEM-EDX, and TEM analyses
and their antibacterial efficacy against MDR bacteria and ability to promote wound healing in BALB/c
mice. Physical characterization methods revealed that the produced Ag NPs were extremely small and
had a highly pure form in nature. Phytoderivatives such as leaf constituents and proteins of plants
act as masking agents on nanoparticles. Green-synthesized Ag NPs exhibited in-vivo wound healing
efficacy and antibacterial activity against MDR E. coli, K. pneumoniae, S. aureus, and P. aeruginosa strains.
Green-synthesized Ag NPs are one alternative for the management of MDR microbial inflammation;
thus, green-synthesized Ag NPs may be used for the management of wounds. Using emerging
applicable nanotechnology, we synthesized metallic Ag NPs through a green route and evaluated
the antibacterial and wound healing properties. Based on our current results, green-synthesized Ag
NPs may have potential applications as pharmaceutical agents for antibacterial activity against MDR
bacteria and wound healing.
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Figure A1. FTIR spectra of C. roseus (upper panel) and A. indica (lower panel) silver 
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Figure A1. FTIR spectra of C. roseus (upper panel) and A. indica (lower panel) silver nanoparticles.
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Figure A2. Hydrodynamic size determination of green-synthesized Ag NPs of C. roseus (upper panel)
and A. indica (lower panel), as determined by dynamic light scattering (DLS).
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Abstract: Dermatophyte fungal infections are difficult to treat because they need long-term
treatments. 4-Nerolidylcatechol (4-NC) is a compound found in Piper umbellatum that has been
reported to demonstrate significant antifungal activity, but is easily oxidizable. Due to this
characteristic, the incorporation in nanostructured systems represents a strategy to guarantee
the compound’s stability compared to the isolated form and the possibility of improving antifungal
activity. The objective of this study was to incorporate 4-NC into polymeric nanoparticles to
evaluate, in vitro and in vivo, the growth inhibition of Microsporum canis. 4-NC was isolated from
fresh leaves of P. umbellatum, and polymer nanoparticles of polycaprolactone were developed
by nanoprecipitation using a 1:5 weight ratio (drug:polymer). Nanoparticles exhibited excellent
encapsulation efficiency, and the antifungal activity was observed in nanoparticles with 4-NC
incorporated. Polymeric nanoparticles can be a strategy employed for decreased cytotoxicity,
increasing the stability and solubility of substances, as well as improving the efficacy of 4-NC.

Keywords: nanoparticles; 4-Nerolidylcatechol; antifungals; Microsporum canis; polycaprolactone;
nanoprecipitation

1. Introduction

Dermatophyte fungal infections affect keratinized tissues and are difficult to combat. The long
period of treatment, in addition to the adverse effects caused by systemic antifungal drugs,
frequently leads to poor adherence to medication, favoring refractory disease [1,2]. The mycoses
caused by Microsporum canis are more frequent in dogs and cats, but can extend the contamination to
humans due to the contact between them since the pets are present inside the houses and inserted into
the family.
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4-Nerolidylcatechol (4-NC) is the major compound of the plant Piper umbellatum, popularly known
in Brazil as pariparoba or caapeba. The molecule is an unstable natural product [3], and the extracts of
this plant have demonstrated important biological properties, photoprotective action, leishmanicide,
anti-inflammatory, anti-ulcer, anticancer, and antimicrobial activities [4–8]. Studies have demonstrated
the high antifungal potential of 4-NC against dermatophyte fungi [9], which has motivated interest to
develop this study.

4-NC belongs to the sesquiterpenes class and it is considered practically insoluble in water
(solubility of −4303 (log mol/L)) [10]. The mechanism for antimicrobial action is not yet well defined,
but a study with derivatives of this compound evaluating antimalarial activity showed mechanisms
such as inhibition of isoprenoid biosynthesis and inhibition of hemozoin formation [11]. In human
cells, it has a proteasome inhibition mechanism, with the accumulation of ubiquitinated proteins,
damage to DNA, and changes in the mitochondrial membrane’s potential. These mechanisms may
possibly be related to antifungal activity since the cells are eukaryotic [12].

The drug’s high antioxidant activity requires attention regarding its stability, and the lipophilic
characteristic causes certain difficulties in its incorporation into formulations. To overcome
these problems, the development of nanostructured delivery systems can be a viable strategy.
Nanoparticles are colloidal systems, have nanometric size, and because of this, have the ability
to permeate barriers in the body and protect molecules of interest, giving the incorporated molecule a
higher solubility. They are acceptable for loading of both lipophilic and hydrophilic drugs [13,14].

Several polymers, either natural or synthetic, can be used for drug encapsulation.
Regarding synthetic polymers, there are biodegradable aliphatic polyesters such as polylactides (PLA),
poly (lactide/glycoside) copolymers (PLGA), and poly (ε-caprolactone), as well as non-degradable
polymers such as poly (methyl methacrylate) and polyacrylates. Naturally occurring polymers have
been widely used as carriers for dermatological disorders; however, polymers of synthetic origin such
as poly-ε-caprolactone (PCL) have the advantage of higher encapsulation efficiency, purity, and high
reproducibility, being more suitable for molecules with non-polar characteristics [15]. Studies using
PCL showed low toxicity and compatibility with many drugs, as well as excellent solubility in organic
solvents, heat stability, and good permeability, in addition to allowing slow release [16,17]. However,
to the best of our knowledge, PCL has not been previously employed for 4-NC encapsulation.

Polymeric nanoparticles exhibit versatility in their structures, which can be modulated
to protect/carry molecules to the action site or respond to physiological or external stimuli.
Hydroxypropyl-ß-cyclodextrin (HP-ß-CD), which is a well-known membrane protector, has been
shown to increase liposome solubility with 4-Nerolidylcatechol [18].

The mode of incorporation can modulate the response of the nanoparticles in biological
environments under different pH conditions, as well as enzymatic, oxidative, reducing, temperature
variation, and irradiation [19]. The properties and characteristics of nanostructured systems allow its
use for several objectives, such as for mycoses.

Nanotechnology is an interesting strategy to improve the efficacy of traditional antifungals,
reduce toxicity, improve biodistribution and drug targeting, and bring promising results in
in-vitro and in vivo studies. In view of this, plant extracts can benefit from the association of this
technology [20]. Liposomes containing 4-Nerolidylcatechol showed a controlled release, and modulation
of hemocompatibility, in addition to a higher biocompatibility in the formulation providing stability
and solubility [21].

The polymer PCL (polycaprolactone) has been successfully used for drug delivery, evaluated
both in vitro and in vivo. After demonstrating in vivo biocompatibility and efficacy, PCL-based
formulations have been approved by the FDA [22]. Furthermore, the reproducible production of
biocompatible medical devices, including in the nanoscale, can employ the electrospinning process.
For instance, Tammaro et al. (2015) [23] prepared linesolid loaded in electrospun PCL fibers for topically
controlled drug delivery to inhibit Staphylococcus aureus. Wang et al. (2020) prepared PCL-based
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nanofibers for delivery of O-D-glucopyranosyl-L-ascorbic acid and heparin to treat inflammation and
thrombosis [24].

This study aimed to develop polymeric nanoparticles containing 4-NC for growth inhibition of
M. canis, evaluating the activity in vitro and in vivo.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. 4-NC Isolation

The plant material was collected in the Horticultural Medicinal and Toxic Plants “Profa. Dra.
Célia Cebrian Araujo Reis”, School of Pharmaceutical Sciences, UNESP-Araraquara, and identified
and authenticated in the Laboratory of Botany of the School of Pharmaceutical Sciences—UNESP,
Araraquara, Brazil. Isolation of 4-NC was performed as described by Iwamoto et al. (2015) [7],
with adaptations. The fresh leaves were extracted by maceration with dichloromethane (used proportion
of plant material and solvent was 0.25 Kg/L) at room temperature. The extract was filtered and
evaporated to remove the solvent completely. After evaporation of the solvent, liquid/liquid was
partitioned with acetonitrile/hexane (1:1). Then the acetonitrile phase was subjected to solvent
evaporation for column separation. The column separation was made using a 2 cm/2 cm glass
column, with C18 (octadecylsilane) as the stationary phase, and ACN:H2O (50:50) as the mobile
phase.The isolation was confirmed by high-performance liquid chromatography and infrared
spectroscopy. The analysis of 4-NC by NMR was performed with a Fourier 300 spectrometer,
capable of obtaining 1H and 13C nuclei. For the infrared analysis, a Bruker® Spectrophotometer
(Billerica, MA, USA) model IV-FT—Alpha Platinum ATR was used, and the data were treated with
OriginPro 9 SR2. The application was made directly, without dilution.

2.2. Development of Nanoparticles

The nanoparticles were developed by the classical nanoprecipitation methodology, using a 1:5
weight ratio (drug:polymer). The polycaprolactone polymer and 4-NC were both dissolved in 50 mL
of acetone, and the Poloxamer 407 surfactant was dissolved in 100 mL of deionized water (0.5%),
the aqueous phase. The organic phase was dipped into the aqueous phase with stirring in a laminar
flow hood for approximately 16 h for total evaporation of the organic solvent. The final volume was
50 mL [25].

2.3. Encapsulation Efficiency

The experiment was performed in the laboratory of Drug Delivery at the University of Chile
(UCHILE). The high-performance liquid chromatography was performed using a Perkin–Elmer Flexar
apparatus, analytical mode with quaternary pumping system, equipped with a Rheodyne 6-way
automatic injector with 20uL loop, PDA detector (photodiode array), and degasser. A C-18 (250× 4.6× 5)
GL Sciences column was used, and mobile phase composed of a gradient of acetonitrile: water with
0.1% trifluroacetic acid (30:70) for 10 min, (5:95) for 15 min, flow 1 mL/min, 20 µL of injection was used.
Data acquisition and processing were performed using Chromera® CD N5188000-T, version 4.1.0
(Perkin–Elmer, Waltham, MA, USA) software.

To evaluate the encapsulation efficiency (EE%), an indirect method based on ultrafiltration,
was employed. For this purpose, the free 4-NC was separated from 4-NC-loaded nanoparticles after
centrifugation (Centrifuge 5804 R, Eppendof, Hamburg, Germany) performed in Amicon® tubes for
20 min at 3800× g at the temperature of 26 ± 1 ◦C. Then the filtrate was directly chromatographed and
the nanoparticles retained in the filter were suspended in 5 mL of acetonitrile to dissolve the particles,
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sonicated for 5 min, filtered (0.45 µm, PTFE). The efficiency was calculated based on the calibration
curve performed, and followed the equation [25].

EE% =
ultracentrifuged pellet(µg) − supernatant(µg)drug

theoretical mass of the “drug”
× 100 (1)

2.4. Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) and Zeta Potential (Zeta)

The mean size and zeta potential of nanoparticles were measured by dynamic light scattering (DLS)
using a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments Ltd., Malvern, Worcestershire, UK). The samples
were applied without dilution. Measurements were made at 25 ◦C with a fixed scattering angle of 173◦,
the refractive index (RI) at 1.330, and absorbance at 0.01. All analyses were performed in triplicate
(n = 3), and the data were expressed as the mean values and standard deviations.

2.5. Nano Tracking Analysis (NTA)

The nanoparticles were also analyzed by nano tracking analysis (NTA), a complementary
technique to DLS. The samples were applied directly on the NanoSight NS300 (Malvern Instruments
Ltd., Malvern, UK). The software traces several particles individually under Brownian motion and
relates the velocity of particle movement, and calculates their hydrodynamic diameters using the
Stokes-Einstein equation [26]. The samples were diluted 2000 times with ultrapure distilled water,
and results were expressed in particle size (nm) and particle concentration.

2.6. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

For the measurement in scanning electron microscopy (SEM), the nanoparticles were deposited
on the copper grid. The grids were in contact with the samples for 5 min, and then they were placed in
contact with water for 1 min. After this time, it was put in contact with 0.5% phosphotungstic acid
for another 1 min, and finally, another 1 min with water. The preparation was performed 24 h before
the analysis; the grids were kept in filter paper-lined plates and capped. The measurements were
performed using a microscope FEI model Inspect F50 [27].

2.7. Fourier Transformed Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR)

The FT-IR spectral studies were carried on IR-Prestige 21 Shimadzu using the KBr pellets method
(hydraulic press Shimadzu, Japan ), from 400 to 4000 cm−1. The FTIR spectra were performed for:
4-NC on two different quantities (65 µg and 676 µg), poloxamer 407, polycaprolactone, lyophilized
empty nanoparticles and lyophilized 4-NC nanoparticles.

2.8. In Vitro Evaluation of 4-NC and 4-NCNP Antifungal Activity

The antifungal activity was evaluated according to M38-A2 guideline with some modifications [28].
The microdilution technique used 96-well plates with RPMI medium, using a clinical isolate of M. canis,
isolated from a dog. The concentration of 4-NC and nanoparticles with 4-NC (4-NCNP) samples
ranged from 250 µg/mL to 0.244 µg/mL and 150 µg/mL to 0.146 µg/mL, respectively. Amphotericin B
and terbinafine were used as controls. The inoculum concentration was 5.0 × 104 CFU/mL. The plates
were incubated for seven days under constant stirring at 28 ◦C. Minimal inhibitory concentration
(MIC) was defined as the lowest concentration where growth inhibition occurred. Plates were read
using 0.1% resazurin (30 µL), and minimal fungicidal activity (MFC) was performed using a sample
of each well plated in PDA (potato dextrose agar) before the addition of resazurin. The plates were
incubated for seven days at 28 ◦C. The minimal fungicidal concentration (MFC) was defined as the
lowest concentration at which no growth occurred.
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2.9. Preparation of Gel Formulations for Use in In Vivo Study

Formulations were developed to facilitate cutaneous application, so the samples were inserted
into hydroxyethylcellulose gel. The base gel was prepared at the concentration of 2% in water under
heating and stirring, and after cooling the samples were added. The concentration of nanoparticles
used for the in vivo test was eight times the value obtained in the MIC test (0.072 mg/mL), according to
the methodology used by Sharma et al. (2011) [29]. Terbinafine was used as eight times the value
obtained in MIC test (0.005 mg/mL).

2.10. In Vivo Antimycotic Evaluation in SWISS MICE

The study was approved by the Research Ethics Committee (protocol CEUA/FCF/CAr: 06/2017).
Twenty-four adult male Swiss mice weighing between 25 and 35 g were used, kept in individual cages,
with feed and water at will. They were divided into four groups of six animals: infected with M. canis,
treated with gel containing 4-NC nanoparticles, free terbinafine gel (control drug), gel with empty
nanoparticle, and the negative control without treatment.

The animals (n = 6) were immunosuppressed with 500 µg of estradiol valerate in subcutaneous
injection. After three days of immunosuppression, the infection was induced through slots with sterile
needles to facilitate infection, where a suspension of 1 × 106 CFU/mL of M. canis (clinical isolate) was
applied. After the period of infection (about seven days) the treatment was started [29].

Samples treatments were applied using sterile swabs with an amount sufficient to fill the entire
infected area (0.3 g). After three days of treatment, three animals from each group were euthanized.
After the seven days period, the others were euthanized. Before the sacrifice, blood samples from
the animals were collected through the submandibular vein [30] to evaluate the enzymes aspartate
aminotransferase (AST) and alanine aminotransferase (ALT) [31]. These enzymes were evaluated
to verify if there was liver damage. The areas of the infected and treated skins were collected
for microscopic analysis and stored in Karnovisky’s solution for 24 h, after which time they were
transferred to phosphate buffer (pH 7.4). The experimental model used is due to the greater susceptibility
to dermatophytes.

2.11. Analysis of the Hepatic Profile of the Animals

Blood samples were centrifuged for 15 min at 1100× g. After separation, the serum was transferred
to 1.5 mL Eppendorf tubes and stored at −15 ◦C. For the analysis, the samples were removed from
refrigeration and left at room temperature. Labtest® AST and ALT kits were used, and the tests were
performed in triplicate.

2.12. Grocott-Gomori Silver Methanamine Staining Microscopy

The analysis of microscopy with Grocott–Gomori staining was carried out in the laboratory
of Lauro de Souza Lima Research Institute (Bauru/SP). The skins were stocked in phosphate buffer
(pH 7.5) and placed in an OMA DM40 histotechnical model to dehydrate and incorporate into the
paraffin. After the skins were embedded, they were cut with a four micron MRP2015 microtome.
The dewaxing was started with distilled water and then subjected to chromic acid (4%) for thirty
minutes, after which time it was washed with common water. Then, sodium bisulfite (1%) was added
for one minute, followed by ordinary water for 10 min and finally in distilled water. Samples were
placed in a greenhouse in contact with the silver methenamine solution for 30 min. After this period,
the samples were washed again with distilled water six times, followed by gold chloride (1%) for 4 min,
and distilled water. Sodium thiosulphate (2%) was placed for 4 min, washed in running water and
ending with light green for 45 s. Finally, the samples were dehydrated with 95 ◦C ethanol, absolute
ethanol, and xylol. The samples were observed in an Axioplan 2 microscope, model HBO50.
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3. Results

3.1. 4-NC Structural Determination

The results obtained by the 1H and 13C spectra of 4-NC were compared to the literature for
structural determination of the substance [32]. NMR spectroscopic data obtained for 4-Nerolidylcatechol
at 300 MHz for 1H at 75 MHz for 13C in chloroform-d. Carbons with δ between 110 and 120 ppm
are typical of aromatic rings. Thus, the C-3, C-5, and C-6 carbons were assigned to the signals in
δ 115.1; 119.2, and 114.3, respectively. Other signals obtained in the 13C spectrum in δ 141.4 and 143.2
were attributed to the substituted carbons of the C-1 and C-2 aromatic ring, respectively, which are
characteristic of the catechol group. The C-4 at δ 141.0 indicated that it was bound to the nerolidol
group, which was identified by the existence of unsaturated aliphatic grouping signals, in particular by
the two signals of two methylene carbons (C-5′ and C-9′) bound to the double bond methyls (δ 23.1 and
26.8, respectively) and three other vinyl methyl (C-12′, C-13′, and C-14 ′). IR spectroscopy showed high
intensity in the absorbing bands with a wave number of 3400 cm-1 relative to the axial deformation
of free hydroxyls (OH), also showing bands in 1635 and 1522 cm-1, indicating the presence of axial
deformation of alkenes (C=C). In addition to an absorption band, 1283 cm-1 related to phenolic axial
deformation (C-O) and the presence of methylene groups due to the presence of absorption bands at
3000 cm−1 (axial deformation C-H) (Figure 1) signals corroborated the structure of 4-NC (Figure 2).
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Figure 1. 4-Nerolidylcatechol infrared spectrum.

Figure 2. Chemical structure 4-Nerolidylcatechol.

3.2. Encapsulation Efficiency

The evaluation of encapsulation efficiency demonstrated 100% encapsulation efficiency in 4-NC
encapsulation in polymer nanoparticles, as observed by the 4-NC profile (Figure 3a). Chromatograms
obtained after centrifugation demonstrated the absence of a peak of the molecule at 11.238 min in the
Amicom® filtrate (Figure 3b), indicating that there was no free soluble drug. In the chromatogram of
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material retained in the filter (Figure 3c), the 4-NC peak was observed, attributed to the encapsulated
drug. The chromatographic profile of the empty nanoparticles is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 5： 

Figure 3. 4-NC Encapsulation efficiency in nanoparticles. (a) 4-NC Chromatographic profile.
(b) Chromatographic profile of 4-NC Nanoparticles filtered in Amicon® tube. (c) Chromatographic
profile of 4-NC nanoparticles retained in the Amicon® tube.

Figure 4. Chromatographic profile of empty nanoparticles.
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3.3. DLS, Zeta Potential and NTA Characterization

The polymeric nanoparticle’s (NPs) size was 148.1 ± 1.12 nm for empty nanoparticles and
143.5 ± 1.36 nm for nanoparticles with 4-NC. The poly dispersive index (pdi) was 0.149 ± 0.01,
with zeta potential (zeta) of −7.15 ± 0.16 mV for empty NPs, while nanoparticles with 4-NC showed
polydispersity index of 0.232 ± 0.00 and zeta potential of −9.30 ± 0.17 mV (Table 1).

Table 1. Zeta potential, polydispersion index, and size of nanoparticles.

Zeta Potential (mV) pdi Size (nm)

Empty NP −7.15 ± 0.16 0.149 ± 0.01 148.1 ± 1.12
4-NC NP −9.30 ± 0.17 0.232 ± 0.00 143.5 ± 1.36

Empty NP: nanoparticles without 4-NC; 4-NCNP: nanoparticles with 4-NC.

The nanoparticles were also characterized by nano tracking analysis (NTA), showing a
concentration of empty nanoparticles of 6.14 × 1011 ±7.74 × 109 particles/mL, and nanoparticles
with 4-NC demonstrated a concentration of 3.38 × 109 ± 2.4 × 108 particles/mL (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Particle size distribution. (a) The concentration of empty nanoparticles. (b) The distribution
of empty nanoparticles. (c) The concentration of 4-NC nanoparticle. (d) The distribution of 4-NC.

The photomicrography of nanoparticles obtained for SEM showed a diameter between 35.2 and
162.4 nm (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Scanning Electron Microscopy. (a) Empty NPs without dilution. (b) 4-NC NPs with 10x dilution.

3.4. FT-IR Spectral of Nanoparticles and Compounds

The FT-IR for 4-NC 65 µg did not show any stretching spectra, which could be due to the FT-IR
sensibility equipment (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. FT-IR spectra of 4-NC (a) 65 µg (b) 676 µg.

The FT-IR for the 4-NC 676 µg shows high-intensity bands on 3300 cm−1 associated to free –OH
groups stretching vibrations and strong and broad signal. Other signals were shown on 2900 cm−1

related to C-H alkane vibrations. Besides, the 4-NC have more characteristics on 1700 and 1600 cm−1

related to alkenes C=C oleafinic and C-C bonds on aromatics, 1200 cm−1 the C-O phenolic stretch,
and 900 cm−1 the C-H alkene oleafinic vibrations.

PCL spectra showed on 3000 cm−1 C-H alkane vibrations, 1700 cm−1 a strong narrow signal
expected from the carbonyls and C-O bonds stretching on 1300–1100 cm−1 (Figure 8a). The IR spectrum
of poloxamer 407 shows the absorption peaks at 2800 cm−1 related to C-H alkane stretch, a signal on
1300–1100 cm−1 associated with C-O ether stretch vibration (Figure 8b).
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Figure 8. FT-IR spectra. (a) PCL, (b) poloxamer.

The empty nanoparticles showed a residual water signal at 3500 cm−1, a signal at 2800 cm−1 related
to the C-H alkane bonds to PCL and Poloxamer 407, a strong narrow signal at 1700 cm−1 associated to
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the carbonyl vibrations of the PCL, and a shorter signal on the 1100 cm−1 that corresponded to the C-O
ether bond of the Poloxamer 407, indicating an interaction with the PCL (Figure 9).
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Figure 9. FT-IR spectra for NP. (a) Empty, (b) with 4-NC loaded.

The incorporated nanoparticles with 4-NC also showed a band assigned to the vibrational mode
νOH at 3500 cm−1, characteristic of the presence of water, the C-H alkane bonds at 2800 cm−1 due
to the PCL and poloxamer characteristics, the carbonyls vibration bond at 1700 cm−1 for the PCL
molecule, and a reduced signal at 1100 cm−1 for the C-O ether bond. The comparison of the FTIR
spectral of the 4-NC incorporated and empty nanoparticules showed that the profile of the spectra
were similar, showing the water signal at 3500 cm−1, the C-H aliphatic bond vibrations at 2800 cm−1,
the strong narrow band at 1700 cm−1 due to the carbonyl of PCL, and a reduction of the signal from
1500–900 cm−1 on the 4-NC-NP (Figure 10).

Figure 10. Comparison of 4-NC NP and empty NP FT-IR spectrum.

The spectra results showed that the equipment sensibility could show any 4-NC signal in a
65 µg concentration, and the 4-NC NP were made with 45 µg. Therefore, the 4-NC molecule did
not demonstrate a different profile on nanoparticle’s signal due to the low concentration, however,
the 4-NC NP showed a strong, distinct biologic activity when compared with the empty NP.

3.5. Nanoparticles Antifungal Activity

Table 2 shows the in vitro antifungal activity, evidencing that when the drug was nanoencapsulated,
there was an increase of 9.61 times in the MIC and 19.23 times for the MFC. Terbinafine and amphotericin
B, control drugs, were evaluated only in free form, without nanoencapsulation.
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Table 2. Minimal inhibitory concentration (MIC) and minimal fungicide concentration (MFC) of 4-NC,
nanoparticles, and controls (µg/mL).

Samples * MIC MFC

4-NC 7.8 7.8
NP - -

4-NCNP 75 150
Amphotericin B 0.5 0.5

Terbinafine 0.625 0.625

*: 4-NC, 4-Nerolidylcatechol; NP, nanoparticles; 4-NCNP, nanoparticles with 4-NC. Data are representative of three
independent experiments.

3.6. In Vivo Analysis

The results showed that there were no changes in liver enzymes resulting from the treatments
(Figure 11).

Figure 11. Analysis of the alanine aminotransferase (ALT) and aspartate aminotransferase (AST)
enzymes from treated and untreated animals. (a) Control, no treatment; TER, free terbinafine; 4-NC NP,
Nanoparticles with 4-NC; Empty NP, empty nanoparticles, with 3 days treatment. (b) Control,
no treatment; TER, free terbinafine; 4-NC NP, nanoparticles with 4-NC; Empty NP, empty nanoparticles,
with 7 days treatment. The statistical analysis was performed by Graph Pad Prism Version 7.0 software,
through analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Dunnett’s test, establishing p <0.05 as the significance level.

In assessing the potential damage to the liver, the levels of transaminases were checked in the
plasma, and no significant variation in liver enzymes was observed during the period of 3 and 7 days of
treatment. There were evaluated using analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Dunnett’s test, establishing
a p-value <0.05 as the significant level. No statistically significant difference was observed between the
drug-treated and control groups.

The silver methenamine staining of Grocott–Gomori, widely used in fungal detection histology,
showed M. canis hyphae around the hair follicles indicated by the arrows (Figure 12a), when the skin
of an infected with M. canis and untreated animal, euthanized three days post-infection was observed.
The euthanized animals with 7 days of treatment did not present any more infections, suggesting a
recomposition of their immunity. Free terbinafine, after three days of treatment, showed no evidence
of M. canis infection.
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Figure 12. Grocott–Gomori microscopy of the skins of the euthanized animals with three days of
treatment. (a) The skin of an animal infected with M. canis and without treatment. (b) The skin of an
animal treated with 4-NC nanoparticles. (c) The skin of an animal treated with terbinafine. (d) The skin
of an animal treated with empty nanoparticles.

4. Discussion

The identification of 4-NC was carried out by nuclear magnetic resonance of hydrogens and
carbons. 4-NC shows characteristic signs of aromatic and aliphatic hydrogens. Signals in the region
between δ 5 and 6 (ppm) are usually attributed to olefins, whereby the signals in δ 5.02 and 5.98 were
respectively assigned to the hydrogens bound to the C-1′ and C-2′, and the hydrogens connected to
the C-6′ and C-10′ carbons. Signals in the region between δ 1 and 2 (ppm) correspond to methyl,
so we can see in δ 1.33 (3H), δ 1.68 (3H), 1.51 (3H), and δ 1.59 (3H), with a chemical shift in the last
three signals confirming the presence of double bond, these signals are attributed to the hydrogens
connected to the C-12′, C-14′, C-15′, and C-13′ carbons, respectively. The signals corresponding to
the aromatic hydrogens presented chemical displacement at δ 6.84, δ 6.74, and at δ 6.79, confirming
the catechol grouping. The signals obtained from carbons at δ 141.4 and δ 143.2 are characteristic
of the catechol system, corresponding to carbons C-1 and C-2. The 1H NMR and 13C NMR signals
are in agreement with data obtained in the literature. The molecular weight of the 4-NC obtained
was 314.46 g, the chemical formula being C12H30O2. These results are similar to the results found by
Iwamoto et al. (2014) [7], Bergamo (2003) [32], Almeida (2011) [33], and Freitas (2015) [34].

In this study, it was possible to observe that the 4-NC showed total encapsulation (100%),
corroborating that the antimicrobial activity demonstrated was of the nanoparticles containing
4-NC. The results obtained showed encapsulation of incorporation superior to those found by
Abriata et al. (2017) [25], who used the same polymer and surfactant to incorporate ursolic acid,
obtaining results 36.44% lower when using in the same concentrations of compound and polymer.
Using the nanoprecipitation technique for amphotericin B incorporation, the results of the encapsulation
efficiency were 60 to 80% in the formulations prepared [35].

Analysis of zeta potential demonstrated that poly-ε-caprolactone nanoparticles have a negative
potential. In the study by Shao et al. [36], the nanoparticles with negative zeta potential caused little
damage to the cell membranes, and the authors justified this result due to the weak interactions with
the cells. This low interaction with the biomembranes favors low cytotoxicity.

The characterization analysis of the nanoparticles by DLS, showed an approximate size of 143.5 to
148.1 nm, a much smaller size when compared to the nanoparticles obtained by Souza et al. (2012) [37],
which incorporated the herbicide atrazine through the nanoprecipitation technique, but using the
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surfactant polysorbate 80 (Tween® 80). They obtained diameters up to 341 nm using the same polymer
(PCL), and the same technique, i.e., nanoprecipitation.

Comparing the size data obtained by DLS and NTA, it was observed that NTA presented results
of smaller nanoparticles. This type of result was also observed by other authors [19,38]. NTA analysis
is a complementary technique for the characterization of nanoparticles. The difference between NTA
and DLS is that the first provides the concentration of the suspended nanoparticles, and is possible to
visualize the sample through videos and obtaining the presented peaks with better resolution [19].

Scanning electron microscopy showed that the nanoparticles have a lower size than that determined
by analysis performed in solution and through light or laser beams. This is because, in the microscopic
analysis, the samples are dried on a copper grid, and in this way, the reading does not take into account
loads that could be around the particle, as in the tests that are carried out in solution, such as DLS
and NTA.

Perecin et al. (2016) [39] encapsulated magnetite on a PCL and poloxamer system on a 1:5 ratio
magnetite and PCL. The FT-IR spectrum of the nanoparticles does not demonstrate the interaction of
the incorporated nanoparticle made of PCL and poloxamer, because the magnetite spectra showed
only one strong signal at 600 cm−1 and that signal did not appear on the incorporated nanoparticle.

Soares et al. (2009) [40] studied a 4-Nerolidylcathecol system with 2-hydroxypropyl-β-cyclodextrin
on a 1:1 molar ratio and the FT-IR spectrum of the 4-NC shows similar signals to out spectra. The 4-NC
incorporated into the 2-hidroxypropyl-β-ciclodextrin was not capable of a strong, significant and
different signal modification even on a 1:1 molar ratio. The incorporated signal on 3400 cm−1 is related
to O-H aromatic bond of the sugars and the 1100–1000 cm−1 signal due to the ether bond vibration
present on the cyclodextrin.

There is a need for further studies of release kinetics in order to improve the formulation and
accelerate the release process of the 4-NC of the nanoparticles so that in the free form, they can exert
the expected activity in a controlled manner and guarantee the stability of 4-NC-loaded nanoparticle.

The polymeric nanoparticle without 4-NC incorporation did not demonstrate antimicrobial
activity; the antifungal activity resulted from the compound incorporated. Nanoparticles with 4-NC
compared to the 4-NC isolated demonstrate a higher MIC of 4-NC nanoparticles. The antifungal activity
was not potentiated by the incorporation, but neither was inhibited, which could be a consequence of
slow-release from nanoparticles. However, the slow release could be an advantage for long-term use
of treatment, which could be further investigated in future studies.

It has already been demonstrated in the literature that 4-NC shows certain cytotoxicity for some
cell strains [7], besides possessing an antioxidant characteristic [19], is an unstable compound31,
and exhibits low polarity, making difficult its incorporation into aqueous formulations. Due to
these difficulties, nanostructured systems are an alternative to the use of this molecule for different
biological applications.

The in vivo test of liver enzyme profiles of the animals was shown to have the same standard
dosage of the ALT enzyme for the treated groups compared to the untreated group, indicating the
absence of toxicity. In the present study, the results for AST were significantly lower when compared
to the results of the untreated group studied by Nogueira-Neto et al. (2012) [41], which obtained
results of 49.67 U/L. Similar data were found by Araujo (2012) [42] comparing Swiss mice with two
different breeding strains, where they observed alterations in the values of the animals without any
treatment for both ALT and AST. Studies of AST performed by Branco et al. (2011) [43] showed mean
values 277.0 ± 18 U/L, whereas values of the present study were significantly lower in all groups.
The evaluation of liver enzymes brings promising data since they demonstrate that there was no
hepatic damage resulting from the treatment, which is a concern when using 4-NC.

The mouse skins stained with silver methenamine by Grocott–Gomori staining technique showed
that groups infected with M. canis and treated with nanoparticles, after three days of treatment,
still present some infection, however in less extension than the untreated group. The terbinafine group,
which was constituted of free drug, no longer had fungi in the analyzed skin areas. Although it is a
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qualitative analysis, it was shown that nanoparticles are promising for the treatment of filamentous
fungi infection.

This study showed that 4-Nerolidylcatechol had high encapsulation efficiency when associated
with the nanoprecipitation technique with poly- ε -caprolactone, allowing a more stable formulation,
since the evaluation of encapsulation demonstrated that there was no degradation of the compound.
The encapsulation allows a possible controlled release for antifungal treatment that is long and difficult.
Adjustments to the formulation are required in order to allow the antifungal activity of the compound
to be maintained at lower levels even after encapsulation.
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